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PREFACE
I(f THB Third Series of
Eiu^ I have tried to trace
the relatioiuhip which exists between Zen and the two chief
Mahayana sutras, the GanAa^uha and the Pr^naparamita,
and then the trandbnnation through which Indian Buddhism
had to go while adapting itself to Chinese psychology. The
Chinese are a practical people qtiite different front the Indian,
who are highly endow^ with the power of abstraction as
well as an inexhaustible mine of imagination. It was natural
that the Mahayana teachings had to be so transformed as to
malce them appreciated by the Chinese. This meant that the
Prajnapairamita and the GmJatyvJia were to be converted
into ZcD dialogues.
As regards Zen contributions to Japanese culture, a special
volume has been written.* Apart
Buddhism, apart from
Zen after the Kamakura era, Japanese cultural history has
no significance, so deeply has Buddhism entered into the life¬
blood of the people. My attempt here is merely tentative.
The section on “The Zen Life in Pictures** is also a suggestion;
a fuller and more systematic treatment awaits another
opportunity.
A few facts are to be mentioned concerning the matter
treated in this Series, which have come up while it was in
the press, (i) The Tun-huang MS. of the St^Hngj of Shmkd mentioned in p. 21 fn. and {>. 37 fn. has alresuly been
reproduced in facsimile, while its printed and fully revised
edition will be published before long, (a) Dr. Keiki Yabuki
has published a book giving detailed explanations of the
Tun-huang MSS. collected in his Ethoes of (As Dturi. He
supplies us with a wealth of useful information regarding
them. (3) All page references to the Gatfdatyuha are cither to
the Idzumi MS. or to the R.A.S. one. (4) The Tun-huang MS.
of Hui-neng*s Tan-<hing (p. 15 fn.) will be printed and made
accessible to the general public. It will be accompanied by the
Koshoji copy of the same. The latter is an old Japanese reprint
' Sec Z** BiMhiim tad iu lafiatact m Japamu Odbat, 19)8.
•5
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ot the iiAecnth or sixteenth century, the Chinese original of
which was probably printed some time in the tenth or the
eleventh century, (^te likely it is the "older edition” referred
to in a prefitoe to the current edidon of the Tan-ehing, Its
historical importance is beyond dispute.
The author’s thanks are, as usiud, due to his wifi^ Beatrice
Lane Suzuki, for reviewing the whole MSS. and reading the
proofi, and to Mrs. Ruth Fuller Everett, of Chicago, who also
kindly read the proo6.
Reference to the generous encouragement of the author’s
friend, Yakichi Ataka, is not to be onutted just because he is
always ready to respond unheatadngly to all the requests of
the author and to make the teachings of Zen Buddhinn uni¬
versally approachable within the limits of literary interpreta¬
tion.
Daisetz Tsitaro Suzuki

1984

EDITOR'S FOREWORD
U.Liu., Proftwor of Buddhm
*^^l!*°** • ^ **** Otani University, Kyoto, was bom in
1809. He is probably now the greatest living authority on
BucUhist philoMphy, and is certainly the greatest authority
on Zen Buddhism. His major works in English on the sub¬
ject of Buddhism number a dozen or more, and of his works
in Japanese as yet unknown to the West there are at least
e^htcen. He is, moreover, as a chronological bibliography
of books on Zen in English clearly shows, the pioneer teacher
the subject outside Japan, for except for Kaiten Nukariya’s
Rtligum of Uu Samurai (Luzac & Co., 1913) nothing was
known of Zen as a living experience, save to the readers of
ps Easttm ButUhist (1931-1939), unUl the publication of
Etsaj^ in ^en Buddhism (First Series) in 1937.
Dr. Suzuki writes with authority. Not only has he studied
mginal works in Sanskrit, Pali, Chinese and Japanese, but
he has an up-to-date knowledge of Western thought in
German and French as well as in the English which he speaks
and writes so fluently. He is, moreover, more than a scholar;
he is a Buddhist. Though not a priest of any Buddhist sect,
he is honounrf in every temple in Japan, for hb knowledge
M spiritual things, as all who have sat at his feet bear witness,
is direct and profound. \Vhen he speaks of the higher suges
of consciousness he speaks as a man who dwells therein, and
the impression he makes on those who enter the fringes of his
mind is that of a man who seeks for the intellectual symbols
wherewith to describe a state of awareness which lies indeed
"beyond the intellect".
To those unable to sit at the feet of the hfaster hti writings
must be a substitute. All these, however, were out of print
in England by 1940, and all remaining stocks in Japan were
destroyed in the fire which consumed three-quarters of Tokyo
in 1945, When, therefore, I reached Japan in 1946,1 arranged
with the author for the Buddhbt Society, London—^my wife
and myself as its nominees—to begin the publication of hb
Daisbtz Teitaro Suzuki,
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Collected Works, reprinting the old favourites, and printing
as fast as possible translations of the maDy new works which
the Professor, sclf-irrunured in hh house at Kyoto, had
written during the war.
Thb undertaking, however, was beyond the powers of
the Buddhist Society, and we therefore secured the assistance
of Rider & Co., who, backed by the vast resources of the
House of Hutchinson, can honour the needs of such a
considerable task.
Of Zen itself 1 need say nothing here, but the increasing
of books on the subject, such as Th* Spint of
by Alan
Watts (Murray), my own
Buddhism (Heinemann), and
the series of original translations of Chinese Zen Scriphrres
and other works published by the Buddhist Socsety, prove
that the interest of the West b rising rapidly. Zen, however,
is a subject extremely easy to misunderstand, and it is there¬
fore important that the words of a recognized expert should
come r^ily to hand.
It was decided to publish the works of Dr. Suzuki in
groups of three, each group to contain, if possible, one of
his larger works, a smaller work, and a work as yet un¬
published in English. The first three chosen were the First
Series of his Eisaps in ^tn Buddhism, his valuable Jntroduetion
to
Buddhism, with a translation by Miss Constance Rolfc
of Dr. C. G. Jung’s long Foreword to the German edition,
and a new work tririch appears under the title of Th* Z^
DoOrim (f Mo-Mind {Th* Signjficanc* ^ th* Sutra of Hui-ntng
[Wei Lang]). The Sutra itself is published for the Buddhist
Society by Luzac & Co. as Th* Sutra of Wti Lang.
The second group included the ^ond Series of Eissys
in Zf» Buddhism, the Manual of Z** Buddhism, and a completely
new work, laving bj
The third group has been more
diflkult to choose, but the first of the three was obvious.
This Third Scries <£ Essajs in Z’’* Buddhism, as no other work
in print, traces the fiudnating process by which the complex
and wordy metaphysics of Indian Buddhism was translated
and condensed into the enigmatic, virile and unique approach
to. Reality which the West is learning to recognize as Zen.
Tile final secdon of the current work is so topical that it is
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hoped to follow it with a re-issue of the popular Z*’* Buddhism
and its In/huttce on Japantst Culturt, which first appeared in
1938. It n hoped that the third volume of the third group
will consist of lectures given by Dr. Suzuki in the U.S.A.
Christmas Humphreys

President of the Buddhist Sotiet]t, London

EDITORIAL /fOTE
References in the footnotes to the First or Second Scries
of Ess^ in
Buddhism are to the Second Edition of these
works, already published in this Collected Series.

I.

FROM ZEN TO THE GANDAVYUHA
1

In th£ beginning of ia hiftory Zen had no special affiliadon
with the Gandajyuha Sutra such as it had with the LojduuaUaa
or the Vtffraechtdika. The Lankaoaiara was given by Bodhid*
harma to his chief Chinese disciple, Hui-k‘e, as the sutra
containing a doctrine closely related to Zen, and after Hui-k'e
the sutra was studied chiefly by Zen followers. The VqjraceJudika came to be known among them at the time of Hung-jen
and Hui-neng, about one hundred and fifty years after
Bodhidharma. Shen>hui, however, who was one of the
principal disdples of Hui<ncng, goes so far as to declare that
it was indeed the Vajraeehtdika tlut was handed by the Esther
of Zen to Hui'k'e.^ Though this statement may not be historic*
ally correct, we may safely assert that the VqjraafudAa came
to exert great influence upon the study of Zen about this
time, Le. late in the seventh century. The connection of the
Gandatyuha with Zen did not begin until the time of Teng-kuan
(73&-839), the fourth Patriarch of the Avatamsaka School of
Buddhism in China, who studied Zen under Wu-ming, a
disciple of Shen-hui. Teng-kuan was a great philosopher and
endeavoured to incorporate the teiKhing of Zen into his own
system. After him came Tsung-mi of Kuei-feng (780-849),
who also studied Zen and produced the great corrunentary
on the En^aJm-lyOt* “Sutra of Perfect Enlightenment”, which
he interpreted according to the philosophy of his school. He
also wrote a book on the different ways of understanding
Zen which, esccept for the introduction, is unfortunately lost
The idea was to point out the essentials of 2xn and to dis¬
tinguish them from the misinterpreutions which were then
■ Accordbif to a rtccndv recovered MS. containing layingi of Shenhui. The MS. vnll be edited and pufalidied before long by tbe authoa of
the jwesenl
31
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pfrvalcnt not only a* regard* Zen
but a* r^ards ils
i^ationship to Buddhist philosophy. Thu* through Tsung-mi
Zen
to be related to other sutra* than the Lankaoatara,
the YwacchtSka, and especially to the Coada^nsAo.
While »cholar» of the Avaiamsaka School were making
u*e of the intuition* of Zen in their own way, the Zen tn^ten
were drawn toward* the philosophy of IdcnUty and Imcrpenctration advocated by the Avaunuaka, and attempt^ to
incorporate it into their own diicoune*. For insUnce, Sml^
t‘ou* in hi* “Ode on Identity" depict* the mutuality of Ught
and Dark a* restricting each other and at the same tune bang
fused in each other; Tung-shan* in hi* metrical composioon
called "Sacred Mirror Samadhi" discourses on the mutuality
of Fun, “one-sided", and Omg, "correct”, much to the
same effect a* Shih-t'ou in his Ode, for both Shih-t ou and
Tung-shan belong to the school of H*ing-BU» known as the
Ts'ao-tung branch of Zen Buddhism. This idea of Mutuality
and Identity is no doubt derived from Avatamsaka philosophy,
so ably formulated by Fa-t»ang.* As both Shih-t’ou and
Tung-shan are Zen masten, their u-ay of presenUr^ it i*
not at all like that of the raeuphydeian. Perhaps Lin-chi s
“Fourfold 4io»<Wra"‘ too may be traced back to the system
of Fa-tsang.
The influence of Avatamsaka philosophy on Zen masters
grew more and more pronounc^ as time went on, and
reached itt climax in the tenth century after the passing of
Tsung-mi, the fifrh patriarch of the Avatamsaka School in
China. It was Fa-yen Wen-i,* the founder of the Fa-yen
branch of Zen Buddhism, who incorporated the philosophy
of the Avatamsaka into hi* treatment of Zen. Though he did
not belong to their school he must have been greatly im¬
pressed with the %vorks of Tu-*hun (died 640) and Fa-tsang
(died 71a), and other Avatamsaka philosophers; for there is
evidence of his havii^ made his pupil* study their writings
as an aid to the mastery of Zen. He also wrote a commenttry
on Shih-t’ou’s “Ode on Identity”, which is, as I said before,
based on the meMphysics of the Aoatamsaka.
•699-190.
*806-8^
‘DW7*o* f ist rtwn meuis “10 cona«der'’, "to eMknste

* Died 719.
•885-95®
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The culmination of this movement, the syncretic move*
ment to unite Zen with the philosophy of the Ao<UamsaJka or
of the Saddhama-pundarika^ was reach^ when Yen-shou of
Yiuig*ming* wrote his magmon opus the Tjung-dang-Ut, “Records
of the Spiritual Mirror”, in one hundred fascicles. In this he
attempts to melt all the differences of Buddhist thought in the
doctrine of Mind-only—understanding by “Mind” an
ultimate reality which is aware of itself, and is not the seat
of our empirical consciousness. This doctrine of Mind-only is
not to be confused with the Vijnaptimatra philosophy of the
Yogacara, for Yen-shou follows the thought-current running
through the Lank/uaUtra, the Aoatamsaka, the SraddJiotpada,
etc.*

9
Properly speaking, Zen has its own field where it functions
to its best advantage. As soon as it wanders outside this
field, it loses its natural colour and to that extent ceiues
to be itself. When it attempts to explain itself by means of
a philosophical system it is no longer Zen pure and simple; it
partakes of something which does not strictly belong to it.
However rational the explanation may be, Zen is then
adulterated. For this reason, the masters have been jealous to
see that it was not associated with any school of metaphysics,
whether Buddhist or Taoist or Confucian. Even when
Bodhidharma handed the Lanka over to Hui-k'e, the latter
and his followers refused to write anything on it in the nature
of a conunentary or an exposition. Though Hui-neng seems
to have edited the Vajracchtdika according to hu own light,
his descendanu altogether neglected it, and their sermons and
dialogues developed in quite a different direction. Of course,
they make frequent references to all kinds of sutras and

'incideiUaHy be mentioMid ibai a Zen nuater's oocsinenury
(be Atatauitoka wm written ai eaily u (be •ex'enUi century, tof a
catalogue of (be QiineM Tripitaka recofdi (hat Shen-hriu, who died in
OA
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sastnu, quoting passages from them freely, but they are always
careAil not to get invoK’cd in the letter, not to be tinged with
the philosophical ideas forming the background of these
writings.
The AvaUmsaka Sutra was quoted by Zen masters even
prior to Tu-shun, for, according to the Masttrs and DisapUs
o/tht LruAa, Hui-k‘e extensively refers to the sutra in support
of his view that the One circulates throughout a world of
particulan, while Tao-hsin, a contemporary of Tu-shun, also
quotes a passage from the sutra saying that a particle of dust
contains innumerable worlds within itself. Bang Zen masters,
they made no attempu to systematize their Zen intuitiom;
they were satisfied with quoting for authority passa^ which
harmonized with their ideas. Therefore, their quotations were
not limited to the AvaUanutka', wherever they found statements
they could use they did so, for example from Saddharmapmdaika, Vimalakird, Vajratchedika, Lankasatara, Prajnaparamita,
Dkarmapedoj etc. But in the case o( the Avatmuaka, the refer¬
ence is more than local and specific, it is concerned with the
entire thought pervading the sutra. It is likely from this fact
that Zen masters regarded the sutra from the first as one which
supported their experiences even to the extent of the Lanka and
V^ra. But as their position was to uphold the spirit and neglect
the letter altogether, they did not go so far as to formulate a
Zen philosophy after the Aoatamsaka. They were always careful
to abide with facts and iKtt ideas. For they say, quoting the
AcaUtmuJui'.
“It is like a poor man counting up day and night treasures
which do not belong to him, while he has not a cent to his
name. So with mu^ learning. Again, for a while you may
read books, but be esueful to set them aside as soon as possible.
Ifyou do not quit them, you will get into the habit of learning
letters only. This is like seeking ice by heating running water,
or like seeking snow by boiling up hot water. Therefore, it is
sometimes said by the Buddhas that [ultimate truth] is
explicable and sometimes that it is not explicable. The fact is
that there is nothing explicable or inexplicable in Reality
itself, which u the state of aU things that sue. When this one
shine is thoroughly grasped, all the other thousand things
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follow. So it is said in the Saddharma’PwJarika that [Reality]
is neicher real nor unreal, neither such nor not such.***

3
The sutras, especially Kfahayana sutras, are direct expres'
sions of spiritual experiences; they contain intuitions gained
by digging deeply into the abyss of the Unconscious, and they
inake no pretension of presenting these intuitions through
the mediumship of the intellect. If they appear to be at all
ratiodnative aiKi logically demonstrative, this it merely
accidental. All the sutras attempt to gK'e the deepest intuitions
of the Buddhist mind as they presented themselves to the early
Irsdian Mahayana followers. Therefore, when the sutras
declare all things to be empty, unborn, and beyond causation,
the declaration is not the result of metaphysical reasoning;
it is a most penetrating Buddhist experience. This is why to
many scholars and philosophers of Buddhism who endeavour
to undentand or interpret these intuitioru according to rules
of logic fail in their endeavours; they are outsiders, so to
speak, in Buddhist experience, aiKl consequently they are
Iwund to miss the mark.
The sutra intuitions arsd those of the Zen nustcr are the
same in to far- as they arc all Buddhist. Whatever diffcreivccs
there may be in expression are owing to the psychology of
the Indian and the Chinese genius. Iruumuch as Zen is a
form of Indian Buddhism transplanted into China, its experi¬
ences are fundamentally the same as those of Buddhism. But
the psychological differentia of the people assert themselves
when the experiences begin to be localized in harmony with
the new corsditions under which they are to develop. The
process of this differentiation is clearly traceable in the
sermons of the Zen masters as they are separated further from
the direct influence of the first master fitom Indisu At Zen
takes hold of the Chinese mentality, its expressions grow
typically Chinese, and one even begins to suspect their
* A serroon given by Hui*k‘e as retoeded In the MtuUn sai DutipUt

dw Laaka,

^

'
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cssenliAl identity with the original. When the difTcrcntiation
has progressed so far as to make it look as if it vrere going to
revolt against itself, the masten hurry to repair the damage
and to reconcile it with its own source, lliis is really the
meaning of that movement which manifated itself strongly
in the eighth and the ninth century, for instance under
Tsung'tni or Fa-yen.
Let me give examples of the gradual change which took
place in the expression of Zen intuition during the five
hundred )‘ears which followed the introduction of Zen into
China by Bodhidharma, a monk from India who died pre¬
sumably in A.D. 598. In the following psges are quoted
sermons given by Zen masters of the various schoob which
arose during those years. In them we mark the shiAing of the
sutra type of discourse to that of the Chinese Zen type.

4
Let us start with Bodhidbarma, the father of Chinese Zen,
who writes on H'lt-hrin (literally, “no-mind") ;*
“The ultimate Reason itself u without worxls, but to give
expression to it words are borrowed. The great Way has no
form, but in order to come in contact with the uncultivated it
reveab itself in fonn. Now let us suppoK that there are two
persons engaged in the discussion ^ the Unconscious. The
disciple asks the master:
“O.: Is [the ultimate Reason] conscious or unconscious?
' This it
froet Dr. Kciki Yabuki’i
«>/■ dn Dtiat (fbiio 77)
^Uiaiag
rrproductioni of some of the Tuivtuiaiw Duddhat
MSS. kept
the British Mukuri. This Discoum ascribed to Bodhidharma
■ not tneotkmtd in any of the Zen Uitoriet wc have at present, and thm
■ no way to deckle iu autheatidly. The MS. is not in tite bat style of
writinf.
^•'4*9 is one of those difikuli Chinoe words which are unlncalatable.
4«?* " S “f***^®
aod bta comprisa various meanii^ It is "mind**,
heart , "saiT, “a rtipilatiiw principle*', “a mental atlitude*’, ‘'cooscioua"v^lvnisrinai", etc. fn the present case, MVAm is *'uoooiMcio>uanos * in iu ordinary, mplrkal sense, and at the same time it means the
Unpwsciout as underlying all our activitia mental and bodily,
and usioonscaous. In this translation the term h fireely translated according
to the^sense u aoquira in the context.
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"M.: It is unconscious.
"D.: If it is unconscious, who is it that docs all the seeing,
hearing, remembering,, and recognizing?^ Who is it that
recognizes the Unconscious?
“M.: Just because of the Unconscious, seeing, hearing,
remembering, and recognizing are possible; just because of
the Unconscious, the Unconscious is recognized.
“D.: How is it passible for the Unconscious to see, to
hear, to remember, or to recognize? The Unconsdotu would
be incapable of all this.
“M.: Though 1 am of the Unconsciom, I can see, hear,
remember, and recognize.
“D.: If you esm see, hear, remember, and recognize, you
cannot be of the Unconscious; you must be a conscious being.
“M.: To sec, to hear, to remember, and to recognize—
these are the very acts of the Unconscious. Apart from the
seeing, hearing, remembering, and recognizing, there is no
Unconscious. I aun afraid you do not understand this, and I
will see to it that the matter is cxiilained step by step and
you arc led to see into the truth. For instance, seeing being
done, it is said that there is a seeing, and this is because
there is the not*seeing; the seeing thus is even of the Unconscious. Hearing being done, it is said that there is a
hearing, and this is because there is the not>hearing; the
hearing is even of the Unconsciotu. Remembering Mng
done, it is said that there is a rememberir^, and this u because
there is the not-remembering; the remembering is even of
the Unconscious. Recognizing being done, it is said that
there is a recognizing, and this is because there it the notrecognizing; the recognizing is even of the UiKonsdous. A
work being done, it is said that there is a doing, and this
doing is indeed not-doing; the doing is e\'cn of the Un*
conscioiu. Therefore, we say that seeing, hearing, remember¬
ing, and recognizing—all these are of tl^ Unconsciom.*
“D.: How can we know that this is of the Unconscious?
' Literally, “the seen, heard, thou^t, and known”,
JtMia m Sandtrit, comprriienaively tunu up the aetivilica of mind, tlu^ b,
comrimiifsi It it roott Important not to conAae the Uncontciois with the
imcofociout rtferred to in piycbotogy and btolagy.
,
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"M.: You
into the matter more cloaely and tell
me if Mind has any perceivable form. If you say t^t it has,
such will not be
Mind. Is it to be considered existing
within, or without, or midway? Mind is not to be located
at any of these three points. Nor is it to be perceived as existing
■ in any other possible places. Hence the Unconscious.
“D.: O master, if it is the Unconscious that prevails
everywhere, there should be neither guilt nor merit. \Vhy do
all teings transmigrate in the six paths of existence arul
constantly go on through birth and d^th?
“M.: T^i« is because all beings are so confused in mind
as to conceive the illusive idea of [an individual] reality in
the Unconscious, and, creating all kinds of deeds, erroneously
cling to the notion that there is really a conscious mind. For
this reason, they transmigrate in the six paths of existertcc
and constantly go on through birth and death.
**It is like a man’s seeing in the dark a table or a piece
of rope which he takes for a departed spirit or for a snake,
aivd getting terrified at his own imagination. In like marmer
all brings illusively cling to their own creations. Where there
is the Unconscious, they erroneously imagine the reality of a
conscious mind. Thus various sorts of deeds are performed,
and there is really transmigration in the six paths of existence.
Such beings are advised to see a good fi-iend, great [in his
spiritual insight], and to practise meditation which will lead
them to the restlization of the Unconscioiu. When this is
done, all thdr karma-hindrances vanish arwi the chain of
birth and death is cut asunder. As the sunlight once pene¬
trating into the darkness dispels all that is dark, all thdr siiu
are destroyed when they resdize the Unconscious.
“D.: Being an ignoramus, my mind is not yet quite clear
as to the funedoning of the six senses as they respond every¬
where [to the stimulation].^
“M.: Various contrivances arc carried on by words.
”D.: Evil passions and enlightenment, bi^-and-death
and Nirvana—are these indeed of the Unconscious?
"M.: Assuredly they are of the Unconscious. Just because
•I Soraethiai it rntmog in ilut queition and m it lUnds it yWdt n«
wntCj^The matter*! reply too do«t not teem quite to the point.
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of all beings’ erroneous clinging to the idea of a conscious
mind there are all kinds of evil passions and birth-aisd-death,
enlightenment, and Nirvana. If they are awakened to the
Unconscious, there sue no evil psusions, no birth-and-death,
no Nirvsuuu Therefore, for the sake of those who harbour the
idea of a conscious mind, the Taths^;ata talks of birth-anddeath ; enlightenment is opposed to evil passions, and Nirvana
to birth-and-death. All these nsunes sue mutusdly conditioning.
When the Unconscious is attsuned, there are neither evil
passions nor enlightenment, iteither birth-and-death nor
Nirvsuuu
“D.: If there is neither enlightenment nor Nirvana, how
do we account for the enlighteiuncnt which is said to have
been attained by Buddhas of the past?
“M.: This is talked of because of conventional phrsueology. As long u absolute truth is oonsidcrod, there is no
such thing. Therefore, it is said in the Vimalakirti that there
is no body in which enlightenment b to be realized, no mind
by which enlightennocnt u to be realized. Again, it u said
in the Vttjnuthtdika that there is not a thing, not a reality
which one can rlaim to have attained, that all the Buddhas*
attainment u really non-attainment. Therefore, let it be
known that all things rise when a conscious mind b asserted,
and that all things cease to exbt when the Unconsciotu u
realized.
“D.: O master, you say that the Unconscious obtains
everywhere. Now,
and rock are of the Unconscious;
are not then [all sentient beings] like wood and rock?
**M.: But the Unconsciotu realized in my conscious mind
b not that of wood and rock. Why? It u like the celestial
drum, which, while lying still, spontaneously and without
conscious efforts, produces varieties of exquisite sound in
order to teach and discipline all beings. It b again like a
wish-fulhlling gem (moiu) which, without conscious efibrt
on its own part, creates spontaneously varieties of form. In
like manner, the Unconscious works through my comcious
mind, making it understand the true nature of Reality; it b
himished with true transcendental wisdom, it b the master of
the Triple Body, it functions with the utmost freedom.
we
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read in the Ratnakuia that the mind fiinctiora by means of
the Unconscious without being conscious of it How can we
then be like wood and rock? The Unconscious is the true
Mind, the true Mind b the Unconscious.
“D.: How shall we discipline ourselves then with thb
[relative] mind of ours? _
“M.: Only let us be'awakened to the UiKonscioui in all
things, in all our doings—thb b the way of discipline, thei%
b no other way. Thus we know that when the Unconscious b
realized, all things cease to trouble us.
“Hearing thb, the discipk all at once had an illumination
and realized that there is no matter outside mind, a^ no
mind outside matter; in all hb behaviour and activities he
acquired perfect freedom; all hb net of doubts was tom to
pieces, and he felt no obstructions.’*
Tao-hsin,^ gencndly regarded as the Fourth Patriarch of
Zen Buddhim in China, gives the following sermons on “The
Abandoning of the Body.”*
“The method of abandoning the body consbti first in
mediuting on Emptiness, whereby the [conscious] mind b
emptied. Let the mind together with iu world be quietened
down to a perfect state of tranquillity; let thought be cast
in the mystery of quietude, so that the mind b kept from
wimdcring from one thing to another. When the mind b
tranquillized in its deepest abode, its entanglements are cut
asunder. How unfathomable! How abysmal I The mind in its
absolute purity b the Void itself. How almost unconcerned it
appears! Like death there b no breathing. It abides in the
utmost purity of the Dharmakaya, and b no longer subject
to a future becoming. When a [conscious] mind b sdrred and
confusion takes pl^e in it, one cannot escape suffering
smother form of exbtcnoc. 'nierefore, let a man discipline
himself first of all in the realization of a perfect state of quietude
in hb mind and also in its world. Thb b the way the discipline
ought to be cimied out
Died A.ti. 631.
'’Diii b reooraed in the Mstlns ami Duafla
ikt Imtkt recently
rfcovprd at Tun-huanf and publUied at Pcipinc. >933.
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“But in this discipline there is really nothing to take
hold of as a definite achievement, and this non-achievement
is what is achieved by the discipline, for Reality is grasped by
non-striving, and non-striving is truth itself. Therefore, we
read in the sutra: ‘Emptiness, non-striving, desirelesuiess,
formlestneai—this is true emancipadon 1* For this reason,
Reality is non-striving.
“Tlje way to abandon the body is to have a penetrating
insight into its provinonal nature, when the mind together
with its. world becomes transparent and its functions illu¬
minated.
“Further, said the master, according to Chuang-tzu,
‘Heaven and earth are one finger, and ten thousand things
arc one hone.’ [But this is not exact.] The Dhamapada says,
‘The One is not to be thought one. In order to destroy the
idea of muldplidty, the One is said to be one, but thu is
meant for the shsdlow-mindcd.’ [This being so,] we can state
that Chuang-tzu fiuls to go beyond oneness.
“According to Lao-tzu; ‘How unfathomable! How
abysmal! Within, there is Essence I' With Lao-tzu, an out¬
side form is got rid of, but he sdll holds on to a mind within.
The Avatemtaka states, ‘Do twt cling to dualism, because
there b neither one nor two!’ The Vimtdakirti states, ‘Mind
b not within, nor without, nor in the midway—thb b realiza¬
tion.’ For this reason, we know that Lao-tzu still stands with
the idea of a mind-essence.’’
In another ;^ace Tao-hsin explains what is meant by
quietude and Emptiness in the following manner:
“Reflect on your own body and see what it is. It b empty
and devoid of reality like a shadow. It b perceived [as if it
actually exbts], but there b nothing there to take bold of.
Prajna rises in the midst of these shadowy objects, where it
b fixed it has no ultimate abode. Remaining itself immovable,
it enters into relations and endlessly suffers transformations.
“Out of the midst of Emptiness there rise the six semes,
and the six senses too are of Emptiness, white the six semeobjects are perceived as like a dream or a vision. It b like the
eye perceiving iu objects; they are not located in it. Like
the mirror on which your features are reflected, they are
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perfecU>' perceived there in all clearness; the reflections arc all
th« in the emptiness, yet the mirror itself retains not one
of the objects which are reflected there. The human face has
not come to enter into the body of the mirror, nor has the
mirror gone out to enter into the human face. When one
realizes how the mirror and the face stand to each other and
that there is from the beginning no entering, no going-out,
no passing, no coming into relation with each other, one com¬
prehends the signification of Suchneas and Emptiness.”*

5
It can readily be seen that Bodhidharma and Tao-hsin
arc speaking of the same subject from different angles of
understanding. Bodhidhanna's fVu~Asat, ”the Unconscious”,
tt “the Empty”, "the Serene”,, “the Abysmal”, etc., of Taohsin. The one uses psychological terms while the other b
to Prajna philosophy. While Bodhidharma's duooune on
may be r^arded as still in accordance
with the Indian way of thinking, Tao-hsin’s u more or leas
tinged with Taobt thought. Nothing properly of Zen, how¬
ever, has yet made its appearance with them. It was with
Hui-neng and hu successors that Zicn began to be distinctly
rhinrar both in its expression and in its interpretation.
The consciousness of Zen specifically as the '’immediate
understanding” of the Unconscious* dawned in the mind of
Hui-neng. If Bodhidharma used the term, ttm-hsin, for the
Unconscious, Hui-neng replaced ksin by nien. JHen u gencrsdly ‘‘memo^’, “recollection”, “thinking of the past”, etc.,
aisd b used as equivalent to the Sanskrit mrti. Therefore,
when it b used in connection with am as wu-ntra, thb b
atmrti, that is, “loss of meaning” or “forgetfulness”, and in
thb sense it b used in the Sanskrit texts. The use of tou-nba,
however, in the sense of “unconsciousness”, and pregnant
with a deep spiritual significance, as far as I am gather,
begins with Hui-neng. tVu-mta b not here mere forgetfulness,
oa not remembering what one b doing; it b not a simple
* The txaniUtian ii s free one.

'
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p«>'choIogical (erm. When Hui-neng nukes the Wu-nitn the
most fundamental fact in the life of Zen, it corresponds to the
Triple Emancipation—smryata, animiUa, and
for
the realization of the Wu-mn means emancipation for Zen
folloM^. And the term is essentially Chinese.
The other idea original with Hui-neng is the doctrine of
**Abniplness'’ (lun), i.e. of immediate imderstanding of
Reality. According to him, Zen realizadon is characterized
by abruptness or immediacy, for this is the nature of Prajna
itself. The doctrine of “Gradtialness” {c/iitn) maintained by
his rival, Shen-hnu, ought not to be applied to the intuidon
which takes place in Zen meditadon. Pnjna acts intuitively,
and what it perceives is perceived at once, without any mediadon or deliberadon or interrupting process. ‘Tn my teach¬
ing,’* so says Hui-neng, “there is no distinction between
Dhyana and Prajna;* Dhyana b the body of Prajna, and
Prajna b the funedon of Dhyana. When you have Pnjna,
Dhyana b in Prajna; when you have Dhyana, Prajna b in
Dhyana. They are one and not two." By thus diving deeply
into the abyss of Reality, Hui-neng instructed hb followers
to see the intuidve light of Prajiu flash through the hard
crust of an empirical consciousness. The mere sinking into
the deep abyss was not the object of 2^n discipline; unless
Dhyana culminated in an immolate intuition (Dur-oiu), there
was no* Zen in it Let us tvow see what Hui-neng has to say
about the Unconscious (uiu-iiun).*
“Good friends, our teaching, since days of yore, whether
of the ’Abrupt’ school or of the ‘Gradual’, b cstablbhed on
the foundadon of the Unconscious (uw-iurn), while formless¬
ness {wu-hsiang) b its body and not-abiding-anywhere* (uw<A»)
b its root What b meant by formlessness? It moms not to
get attached to form while admitdng it. To be unconscious
means to be innocent of the working of [a reladve mind].
Not-abiding-anywhere b the original nature of a living being.
[Consciousness as we perceive its working] moves ever
^ Emptinai, wvibinn, and noa^triving.
* Thg sad mL

'The following paoun b taken Erom the Tun.hujLng MS. of the
Tm fSty inearporsied In uic Tsbho Edition of the Tripitak^ No. soof.
* bVAnav twi (i, am^ki ion /m.
C*
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forward, ncva- halting in iu progress through divisions of
dme as one thought succeeds another uninterruptedly. In
order to get down, however, to the Dharmakaya [which is
the Unconscious], the stream is to be cut through for once,
for then we shall be separated from the Rupakaya [i.e. this
physical body], uikI there is here no abiding of thought
anywhere on anything. If thought abides anywhere on any¬
thing for once, the whole scries cesucs to flow unclpg^—
this is called being in bondage. When there is no abiding of
thought anywhere on anything—this is being unlwund. Thus,
not-abiding-anywhere it the root [of our life].
“Good friends, to be separated from all the external form
is to be formless. When this b realized, the nature and body
[of the Unconscious] b found pure and devoid of impuriues.
Hence formlessness b the body.
“Not to be defiled by any external objects—thb b known
to be one with the Unooiucious, that is, to be detached from
objects though they are present in consciousness; for con¬
sciousness b not engaged in weaving thoughts concerning
them. When thus all [irrdevant] thoughts arc discarded,
consciousness b cleared ofiT from all its defilements. When thus
consciousness b once for all swept clean, there will be no future
becoming. Let students of Buddhism take heed not to go
astray in thb matter. When the meaning b not well grasp^,
not only they themselves become confused but others take share
in the confusion and will be led to blaspheme the teaching.
Hence the Unconscious b established as the foundation.
“When people sue merely dependent on names, they
contrive to have varieties of thought about the objective world,
and these thoughts lead further on to evil intendons. All
erroneous ideas that characterize thb worldly life take their
rise here. So it b that our teaching b establbhed on the
foundadon of the Unconscious. Let people be advised to get
rid of their one-sided views in order not to give rise to en¬
tangling thoughts. When thoughts are not at all aroused the
Unconscious itself will cease to be obtrusive.
“When we speak of annulling (tev), what b it that b to
b<^ annulled? What b meant by thought or consciousness
(mat)? To annul means to be separated from dualism, to
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be freed from all woridly thoughts. Consdousnen rises from
Suchness; Suchness is its body, and consciousness is the
functioning of Suchness. Consciousness, inevitably fr^xn the
nature of Suchness, functions to see, to hear, to recollect, and
to comprcheiKl, but Suchness itself is not defiled by multiplici¬
ties of objects, it forever remains free, master of itself. So we
read in the Vimelakirlif ‘When all external objects and condi¬
tions are adequately discriminated, the ultimate inner
principle retains its immovability.’ ”
fVy-tatn, the Unconscious, according to Hui-neng, is the
name not only for ultimate reality but for the sute of con¬
sciousness in which the ultimate presents itself. As long as
our individual consciousness remains severed from Reality
which is at its back, its strivings arc ego-centred consciously
or unconsciously, and the outcome is a feeling of loneliness
and pain. Consdousneu must be made somehow to relate to
the Unconscious, if it is not; and if it is, the relation must be
realized, and this realization is known as Wu-men, literally,
a slate of thoughtlessness”.
Chinese or Sanskrit terms when translated literally are
frequently subject to gross misunderstandings. (Vu-asen is
one of them, for “thoughtlessness” will surely be a roost
undesirable state of mind as the goal of Zen discipline, in fact
as the goal of any spiritual exercise. Even “the Unconscious”
may not be a very appropriate term. Let us further listen to
Hui-neng, who goes on to explain what he means by Wu-mm,
"the unconscious”:
“Good friends, to have an insight for once is to know
what Buddhahood means. When the light of Pnyna^ peisetrates the groimd nature of consciousness, it illuminates inside
smd outside; everything grows transparent, and one recognizes
one’s own imnost mind. To recognize the inmost mind is
emancipation. When emancipation is attained, PrajnaSainadhi obtains. To realize Prajna-Samadhi means to have
the Unconscious.
‘
"^Vhat is the Unconscious? It b to see all things as they
are and not to become attached to anything; it b to be
present in all places and yet not to become attach^ anywhere;
*

■■ another dgniAcaoS idea vdth Hui-nesif.
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it is to remain for ever in the purity of self-nature; it is to let
the Bx sense-robben run out of the six sense-gates into the
world of the six sense-objects, and yet not to become defiled
therein, nor to get away iherrfrom; it is but to retain peifect
freedom in going and coming. This is to realize PrajnaSamadhi, to be master of onoelf, to become emancipated,
and is known as bving the Unconscious. If no thought rises
on anything whatever, this means the cessation of conscious¬
ness, and such is in the bondage of the JDharma, it is a one¬
sided view.
“He who undersunds the teaching of the Unconscious
has a most thoroughgoing knowledge of all things. He who
understands the teacUng of the Unconscious sees into the
spiritual realm of all Buddhahood. He who understands the
‘abrupt’ t^«-bing of the Unconscious reaches the stage of
Buddhahood.”
The doctrine of the Unconscious {wu-nim) toge^er with
that of immediate understanding (hus-uw) was the chief
topic of interest in the days of Hui-neng and his followers.
"Immediate understanding” is the Chinese translation of
Prajna, and “the Unconscious” is the Chinese way of describ¬
ing the realization of Empdness (no^ata) and No-birth
{emtpeda). In one seme the lamtzuan teaching of Non-action
may be said to be living in the Unconscious of
Hui-neng. It is true that Buddhist philosophy has Wu-jhtng,
Wthjmn, K's-bs, Wu-kMang’ymi^ etc., and IVu-nitn can be
regarded as coming fixun these conceptions.* There is no
doubt, however, thsU Taoism had something to contribute to
the qtaMishment of Zen Buddhism, which we consider dis¬
tinctively an elaboration of the Chinese genius.
' AmMmdt, tfmiUdit, aaMitmuitra, owMpy.
' In the Attuakatrike (Mitni Editioa, p. 3}, wc have: Ptmart^artm
tAafapaa
wmkaMltrM ptajaafiermnugmt tarata jatgaafianmU^/am
Maamla <*an jifaifaiyiiw ^^utkaioii nkffnmaaar tta^i MhieiUraa m naipvte.
Tal ka^ htm lexka ki tac ciOam atittam prakritif aiia^ praikoiaarj. Further
OB(p. t^)ynnnii:Xtmkeraanammaamitikkatitelnpttittaaiakta’paryapaaHak,
SMiair aka! AeiUataad apumaa tarifalra tatrapi aUk atakU 'ptayafimaak. Pfa
maaytU and atittalaa may be regarded as corresponding to tlw Chinese
na-aioi and ntArm. There is another Sanskrit term, maaaskara, which ia
lenerally rendered by Oa-{, and the negation, aatamaikara, by am-tia-L
Wa-^aa conveys emenUally the same idea as MSKsita.
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Shen-hui* was one of the great disciples of Hui-neng,
and it was his schotd that flourished most immediately after
the death of the master, for he bravely erected the standard
of “the abrupt school” against “the gradual school” of Shcnhsiu, the rival of Hui-ncng. The following passages are quoted
ftom the sayings of Shen-hui :*
“Chang Yen Kung* asked: Master usually speaks of the
Unconscious (um-nienja), advising people to diiscipline them¬
selves in it. Is this Unconscious to be regarded os existent
or non-existent?
“A.: The Unconscious is not describable as cither existent
or non-existent.
“Q,.: \Vhy is it not describable as cither existent or non¬
existent?
“A.: When it is said to be existent, this is not in the sense
which people of the world give to it. Wlicn it is said to be
non-existent, it is not in the sense which people of the world
give to it. For this reason, the Unconscious is not to be
considered cither existent or non-existent.
“Q.: What kind of thing do you call it, then?
“A.: The term 'thing* is inapplicable here.
“Q.: If so, what term is applicable?
“A.: No designation is possible. Hence the Unconscious.
It is beyond characterization. The reason why it is spoken
of here at all is that questions arc asked about it. If no ques¬
tions were ever rais^, there would be no talking about
it whatever. For instance, when the mirror has no objects
before it, there will be no images in it. That images arc now
' G86-760. He was one of the most noteworthy characten in (he early
hiito^ of Zen thoc^t.
■ iWeacr Hu Shih, of Peiping Univnaity, publidied in 1930 Shenhui'i layinp as recovered liram the Tun-huang cave. The present author’s
is also one of ^ ancieru MSS. preserved in (he cave, but it dtflers from the
Hu Shih edition in sevcrstl re^Kts. Tlie ({iiotation hiere cited is taken from
the author’s own; the reader who is already in possession of the Hu Shih
will notice eettain diasimlUriliot recogmsable even in theM translatiam.
* Cf Hu Shih, pp. ii5-t&
^
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poceivablc in it i« due to the fact that it stands before objects.
Images are therefore there.
,
“Q.: If the mirror has no objects b^orc it, is it illuminating,
or not illuminating?
”A.: I just ^ke of its illuminating objecu, but whether
it stands before an object or not, it is ever illuminating.
“Q,. ^ If it has no form, if it is not to be described in any
sense, as it is altogether beyond existence and non-existence,
and yet if it is said to be illuminating, what does it illuminate?
“A.: When the mirror is said to be illuminating, it is
because its self-nature has this quality of brightness. When
the Miisd of all beings it pure, the great light of knowledge
which by nature belongs to it will illuminate all the worlds.
“Q,.: If this be the case, when is it potsible to have it?
“A.: Only by seeing into nothingness (ttw).
“Q,.: Nothingness—is this not something to see?
“A.: Though there is the act of seeing, the object is not
to be designated as a ’something’.
”0,.: If it it not to be designated as a ‘something’, what
is the teeing?
“A.: To see into where there is no ‘something’—this is
true seeing, this is eternal seeing.”
A little further on Shen-hui continues:
‘‘Q.: What is meant by the Unconscious (wu-mm) ?
“A.: Not to think (aiiii) of being and non-being, not to
think of good and evil, not to think of limit and no-limit, not
to think of measurement, not to think .of Bodhi (enlighten¬
ment), not to fix your thought on Bodhi, not to think of
Nirvana, not to fix your thought on Nirvana—this is to attain
the Unconscious.
‘This Unconscious^ is no other than Prajnaparamita,
and Prajiurparamiu is no ocher than Ekavyuha-Samadhi.*
Good friends, if those who are still in the stage of the learner
conceive a thought (mni) in their minds, t^ thought may
lead up to enlightcmnent; but when even such a thought is
•The MS. ha* beie bh (on-) only, which the (nuulator lakes lor
mtaw Le. "on-oodsciouf".
Tbc term oeeun in the
uught by Maivusri.
Sec ^ Z"*
Second Scries, pp, ijo-lln.
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no more stirred in their minds, enlightenment itself will be
no Icmger—which is no other than the Unconscious. In the
Unconscious there are no states;^ if there arc any states [to
be referred to as something definable in one’s mind], they are
not in accord with the Unoonsdoiu. . . . Those who see into
the Unconscious have their senses cleansed of defilements.
Those who see into the Unconscious are moving towards
Buddha-wisdom. Those who see into the Unconscious are
kiK>wn to be with Reality. Those who sec into the Unconscious
are in the Middle Path, in the ultimate truth itself. Those
who see into the Unconscious are furnished at once with
merits as numerous as the sands of the Gaoga. Those who
see into the Unconscious are able to create all kinds of things.
Those who see into the Unconscious embrace all things within
themselves. . . .
“When a man has a most decided realization, he remains
unmoved as solidly as Vajra, and because he has seen into the
Unconscious, he sits in perfect quietude even when in the
clash of armies a forest of swords cuts him to pieces. Even
when the Buddhas like the sands of the Ganga come to greet
him, not a thought of happiness is stirred in his mind. Even
when beings like the sands of the Ganga are destroyed all at
once, not a thought of grief u stirred in his mind. For this
strong-willed man has attained Sunyata (emptiness) and
Samacittata (equal-mindedness)."
The Lord Szu-tao wanted to kivow if this teaching of the
Unconscious was meant for holy men or for ordinary people.
He was evidently doubtful as to the value of such an exalted
teaching for the latter. Answered Shen-hui, the master, ‘*The
teaching of the Unconscious belongs to holy men, but if the
ordinary man disciplines himself in it, he is no more an
ordinary man.”
The term wu-nitn is given not only to ultimate reality
itself, where all individual consciousness finds its final abode,
but to the functioning of Reality in our minds. It is by this
>
that is, particular nates of mind definable in oae wa« or
another; enUghtcximent too is one of such states, and is to be transcended
by those who really wish to attain the UncostsciotM,
„
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functioning that our empirical psychological consciousness is
enabled to dive down into the abysmal depths of Reality.
And this functioning is not to be separated from Reality, the
Unconscious. Ckinsciousness so calJ^ may thus be regarded
as the held where the Unconsdout functions. But when we
have cut ourselves off from the source by imagining that our
consciousness is an independent and ultimate reality, we
have gone astray aiKl know not where to go or where to stop—
the result being a state of utitusst spiritual unrest. However
this may be, the Lord Szu>tao wishes to know what kw, “to
atmul", meam aiMi what mm, “to thirdc oT’, means.
“A.: *To annul* mearu to atmul the notion of duality,
'to think’ it to think of Suchness.
“Q,: What is the difference between one who thinks
and Suchncss itself?
“A.: There is no disdiMnion between the two.
"Q,.: If there it no distirtction, why this thinking of
Suchnest?
,
“A.: 'To think oT is the funcdon of Suchness, atKl Such¬
ncss is the body of this thinking. For this reason, non-thinking
[or to be unconscious, ttw-mm] is said to be the principle
[of Zen teaching]. When this is attained [the UtKOnscious),
vtith all its seeing, hearing, recollecting, and knowing, remains
for ever quiet and empty."

7
With Tai-chu Hui-hai,* the Unconscious still continues
to be one of the deqiiy absorbing subjects for discussion.
^Vlule there is nothing especially new in his point of view,
the following rtuy be cull^ from his work called the Tan-tui
Ju’tm Tao-mm Lm.* Hui-hai distinguishes between htitk
mm and cha^ atm* and says that in the Unconscious there
is right thought but no wrong thought.
* A ditcipie of Ma.ou (died 788).
'‘’DiKoune m tl» Eniering into Truth by Meant of Inueediate
UndentandinK. Thii it one of the moct intereituig and illuminating -works
M
Buddhian when it was about to attain iu full development after
Huj-neng.

* J^'iong thouid^i. ri^i thot^t.
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"Q,.: What is right thought?
“A.: Right thought u to be conscious of Bodhi, en¬
lightenment.
"Q.: Is Bodhi attainable?
"A-: No, it it unattainaWe.
“Q.: If it is unattainable, how can one think of it?
“A.: As to Bodhi, it is no more than a provisionally
made-up woixl, and there is no [corresponding individual
reality to be the object of sense-] attainment. Nor is there
any one who has ever attained it in the past or ever will attain
it in the future; for it it something beyond attainability.
Thiu there is nothing for one to think
except the Un¬
conscious itself. This is called true thought.
“Bodhi means not to have any thought on anything
[i.e. to be unconscious of all things]. To be unconscious of
all things is to have no-mind (uw-Arn) on all occasions. . . .
When tbit it understood, we have the Unconscious (im-mm),
and when (Vu-msn u realized, emancipation follows ^ itself.*'
In • this passage, Hui-hai evidently identified Wu-ktin^
no-mind, with Wu-nitn, no-thought, and as they mean the
same thing, they can be translated os “the Unconscious’’ or
“to be unconscious" according to the case. Wu-luin was
used by Bodhidharma and Wu-nitn by Hui-neng and Shenhui. Hui-hai, here using them as tynon>ms, explains Bodhi
(enlightenment) and Moksha (emancipation) by them. What¬
ever this is, the ultimate end of Zen discipline consists, to
use more popular phraseology, m not having any attachment
to anything, because e%‘erytUng belonging to this world of
pardculars is predictable in one way or another and not at
all final. Final resdity is above all categories, and therefore
beyond thinkability or attainability; hence it cannot be
described except as “unconscious’’ both in its adjectival and
nominal sense. To illustrate the way in which Hui-hai used
to demonstrate to his disciples and inquirers his doctrine of
the Unconscious or of “do-nothing-ness”, the following is
given as an example:
“The master used to say to his pupib: T do not under¬
stand Zen, nor is there any special teaching to give out fftyour sake. Therefore, there is no need for you to be standing
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here for so long. It is best for you to get the matter settled
with yo’trsdvct.' But pupils came to him ever more increas¬
ingly, asking him questions day and night. So there was no
help for him but to get up and answer their questions one
after another. His flowing eloquence was something wonderful.
“One day a company of several monk-scholars called and
said, Wc wish to ask you a question; would you kindly
enlighten us?
“Master: The moon is reflected in the depths, and you
pick it up as you like.
“Scholars: AVho is the Buddha?
“M.: Facing you right in the depths. Who can it be
but the Buddha himsdf?
“The scholars did not know what to make of him. After a
while they asked again, What is your teaching whereby you
convert people?
“M.: I have never had any teaching whereby to convert
people.
“S.: This is the way with all Zen muters.
“The master now asked: Learned gentlemen, what do
you teach to convert people?
“S.: We discourse on the Vt^ratt/udJui Sutra.
“M.: How many tiroes have you already discoursed on it?
“S.: More than twenty times.
“M.: Who preached this Sutra?
“A nnonk-scholar raised his voice, and said: O master,
you arc not joking, I hope. You know well it was the Buddha
who taught it.
“M.: [According to the Sutra,] if you declare the Buddha
(o be the teacher of a doctrine, this u reviling him, and you
do not understand his teaching. And if you dedare this
Sutra not to be the Buddha’s teaching, this is reviling the
Sutra. Learned Sin, enlighten me on tl^ [dilemma].
“The scholan made no aiuwcr. After a while the master
questioned thus. According to the Sutra we have: Tf any one
should see me through form or seek me through souikI, such
a one walks on the wrong road, and would never sec the
Tkthagata.* Tell me, RevereiKl Sirs, who is the Tathagata?
,“S.: This is when vtt feel lost.
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“M.: While there h no sucli thing as ii to be called
‘enlightened’, why do you speak of getting loat?
“S.: Please tell us about it, O master.
“M.: Reverend Sin, you say you have ducouned on the
Sutra more than twenty times, and yet you do not know the
Tathagata?
“The monk-scholar made a second bow and craved for
(he master's instruction.
"M.: Tathagata means the Suchness {UUhata) of all
things.^ How can you forget it?
“S.: Yes, I know that it means the Suchness of all things.
“M.: But, Reverend Sira, your ‘yes' is not necessarily final.
“S.: Why can it not be fiiud? It is what is plainly declared
in the Sutra.
“M.; Are you of Suchness or not?
“S.: Yes, we are.
“M.: Arc wood and rock of Suchness?
“S.; Yes, they are.
“M.: Is yotir Suchness the same as the Suchness of wood
and rock?
“S.: They are not two.
"M.: If so, where is the difTcrence between yourselves
and wood and rock?*
“The monk-acholar failed to answer this, and had to admit
the unsuipassability of the master. After a while he asked again:
“S.; How can one attain Great Nirvana?
“M.; Have no karma that works for transmigration.
“S.: What is the karma for transmigradon?
“M.; To seek after Great Nirvana, to abandon the
defiled and take to the undefilcd, to assert that there b some¬
thing attainable and something realizable, not to be free from
the teaching of opposites—this is the karma that vtorks for
transmigration.
“S.; How can one be emancipated?
“M.: No bondage from the very first, and what is the
' Thii M quoted from the V^fractMiJta itself, hence this reprooC
• Cf.
in Hui-hai against studying suiras. A ainular atgunieni is
advanced by ShendtuI la his jqyuv/ as regards the Dhannakaya and the
bamboo-grove, Prqjna and the ydlow btossoms. See also Hui-hai. fiio
and iC. •
”
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use of
emancipation? Act u you will, go on as you
fed—without second thought. This is the incomparable way.
«S.; The master is really a wonderiul personage.
“So saying, they bowed and retired.”

8
As this is not meant to be a history of Zen thought in the
Tang dynasty (a.d. 618-922), I shall not quote many more
matters except Chao<hou T'sung-shen (778-897) and Lin-chi
(died 867) and some others. For these will sufficiently show
where Zen teaching was drifting, and how finally Zen masters
themselves attempted to bring it into harmonious accord with
the Iixlian phraseology and way of thinking in the sutras.
The following was once given out by Chao^tiiou Tsung-

shen‘ in one of ^ sermons:
“The bronze Buddha is not to be placed in the furnace,
the wooden Buddha is not to be placed in fire, the clay
Buddha is not to be placed in the water. The true Buddha
sits b the bterior. Bodhi and Nirvana, Suchness and Buddhanature—all these are outer clothbgs too tightly htting the
body. They arc also kiMwn as defilements {/Utsa). When
no questions are asked, there are x>o defilements. In the
limit of reality, b the ground of absolute truth, there is
nothing there to which you get youiselN’cs attached. When no
thoughts are stirred withm yourselves, no faults are com¬
mitted anywhere. In order to reach the depths of Reality,
only lit down quietly, say, for twenty or thi^ yean, and if
you still foil to undmta^, cut off this old man's head. All
things are like a dream, a vision, an ethereal flower, and to
run aAer them is an altogether idle occupation. When you
can keep your thoughts from wandering al^t, all things will
go on wed with you. Nothing comes to you from the outside,
why then get busy with these? What boots it just to go
around like a sheep sticking its nose into every comer, picking
up any old thmg, and putting it into its mouth? When I
with Shih-t'ou, he tued to say whenever anybody asked
g In hit

(n^hr).
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him a question, ‘Close your mouth, no barking like a dog!'
I follow his example and say, 'Close your mouth, no barking
like a dog!' There is defilement when the ego b asserted,
there u purity when it u not asserted. You are like a hunting
dog, and only wish to have something in your mouth. If
so, when can you come to the understanding of Buddhism?
Thousands, nay, tens of thousands of people all go about
seeking Buddhahood. There u none indc^ who can be called
a true man. If you wuh really to be disciples of the King
of Emptiness, beware of becoming incurably sick in mind.
Even before the world was, thU Reality b; thb Reality
remains undestroyed when the world b no more. Ever since
my interview with thb old man, I am no other person than
myself—I am master of myself. It does not profit you to
se^ thb man in the outside world. When he b right here do
not fail, by tiuning round and looking in the wrong way, to
interview him.”
Chao-chou’s “Sayings” consbts mostly of “questions
ai>d answen”, and not many sermons are to be found in it.
What sermons there are, are very short and to the point.
The n^ter once came up to the pulpit, and for a while
remsuned silent Finally he said, “Are you ^ here, or not?”
“All here, master.”
“I withhold my discourse until another one tiuiu up.”
“I will tell you when no one tunu up,” said a monk.
“Difficult indeed to kisow the man,” the master remarked.
Another time the master told the monks: "When a
thought moves, multiplicities of things rise; when no thotights
are aroused, multiplicities vanish. What do you say to thb?”
A monk remarked, “How about it when thoughts neither
rise nor disappear?”
The master said, “I grant you thb question.”^
The master on another occasion declared: “When you
say it b all bright, it b not quite so; the pathway b still diark
as at twilight. Whereabouts are you?”
^ Cf. the teaching of the UnconKsoui (MhAiM or mHiifii) m expounJ^
by Bodhidharnia, etc.
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A monk said, "I am on ndtbcr side.”
“If so, you are in tbe midway.”
“If in ibc midway, that means to be on either side.”
“You seem to have stayed with me for some time, since
you have teamed to make such a statement. But you have
not yet gone beyond the triple statement. Even though you
may say you have gone beyond it, I declare you are still in
it. What would )'ou say to it?”
“I know how to use the triple statement.”
the master, “Why did you not say so before this?”
Another time Chao-chou’s remark was: “The Great
Way is right before your eye, but difficult to see.”
A monk asked, “What form docs it take so that we can
see it before us?"
‘To the south of the River or to the north of it just as
you please.”
“Have you not some means fto make us understand it
mote explicitly]?"
‘What did you ask before this?”
Orscc Chao-chou came out into the hall and said to the
monks: 'The truth of this matter is difficult to grasp; and
even an extraordinary personality who is free from tlu ideas
of relativity finds it hard to transcend the entanglements.
When I was with Wei-shan, a monk asked him, ‘What is
our Patriarch’s idea of coming from the West?’ The master
said, ’Pas me the chair over there.’ When a resd master
comet, he deals with people straight from his transcendenul
understanding.”
At that time a monk canne forward and asked Chao-chou,
'What is our Patriarch's idea of coming from the West?”
Said the master, ‘The cypress-tree in the courtyard.”
“Don’t try to demonstrate the matter by means of an
objective foct.”
“No, I do not.”
“What b our Patriarch’s idea of coming from the West?”
the monk penuted.
^Thc cypress-tree in the courtyard.”
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The master further said: “It it now ninety years ago
that I was with Ma-tsu the great master, and every one of
his fully qualified disciples, numbering more than eighty, was
a real master indeed. But how is it now? The so-called masters
are like so msmy secondary branches and vines growing
further away from the main stenu. As they descend further
and. further away from the great sages, each generation
becomes worse than the preceding. Nan-ch‘uan used to say,
'Walk right into the midst of dissimilaridcs.* Monks, how
do you u^eistand this? Nowadays 1 observe yellow-mouthed,
inexperienced ones showing themselves openly in public and
discoursing on varieties of subjects. They receive offerings and
arc reverently treated by their followers, even numbering as
many as three or five hundred; they claim to be vrorthy
masters and call others their pupils.”
Once Chao-chou asked Nan-ch'uan, “Please say a word
that goes beyond the four sutements and one hundred
negations.”*
Nan-ch*uan uttered not a word but went back to his
own quarter.
Chao-chou said, "Our old master ordinarily talks glibly
enough, but when he is asked, he utters not a w^.’*
The attersdant remarked, “You had better not say that.”
Chao-chou gave him a slap.
Nan-ch'uan then closed t^ gate letuling to his quarters,
and scattering ashes around, said to the nranks, “If you can
say a word, the gate will be opened.”
There were many who expressed their views, but the
mawter Nan-ch'uan was not pleased with any of them.
Chao-chou gave the exclamation, “O heavens 1”
Nan-ch'usm then opened the gate.

9
Lin-chi was one of the greatest masters of the ninth
century, and it is his school which is still flourishing in Japan
(CMWwMir M P4f« JB

' Briefly, "What a the Absolute?**

PLATE I
CH'INO-LIANG THE ZEN MASTER
Atcribcd to Ma Yuan
(LsH k du Ktik CmOi^)
In bet ihii eaa be wir Zen maiter. Tbe main thin( tbit ooncerm
ui here fciMtA Zen interview ilUiyukepUceotAny lime Mdtnrwheit;
no fbrtn«l leeturin* m the Hill it needed, no concregationnl mectii«
need be ■nr«^‘"e*d- A monh-etudent n»y nccott the miutcr while the
1,^ j, workne « tlw firden. or wdkin* UDong the pines, or reading
the lotrM before the Buddha, or lying on a sick-bed. and ask Wm. “Where
Is the Way?" or "What ii the Buddha?" Zen always keeps itself in the
most imioMite manner with life. There is no coooeptualiam in Zen. Hsuan•ha (Bm-ooB) was one day treating General Wei to tea. when Wei ashed,
"What is meant by the sMiement that people do not know it even when
iheyaredaOy makmg use of itrSha offered him a piece of cake saying.
"Pt^ take it." Wei accepted It. ate it. and resumed the epieuioo. There.
upon the "»-««■> aaid, "We just make use of it every day and yet fail to
know U." And no doubt here is one of the strong pointt we can make out
for Zen discipline. It is no snerc q[uict.suting, no being absorbed in tneditatfoo, no whole-hearted sinking into idcaliatic somnambulhm. I wish to
forcibly thk aspect of the Zen life against the Indian idea cf

*
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mere traaM|uillisation.
Cfc‘ing>liang the Zen master (as Fa-yen Wen-I, see
Eraps, I. p.
tSfl), once told hh attendant-monk to get more soil for hh lotin. When
he brought it in tbe master asked, “Did you get it from the cast of the
Bridge, or &nm the west of it?" The monk answered, "From the east «f
the Bridge." The matter asked again: "It that a truth? Or it that a
falsehood?"
The master asked a monk, "Where do you come from?" "I come frost
ike Pso-en." "Arc the monks there all getting on well?" "Yes, they art."
"Sit down and hare a cup of tea," finished the master.
Another monk trai asked, "Where do you conte from?" "I come frosn
Scu<hou where I paid my respect to the Great Image of the Kiddha."
"Will be come out of the Pagoda this year?" “Yes, he wQL" Tbe mastrr
turned adde and, addreamg another roordt beside him, said, "You tdl
me whether be was at Scu-cbou or not."

.'
^

PLATE II

PLATE II
THE GREETING OP AMIGA WITH HIS SUITE OP
BODHISATTVAS
Aicribed to YacHot Sooxv
In the Koya Mutcum
^oorduis to die Pure Land teaching, Amida, accompanied by ttmiiyfive Bodhnattvaa, oomca to greet the entrance of a pioen loul tnlo the
of Purity at the moment of hk earthly deadi. The holy hoM comet with
®tiiic on violcUcolottroil ctouds. They all Kcm to be very happy over the
bet that a new recruii hat been added to their tpiritual Ungdora. Perhapt
t^la the way that all good qrirht r^ioMed when an act of goodfleti it
perforaed in the univeiae. Again, perhapt thb waa the way the BodhitaMvai
eamc froen all the ten quartert to join the tpiritual attembtage of Sakyminuai
tM Buddha at Jetavana, whiefa it mott daborately dcacribed in the
GaaJmyukt. In the Mahayant the untvene it the Dharmndhatu where each
n^e dham^ however inagniSauit, it intimately related to all other
”"*^**» iathvidually and collectively, motally and pfaytkaDy. Therefece,
not only Amida but all the Ruddhat in the ten quarten arc teriously
eemed with the i^riiual wel&re of each individtial loul. So we ace that the
idea of the Greeting of Amida it Uanttotable into lerma of our earthly life.
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and China, (hough in the latter country Zen itself is sonicwhat on the wane. Lin-chi’s "Sayings” arc regarded by many
as the strongest Zen treatise we have. One of his sermons runs:
"The main thing in the study of Buddhism now is to
understand it in the proper way. When there is the proper
understanding of it, a man is not defiled by birth-and-death;
wherever he goes he enjoys perfect freedom. He may not seek
to achieve anything specifically excellent, but this will come
by itself.
"Friends, the andent masters all had their way of helpiog
others; as to my method, it consists in keeping others away
from Mng deceived. If you want to use what you have in
yourselves, use it, do not stand wavering. What is the trouble
with students these days that they are unable to reach realiza¬
tion? The trouble lies in their not believing themselves enough.
As you arc not believing enough, you are buffeted about by
the surrounding conditions in which you may find yourselves.
Being enslaved and turned around by objective situations,
you have no freedom whatever, you are not masters of your¬
selves. If you cease from running afrer outward things all the
time, you will be like the old masters.
"Do you wish to know what the old masters were like?
They were no other than those who are right before you
listening 'to my discourse. Where faith is lacking, there is
constant pursuing afrer outward objects. And what you gain
by this pursuing is mere literary excellence which is far from
the life of old masters. Make here no mistake, O my firiends I
“If you miss it in this life, you will have to go through
the triple world for ever so many kalpas. If you run afrer
and cling to your own enjoymenu, you will be reborn in the
womb of an ass or a cow.
"Friends, as far as I can see, my insight into Reality and
that of Sakyamuni himself are in perfect agreement. As we
move along, each according to his way, what is wanting to
us? Are we not all sufficient unto ourseh^? The light emanat¬
ing from each one of our six senses knows no interruptions, no
obstructions. When your insight is thus penetrating enough,
Qpaceful indeed is your life I
“Reverend Sits, there is no rest in this triple worid, which

a
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is like a house on fire. It is no abode Ibr any of you long to
remain in. The devil of impermanence may visit any of us
at any moment regardleas of rank and age. If you desire to be
like the old masters, do not look outward. The light of purity
which shines out of every thought you conceive is the Dharma*
kaya within yourselves. The light of non-discrimination that
shines out of every thought you conceive is the Sambhogakaya
within yourselves. The light of non-differentiation that shines
out of every thought y<w conceive is the Nirmanakaya within
yourselves. And this triple body is no other than the person
listening to my discourse this very moment right in front of
each of you. The reason why these mysteries are possible is
because ot>c ceases to pursue outward objects.
"According to scholars, this triple body is the ultimate
reality of things. But as I see into the matter, this triple body
is no more than mere words, and then each body has some*
thing else on which it depends. An ancient doctor says
that the body is dependent on its meaning, and the ground is
describablc by iu substance. Being so, we know that Dharma*
body and the Dhanna-ground are reflections of the [original]
light. Reverend Sirs, let us lake hold of this person who
handles these reflections. For he is the source of all the Buddhas
arvd the house of truth-seekers everywhere. The body made up
of the four elements does not understand how to discourse or
how to listen to a discourse. Nor do the liver, the stomach, the
kidneys, the bowels. Nor does vacuity of space. That which
is most unmistakably perceivable right before your eyes,
though without form, yet atxolutdy idendfiable—this is
what understands the disburse and listens to it.
“When this is thoroughly seen into, there is no differeiKC
be^een yourselves and the old masters. Only let not your
insight be interrupted through all the periods of time, and >-00
will be at peace wth whatever situation you come into. When
wrong imaginatioiu are stirred, the insight is no more im¬
mediate j when thoughts are changeable, the essence it no
more the same. For this reason, we trarumigrate in the triple
world and suffer varieties of pain. As I view the matter in
my way, deep indeed is (Reality], and there is none who is
not destined for cmandpation.
«
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“Friends, Mind h»s no form and penetrates every comer
of the universe. In the eye it sees, in the ear it hears, in the
nose it smells, in the mouth it talks, in the hand it seizes, in
the leg it runs. The source is just one illuminating essence,
which divides itself into six iunctioning units. Let all inter¬
fering thoughtt depart from Mind, and you experience
emancipatioo wherever you go. What do you think is my idea
of
to you like thu? I simply wish to see you stop
wandering after external objects, for it is because of this
hankering that the old masters play tricks on you.
“Friends, when you come to view things as I do, you are
able to tit over the heads of the Enjoyment- and Transfonnadon-Buddhas; the Bodhisattvas who have successfully
mounted the scale of ten stages look like hirelings; those who
have attained the stage ^ full enlightenment resemble
prisoners in chains; the Arhals and Pratyckabuddhas arc
cesspools; Bodhi and Nirvana are a stake to which donkeys
are
Why so? Because, O Friends, you have not
yet attained the view whereby all kalpas are reduced to
Emptiness. When this is not realized, there are all such
hindrances. It is not so with the true man who has an insight
into Reality. He gives himself up to all manner of situations
in which he finds himself in obedience to his past karma. He
appears in whatever garments are ready for him to put on.
As it is desired of him either to move or to sit quiedy, he
moves or sits. He has not a thought of running after Buddhahood. He is free from such pinings. Why is it so with him?
Says an ancient sage, ‘When the Buddha is sought after, he
is the cause of transmigradon.’
“Reverend Sin, dme is not to be wasted. Do not commit
yoCirselves to a grave mistake by convulsively looking around
your neighbourhood and not within yourselves. You make
mistakes by trying to master Zan, to master the Way, to learn
words and phrases, to seek for Buddhas and Fathers and good
friends. Thm is jiut one parenthood for you, and outside of
it what do you wish to acquire? Just look within yourselves.
The Buddha tells us the story of Yajnadatta. Thinking he had
Idst his head, he wildly ran after it; but when he found that
he^had never lost it, be became a peaceful man. O Friends,
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be just yoursehrei, stop >'Our hysterical antics. There are some
old bald-headed fools who k^w not good from bad. They
recognize all kinds of things, they see spirits, they see ghosts,
they look this way and that way, they like fkir weather, they
like rainy weather. If they go on like this, they are sure one
day to appear before the King of Death, who will ask them to
pay up their debts by swallowing red-hot iron balls. Sons
and daughters of go^ families become possessed of this
uncanny fox-spirit smd go wildly astray even against their
original sanity. Poor blind followers I Some day they will have
to pay up their board.”
Here we see Lin-chi as a great smasher of the conven¬
tional Buddhism whose ideas are ordinarily couched in Indian
phraseology. He did not like the round-about way in which
Buddhist experience was treated by philosophers and learned
doctors. He wanted to reach the goal directly. He destroyed
every obstacle that was found in his approach to Resdity.
He widded his Vajra right and left, not only against those
intellectxialists but against the Zen masters of his day. He
stands to majestically among his contemporaries, and no
doubt his atdtudc appealed greaUy to the Chinese mind.
Chineae psychology b practical and does not like to be
hampered by too many convendonalities, intellectual 41KI
otherwise. It produced Lsio-tzu and Chuang-tzu, and asserted
itself again with Zen, especially in the Lin-chi method of
handling Zen. Quite refreshing and vivifying it u to see Lin-chi
all naked and shorn of trumperies in hb wrestling with Zen.
But at the same dme it will be well to remember that thu
Zen atdtude towards Buddhist lore and philosophy tended to
slight its study in an orderly manner, to neglect the sutras
and what metaphysics there b in them.

10

In the following secdons more Zen masters will be quoted
who lived betwreen late T*ang and early Sung. The objeef is
to see the trend of development of Zen teaching whep it
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gradually superseded the other Buddhist schools in C3una.
At the same time we will nodoe in what relation their sermons
and “questions and answers'* stand to the sutra teaching which
is characterisdcally Indian.
Chilwhang’ said to his monks, “I am now going to
on Zen; you will all come forward.” When they came forward,
he continued, “Do you bear the way Kwannon lives in full
response to varieties of situadons?”
A monk asked, “What is Kwannon’s way of Uving?”
The master snapped his fingers, and said, “Do you bear?”
The monk said, “Yes.”
The master exploded, “A company of stupid fellows_
what do you want to find out here?”
So saying, be drove them out with a sdek, and laughing
aloud went away to his quarters.
Liang* was a great Kholar, learned in the sutru and
philosophic treades. When he saw Ma>bu, the latter asked,
“You are evidendy a learned student of the sutias and
philosophic treatises, are you not?”
Lia^ said, “Yes, I am supposed to be so.”
Ma-tsu: “How do you discourse on the sutnu?”
“With mind (dUa)."
“ 'Gtu b like an actor and Manas a Jester' ;* how docs
Mind (ads) understand discoursing?”
Liang, raising hb voice, declared, “If mind b unable to
discourse, do you think space cw?”
The roaster remarked, “Indeed, space can dbcourse."
Of course Liang could not accept him, and wbhing to leave,
was about to depart, when Ma-tsu called out, “O scholar!”
As Liang the philosopher turned back, the meaning of the
whole proceeding dawned upon him, aisd he made bows to the
master.
Ma-tsu, however, observed, “What b the use of your
bowing, you dull-witted fellow?”
*'
^11-

sUireviated Omu, Pu. VIL
* A quotaikm from the
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Liang the scholar retiiroed to his own temple and told
this to his pupib: “I thought no one could compete with
me in discoursing on the sutras and philosophical treatises,
but today, being questioned by Ma>tsu the master, all my
proud learning has melted away like a piece of ice !'*
Tai-tz*u Huan*chung' one day came up to the pulpit and
said, “I do not know how to make answers; I only know
where diseases are.”
A monk appeared before him, and the master came down
from the pulpit and vanished into his room.
Fa-yen comments, “Declaring himself to be a doctor in
public, he knows not who is sumding before him.”
Hsuan-chiao remarks: “Does Tai-tz'u really know
diseases? Or does he not? The monk who appeared before
him, was he really sick, or was he not? If he were sick, he
could not get up and walk around as he did. If he were
not sick, why did he appear before the master-doctor?”
Pai-ma T‘an-chao* used to say: “How delightful! How
cheering!” When he was about to die, he cried, “How
agonizing!” or sometimes, “King Yama has come to take me
along!” The resident priest asked: “How is it. Master?
When you were once arrested by the governor and thrown
into water, you were quite calm and serene; but what is the
trouble with you now?” The master raised his bead and said,
"Tell me when I was in the right, then or now?” The priest
made no reply.
1-tuan* told this in one of his sermons: **To talk is blas¬
pheming, to remain silent is deception. Beyond silence and
talking there is an upward passage, but my mouth is not wide
enough to point it out to you.” So saying, he came down from
the pulpit. Aiwther sermon of his ran like this: “However
repeatedly you arc peeled off and thoroughly cleansed, never
stay where you are. Whatever contrivances you make, they
are all temporary to meet the situation and people. As to the
other side there are no such [contrivaisces].”
,
•Om, IX.

•CUmm, X.
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Ysng-Shan Hui*chi‘ gave among others the foUowing
sermon: “You monJa, turning back your light look within; do
not try to memorize my words. Since the beginningiess past
you have turned your backs to your light, throwing yourselves
into darkness. The root of false thinking goes deeply into the
ground; it is hard to pull it out. The many contrivances are
meant for the destruction of coarser imaginations. They are
like the yellow leaves given to a child to stop its crying. They
are in themselves of no value whatever. Again, it is like a shop
where all sorts of goods arc sold together with genuine golden
wares. The goods light and heavy are delivered to suit the
requirements of the customers. So, I say, Shih-t‘ou keeps a
shop dealing in solid gold only, but mine handles varieties of
wares. If a man comes for a rat's droppings I let him have
them. If be wants solid gold, I also meet his wish."
A monk came out and said, “I do not wish a rat’s drop¬
pings, but give me, master, a piece of solid gold.”
Yang-shan said, “One who tries to open his mouth while
biting the point of an arrow is for ever unable to understand."
The monk nude no reply.
The master continued: "When sought out and called
for, there is an exchange of goods; but with no seeking, no
calling, there will be no exchange of any sort. When I demon¬
strate 2^ in its genuine form, nobody is able to accompany
me bovtever much he may desire it; much less a company of
five or seven hundred. But when I talk this way and that,
they crowd into my room and vie with one another to pick up
whatever leavings there are. It is like cheating a child with an
empty palm; in truth there is nothing real. I now tell you most
distinctly where.the holy man’s ab(^e is. Do not attempt to
work out your various imaginadons on the nutter. Only
sincerely discipline yourselves so as to be in the ocean of your
original nature. The sciences and miracles arc not nced^ at
all. Why not? Because such arc the fringes of Reality. When
you want to know Mind, penetrate into the very source of
things. Attain the source, and the rest need not bother you;
some day you will come to a rcalizadon and know what I
mean. But so long as you are kept away from the source,
XI.
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nothing dse will be of any value to you; with all your learning
and knowledge you arc not there yet Has not Wd-ahan the
master told us this? When all your imaginations, holy and
worldly, are exhausted, Reality presents itself, true and
eternal, in the unity of One and M^y, and this is where the
Buddha of Suchness abides.”
Yao-shan Wd-yen* was one day approached by a monk,
who said to him, “I have a doubt which I wish you would
settle.” The master replied, “Wait till the time comes for my
sermon when I will settle it.”
The evening came, the master appeared in the hall, the
monks were all gathered.
“Where u the monk who wished today to have his doubt
settled?”
The monk csune out of the gathering and stood before the
master. The master thereupon came down from his chsur,
and seizing the monk said, “O monks, here is one who has a
doubt.” Rdeasing him then, the master went back to his room.
One evening Yao-shan climbed the mountain for a walk.
Sedng the moon suddenly appearing from behind the clouds,
he laughed most heartily. The laugh echoed ninety U east
of Li-yang where his monastery was. The villagers thought the
voice came from their neighbours. In the morning the inquiry
went eastwards from one door to another until it reached the
monastery, and the villagers concluded, “Last night the master
gave us the greatest laugh of his life at the top of the moun¬
tain.” Li-ao, philosophy-governor of the Lang-chou,* who
was one of Yao-shan’s iay-disciples, composed a poem on the
incident and sent it to the master:
A lonely shelter is dwaen.
His rustic taste b appeased;
None to greet, none to bid adieu,
Alone all the year round u be.
One eve he climbed
Straight up tbe solitary peak;
Revealed in the clouds the moon he saw.
And what
* Oboa, XIV.

a hearty laugh be gave I

' See also my

Scries II, Plate facing p. ^6.
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Chao-chou Tai-tien‘ was a disciple of Shih>t*ou, and even
aAer his rcdrcnicnt in Ling-chou he was besieged by monks.
This is one of his sermons:
"Those who wish to master the truth must know 6rsi
what is their own original Mind. This is attained when it is
pointed out by means of its forms and manifestations. But
most people nowadays, beiitg unable to penetrate into the
very essence of things, are falsely led to take a mere raising of
the ^brows, glancing this way and that way, remaining
silent, or ultering a word, for the finality of Zen truth. In
point of fact, this is far from being satisfactory. I will tell you
1^ most plainly how to proceed in this matter, and you will
listen attentively. Only when all your erroneous imagina¬
tions, thought-constructions, and experiences arc put aside,
will you come to the realization of yotir true Mind. This
Mind has nothing to do with a world of defilements, with your
being silent, with your holding on to quietude. Mind it no
other than Buddha, and there is in it no artifice, no elabora¬
tion. Why? It responds to calls, it illuminates objects as
they come, and its functions are cool and self-originating.
The mysterious source of all these activities is beyond concqjtioo. And we call this mystery our own original Mind.
Take heed, monks, not to let it wander away from your hold.”
When Yuan-chih and Yun-yen* were attending on their
master Yao-ihan, the latter said: "Where human understand¬
ing fails to reach, refrain by all means from putting in any
words; if you do, horns will grow on your head. Brother Oiih
what would you say to this?”
’
Yuan-chih without saying a word left the rixun.
Yun-yen asked the master, "Why did not Brother HhiK
answer you?”
inaster said: "My back aches today. You’d better go
to Chih himself auid ask, for he understands.”
Yun-yen now sought out Brother Chih and asked, “How
u It that you gave no uavfcr to our master just now?"
Lhimself.”
OWm. XIV.

remarked, "It’s best for you to ask master

*amn.XlV.
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Later, Yun-chu was asked by a monk, “What did Yaoshan mean when he said, ‘Refrain by all means from putting
in any words'?”
Yun-chu said, “This is full of poison.”
The monk further asked, “How is it so poisonous?”
Yun-chu simply replied, “It strikes down dragons and
snakes at one blow."
Tung-shan Liang-chteh,^ a disciple of Yun-ycn and the
founder of the Soto School of Zen Buddhism, said: “Even
when you say straightway that from the very beginning there
is not a thing, this does not entitle you to be an inheritor of
Zen tradition. I want you to say a word in this connection.
What would you say?"
There was a monk who expressed himself ninety-six times
to please the master. Each time he fsiled until he had his
ninety-seventh trial. The master blurted out, “Why did you
not say that sooner?”
Later on, another monk learning of the incident came to
the first monk and asked him to repeat the answer he had
given to the master. For three years the second monk was
in attendance upon the first monk in order to learn the secret
from his own mouth. No chartoe, however, was given to the
contriving attendant-monk. In the meantime the first monk
fell sick. The attendant-monk made up his mind to get the
desired answer by any means, fair or foul. “I have been with
you for these three years wishing for you to tell me about
your answer given to the master. You have persistendy
refused to acquiesce in my request. If I carusot get it by any
honest means, I am going to get it this way.” So saying, he
drew his sword and continued, “If you refuse once more to
give me the answer, I am ready to take your life.”
The first tiKmk was taken aback and said: “Wait, for I
will tell you. It is this: ‘Even if it is brought out, there is no
place to set it.' ”
The rourderotu monk made profound bows.
Nat>-ch‘an Ch‘i-&n* said: “As to fine words and exquisite
phrases, you have enough of them in other places. If todkV
> Omm, XV.

• ObM, XIX.
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there i< any one in this assembly who has gone even beyond
the fint principle, let him come forward and say one word.
If there is, he has not betrayed our expectations.**
A mon^ asJced, **VVhat is the fint principle?**
“Why do you not ask the fint principle?**
**I am asking it this very moment.**
“You have already fallen on a second priitciple.**
Chin>Iun K*e>kuan,* seeing his noonks depart, called out,

**0 monks I’’ When they turned back, he said, “Look at the
moon.** They looked at the moon. The master remarked,
“When the moon looks like a bent bow, there is more rain
and less wind.'* The monks made no reply.
Hsuan-tha Shih>pci* sat quiedy in his pulpit for some «im>
without saying a word. The monks thought he was not going
to give them a sermon and began to retire all at once. He
then scolded them: “As I observe, you are all of oive pattern;
not one of you has sagacity enough to sec things properly.
You have come here to see me open my mouth, and, taking
hold of my words, imagine they sue ultimate truths. It is a pity
that )Ou all fail to know what*s what. As long as you remain
like this, what a calamity 1*’
Another time the master again remained silent for a
while and then said, “1 have been thoroughly kind to you,
but do you understand ?*'
A monk asked, "What is the seiue of remaining quiet
without uttering a word?**
The master said, “How you talk in your sleep I**
“I wish >'Ou to tell me about the truth of Zen.**
“What is the use of snoring?**
“I may sndre, but how about you ?**
The master said, “How is it possible to be so insensitive
as not to know where it itches?**
The keeping quiet in silence for some time in' the pulpit
was a favourite method with many masters. To give aiKjther
instance, Chih-feng* practised it, and then saying, “O monks,
look, look I** would come down from the scat.
n'C3bM, XIX.

CKms, XVIII.

•Otuaa, XXVI.
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Shih-chin of Jui*yen' while in the pulpit kept his monks
standing for some time, and finally said: “I am ashamed of
not having anything special today. But if you are merely here
to follow my t^ and listen to my voice, you had better indeed
retire into the ball and warm yourselves by the fire. Good
night, monks.”
Tsang*yung of Chang-ching* came up to the pulpit, and
seeing all the monks assembled threw his fan down on the
floor aivd said: “Fools take gold for earth, but how about the
wise? Future generations are not to be despised. It is not
praiseworthy all the time to be too modest. Is there anybody
wishing to come out before me?” A monk came out, and
rrmlting bows withdrew his steps ai>d stood still.
The master said, “Anything besides that?”
“I wait your lair judgment.”
“A peach-stone one thousand years old I”—this wsu the
sentence given by the master.
Yen-jui of Yang-lung monastery* ciune up to the pulpit,
the monks crowded into the ball; the master rose from his
seat and danced and said, “Do yem understand?”
“No, master,” the monks answered.
Yen-jui denuuidcd, “I performed, without abandoning
my religion, a deed belonging to the world; why do you not
understand?”
Hsuan-fa of the Lo-han* once gave this: “In this whole
universe, extending to the furthest ends of infinity, there is
not a bit of doctrine which I can give you as an object of
learning, study, or perception comparable even to a particle
of dust. This, however, b beyond you until you have had an
indght into Reality. Do not make light of it Have you not
heard an old master say this, Tf you are unable to under¬
stand the muldplicities of your actual experience, howevw
clesu* your perception of your own self may be, your msight ia
not comprehensive enough’? Do you follow me, monks?”
> CHatai, XXII.
«Ch«, XXV.

•<**«, XXII.

•Okaw.XXII.
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A monJc asked, “When a proposition, not even as little
as a particle of dust, is asserted, how do these multitude of
good and bad come into our sight?*’
“Distinctly conunitting this to your memory, go and aik
elsewhere.’’
•
‘The monks are crowding here, and who among them has
gained an insight to this?’’
"Who has ever lost it?” was the counter-quesdoo of the
ouster.
Another monk asked, “Who is the Buddha?”
The nuster asserted, “You arc a monk-pilgrim.”
When.Tao<h‘ien* first saw Ching-hui, Hui was much
impressed with him. One day Hui asked, “What sutrai do
you read besides your study of Zen?”
“I read the Asatansaka Sutra,**
‘The sutra refers to the six aspects of existence; general
and pardcular, same and different, existing and diiappearinr.
To* what doctrine does this belong?”
C3i‘ieo said: “The passage occurs in the chapter on the
ten sta^ of Bodhisattvahood. According to its theory, aO
things dtber of this world or of a super-world arc considered
to have these six aspecu.”
“Is kftag
these six?”

emptiness of space) furnished with

• Ch‘ien was at a loss how to answer the question.
Hui said, “You ask me.”
“Is k'uiig furnished with these six aspects?”

*Timgr
The answer opened at once the mind of Tao<h‘ten to a
nw light; filled with joy, he bowed to the master. The master
ssud, “How do you understand?”
‘*K'wigP* said Tao-ch‘ien.
VMten later Tao-ch'ien presided over the Yang-ming
monastery, he gave the following sermon:
“The Buddhist truth is in fUll manifesution, and why
do you not comprehend it? O monks, if you want to under¬
stand the Buddhist truth, ask your Chan-san aitd Li-siu.*
i

XXV.

»I.c. men in the >ueet.
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If you want to understand worldly things, go and ask the old
master. Peace be with you. Good night.”
Tsung*chien of Kuan-yin shrine* sat quiedy for a while
in the pulpit and then, referring to the Vinalal^, said this:
"Manjusri gready praised Vimalakird as he sat in silence.
Now I want to know; did the philosopher accept the praise,
or not? If he accepted it, there was no philosopher worth the
name. If he accepted it not, Manjutri must be said to have
wasted his praise. O monks, do you undersuivd? If you do,
you are real students of Zen.”
A monk came forward and said, ‘‘What is the meaning
of Vimalakirti’s silence and Manjusri's praise?”
“You ask, I answer.”
“If such men made their appearance here, what would
be the outcome?”
'fhe master recited the following:
“Walking up the mountain path I come (o the source of the
thenream;
While sitting in quietude I watch bow the clouds rite.”

II

I have given here sufficient varieties of Zen sermons and
monJo (“questions and answers”) to show how 2Jcn developed
in its i^racterisdc way during the three hundred years ^er
Hui-neng. We can say, after examining all these examples
promiscuously culled from biographies of the Zen masters in
T‘ang and Sung, that Zen has succeeded to a certain extent
in establishing itself on the basis of Chinese psychological
experiences. Not only is this true in the terminology which the
masters have adopted to express themselves, but in the way
by which their experiences are made communicable. Zen
Buddhism has achieved a unique development in the history
of religion and of mysdeism generally.
C0i>xbmtd cm
>C3hM>, XXV.

PLATE 111
SAKYA TRINITY
By

Kano

Here k aaoihtr Sakya trinity with Mni^jurri on n lion nnd SanuouUiAdra on «n elephant. They ate ihom oT all toma d penonal decoration
■uch ac arc noticMble In matt picturef of Ihb diariieter. The oential figure
it an embodiment of eternal acrenity, but the two side>figurca are not
dittant and unappronchabte; there k even lomething of humanity in them,
whoK counterpart* may be fcund among the maiten made famQiar to u*
by Zen artktt. Thk indicatm a ttrong tendency and practice among
Buddhitts generaffy to bring down the Bodhkattvai among thern lo that
they can be Criendi in n«ry poinble way. That thk hat actually been
achieved k teen in tome oT tte following pictures

*

PLATE IV

SHOIOHI THE NATIONAL TEACHER, THE
POUNDER OF TOPOKUJI
Aicribed to Mincho
Ihk k an unumal portrait picture of a Zen master, seeing that mote
of the pictum of thk nature known as
(Chfot* fat Japanene)
are the “official'' one*. The figxire in foU eocleriaatical robe sit* in a chair,
generally with a stick held liantinsly in hk right hand. Ihe posture k guile
ttilT and formal with nothing belying hk inner fedkgi. Thk portrait of
Shokhi places him on a natural
with hk legs stretched out and with
one of hk hands reposing on hk knee. He looks as if alloying a rest after a
walk in Ihe temple grounda The pine bee at hk back uretches one of ila
brasMdies over him. The serenity of hk Icalurci suggests what k taklstg hold
of hk inner consdoutnei*; the flow of the drapery fold* which contrasts
wkh the forceful lines of
rock and Ihe tree k indicative of hk attitude
towards the objective world.

PLATE IV

PLATE V (r^r)

7^

PLATE V
SAMANTABHADRA AND THE RAKSHASIS
By aa Unkoown Japanae Artiat
The idea come* probably Cracn the SaMurwmfiindcriiM in which tea
Rakihatia, fetnale donona belonging to the Raloha Cainily, promiac to
protect all the nipportcn of the tutia. The connection of Samantabhadra
with thcac pioua Buddhist demoea la not explicitly toid In any sutraa, except
as it took place in the imagination of the artist himaelf. The pecaent picture
Is one of the fine apccimens of the Bodhisattva with the lady^emona.
Samantabhadra, with all the ornaments beloitging to a Bodhiiwttva, ails
in a moat dignified mstnner on his lotus-throne on the back of an elephant.
He is a fully qualified Bodhinitva., be it like a royal prince; he it an ohjeci
of worship here, but not a friend of the needy and humble, aa we toe him
later. The BodiuciUa works in a twofold direction, upward and downward.
Samantabhadra here is repreaented as be has reached the upward limit of
perfection; when be becomei a courtman, he it on the lowest ground with
all his evil impulsct suaorqt u*-

PLATE VI
MANJUSRI

IN A ORASS-ROBE

By KsuBss-auBM
The author was probably of Yuan. He was reputed, accordit^ to
Japanese records, for hit painting of Maqjutri. The Bodhisattva in this
fena is said to have appeal in a vkioo to a certain Lu when he visited
T*ien>tai Shan in the Yuan*feng period of Sung. Thia utter qptoruy of
the conventional symboliutioo of ihe Bodhisattva is another example of
the “tecularisatian" which took place in China alottg with the growing
popularity of Zen Buddhism. The present picture Is one of the best tpedmens
of the youthful ’*gras^rohed” Msnjusri. Ch*ing*yu, of the King Atoka
monastery, writes: “Here, behold the teacher of the seven Buddhatl How,
ioatead of riding on thy familiar golden-haired Ikm, showest thou thyself
in this Ibrmf**
Manjiari generally represents Prqjiia, winlatn, which tees into the
emptiness of all dbamrias.

B
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The one thing I wish especially to notice in this connec¬
tion is that the Zen neglect of the letter and consequently of
philosophy began to manifat an undesirable tendency in the
tenth century. By this I mean that the study of scholastic
Buddhism was regarded by Zen masters and especially by
their followers, to a degree which was more than actually
necessary, as a pair of worn-out straw sandals—an atdtude
which hindered rather than helped Zen realizadon. Such an
atdtude was jusdhable in a seruc, but when it is carried to
excess, as was perhaps the case with ignorant followers
of Zen, 21en turns into andnomianism, and licentious¬
ness bewmes confounded with the free movement of the
spirit
There is a history of Chinese Buddhism written early
in the thirteenth century from the standpoint of the T‘icn-tai
sect. It is entided Tht Orthodox TroRmisiion ej the Saiya
Doctrine^ in which the author severely attacks Zm almost as
the teaching of the devil.
“When Buddhist philosophy changes it becomes Zen;
when Zen grows worse it turns devilish; when the devil is
allowed to prosper, there is perversity of nature. The harm
from depending too mucli on the sutras and philosophical
treatises is slight compared with the barm from posidvety
ignoring them—an atdtude which is a great hindrance to
properly following the Buddhist life.”*
In another place the author of the Buddhist history gives
the following quotation with which he is in apparent sym¬
pathy : “The lecturing on the sutras is becoming less popular
than ever while the study of Zen is all the more flourishing
now. The wont part of it is, indeed, that those ignorant
villagcn, after visiting the Zen monasteries and listening to
sermons given by the masten, are inordirutely delighted,
and without giving much thought to the spirit of the teaching,
declare then^ves to be teachers, not only disparaging the
ancient worthies but depreciadng the sutras and their contenu
with their own incoherent utterances. The stupid masses are
deceived, and even respectable gentlemen who, however,
' * Skih mm dUsr fmn, ia ei(ht fMcicks.
^*Thc Kyoto ^tiaa, t 4t3b.
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hav« not much learning, are pleased with the empty talks of
the Zen followers. . .
The criticism of Zen here cited may be considered some¬
what one-sided as coming from a T‘ien-tai scholar, but we can
well imagine how things might be when Zen is degenerated.
The peculiar Zen attitude towards the letter probably started
with the immediate disciples of Hui-neng whom they dignified
with the title of the Sixth Patriarch of Zen Buddhism in
China. For one thing, they made Hui-neng an unlearned
pedlar of wood, ostenutiously opposing his simple-minded¬
ness against the scholarly erudition of his rival, Shen-hsiu.
Their sayings smd writings, including the one ascribed to Httineng, contain many slighting remarks against the contem¬
porary doctors and philosophers of Buddhism. Most of the
latter were very likely mere learners of the letter, but those
who came to interview the Zen masters are recorded to have
experienced an ignoble defeat in one way or another. Besides,
did the masters actually forbid the study of the sutias? In
Hui-hai's writings we have thu:
A monk ask^, "Why do you not aUow us to redte the
sutras which are regarded ar recording other people’s words?"
The master explained. "It is like a parrot repeating
human language without understanding what it means. The
sutras transmit the thought of the Buddha; if you read them
without undersunding the sense this is just repeating his
words. This is why the sutra-reading is not permitted."
The monk asked'hgain, "Can the mesming be expressed
by other means than words and letters?"
The master said, "What you say is again repeadng
another’s words."
"Words are the same everywhere, and why are you so
prejudiced against me?"
"You listen^ VJ monk, for I will tell you.
the sutra it is
distinctly stated that ’What I teach contaimVords foil of
meaning and not mere words; but what ordinary people talk
arc mere words and have no meaning. Those who know the
mesming have gone be^^nd senseless words; those who have
an insight into Reason have transcended the letter. The
teaching itself is more than words and letters, and why shoiild
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we seek it in numbers and phrases?* This being so, he who
is awakened to Bodhi attains the meaning and forgets words,
has an insight into Reason and leaves the teaching behind.
It is like a man’s forgcttii^ the creel when he has the fish, or
his forgetting the nooae when he has the hare.”
Yao*than was ocm: day reading a auira when a monk
appeared and asked, ’’Master, you ordinarily do not allow us
to read the autras, and how is it that you yourself are reading
one?”
The master said, “I just want to keep it before my eyes.”
’’Cannot I follow your example?”
”In your case, your eyesight ought to be penetrating
enough to go through the cow-hide.”^
This making light of sutim-study on the part of the Zen
masters shows its symptoms already at the time of Hui-neng.
According to his Tan-eAiaf (‘’Platform Sermons”) as we
have it today, Hui-ncng did not know how to read, and when
he was asked to explain the Sinana Sutra and the Pumhrika
Suira^ he said, ”I cannot read, you read it for me, and then
I will tell you what is the meaning.” It is true that there
are as many parrot*like followers of the scriptures among
Buddhists as among Christians, but at \he same time we
cannot ignore the letter altogether, as it is one of the important
vehicles not only of thought but of feeling and of spiritual
experience.
The Zen masters were all right so far as they themselves
were considered, but their ignorant and half-enlightened fol*
lowers were always ready to go beyond the limits and to
justify their own ignorance by claiming to imitate their
masters. It was quite natural, therefore, to find some move¬
ment among the masters themselva to effect a reconciliation
between Zen and sutra-leaming. This meant that the Chinese
gemus was to be nourished and enriched by the Indian
imaginatioa.
That the GandaDyuha together with other sutras came to be
systematically utilized for the philosophical interpretation of
' ' Vang.«liaii ocKe dedared tfaat the forty iatciclct of the Mrtane SUtra
arc no loa than the Devil’s talk. (Quoted by Tui-yin in his Mimr jfir
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the Zen experience need not now surprise us. The Gmdatyvha
especially, with its rich and beautiful imageries, whose equal
could not be found in the whole range of Chinese literature,
provided a timely and fitting support to which Zen could be
afiixed for its sound healthy grov^.
If Zen retained the idea that the dispensing with the
letter accomplished the whole thing, its achievement in the
history of Buddhist life in China could not be very great.
Of course, to rise above fine phraseology and mere abstraction
is in itself a weighty thing; ibr when this is successfully
achieved, we can say that nine-tenths of the work is finished.
But at the same time v.% must remember that there is a poddve work for the Zen master to cany out. The insight he
has gained into Reality must be organized into a system of
intuitions so that it will grow richer in content. The insight
itself is contentless, for to be so is its very condition. As soon
as it begins to have something in it, it ceases to be itself. But
this contentlessness of Zen insight is not an abstraction. If
so, it turns into a metaphysical idea and is to be so treated,
that is, according to the logic of epistemology. Hereby Zen
loses its reason. In point of fact the insight is dynamical; in
other words, it is characterized by fluidity. It thus gains its
meaning by being coimcctcd with other intuitions, the
ms€mbU of which really constitutes the Buddhist life. The
study of the sutras thus could not be neglected by the followers
of Zra, however much they revolted against it.
To reduce all existence with its multiplicities into Sunyata (emptiness) is the great accomplishment of the Pregnaparamiia Sutrat—ow of the highest achievementt carried out
by the Indian mind. To hold up the realization of noble
wisdom {pratjfiOmaiyejnaHagoatra) as the foundation of the
Buddhist life is the mission of the Lattkavaiara as far as the
Zen interpretation of it is concerned, and this too is something
the Chinese Buddhists before Bodhidharma did not quite
fully comporehend. But if the Zen masters had not had som^
thing more for the consolidation of their work, the life of
Zen could not have effected such a signal success in the getveral
moulding of the spiritual life of the Far-Eastern peoples.
The grand intuitions—grand not only in acopc and compDP-
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benstN-eness but to penetntion—which make up the substance
of the Ganiavjvha are t^ most imposing monument erected
by the Indian mind to the spiritual life of all mankind. Zen
thus inevitably takes up its abode also in the royal pai»tia[
structure of the Gandavjvka. Zen becomes one of its incalcu¬
lable Vyuhas. To describe it from another point of view, Zen
develops into all the Vyuhas that are the ornaments of the
Dharmadhatu.

12

In what follows I intend to describe the three important
notions which according to the GandopyiM distinguish the
Buddhist life especially aAer the atuinment of an insight
into the truth of 2fen. The three notions are Bodhisattvahood,
the Desire for Enlightenment or All-knowledge (Asd/hri/to!
fiada), and the fiodhisattva’s Abode {yikara). They are fully
treated in the suira.
Before this b done, the reader will most nattu^y desire
to have some general information regarding the Gandtuyvha
or Avatamsaka. Let, then, thu concluding section be devoted
to the docription of the sutra as to its subject-matter, style,
construction, and translatioiu.^
First about the title of the sutra. The Gandavyuha and
toe Atatamsaka have been more or less indiscrimiiuitely used
for the Chinese Hua-ytn »nd the Tibetan phal-po^ in these
Emys. As far as the Chinese hta-ytn u concerned, gandanuha
to correspoiid to it: gmda^Mia ^jbtoer. that u
ordinary flower, Ue-Aw, and syuAa
that is, eMiMg-rat
oniBiDcnt, array. According to Fa-tsang‘s commentary on
SnaWt wtl of the Gdm/a^ h mitt fuerally iiuwxxsMhje Sorae yew
ProAscr Hokci Idxumi of Otani Buddhiie CoHese
SSr!jl
hte. w poncsiioo of Xtr. Yekai Kswigucht,
uniwuty of Kyoto. Tiw yew tgo. Prof. Idsumiperaiiued the suihw of
^ prctcat
to ineke mmeographic oofiiet ofl^MS., and there are
® eirculatioo, moedy in Japan.
h« now rotograph etroies of the Cambrl^
i^-S.
the Cmdmmha referetteei m the present iwk
ibm^UIIv
mmtioerei are to the muneocraph copy (MM&) of 190S.
•P«isuy
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the Hua-ytn} its original Sanskrit title is given as
p'iao-ho, which stands as nesu'ly as the Chinese phonetics can
for the transliteration of ganda-xyuha. Fa^tsang then explains
ckun-na to mean "common flower" and p'iao-ho "decoration”.
Avatamsaka, on the other hand, means “garland", or “flower
decoration", and may be regarded as an equivalent to
kua-jnH. Thu term is found in the MaJuuyutpaUi, §LXIV and
§CCXLVI. In §CCXXXV11 xatUamsaJkd is gi\’en as "flou‘ei>
ear-ornament".
What b confusing here b that there b a Mahayana sutra
bearing the specifle title CmdavpAa as one of nine principal
Buddhbt sutras in Nepal. Thu belongs to the group of the
Mahayana sutras known in Chinese as belonging to the Huaytn-cking {Ktgon-^ in Japanese}, and in fact b the final
chapter of the Hua-ym-thir^g both of sixty and eighty fascicles,
and corresponds to the Hva-yen-<Aing translated into Chinese
by Prajna in forty fiudcles. Thu final chapter b called in
Chinese and in Tibetan the “Chapter on ^tering into the
Dharmadhatu" {dharmadkatupraj>tsa in Sanskrit).
To avoid confiuion it may be better to apply the Sanskrit
title Avatamsaka to the entire group of the Ktgon (futayta) and
Gandatyuha to the forty fasdcle AVgon only. Thtu the Avatamsaka
will include the Gandatyuka, which latter, in spite of Fa-tsang*s
authority, u specifically the name reserved far the "Chapter
on Entering into the Dharmadhatu”.
In Nagaijuna’s commentary on the Prajnaparamifa,
Gmdaiyuha b quoted under the title AcvKfyavimvkska, which
fomu the sub-tide to the Chinese forty fascicle Ktgon.
There are three Chinese sutras bearing the tide Ktgon or
Hua-ym in sixty, eighty, and forty fascicles. The last as afore¬
mentioned corresponds to the Sanskrit Gandasyuha. The
sixty fasdcle Hua-yen contains thirty-four chapters, and
the eighty fasdde thirty-nine. The first Hua~ytn was trarulated
by Buddhabhadra in a,o. 418-490, the second one by
Sikshananda in 695-699, and the third—which corresponds
to the Sanskrit Gandavyuha—by Prajna, 796-797.
Long before the first translation of the Hua~ytn by Bud¬
dhabhadra appeared, one of the first Buddhbt missionaries
> T'tadavm^ Fas. Ul.
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from India is recorded as having rendered what appears to be
the Sanskrit Dautbhumika into the Chinese language in eight
fascicles in the year a.d. 70. Unibrtunately, this translation
is lost. About ninety yean later (aj>. 167}, Chih Lou^hiach‘an came from Yueh-chih and translated into Chinese the
Tushara Sutra^ which is also part of the Hua~jm Sutra. The
Tushara corresponds to the "Chapter on the Names of the
Tathagata". Still later, Chih Ch'ien, Dharmaraksha, Nieh
Ch‘eng*yuan and his son Tao-chen, Chu Fo<nien and others
produced a number of sutras belonging to the Hua-ytn group,
until the time when, in A.0, 490, Buddhabhadra finished his
great sixty fascicle sutra in which all these separate sutras,
as well as many others, were included as belonging to one
oompreheruive ffua-jm-eJang (Aoaiamsaka).
From this fact we can gather that some of the chapters
in the Hua-jun<king were originally independent sutras, and
that the compiler or compilers of the lar^ sutra thou^t it
expedient to put them all together under one zitle so as to’
have them arranged systematically. The DasabfiumUui and
the Gau^auyuha (or Dharmadhatupraotsa) for this reason still
keep up their independence. TIm Tibetan AtKtUpnsaka is just
as inclusive as the Chinese eighty or sixty fascicle
What is the message of the Aaatamsaka? The sutra is
considered generally to be the king of the Mahayana suuas.
The following is Fa-tsang‘s interpretation of
message,
according to his monograph called "The Meditation by vdiich
Imagination Becomes Extinguished and One Returns to the
Source".*
There is one Mind which is ultimate reality, by nature
pure, perfect, and bright It luncdoiu in two ways. Sustained
by it the existence of a world of particulars is possible; and
from it originates ail activity, fire and illuminating, making
for the virtues of perfection {^amita). In these two funedoni,
which we may call existendal and moral, three universal
characters are disdnguishable. Existendally viewed, every
particular object, technically called "pardcle of dust” {tmuretja),
'For the deUiM compriion of than, see Salcuiabe** Olani Kaniur
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contains in it the whole Dhannadhatu. Secondly, from the
creational point of view, each particle of dust generates all
kinds of virtues; therefore, by means of one object the secrets
of the whole universe are fathomed. Thirdly, in each particle
of dust the reason of Sunyata is percdvable.
Against this objective world so characterized the Bodhisattva practises four virtues: (i) the virtxie of creative adjust¬
ment bom of wisdom {pr^na) and love (kantna), (a) the virtue
of morality by which the dignity of human life is preserved,
(3) the virtue of tenderness towards others and of simple
naturalness, and (4) the virtue of sacrifice or vicarious atone¬
ment. By the practice of these virtues the ignorant are saved
from their delusions, passions are converted into rationality,
defilementt are thoroughly wiped off, and the mirror of
Suchness is always kept bright and clean.
The disciplining ^ oneself in these virtues is not enough
to complete the life of devodon, for tranquillization (sasmiha)
is needed to keep one’s mind in perfect harmony with the
nature of Reality; not to be carried away into a world of
multiplicities, but to hold one's light of the Unconscious un¬
spoilt aial unobstructed. TranquiUizadon alone, however,
may lead one to a state of self-complacency and destroy the
source of s)’mpathcdc modvation. Hence the need of Vipasyana
exercises. Samaiha means “stopping” and mpasyatu “seeing”.
The one complemcnu the otht. Fa-tsang observes that to
understand the Avatamsakc these six contemplations are
needed: (1) to look into the serenity of Mind to which all
things return, (3) to look into the nature of the world of
particulars which are because of Mind, (3} to observe that
there is perfect mysterious interpenetradon of all things,
(4) to observe that there is nothing but Suchness where all
the shadowy existences' cast their reflecdons, (5) to observe
that the mirror of idendty holds in it images of all things
each without obstruedng others, and (6} to observe that the
reladon of master and attendants exists in a most exhaustive
manner throughout the univene so that when any one par¬
ticular object is picked up all the others arc picked up with \t.
Aided by this monograph of Fa-tsang, we shall be able
to grasp the uidmate teaching of the GantUuyuha and abo^io
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reUcion to Z«n Buddhism. When all is said, Zen discipline
consistt in realizing the Unconscious which is at the baks of
all things, and this Unconscious is no other than Mind-only in
the Gmda as Hell as in the Lanka, VMien Mind is attained
not as one of the attainables but as going beyond this exist¬
ence dualisdcally conceived, it is found that Buddhas, Bodhisattvas, and all sentient beings are reducible to this Mind,
which b the Unconscious. The Indian genius makes it develop
into a Dharmadhatu which u so graphically depicted in the
fonn of the Vairochana Tower with sill its Vyuhas and Alankaras. In the Chinese mind, the heavenly glories resplendent
with supernatural lights, to wonderfully described in the
Canda, are reduced once more into the colours of thb grey
earth. Celestial beings are no more here, but hard-toiling men
of the world. But there b no sordidness or squalor in
nor b there any udlitarianism. In spite of its matter-of-fact¬
ness, there b an air of mystery and spirituality in Zen, which
has later on developed into a form of nature-mysddsni. Hu
Shih, the Chinese scholar, thinks Zen b the revolt of Chinese
psychology against abstruse Buddhbt metaphysics. But the
lact b that it b not a revolt but a deep appreciation. Only the
appredadon could not be expressed in any other way than
in the Chinese way.

II. THE GANDAVYUHA, THE
BODHISATTVA-IDEAL, AND THE
BUDDHA
I

WiiKN we come to the Gcndav^ruha} 'aiier the Lankavaiara, or
the VafracchtdiJu, or the PanHiruaut, or even after the Suldkarma-Pundarika and the SukhematioyKha, there ii a cxNnplete
change in the stage where the great religious drama of
Mahayana Buddhism is enacted. We find here nothing cold,
nothing grey or earth-coloured, and nothing humanly mean;
for everything one touches in the Gmdacyuha shines out in an
unsurpassable manner. We are no more in this world of
Umitadon, obscurity, and adumbradon; we are miraculously
lifted up among the heavenly galaxies. The ethereal world is
luminosity itself. The sombreness of earthly Jetavana, the
disreputablencss of the dry-grass seat on which the Lion of the
Sakya probably sat when preaching, a group of shabbily
dressed mendicsmts listening to a discourse on the unreality
of an individual ego-soul—all these have completely vanished
here. When the Buddha enters into a certsun Idnd of Saroadhi,
the pavilion where he is situated all of a sudden expaztds to
the fullest limits of the universe; in other words, the universe
' The
or AMtamidU, oomprehauHely known as /JW-amekiag in Chines^ rqsrcsents a peat school of Mahayana thought. Tradition¬
ally, the tutra is believed to have been delivered by the Buddha vdlile he
was in deep meditation aflcr the EnUghtesunent. In this sutra the Buddha
gives no personal discourses on any tubfcct except givi^ Use sanction,
"Sodhu I a«dhu I" to the statements maae by the attending Bodhisattvas
such as Manjusri or Samantabhadra, or emitting rays of supernatural light
(tori the various ports of his body as required by the oprasion. The Sansfet
Coadtpuito exduaively treats of the jnlgrisns^ of Sudbana under the
directioa of the Bodnisattva Maiuusri. The ymu^ pUgrins-aqsiranl lor
SuprcRse Enlightennteni visits one teacher after aoouser, amounting to
more than fifty in number. The ol^^l it to find owl what comiicutts the
life of devotion as practised by a BodhiiaUva. The sutra oocupses more
than ono-fourtb of the dwtsassnhto and is complete in ilself, undoubtedly
proving its independent origin. For further detaih tee above.
^
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itself is dissolved in the being of the Buddha. The universe is
the Buddha, and the Buddha is the universe. Aik! this is not
mere expanse of emptiiscss, nor is it the shrivelling-up of it
into an atom; for t^ ground is paved with diamotKls; the
pillars, beams, railings, etc., arc inlaid with all kinds of
precious stones aiKi gems sparkling brilliantly, and glittering
with the reflection of orte arxithcr.
Not only b the univeise of the CaiuUajmha trot on thb
tide of exuteiKC, but the audierux turrouni^ng the Buddha
u iN>t a mortal one. The Bodhisattvas, the Sravakas, and
even the worldly lords who are assembling here are all
spiritual beings. Though the Sravakas and lords and their
followers do not fully comprehend the significanoe of the
miracles going on about them, none of them are those whose
minds are still under the bondage of ignorarsce atul folly.
If they were, they could not even be present at this extra¬
ordinary scene.
How does all thu come about?
The compilation of the GsitdoByuha vfss nude possible
owing to a definite change which took place in the mind of
the Buddhbt concerning life, the world, and especially the
Buddha. Thus in the study of the Gandtuyuha^ what u most
essential to know u that the Buddha b no more the one
who b living in the world conceivable in terms of space and
time. Hb consdousttess b not that of an ordinary mind which
must be regulated according to the senses and I^c. Nor b it
a produce of poetical imagination which creates its ovm
images and methods of dealing with particular objcca. The
Buddha of the GvtdaiyrJui lives in a spiritual world which has
its own rules.
In thb spiritual world there are no time-divisions such as
the past, present, and future; for they have contracted them¬
selves into a single moment of the present where life quivers
in its true sense. The conception of time as an objective
blank in which particular events as its contents succeed one
afler another has completely been discarded. The Buddha
in the Gmdd thus knows no time-continuity; the past and the
fbture are both rolled up in thb present moment of illuminatirn, and thb present moment u not something standing still
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with all its contents, for it ceaselessly moves on. Thus the
past is the present, so is the future, but this present in which
the past and the future arc merged never remains the present;
in other words, it is eteituUy present. And at the centre of
this eternal present the Buddha has fixed hb abode which it
no abode.
As with time, so with space. Space in the GanJayuJia
a not an extension divided
mountains and forests, rivers
and oceans, lights and shades, the visible and the invuible.
Extension b here indeed, as there b no contraction of space
into one tingle block of cxutence; but what w^e have here b
an infinite mutual fusion or penetration of all things, each
with its individuality yet with something universal in it The
general fusion thus taking place b the practical annihilation
of space which b recognizable only through change and
division and impenetrability. To illustrate thb state of
existciKC, the Gendaejmha makes everything it depicts trans¬
parent and luminous, for luminosity b the only possible
earthly represenution that conveys the idea of universal
interpenetration, the ruling topic of the sutra. A world of
lights transcending distance, opacity, and ugliness of all sorts,
b the world of the Gmdayvha,
With the annihilation of space and time, there evolves a
realm of imageleasness or shadowlessness {anab/tasa). As long
as there are lights and shades, the prindpie of individuation
always overwhelms us human mortals. In the Cmdatyuha
there b no shadowiness; it b true there are rivers, flowers,
trees, nets, banners, etc., in the land of purity, in the descrip¬
tion of which the compiler taxes hb human imagination to its
utmost limits; but no shadows are visible here, imywhere.
The clouds themselves are luminous bodies inconceivable and
inexpressible in number,* hanging all over the Jetavana of
the Gandasyvha—which are described in its own terminology
as “heavenly jewel-palaces", “incense-wood”, “Sumcru”,
“musical instruments”, “pearl-nets”, “heavenly figures”, etc.
Thb universe of luminosity, thb scene of interpenetration,
b known as the Dharmadhatu, in contrast to the Lokadhaty
which b thb world of particulars. In the Dharmadhatu there
> Acm^ sad iftkkilifyt are numbers of higb denomiiuiions.
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are space and tinac and individual beings as in the Lokadhatu,
but they show none of their carthJy characteristics of separate*
ness and obdursury as are perceivable in the latter. For the
Dharmadhatu is not a universe spatially or temporarily con¬
structed like the Lokadhatu, and yet it is not utter blankness
or mere void which is identifiable with absolute non-entity.
The Dharmadhatu is a real existence aiMl not separated from
the Lokadhatu, but it is not the same as the latter when we
do not come up to the ^ritual level where the Bodhisattvas
are living. It is realizable when the solid outlines of indi¬
viduality melt away and the feeling of finiteness no more
oppresses us. The C<adaxyuha is thus also known under the
title “The Entering into the Dharmadhatu’* {dharmadhatupravtsa).

a
What .then are some of the chief changes of thought that
have taken place in Buddhism enabling it to evolve a universe
to be known as Dharmadhatu? What are those feelings and
ideas which have entered into the consciousness of the in¬
habitants of the Dharmadhatu? In other words, what arc
the qualifications of Tathagata, Bodhisattva, and Sravaka?
When these are specified, we shall know how the Mahayana came to be differentiated from the Hinayana, that is,
why some Buddhists became dissatisfied with the way Bud¬
dhism had so far taken in its development after the passing
of the Buddha himself. This development had run steadily
towards exdmive asceticism on the one hand and towards the
elaboration of philosophical subtleties on ^c other. This
meant that Buddhism, ii)^ead of being‘a practical, sodai,
everyday religion, had turned into a sort of mysticism whidb
keeps its votaries on the giddy height of unapproachable
fibstractions making them sefuse to descend among earthly
entanglements. Such a religion may be all very well for the
UiU, fi>r Arhats and Pratyekabuddhas, but it lacks vitality
and democratic usefulness when it is kept from coming in
A>ntact with the concrete affairs of life. The Mahayanists
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revolted against this aloofness and unooncemedness of the
Sravaka>ideal. Thus they could not help reviving and up¬
holding the Bodhlsattva-ideal, which marked the career of the
Buddha before his attaiiuncnt of supreme enlightenment; they
then endeavoured to unfold to its furthest limits all that was
to be found in the ideal. I have therefore selected the opening
chapter of the Gaiuiatrjmfia, where the Bodhisattva-idesd is
contrasted in strong colour to the Sravaka-ideal, to show what
was in the consciousness of the Mahayana followers when they'
developed their own thoughts and aspirations.
Towards the end of this Essay, I intend briefly to touch
upon the further progress of the Bodhisattva-ideal among the
Zen followers in China. They have induced even the Buddha
himself to take an active part in the common life of the
ntasses. He no mdre sits on a high scat decorated with seven
kinds of^wcls, discoursing on iuch abstract subjects as Non¬
ego, Emptiness, or Mind-only. On the contrary, he takes up a
spade in his hands, dlls the ground, sows seeds, and garnets
the harvest. In outwsud appearances he cannot be distingtiished from a commoner whom we meet on the farm, in the
street, or in the office. He is just as hard-working a person
as we arc. The Buddha in his Chinese Zen life does not carry
his Gaiul4ayuha atmosphere ostentatiously about him but quiedy
within him. A Buddha alone discovers him.
The following points may then be noted in the reading of
the Caiuiatyuha'.
I. The one dominant feeling, we may almost assert, that
runs through the text is an active sense of grand inscrutable
mystery {acintya), going beyond the power of thinking aivd
descripdon. Everything one secs, hears, or observes in the
Dharmadhatu is a mystery, because it is incomprehensible to
the ordinary sense of logical measurement. Jetavana of so
many square miles abrupdy expands to the ends of the
universe—docs this not surpass human concepdon? A Bodhisattva comes from a world lying beyond even the furthest end
of the universe—that is, beyond an ocean of worlds as in¬
numerable as pardcles of atoms constituting a Buddha-land
—is this not a wonderful event? And let us remind you thar
this Bodhisattva is accompanied by his rednucs as innumerable
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El the number of atoms constituting a BuddhaTUnd, and
again that these visiton are coming from all the ten quarters,
accompanied not only by thdr innumerable retinues but sur¬
rounded by luminous clouds, shining banners, etc. Depict all
this in your own minds, exercising all the power of imagina¬
tion that you can command—is it not really a most miraculoiu
sight altogether transcending human thought? All that the
poor writer of the Gmdavyuha can say is “inconceivable”
and “indescribable” (cnahhilafiyc). The miracles
performed are not of such local or partial nature as we en¬
counter in most religiout literature. Miracles so called are
ordinarily a msm’s walking on water, a stick changing into a
tree, a blind man being enabled to see, and so on. Not only
are all such petty miracles as are recorded in the history of
religion quite insignificant in scale and of no value when com¬
pared with those of the Gmdat^mha, but they are Amdamentally
different from the Utter; for the Gandaxyuha miracles are
possible only when the whole scheme of the universe as we
conceive it is altered from its very basis.
a. We arc impressed now with the spiritual powers of
the Buddha who can achieve all these wonden by merely
entering into a certain Samadhi. What are these powers?
They are defined thus: (i) the sustaining and impiring power
(odiittAana)* which is gh'cn to the Bodhisattva to a^eve
the aim of his life; (a) the power of working miracles (rikarriU); (3) the power of ruling (amiiAava); (4) the power of
the original vow (jmTvapramdhma); (5) the power of good¬
ness practised in his former lives (jiwrcaiukriidimaUaimla)',
(6) the power of receiving all good friends {kaljmamtropari/roAa); (7) the power of pure faith and knowledge {sraddhaf^nmamsud^); (8) the power of attaining a highly
illuminating faith {MdaradMmtiktyaoabhasapratilambha)', (g) the
power of purifying the thought of the Bodhisattva {bodhxsaUoadhycie^aparituddhi); and ^10) the power of earnestly
walking towvds all-knowledge* and original vows (adlyanjaUTvajnataprmidhttnapKisiham).
3. The fact that the transformation of the entire diy of

‘ This it an imfiortBnt oooception in Mahayana Buddhiam. For cxplanatioQ tee my Sulks m Uk Lmksnmitn Sssb*, pp. 90a J.
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Jclavana was due to the miraculou* power of the Samadhi
attained by the Buddha makes one inquire into the nature of
the Samadhi. According to the G^idmytAa, the miracle was
eflected by the strength of a great compassionate heart
{mahakitTma) which constitutes the very essence of the Samadhi;
fat compassion is its body {sarira), its source (mtiAAe), its leader
{purvangama)t and the means of expanding itself all over the
universe. Without this great heart of love and compassion,
the Buddha’s Samadhi, however exalted it may be in every
other way, wrill be of no avail in the enactment of the great
spiritual drama so wonderiutl>’ described here. This is indeed
what characteristically distinguishes the Mahayana.iiom all
that has preceded it in the history of Buddhism. Owing to its
self-expanding aitd self-creating power, a great loving heart
transforms this earthly world into one of splendour and
mutual fusion, and thu is where the Buddha is always abiding.
4. The Cmdatyuha is in a sense the history of the irmer
religious consciousness of Samantabhadra the Bodhisattva,
whose wisdom-eye {jtumatakau), life of devotion [caya), and
original vows {pranidluina) make up its contents. Thus all the
Bodhisattvas taking part in the establishment of the Dharmadhatu arc bom {abhimryaUi) of the life and vows of Samanta¬
bhadra. And Sudhana’s chief object of pilgrimage which is
told in such detail in the GmdatyuAa was nothing else but the
identifying of himself with Samantabhadra the Bodhisattva.
When after visiting more than fifty teachers of all sorts he
came to Samantabhadra, he was thoroughly instructed by
the Bodhisattva as regards his life of devotion, his knowledge,
his vows, hb miraculous powers, etc.; and when Sudhana
resdized what all these Buddhut disciplines meant he found
himself in complete identity not only with Samantabhadra,
but with all the Buddhas. Hb body filled the universe to its
ends, oikI hb life of devotion {eaya), hb enlightenment
{sambodU), hb transformation-bodies {oikunitc), hb revolu¬
tion of the Dhamoa-wheel, hb eloquence, hb voice, his faith,
hb abode, hb love and compassion, and hb emancipation and
master)’ over the world were exactly those of Samantabhadra
and all the Buddhas.
*
What most concerns us here b the idea of the vow {praniT
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Jkaita) whkh is made by a Bodhisattva at the beginning of
his career and which controb all his later life. Hb vows are
concerned with enlightening, or emancipating, or saving all
hb fellow-beings, which include not only sentient beings but
the non-sentient. The reason he gives up everything that b
ordinarily regarded as belonging to oneself b not to gain a
word or a phrase of truth for binuelf—there b in fact no
Rich thing as truth abstractly conceived, nor u there anything
that b to be adhered to as ego-substance, in the great ocean
of Reality; what be wants to acoomplbh by hu life of selfsacrifice b to lead all beings to final emancipation, to a state
of happiness which b not of thb world, to make the light of
knowledge illuminate the whole universe, and to see all the
Buddhas praised and adored by all beings. Thb b what
mainly constitutes a life of devotion as practised by Samantabhadra the Bodhisattva.
5. When I say that the Mahayana or Bodhisattva-ideal
b contrasted with the Hinayana or Arhat-idead in the former’s
being practical and intimately connected with our everyday
earthly life, some may doubt thb, seeing what a mysterious
world the Dharmadhatu b where all kinds of apparent im¬
possibilities are taking place as if they were the most ordinary
things, such as carrying a bucket of water, or kindling a
bundle of faggots. The Dharmadhatu which b the world of
the Cendaxyuha b assuredly a transcendental one standing in
no connection with the hard facts of thb life. But the objector
must remember that the point from which we are to survey
the world according to the Gandapytiha b not that of a mind
immersed in the mire of individualization. In order to see
life and the world in their proper bearing, the Mahayana
expects us first to clcsu- off all the obstacles that rise firom
our obstinacy in taking the world of relativity as the ultimate
limit of reality. VMicn the veil b liiled, the obstacles are
swept away, and the self-nature of things presents itself in the
aspect of Suchness; and it b then that the Mahayana b ready
to take up the so-callcd real problems of life and solve them
in accordance with the truth, i.e. jathabkuUm. Contradiction
b so deep-seated in life that it can never be eradicated until
Kfe b surveyed ffom a point higher than itself. When thb b
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done, the world of the Gmdaojmha ceases to be a mystery, a
realm devoid of form and corporeality, for it now overlaps
this earthly world; no, it becomes that “Thou art it", and
there is a perfect fusion of the two. The Dharmadhatu is the
Lokadhatu, and its inhabitants—that is, all the Bodhisattvas,
including the Buddhas—are ourselves, and their doings are
our doings. They looked so full of mystery, they were miracles,
so long as they were observed from this earthly end, where
we imagined that there was really something at the other end;
but as soon as the dividing>wall constructed by our imagina¬
tion is removed, Samanubhadra’s arms raised to save sentient
beings become our own, which are now engaged in passing the
salt to a friend at the table, and Maitreya’s opening the
Vairochana Tower for Sudhana is our ushering a caller into the
parlour for a friendly chat. No more sitting on the summit of
reality {bkutakoU), in the tranquillity of absolute oneness, do
we review a world of turmoil; but rather we see both the
Bodhisattvas and the Buddhas shining in the sweat of their
foreheads, in the tears shed for the mother who lost a child,
in the fury of passions burning against Injiutice in its multi*
larious forms—in short, in their never-ending fight against all
that goes under the name of evil. This again reminds us of
Pang's reputed verse:
How wondroualy supcmaiural!
.\n<l bow miraculous this!
I draw water, I carry fuel I
Lin-chi's sermon on Manjusri, Samantabhadra and
Avalokiiesvara may be considered also in this connection.
“There are,'* he says, “some student-monks who look for
Manjusri at Wu*tai Shan,* but they have already taken the
wrong road. There is no Manjusri at Wu-tai Shan. E>o you
wish to know where be is? There is something this very
moment at work in you, showing no tendency to waver, betray¬
ing no disposidon to doubt—this is your living Manjusri.
The light of non-discrimaiion which (lashes through every
thought of yours—this is your Samantabhadra who remains
* The Wu^ai b the acred abode of MuijtBri in Qiina while the E^nei
b cooaecrated to Saoiaiuabhadra and the P*u*t'o-lo to Avalokbeavara.
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true all the time. Every thought of yours which, knowing
of itself how to break off the bondage, is emancipated at every
moment—this is entering into the Saxnadhi of Avalokitesvara.
Each of them functions in harmonious mutuality and simul*
taneously, so that one is three, three is one. When this is
understood, you are able to read the sutras.’*
OTWT»>«»nring on Lin-chi’s view of "No Manjusri at Wulai Shan", a Zm master has this verse:
Whenever there is a mountain well shaded in verdure.
There is a holy ground for your spiritual exercises;
What then k the use of climbing up, Mpporicd by the
inountain.<tafr,
Manjusri u> worship on the Ch‘tng-ling Peak?
Even when the golden>haired hon reveab iiieir in the
cktuda,
Indeed, rightly viewed, ihk k no auspicious sign.

3
Rcfercssce was made to the sense of mystery which envelops
the whole text of the Gmdaxjvha as one of its striking character¬
istics. I want now to fathom this and point out where it
originates—that is, what may be termed its fundamental
spiritual insight. For the Gmdtuyuha has its own intuition of
the world and the mind, from which so many miracles,
mysteries, or inconceivabilities succeed one aAer another in a
most wo^crful manner—which to many may appear to be
altogether too fantastic, too far beyond the bounds of common
sense. But when we grasp the central fact of the spiritual
experience gone throitgh by the Bodhisattvas as narrated in
the sutra, all the rest of the scenes depicted here will suggest
perfect natuialnes, and there will be no more irrationalities
in them. The main thing, therefore, for us to do if we desire to
understand the Ca/tJatyuhoj b to take hold of its fundamental
insight.
The fundamental insight of the GamlavjnJut is known as
Riterpenetration. It is, philosophically speaking, a thought
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somewhat similar to the Hegelian conception of concreteunivenals. Each individual reality, besides being itself,
reflects in it something of the univer^, and at the same time
it is itself because of other individuals. A system of perfect
relationship exists among individual existences and also
between individuals aisd universals, between particular objects
and general ideas. This perfect network of mutual relations
has received at the hand of the Mahayana philosopher the
technical name of Interpenetration.
When the Empress Tse-t*ien of Tang felt it difficult to
grasp the mcaniitg of Interpenetration, Fa*tsang, the great
master of the Avatamsaka school of Buddhism, illustrated it
in the following way. He had first a candle lighted, and then
had mirron placed erscircling it on all sides. The central light
reflected itself in every one of the mirrors, and every one of
these reflected lighu was reflected again in every mirror, so
that there was a perfect interplay of lights, that is, of concreteuniversals. This is said to have enlightened the mind of the
Empress. It b necessary to have thb kind of philosophy for
the understanding of the Gandatyuha or the AveUamsaka.
The following extracts from the text before us will help us to
have a glimpse into its deep intuition.
After describing the transformations that took place in
jetavarta when the Buddha entered into a Samadhi known
as Simhavijrimbhita, the GattdavytAa goes on to say: "All
thb b due to the Buddha’s miraculous (aeintya) deeds of
goodness, to hb miraculous work of purity, to hb miraculously
mighty power; all thb u because he has the miraculous power
of traiisforming hb one body and making it pervade the entbe
universe; it b because he has the miraculous power of making
all the Buddhas, all the Buddha>lands with their splendours,
enter into hb own body; it b because he hsu the miraculous
power of manifesting all the images of the Dharmadhatu
within one single particle of dust; it b because he has the
miraculous power of revealing all the Buddhas of the past
with their successive doings within a single pore of hb skin;
it b because he has the miraculous power of illuminating the
entire universe with each one of the rays which emanate from
hb body; it b because be has the miraculous power of evotvin^
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clouds of transformAtion from a single pore of his skin and
making them fill up all the Buddha-lands; it is because he has
the miraculous power of revealing in a single pore of his skin
the whole history of all the worlds in the ten quarters from
their first appearance until their final destruction. It is for
these reasons that in this grove of Jetavana are revealed all
the purities and splendours of the Buddha-lands.'*
When alt the Bodhisattvas with an inconceivable number
of followers come from the ten quarters of the world and
begin to get settled around the Buddha, the Gmdavyvka
explains for its readers who these Bodhisattvas are miracu*
lously assembling here, accompanied generally by lumiisous
clouds, and gives among othen the following characterization
of the Bodhisattvas;
"All these Bodhisattvas from the ten quarters of the world
together with their retinues are bom of the life and vows of
Samantabhadra the Bodhisattva. By means of their pure
wisdom-eye they see all the Buddhas of the past, present,
ai>d future, and also hear the ocean of the sutras and the
revolving of the Dharma-whcel by all the Buddhas. They
are all masters of the excellent Paramitas; they approach and
serve all the Tathagatas who are performing miracles every
minute; they are alM able to expand their own bodies to the
er>ds of the univ'ersc; they bring forth by means of their body
of light all the religious assemblies conducted by the Buddhas;
they reveal in each particle of dust all the worlds, singly and
geiscrally, with their different conditions and multitudes;
and in these different worlds they choose the most opportune
season to discipline all beings and to bring them to tnatiuity;
emitting a deep, full sound fiom every pore of the skin, which'
reverberates tluoughout the universe, they discourse on the
teachings of all the Buddhas."
All such statements may sound too figurative, too fantastic
to be seriously considered by the so-called rationally minded.
From the realistic or rationalistic point of view, which upholds
objective validity and sense-measurement as the sole standard
<£ truth, the Cendoxr^uha fares rather ill. But vro must remember
that there is another point of view, especially in matters spiri¬
tual, which pays no attention to the rationalistic interpretation
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of our inner experiences. The hunian body, ordinariJy or from
(he sense>point of view, occupies a limited area of space which
can be measured, and continues to live also during a measur*
able period of time. And against this body there is the whole
expanse of the universe, including all the mountains and
oceans on earth and also all the starry heavens. How can this
body of ours be made to take in the entire objectivity? How
can our insignificant, ignominious “hair-hole" or “pore of
the skin” (romafai/Jo) be turned into a hofy stage where all the
Tathagatas of the past, present, and future can congregate for
their spiritual disburses? Obviously, this is an utter im¬
possibility or the height of absurdity. But the strange fact is
that when a door opens and a light shines from an unknown
source into the dark chamber of consciousness, all time- and
space-limitations dissolve away, and we make a Simhanada
(lion-roar), ''Before Aljraham was I am,” or “I alone am the
honoured one above and below all the heavens.” The Gmdavjvha is written always from this exalted point of view. If
science surveys the objective svorld and philosophy unravels
intricacies of logic, Buddhism dives into the very abyss of
being, and tells us in the dircctcst possible manner all it sees
under the surface.
When we speak, as we sometimes do, of the philosophical
background of the Gcndatyvha or the Hegelian idea of concrete-univeisals, the reader may think that Buddhism is a
system of philosophy, and the sutras are attempts to expound
it in their characteristic manner. If we have made him take
this attitude towards the Mahayana, we must withdraw every¬
thing that was said in this connection and start afrah in our
study of the sutras. Whatever misunderstandings or mis¬
interpretations Zen has incurred from its outside critics, its
chief merit consists in clearing our consciousness of all the
rubbish it has gathered in the way of philosophical explana¬
tions of existence. By itt disclaiming the letter which it to
apt to thwart the progress of the spirit, Zen has kept iu
^tral thought unspoiled. That it to say, it has succeeded
in stesuiiJy upholding the value of experience and intuition
in the understanding of Reality. The method of Zen differs
from that of the Gandaxrjmilta, but as both agree in spirit.
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the one will prove complementary to the other when we
endeavour to study Buddhism comprehensively as it has
developed in the Far East The sutras smd Zen are not
antagonistic, nor are they contradictory. What the sutras
express through the ps>'ctMlogy and traction of their com¬
pilers, Zen treau after its own fashion as conditioned by the
intcU^tual equipment and psychological and racial peculiari¬
ties of its masters. Resul the following TLea sermon* and
compare it with the Gandayvha:
“Here is a man who, even from the very beginning of
things, has had no dwelling, nothing to depend on; above,
not a ftaction of tile is over his head; below, not an inch of
earth supports his feet. Tell roe where he gets his body at
rest and his life established for the twelve periods of the day.
Wlten you undentand, he is known to be gone to IiKiia in the
morning and to be back here in the evening.”

.4
Having acquainted ourselves with the general atmosphere
in which the Gmdatyvha trsoves, let us isow proceed to see
what are the constituents of the audience—that is, what are
the particular characteristics of Bodhisattvahood as dis¬
tinguished from those of Sravakahood. In other words, the
question is concerned with the differentia of Mahayana
Buddhism. When we know how the Bodhisattva is qualified in
the Gmdmyvha, we know also how Bodhisattvahood differenti¬
ates itself from Sravakahood and what are the Mahayana
thoughts as they are presented in this sutra against those of the
Hinayaiui. For the opening chapter of the Gmdavyuha em¬
phatically sets up the Bodhisattvas against the Sravakas, giving
reasons why the latter are unable to participate like the
Bodhisattvas in the development of the grand spiritual life.
^
The Bodhisattvas numbering five hundred are attending
the assembly which takes place under the supervision of the
Buddha in Jetavana. The same number of t^ Sravakas are
. I Given by Hilao-ch'un of Ling<h‘tMn temple, perbapi of ibo eleventlt
otiluiy. Hm Omnt-tng La, XX,
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also foimd among the audience. Of the Sravakas such names
are mentioned as Kfaudgalyayana, Mahakasyapa, Revata,
Subhuti, Aniruddha, Nandika, Kapphina, Katyayana, Puma,
Maitrayaniputra, etc., while Samantabhadra and Manjusri
stand out prominendy as the two leaders of the five hundred
Bodhisattvas. The Bc^hisattvas are all said to have "isued
from the life and vows of Samantabhadra’*, and qualified in
the following way: (t) they are unattached in their conduct
because they are able to expand themselves in all the Buddha*
lands; (a) they manifest innumerable bodies because they
can go over wherever there arc Buddhas; (3) they arc in
possession of an unimpeded and unspmiled eyesight because
they can perceive the miraculous transformations of all the
Buddhas; (4) they are able to visit anywhere without being
bound to any one locality because they never neglect appear¬
ing in all places where the Buddhas attsun to their enlighten¬
ment; (5) they arc in possession of a limitless light b^use
they can illumine the ocean of all the Buddha-tniths with
the*light of their knowledge; (6) they have an inexhaustible
power of eloquence through eternity because their speech has
no taint; (7) they abide in the highest wisdom which knows
tto limits like space because their conduct is pure aisd free
from taints; (8) they have no fixed abode because they reveal
themselves personally in accordance with the thoughts and
desires of all beings; (g) they arc free from obscurities because
they know that there are really no beings, no soul-substances
in ^c world of beings; and finally (to) they are in pocsesdon
of transcendental knowledge which n as vast as space because
they illumine all the Dharmadhatus with their nets of light.
In another place where the Bodhisattvas visiting Jetavana
from the ten quarters of the universe to contribute their
share in the grand demonstration of the Buddha’s spiritual
powers are characterized, we find among other things the
following statements: “All the Bodhisattvas know that all
beings arc like Maya, that all the Buddhas arc like shadows,
that all existence with its rise and fall is like a dream, that
all forms of karma are like images in a mirror, that the
rising of all things is like a fala morgana, that all the worlds
are mere transformations; further, the Bodhisattvas arc rail
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endowed with the ten powers, knowledge, dignity, and faith
of the Taihagata, which enable them to roar like lioru; they
have deeply delved into the ocean of inexhaustible eloquence,
they have acquired the knowledge of how to explain the truths
for all beings; they are complete masters of their conduct
so that they move about in the world as freely as in space;
they arc in possession of all the miraculous powers belonging
to a Bodhitattva; their strength and energy will crush the
army of Mara; their knowledge-power penetrates into the
past, present, and Atture; knowing that all things arc like
space, they practise non-resisunce, and arc not attached to
them; though they work indefatigably for others, they know
that when things are observed from the point of view of allknowledge, nobody knows whence they come; though they
recognize an objective world, they know that its cvi«trnce is
something unobtainable; they enter into all the worlds by
means of incorruptible knowledge; in all the worlds they
reveal themselves with the utmost freedom; they are bom
in all the worlds, take all form; they transform a small area
into an extended tract of land, and the latter again into a
mull wa; all the Buddhas arc revealed in one single moment
of their thought; the powers of all the Buddhas are added
on to them; they survey the entire universe in one glance and
are not at all confused; they are able to visit all the worlds
in one moment.”
Against this characterization of the Bodhisattvas, what
have we for that of the five hundred Sravakai? According
to the CoadBipaAa, "They are enlightened in the self-nature
of tmth and reason, they have an insight into the limit of
reality, they have entered into the essence of things, they sue
out of the ocean of becoming, they abide where the Buddhamerit is stored, they arc released from the bondage of the
Knott and Passions, they dwell in the house of non-attach¬
ment, they stay in the serenity of space, thc>' have their
dcsira, errors, and doubts wiped off by the Buddha, and they
are rightly and faithfully de\'oted to the Buddha-ocean.”
When Sravakahood is compared with Bodhisattvahood as
they arc here particularized, we at once perceive how cold,
aj^oTy and phUoaophical the one is, in great contrast to the
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ipiritual activities and miraculous movements of the other,
llic Bodhisattva is alwa)? kept busy doing something for
others, sometimes spreading himself ail over the universe,
sometimes appearing in one or another path of existence, some¬
times destroying the army of evil ones, sometimes pa>ing
reverence and making offaings to the Buddhas of the past,
present, and future. And in these movements he is perfectly
at home, he goes on everywhere with the utmost ease and
spontaneity as nothing impedes his manoeuvring as a Morldsaviour. The Sravaka is, on the other hand, an intellectual
recluse, his insight is altogether philosophical and has no
religious fervour accompanying it; he is satisfied with what
he has attained by himself, and has no desire stirred within
himself to let others share also in his spiritual or rather
metaphysical realization. To him the entire world of incon¬
ceivabilities is a closed book, and this world of inconceivabili¬
ties is the very place where all the Bodhisattvas belong and
find the reason of thdr existence. However penetrating and
perspicuous may be the intellect of the Sravaka, there is still
a world altogether beyond his grasp.
This world, to use the Getrdatyuha terminology, is where
we find the Buddha’s transformatiom (eikxtrvitc), orderly
arrangements {vpiha), superhuman virility (cruofrAa), playful
activities {vihidita), miracles {pratihaiya), sovereignty {adldwonderfiil performances (amlaoihirnta), supreme
power (prabhoM), sustaining power [adhxslhana), and land of
purity (Juttraparisuddid). And again here is where the Bodhi¬
sattvas have their realms, their assemblies, their entrances,
their comings-together, their visits, their transformations,
their mirsuJes, thdr groups, thdr quarters, their fine array
of lion-seats, thdr palatial residences, their resting abodes, thdr
transports in Samadhi, their survey of the worlds, their
energetic concentrations, thdr heroisms, thdr ofTerings to the
Tathagatas, thdr certifications, thdr maturities, thdr energies,
thdr Dharmakayas of purity, their knovWcdgc-bodies of
perfection, their vow-bodics in various manifestations, their
material bodies in thdr perfected form, the fulfilment and
purification of all thdr forms, the array of thdr boundldn
light-images, the spreading out of thdr great neu of lights,
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and the bringing forth of thdr inuuformation-doudi, the
expansion of their bodies all over the ten quarters, the p^ection of all their transformadon-deeds, etc.

5
What are the causes and oortditioiu that have come to
difTerentiate Bodhisattvahood to much from Sravakahood?
The GMdaojfuha does not forget to point out what causes
are contributive to this remarkable difTcrentiadon, to tell what
are the conditions that nudic the Sravakas altogether blind to
the various manifestadont and transformadons going on in a
most wonderful way at the assembly of the Bodhisattvas in
Jetavana. The Gmdatytiha gives the following reasons:
Because the stock of merit is not the same (i); because
the Sravsdias have not seen, and disciplined themselves in,
the virtues of the Buddha (2); because they have not appro\‘ed
the nodon that the universe is filled with Buddha-lands in all
the ten quarters where there is a fine array of all Buddhas (3);
because they have not given praise to the various wonderful
manifestadons put forward by the Buddhas (4}; because they
have not awakened the desire after supreme enlightenment
attainable in the inidst of transmigration (5); because they
have not induced others to cherish the desire after supreme
enlightenment (6); because they have not been able to condnuc the Tathaga(a<fsunily (7); because they have not taken
all beings under their protecdon (8); because they have not
advised others to pnurtise the Paramitas of the Bodhisattva (9);
because while yet in the transmigradon of birth smd death
they have not persuaded others to seek for the most exalted
wisdom-eye (10).
Further, bemuse the Sravakas have not disdplined them¬
selves in all the stock of merit from which issues all-knowledge
(11); because they have not perfected all the stock of merit
which makes the appearance of the Buddha possible (19);
because they have not added to the enhancement of the
Bbddha-land by seeking for the knowledge of transfbmruition
(ij); because they have not entered into the realm which is
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surveyed by the Bodhisattvm-eye (14) ^ because they have not
sought the stock of merit which pr^uces an incomparable
insight going beyond this world (15); because they have not
made any of the vows constituting Bodhisattvahood {16);
because they have not conformed themselves to all that is the
product of the Tathagau’s sustaining power (17); because
they have not realized that all things are like Maya and the
Bodhisattvas are like a dream (18); because they have rtot
attained the most exhilarating excitements {pratiDega~viutrdkana) of the Bodhisattva (19): in short, because they have
not raized all these spiritual states belonging to the wisdom*
eye of Samantabhadra to which the Sravakas and Pratyeka*
buddhas are strangers (so).
So, concludes the Cmdavjulu, all these great Sravsdcas
such as Sariputra, etc., have no stock of merit, no wisdom-eye,
no Samadhi, no emancipation, no power of transformation,
no sovereignly, no energy, no mastery, rM> ab9de, no resdm,
which enable them to get into the lusemblage of the Bodhi*
sattvas and participate in the performance of the great
spiritual drama that is going on in jetavana. As they have
sought their deliverance according to the vehicle and way of
Sravakahood, vdiat they have accomplished does not go
beyond Sravakahood. They have indeed gained the knowledge
whereby the truth is made manifest, they are abiding in the
limit of reality {bkuiakoti), they are enjoying the serenity of
the ultimate {atyaniasimti); but they have ik> great com¬
passionate all-embracing heart for all beings, for they are
too intently occupied with their own doings {atmaJuaya) and
have no mind to accumulate the Bodhisattva-knowledgc and
to discipline themselves in it They have their own realization
and emancipation, but they have no desire, make no vows
to make others also find their resting abode in it They do
not thus understand what is really meant by the inootKcivablc power of the Tathagata.
To sum up: the Sravakas arc yet pndcr the covering of
too great a karma-hindrance; they are unable to cherish such
great vows as are made by the Bodhisattvas for the spiritual
welfare of all beings; their insight is not clear and pcnctradi^
enough to sec into all the secrets of life; they have not fet
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opened what is designated as the wisdom-eye {jHanaeaksus) in
the CMdmyvka, wherewith a Bodhisattva takes in at a glance
all the wonders and incoocdvabiliiies of the spiritual realm
to its deepest abyss. How superficial, compared to this, is
the philosophical insight of the Sravakas 1

6
The Gandatyuha gives us several parables to tell more
graphically the condidoiu of Sravakahood under which its
followers arc still labouring. Let me quote one or two.
Along the river Gangs there are millioiu of millions of
hungry ghostt {prtia) all naked and tormented with hunger
and thirst; they feel as if their bodies were burning; and their
lives are threatened every minute by birds and beasts of
prey. Thirst impels them to seek for water, but they cannot
find it anywhere even though they are right close to the river.
Some see the river, but for them there is no water, only the
dried-up bed. Why? Because their karma-hindrance lies loo
heavy on them. In the same way, these great learned philo¬
sophical Sravakas, even though they are in the midst of the
large assembly of the Bodhisattvas, are not capable of recogniz¬
ing the grarAl miracles of the Tathagata. For they have
relinquished all-knowledge {senajtuxta) owing to the igrtorancecauract covering their eyes; for they have never planted their
stock of merit in the soil of all-knowledge.
In the Himalaya mountains many kinds of medicinal
herbs are found, and they are distinguished by an experi¬
enced doctor each according to its specific qualities. But
because they have no eye for them all these are not recognized
by the hunters, nor by the herdsmen, who may frequent
these regions. In the same way, the Bodhisattvas who have
entered into a realm of transcendental knowledge and
gained a qiiritual power over form are able to see the Tatha^tas and their grand display of miracles. But the Sravakas,
m the midst of these wonderful events, cannot see
because they are satisfied only with their own deeds {soakaiyc),
ahd not at all ooncemed with the spiritual welfare of others.
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To give another parable: here is a man in a large congrega*
tion of people. He happens to iall asleep, and in a dream he is
suddenly transported to the summit of Mount Sumeru where
Sakrendra has his magnificent palatial residence. There are a
large number of mansions, pavilions, gardens, lakes, etc.,
each in its full splendour. *171010 are also celestial beings
incalculable in number, the grounds are strewn with heavenly
flowers, the trees are decorated with beaudful robes, and the
flowers are in full bloom. Most exquisite music u plac^ among
the trees, and the branches and leaves emit of their osvn accord
pleasing sounds, and these go on in harmonious concert with
the mclodioiu singing of the celestial damsels. The dancers,
innumerable and attired in resplendent garments, are enjoying
themselves on the terrace. *1710 man u now no more a by¬
stander at these scenes, for he is one of the participants hims^
apparelled in heavenly fashion, and going around among the
inhabitants of Sudarsana as if he has belonged to them from
the beginning.
'These phenomena, however, have never come to be noticed
by any other mortals who are congregated here, for what is
percaved by the man is a vision only given to him. In a
similar manner, the Bodhisattvas are able to see all the
wonderful sights in the world taking place under the direction
of the Buddha’s power. For they have been accumulating
their stock of merit for ever so many kalpas, making vows
based on all-knowledge which knows no bounds in time
and space. For, again, they have studied all the virtues of the
Buddhas, disciplining theimelves in the way of Bodhisattvahood, and then perfecting themselves for the attainment of
all-knowledge. In short, they have fulfilled ail the vows of
Samantabhadra and lived his life of devotion, whereas the
Sravakas have none of the pure insight belonging to the
Bodhisattvas.

7
From these quotations and delineations, we have now, I
hope, a general background of the Cmdatyuha more or 1^
dearly outlined, and from them also we learn the follow!^
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ideas which are really the contents of at least the op^ng
chapter of the sutra, while they also give us a further glimpse
into the essence of the Mahayana teaching generally.
I. There is a world which is not of this world, though
inseparable from it.
.
a. The world where we ordinarily move is characterized
vrith Umitttions of all sorts. Each individual reality hol^
itself against others, which is indeed its self-nature (sutikma).
But in the world of the GanidiiyuJui known as the Dharmadhatu,
individual realities are enfolded in one great Reality, and this
great polity is found participated in by each indiyidi^ one.
Not only this, but each individual existence contains iii itself
all other individual existences as such. Thus there is a universal
interpenetration, so called, in the Dharmadhatu.
3. These supernatural phenomena cannot take place in
a world where daikncis and obduracy prevail, bejause thw
a penetration woxild be impossible. If a penetration should
take place in these conditions it would mean the general
breaking-down of all individual realities, which is a chaos.
4. Therefore, the Dharmadhatu is a world of lights not
accompanied by any form of shade. The essential nature of
light is to intermingle without interfering or obstructing or
destroying one another. One single light reflects in itself
all other lights generally and irvdividually.
5. Thb is not a philosophical interpretation of existence
reached by cold logical reasoning, nor is it a symWical
representation of the imagination. It is a world of real spiritual
experience.
...
6. Spiritual experience is like sense-expOTcnce. It is
direct, and tells us directly all that it has experienced without
resorting to symbolism or ratiocination. The Gmdatyuha is
to be understood in this manner—that is, as a document
recording one’s actual spiritual life.
7. This realm of spirit belongs to the Bodhisatlva and
not to the Sravaka. The latter serenely abides in a world
of intellectual intuition and monotony, supremely above the
endlessly intermingling world of particulars and multiplicities.
The Bodhisattva has a loving heart, and his is a life of devotion
a*id self-sacrifice given up to a world of individualities.
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8. A society of spirituBl beings is EpproBcbBblc only
by means of a great loving heart (mahakanaui), a great friendly
spirit (maJumailri), morality (sila), great vows {pranidhana),
miracuioiu powers {alhyna), purposelessness {anabhismtsiara),
perfect disinterestedness (da^nsAa), sldlAil means born of
transcendental wisdom (prajnefxfpa), and transformations
{mrmana).^
g. As these attributes are lacking in Sravakahood, its
devotees arc not allowed to join the congregation of Buddhas
and Bodhisattvas. Even when they are in it they are incapable
of appreciating all that goes on in such assemblages. The
Mahayana is more than mere Emptiness, a great social spirit
is moving behind it.
lo. Lastly, we mutt remember that there is a sustaining
power {adhisthma) behind all these spiritual phenomena that
are going on in Jetavana, and also behind all those transfoimation-Bodhisattvas w^o have gathered around the
Buddha. This power comes from the Buddha himself. He b the
great centre and source of illumination. He b the sim whose
light reaches the darkest comers of the universe and yet leaves
no shadow anywhere. The Buddha of the GandmjnJm a,
therefore, called Mahavairochana-Buddha, the Buddha of
Great Illumination.

8
In conclusion, let me quote the verse uttered by one of the
Bodhisattvas* in praise of the virtues of the Buddha, by which
we can see in what relationship he generally stands to hb
devotees in the Gandavyuha:
“l. The great Muni, the best of the Sakya, is furnished
with all the perfect virtues; and those who see him are purified
in mind and turn towards the Mahayana.
**3. That the Tathagatas appear in the world is to benefit
I From MsiireyB's iostructiom given to Sudhana. MMC, pp. 1414-5.
* Dhannacihatu-iala-btieda-inana.«bhijna.>nua it hit name; be oomea
from the upper part of the worid 10 lake part In the JetavatM anembiy.
MMC. p. as.
^
a
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all beingi; out of a great compassionate heart they revolve
the wheel of the Dharma.
“5, The Buddhas have gone through many a heart¬
rending experience for ages, for the sake of sentient beings;
and how can all the world requite them for what it owes them?
Rather sulfcr terribly in the evil paths of existence
for ever so many kalpas, than seek emancipation somewhere
ylff by abandoning the Buddha.
“5. Rather sufler all the pain that may befall all beings,
than find comfort where there are no Buddhas to see.
“6. Rather abide in the evil paths of existence if the
Buddhas can all the time be heaitl, than be bom in the
pleasant paths and never have the chance to hear them.
“7. Rather be boro in the hells, however long one has to
suy in each one of them, than be delivered therefrom by
cutting oneself away from the Buddhas.
“8. Why? Because even though one may stay long in
the evil paths, one’s wisdom will ever be growing if only the
Buddha is to be seen.
“9. When the Buddha, the Lord of the world, is to be
seen somewhere, all pain will be eradicated; and one will
enter into a realm of great wisdom which belongs to the
.Tathagatas.
“to. When the Buddha, the peerless one, is to be seen
somewhere, all the hindrances
be cleared away, and
infinite blin will be gained and the way of enlightenment
perfected.
“11. When the Buddhas arc seen, they will cut Munder
all the doubu cherished by all beings, and give satisfaction
to each according to his aspirations worthy and superworldly.”
The above is given to illustrate the attitude which is
generally assumed towards the Buddha by the Bodhisattvas
who come to the community from every possible quarter of
the world. To show how this conception of the Buddha changes
in Zen, I quote a few of the answers given by the matters
to the question: “What, or Who, is the Buddha?” As will
readily be observed, he is here no more a trarucendcntal
t^ng enveloped in heavenly rays of light, he is an old gentle*
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nmn like ourselves, walking among us, talking with us, quite
an accessible familiar being. Whatc\'er light be emits is to
be discovered by us, for it is not already there as something to
be perceived. The ChineK imagination does not soar so high,
so brilliantly, so dazzlingly. All those resplendent scenes
depicted in the first part of this Essay are folded up, leaving us
once more on the grey earth. Superhcialty there b a serious
gap between Zen and Gmdofjmha as far as the Buddha and hu
supernatural functions and surroundings are considered. But
when we go deeper down into the essence of the matter, we
will recognize tiutt there b much of "Interpenetration*’ in
Zen, whi^ b intelligible only in the light of tl^ Gmdaajvha.
Huai-hai (720-814) of Pai-chang Shan’ was asked by a
monk, "Who b the Buddha?"
Hai; "Who are you?*’
Monk: "I am ’so and so’."
Hai: “Do you know thb 'so and so’?"
Monk: "Most dbtiivctly here."
Hai now raised hb hastu and said, “Do you see?"
Monk: “Yes.”
Hai then shut himself up and did not speak any further.
But where was the monk’s question answered? Did he find
the Buddha?
Ling-hsun of Fu-jung Shan,* who was a dbciple of Chihchang, once asked the master, “Who b the Budd^?"
Chang answered, “Would you believe if I told you?"
Hsun: “When Master truthfully teUs me, why should I
not believe him?”
Chang: “You are he.”
Hsun: “How should I hold to the view?"
Chang: "Even when one particle of dust gets settled in
your eye, all kinds of visions are sure to upset you.”
Later on, Fa>yen remarked, “If Kuei*tsung (meaning
Chih'diang) failed to put in his last words, he would no more
be Kuei'tsung.”
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A monk ajkrsd Hung of Tai-lung,* “Who is the Buddha?"
Hung: “You are he.”
Monk: “How do I iinderstand it?”
Hung: “Do you wish to pul a handle to your beggipg.
bowl?”
'rhe monk called Hui>ehao asked Fa>yen, “Who is the
Buddha?”
Yen replied, “You are Hui*chao.”
On this Hsueh'tou, the compiler of the Pi-jm-du, has
this verse:
The iprifig breac is gently rising over the Chang
district.
The partridge is softly singing among the bushes laden
with Uossoms.
The carp leaping up the birtmlenl cauuacl trebly
broken turns into a dragon,
Aisd what a fool is he who still at nighl seeks for it in
the auD'pofsd!
Ma*lsu’s’ answer was more abstract and philosophical
when Tai-mei asked, “What is the Buddha?” for it was
“What is Mind, that is Buddha.” But later on Ma-tsu changed
his favourite answer to, “Not Mind, not Buddha.” When this
was reported to Tai>mei, the latter strongly asserted himself)
saying, “Whatever the old master may t^ you now, I sute,
as ever, ‘What is Mind, that is Buddha’.”
When this answer was given by Neng of Yun-chu to a
ntMnk, the latter said: “I fiul to understand. May I ask you
to help me out in some way?” The master replied: “To
help you out we call him Buddha. By throwing your light
inwardly, see by yourself what is this body of yours, this
mind of youn.”
The constant advice given by the Zen master to his monks
is not to cling to the letter. The letter is what is known techni¬
cally as Upaya or “some means to help one out in the under^ ' “Z«n Maleruli Claaiiied*', Fw. II.
• OlMt, VII.
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itanding of Zen truth”. Hence the following “Mondo”'
between Wen of Chcn>ching and a monk. When the latter
asked, “Who is the Buddha?” the master laughed most
heartily.
Monk: “I do not see why my question makes you laugh.”
Master: “I laugh at your attempt to get into the meaning
by merely following the letter.”
Monk: “Inadvertently I have lost the bargain.”
The master then called out, “No need of your making
bows now!”
The monk now went back to the company, whereupon
the master remarked again, “Your understanding as ever
follows the letter.”
It svas for this reason that when asked, “Who is the
Buddha?*' some masters answered, “The mouth is the gate
of woes.”
As there will be no end if I go on like this, quodng the
masters as recorded in the history of Zen, I will give here
only a few more examples and show how many aspects have
been pointed out by them in their understanding of what or
who the Buddha is. All the answers do not necessarily point
to one aspect of Buddhahood; for they are conditioned by
the cucunutances in which the question was evoked.
Shou>ch‘u of Tung'shan answered, “Three rtei of sesame.”
Wen-yen of Yun-mcn: “A dirt-sniping stick.”
Wu-yA of Fcn-chou: “No idle thinking.”
Hsing>nicn of Shou-shan: “A new bride rides on a donkey,
and her mother-in-law holds the rein.”
I of Pa-chiao: “The mountains are blue and the waters
green.”
Tao-ch*uan of Kuci-tsung*: “When snow melts away, the
spring will come by itself.”
Shu of Pao-fu: “Nothing can portray him truthfully.”
Tuan of Teng-hui: “The clay-moulded and gold-gilt"
Ncng of Tao-wu: “One who is never angry however
insulted.”
* HWia, "qucNiota and anwen".

9aS-983. OImbi, XXiV.
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Fa-ycn of Wu-tsu Shan: "One with the bare chat and
naked feet.'*
Ts‘ung-«heo of Cbao-chou was once asked the quation,
“Who a the Buddha?” He replied, “The one in the shrine.”
The monk said, “In the shrine siu a clay-moulded statue.”
■That's it.”
“Who is the Buddha?”
“The one in the shrine.”
Anotha dme Chao-chou was asked by arusther monk,
“Who is the Buddha before us?”
The master again said, “The one in the shrine.”
"That Buddha has a fonn. Who is the Buddha?"
“Mind is he.”
“Mind is still subject to measurement. Who is the
Buddha?”
“No-mincF is he.”
“Is it permissible for one to make a discrimination between
mind and no-mind?”
The master said, “You have already made a discrimina¬
tion, and what more do you want me to say about it?”

’
'
*
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So much for citations. For we have now enough to see
what was going on in the minds of the masters when they
gave these answers each according to hit h'ght and circumstanca. We can say that the Chinese practical genius has
brought the Buddha down again on earth so that he can work
among us with his back bare smd hit forehead streaked with
sweat and covered with mud. Compared with the exalted
figure at Jeuvana surrounded and adored by the Bodhisattvas
from the ten quarters of the world, what a caricature this old
donkey-lesuling woman-Buddha of Shou-shan, or that robust
sinewy bare-footed runner of Chih-men !* But in this we tee
the spirit of the Caadoa^uka perfectly acclimatized in the Far
Eastern toil.

• • tfihAiu, *‘mindleamcn“ or "the unoontciott*”.
^ *Chib-<n«a Kuan-tio answered, whos asked “Who is the Buddha?”,
After wearing oat his sandals, he runs bore-footed.”

HI. THE BODHISATTVA’S ABODE
I

abbot of Tou-tsu,* used to rsk the following
three questions to see how deeply his disciples* insight Ment
into the truth of Zen Buddhism: “(i) The reason why you
all go about on pilgrimage from one master to another
b to have an insight into the nature of your own being; where
then u your self-nature thb very moment? (a) When you
realize your self-nature, you arc ^e from the bonds of birth
and death; how are you free then at the moment of your
death? (3) When you are free fiom birth and death, you
know wWthcr you depart; whither arc you bound then at the
moment of a general dissolution of the four elements?”
“What am I?” “Where am 1?” “Whence do I come?**
“Whither do I go?*’ All these arc one and the same question
differently sUted. When any one of them b understood, all the
rest solve themselves. "Wliat am I?” b an inquiry into the
self-nature (svab/taoa) of Reality, the foundation of all things
subjective and objective. When thb b clearly grasped, we
know where we arc, that b to say, we know in what relation¬
ship we stand to our surroundings as they expand in space
and continue in time. When thb b dehnitdy fixed, the aAerdeath question will no more trouble us, because life and death
arc correlative terms, and intelligible only when they are so
r^rded. In fact, all these interrogatives, “What?** “Where?”
“How?” “Whither?** “Whence?” have their meaning as
long as they arc applied to our relative life on earth. But the
moment we abandon thb life as controlled by time, space,
and causality, we abandon the interrogatives as not at all
relevant. For an insight into the nature of Reality reveab life
in an entirety different aspect where no such inquiries belong¬
ing to a world of relativity arc needed. For thb resuon, YuehJ^
Ts'uno-yueh,

* 1044-1091. Hn CWt-isv
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triple question esm l>c considered essentially simple and
reducible in thb case to the question, “Where is your selfnature?” (i.e. “Where is your alxxle?”)—the abode from which
all >'Our aedvicies rise. And this abode is the abode of Bodhisaitvahood, the subject I wish here to treat, mainly by
passages from the GatdatyuAa.
Psychologically, the answer to “Where?” indicates one’s
fundamental mental attitude towards the objective world
generally, and in Zen the question usually takes the form,
“VNliere do you come from?” by which the Zen master wishes
to see where his monks find their spiritual refuge located. The
whole training of Zen Buddhism, it may be said, consists in
this location, or searching, or digging-down. Enlightenment,
therefore, is no more than coming in touch with the rockbed of one’s own being, if there is really such. The form which
the question “Where?” takes in Zen Buddhism is thus, “Where
do >00 come from?” This is quite a conventional question,
but those who know knew what a tremendous question this is.
The question may also be, “Whither do you go?” “Whence?”
and “Whither?”—those who can adequately answer these
are really the enlightened.
The venerable Ch*en,‘ also known as Mu-chou, where he
used to reside, often ask^ his monks, “Where do you come
from?*’ or “Where did you spend your last season?” One
monk said, “When you have your own regular residence, I
will tell you where I come from.” Tlie venerable master
sarcastically remarked, ’’The fox docs not belong to the
lion-family; a lamp docs not shine like the sun or the
moon.”
When this question was put to a monk who had newly
arrived at his monastery, the latter opened his eyes widely
and gazed at the master without sa^nng a word. Remarked
the master, “O you who run after the hone!”
A third one answered, “O master, 1 come fiom the west
of the river.” Said the master, “How many sandals did you
wear out [to make such a stupid answer] ?”
A fourth was told by the master, “You tell a lie,”* when
cmcnuponry cf Lin<tii (867).
Im, XII.
' Litcrslly, "You do noi otaerve the five prccepu."

* A trninr
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he said that he came from Yaug'shan, a noted master of
the day.
When Ling-shu Ju*min* was asked by a monk, "Where
is your native place?” the master said, "The sun rises in the
east, the moon goes down, in the west.”
Tai-sui Fa-chen’ asked a monk, “Where do you go?**
The monk replied, "I wish to pay homage to Samanu*
bhadra.”
The master raised his hosn,* saying, "Manjusri, as well
as Samantabhadra, is residing here in this.**
The monk drew in the air a circle which he threw behind
him, and then bowed respectfully to the roaster.
•
Thereupon the master said, "O attendant, get a cup of
tea for this monk.**
At another time a monk who was asked the same question
answered, “I am going to have my hut in the western
mountsun."
The master queried, "When 1 call out to you facing the
eastern mountain, can you come down to me?**
The monk replied, "How can that be possible?”
*rhe master tdd him that he was not yet ready to take up
his residence [as if he were a finished master].
When Ling'hsun of Fu-chou was about to leave his
master Kuei-tsung,* the latter said, “Where do you go?’*
Hsun: "I am going to return to Ling-chung."
Tsung: "You have been here with me for some time;
when you are ready to depart, come up once more to tee
me, for I want to tell you what Buddhism is.”
Hsun put on his travelling-suit and appeared before
the master, who said, “Come up nearer.” Hsun stepped
forward, whereupon Tsung remarked, "The cold season
is here, and you will take good care of yourself while
travelling.”
Lin-chi’s* answer to Huang-po, his matter, is one of the
^ Both Ju.nun and Fa<hen were diteipUa ot Tai-an of Fuzhou, who
dM hi 83$.
Im, XI.
• Fthiai.
• Kuei-tauflC probably Sourohed late in the eiabth and early in tlw
ninlh century.
jr
• Died 867. aMu.|n« Lu. Xll.
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most noted answers given to the question, “Where do you
go?“ He said, “If not to the south of the river, it will be to
the north,”
It is thus natural that the question “Where?” is some¬
times expressed in terms relating to the master’s own resi¬
dence. In this case the questioner is generally the monk
wanting to know what are the characteristic sights (ching)
of the monastery where the master resides. The Chinese
character citing means, besides “sights” or “views”, “ground”,
“territory”, “boundary", or “realm”, and is generally used
as equivalent to the Sanskrit goeara or twtya. Visaya is “sphere”,
“dominion”, “district”, “range”, “ab^e”, while goeara is
“pasture ground for cattle”, “field for action”, “dwellingplace”, “abode”. >^1100 it acquires a subjective sense, as it
does in Buddhist literature, it is a general chanu:tcristic
psychic or spiritual attitude a person assumes towards all
stimuli. But, strictly speaking,
BuddhisU do not regard
goeara or eAi^g as a mere attitude or tendency of mind but as
something more fundamental constituting the very ground of
one's being, that is to say, a field where a person in the profoundcst sense lives and moves and has hb reason of existence.
This field is essentially determined by the depth and clarity
of one’s spiritual intuitions. “What are the sights (eMng) of
your monastery?” means, therefore, "What is your under¬
standing of the ultimate truth of Buddhism?” or “What is
the ruling principle of your life, whereby you are what you
arc?” While thus the questions, “Whence?” “Where?” or
“Whither?” are asked of a monk who comes to a master to
be lightened, the questions as to the residence, abode, site,
or sights arc asked of a master who feels no more need now of
going on pilgrimage for hb final place of rest These two sets
of questions are, therefore, prMtically the same.
Lin, of Ti’ang-chi,' answered when asked about the
sights of Ts‘ang-ch‘l, “Eastward flows the mountain stream
as you see it before yourself.”
Ming, of Hsiang-t’an,^ answered, “The mountain here
'V liotli Lin wl Ming were diKipIo of Yua-mco (died 949).
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belongs to the Tai-yueh range and the stream runs into the
Lake Haiao-hsiang.”
T‘ai-ch*in,* of Ch*ing-liang, gave this while residing at
Shang'lin, “You cannot paint it hovs’cvcr much you try.'*
Ch'ing-hsi,* of Yun-chu, was not apparently inclin^ to
give any positive answer about the sights of hh monastery,
for his counter-question was, “What do you mean by 'sights’
{ckitig)?*’ When the monk further asked, “Who is the man
living here?" the master was not at all communicative, and
simply made this remark, “What did I say to you just now?”
All these sayings concern the abode ot Bodhisattvahood.
The way the master expresses himself is characteristic of*
Zen Buddhism, and it may be difficult for general readers
to find the connection between these statements as above cited
and the following descriptions of the abode of the Bodhisattva
as quoted from the Gandatyuha. To help them understand this,
let me first quote some passages from other Nlahayana texts
with which we are already familiar.

3

In many Mahayatui sutras, reference is quite frequendy
made to “the raising of thought unattached to anything”.
One of the most fitmous of such phrases occurs in the Vajracektdika, which is said to have awakened the mind of Hui-neng,
the Sixth Patriarch of Zen Buddhism in China, to a state ^
enlighteiunent, and which has ever since been utilized by
Zen masters for the exposidon of their teaching. The phrase
rum in Chinese, Ting wu so cku trk shtsig ek*i hsin, the original
Sanskrit of which u, JVb koacil pratislhiUsm ciUam utpadqyitatyam.*
Freely translated, it is, “Let your mind (or thought) take its
rise without fixing it anywhere." Citta u generally rendered as
“thought”, but more fr^uently it is "mind” or “heart”. The
Chinese character ksin has a much wider connotadon than
“thought” or “mind”, for it also means the “centre or reason
of being” and is one of the most significant and comprehensive
> A ditciple of P*-ycn (died 958). Ctun. XXV.
* Another diadpte of Fa-yen. Oamm, XXV.
' Kluc Mtlller, p. 37.
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terms in Chinese philosophy as \ydl as in oon^’entioruU every*
day Chinese. In this case, “to set up one’s mind without
fixing it anywhere” means ”to be perfiKt matter of oneself”.
When we arc dependent on anything, we cannot be perfectly
free; and it is then that the idea of an ego-soul or of a creator
known as God is generally found to be taking hold of us. For
this reason, we cannot act without attaching ourselves to
something—a state of dependence and slavery. To the ques¬
tion, “Where are you?” we have to say, “I am tied to a pole”;
and to the question, “What are the sights or limits (rAii^)
your monastery?” “I move within the circle whose radius is
the full length of the rope which is attached to the pole.” As
long as this rope is not cut off, we cannot be fiee agents. The
rope has its len^ which it measurable, and the circle described
by it has its calculable limits. We are puppets dancing on
somebody eise’s string. But a circle whose circumference knows
no limits, because of its having no central pole and its string,
must be said to be a very large one indeed, and this is where a
Zen master locates his residence. The circle, the field {chutg or
gocara), whose range is infinity, and therefore whose centre
is no>^ere fixed, is thus the fit site for the Bodhisattva to have
his abode.
In the AstatahasrUuk-Pr^fit^aramUi^ we have: “The
Tathagata's thought it nowhere fixed, it is not fixed on things
conditioned, nor is it fixed on things unconditioned; and it
is therefore never put out of fixation.” By “thought not being
fixed” it meant psych<^ogicaUy that consciousness rises from
an unconscious source, because, according to Buddhism,
there is no such psychological or metaphysical entity as that
which is known as the ^o*9oul, and which is generally regarded
as making up the basis of an individual being, and which b
therefore the point of fixation for all its mental activities.
But as this point of fixation u to be wiped off in order to
reach the slate of Buddhahood, the Mahayana sutras, especi¬
ally the Pngnaparamitas, lay the entire stress of their teaching
upon the doctrine of Emptiness. For it b by means of thb
alone that one can be cut off from a fixation and free for
I jer from the shackles of transmigration.
• Mlim, p. 37.
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Buddhism being a practical spiritual training, whatever
statements it makes are direct expressions of experience, and
no interposition of intellectual or metaphyrical interpretation
is permitted here. It may sound quaint and unfamiliar to say
that thought or mind is to be set up without any point of
fixation behind it, like a cloud which floats away in the sky
with no screws or nails attached to it. But when the sense is
grasped the idea of no-fixation is altogether to the point.
It is generally better to leave the original expressions as the>'
arc, and let the reader experience thm M-ithin himself. Their
conversion into modem terminology may frequently be very
desirable, but the intelligibility thus gained is generally the
result of abstraction or inteUectualization. This gain naturally
means the loss of concrete visualization, a loss which may
well outweigh the gain.
In the VimttlakiTti idso, we have such phrases as **Bodhi
has no abode, therefore it is not to be attained*’; or “DepetKling on a source which has no abode, all things are established”;
and in the Syaangama'. **Such Bodhisattvas make all the
Buddha-lands their abode, but they are not attached tn this
abode, which is neither attainable nur vtrible.” Expressions
of thu sort arc encountered everywhere in the Mahayana texts.
The PrqjnaparamiUt Sutras, again, which are disposed to
be negative in thei^ sutemenis, give among others the follow¬
ing : “The truth as given out by the Talhagala is unattainable,
it knows no obstruction, its non-obstructibility resembles
space as no traces (pada) arc IcA; it » above all forms of
contrut, it allows no opposition, it goes beyond birth and
death, it has no passageway whereby one may approach it.
This truth is resdizablc by one who follows the Tathagata
as he is in his Suchness {latiala). For this Suchness is some¬
thing uniform, something beyond going and coming, some¬
thing etenuJly abiding (sthilita), above change and separateness
and discrimination (nirviJkalpa), absolutely one, betraying no
traces of conscious striving, etc.”* As the truth {dkarma) of
the Tathagau cannot be defined in any positive way, the
Frofnaparamila has a scries of negations. The only aflirmativ^
way is to designate it taihala, "state ofbeing so", or "suchness^
' Abridted, Aitti»ltafTikjhpt^9af«rin»ila, Chapter XXVI, oa "Tathau".
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or **so-ness”. To those who know, the term is expressive End
satisfying, but from the logical point of view it may mean
nothing, it may be said to be devoid of content. This is
inevitable; tenns of intuition are always so, and all the truths
belonging to the religioiu consciousness, however intellectual
they may appear, aAcr all belong to this class of terminology.
“What am I?** “Where am 1?” or “Whither am I bound**_
the questions are raised by the intellect, but the solution is
not at all logical. If it is not a series of negations it is simply
enigmatical, defying the ordinary way of understanding. In
this respect the Zen sayings are the worst. Note the following,
which will ooncltKlc this part of an introductory to the
GmdatyvAa description of the abode of Bodhisattvalu^.
San-sheng, a disciple of Lin-chi,* once sent a monkincsscngcr Hsiu to Ching>ch'cn of Chang-sha who succeeded
Nan-ch‘uan* as a master of Zen, and made him ask Chingch'en this question, “Where has Nan>ch‘uan, your late master,
gone aAer his death?**
Ch'en replied, “When Shth*tou* was sdJl a boy>novitiate,
he personally attended on the Sixth Patriarch.”
This is simply slating an historical fact Shih-tou was
still a young b^ while the Sixth Patriarch, Hui-neng,* was
yet alive; he was only thirteen years old when Hui>neng died.
Later, he studied Zen under ]Ung-szu‘ ^uvd became .one of
the great teachen of the day. But what has this simple historical
statement about an event probably a hundred years put to
do with the whereabouts of Nan^ii'uan who is dead? In one
sense, the question scons to concern loo seriou.s a matter to
be t^ted so lighdy, so enigmatically if you like. In vdiat
relationship, you may protest, does the passing of my muter
stand to my boy-attcndant*s going out on an errand, Ibr
instance, to buy some stationery?
Hsiu, the monk-messenger from San-theng, was not to be
easily sent off; he evidently wished to get everything Ch'en
second shot: “1 do not ask you about the
novitiate life of Shih-tou, but where has Nan-ch'uan gone
- ,^after his death?*’
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“As to that,’* replied Ch'en, “it makes one think."
Hsiu said, “You are like an old stately pine-tree standing
against the cold winter iky, but there is nothing of a bambooshoot about you, which shoott straight up through the rocks.”
Ching-ch*en remained silent.
The monk Hsiu said, “I thank you for your kind reply.”
The master still remained silent.
Hsiu reported the interview to San<shcng, who remarked:
“If thb is the case, Chiiig-ch'en mutt be said to have gone
seven steps further ahead of Lin-chi. But wait, I will see
myself how deep his understanding really goes.”
The following day San-sbeng called on Ching-ch‘en and
said: "I was told of your interview yesterday with the monk
Hsiu regarding Nan-ch‘uan’s afterKleath life. Your reply was
indeed the most remarkable and illuminating of all I know
in the history of Zen.”
To this the master Ch'en’s response was another silence.
There is a Japanese popular song which may be quoted in
this connection:
Is he come? Is he come?
To the shore I go to meet him.
But on the shore there’s nothing but the breeze
Thst sings among the pine-trees.
The following Chinese poem is taken from SeiteHtmi frem
Tang Pott^, which may also throw some light on Chinch'en’t understanding of Zen:
Under the pine-tree I ask the attendant-boy
[where the master is].
Says he. He’s gone out bunting for herbs.
No doubt he is in the mountain somewhere.
But the fog is too deep; how 1 long to locate himi
\Mien the intellect faih to give im accurate aiudytical account
of the truth, our resoiuee b the imagination, which goes
deeper into the corutitudon of Reality. Reality evidently
refuses to expose itself before the intellect, for it b something
that can never be exhausted. UnknowabUity here b not to 1%
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rcTerred to the domain of logic, but somewhere
visions are created. Intellectually more or less
rundamcntally quite satisfying is this realm of
abilities. The intellect struggles to penetrate this
the mystic fog or to locate the wherefore of the
breeze, but the riddle remains for ever unsolved.

else where
hazy, but
iiKoaceh'*
density of
capricious

Having viewed the principle of life that regulates the
activities ofBodhisattvahood as it is asserted by the Zen master
and also as it is conceived by compilers of the Prafnaparanita
etc., let us proceed to see how it is described in the
Gtmdatyuha. The Zen master does not use abstract terms such
as the principle of life; he always makes use of events of daily
life and the concrete objects with which he is surrounded and
with which hb monks are quite familiar. When he atkf them
whence they come or whither they go, he can tell at once by the
answer he geu where their abode », that is, what is that which
promptt them to a definite set of actions. This method of
training may be considered too difficult for ordinary minds to
grasp what is really behind it.
Nor may the doctrine of no-fixation be easy to take hold
of for those who are not used to thb way of expressing their
spiritual conditioiu. To have theb miiKb set to working
without anything behind them, without anything holding them
to a definite intelligible centre, may sound like jargon. When
we state that the abode of the Bodhisattva b really no abode,
that he b fixed where he b not fixed, that he wanders or floats
like a cloud in the sky without anything at its back, the
statements may seem to have no meaning whatever. But thb
b the way the Mahayana Buddhbts have been tramed in thdr
religious life, to which no stereotyped rules of syllogism can be
applied.
We arc now perhaps ready to sec what we can gather from
the GatdaytJta on thb subject: "Where b the abode of the
Bodhisattva?** Thb it has been from the first our intention to
fir»d out, especially in contrast to the Zen way of handling the
4: same idea. In the Gastdaeyuha the question “Where?** stands
yit before us in the form of the Tower known as Vairochanavyuha-alankara-garbha—that b, the “tower which holds
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within it>clf an array of brilliantly ihining ornaments”.
Sudhana, th* young pilgrim, stands before it and describes
it as he looks at it, knowing that it is the site of residence for
the B^hisattva Maitrcya. The description is not of an objective
sort, it is based on the reflections of the young aspirant aAer
Bodhisattvahood, reflections taken from all his past experiences
and whatever instructions he has gained in his long pilgrimage.
When the Vairochana Tower is thus described as the Vihara
(abode or retreat) of Maitreya, the attributes enumerated
here apply not only to Maitreya himself but to all the
Bodhisattvas of the past, present, and funue, including all
the Zen masters also who have really attained spiritual
enlightenment. In short, the Tower is the abode of ail the
spiritual leaders who have followed the steps of the Buddha.
All that is said here is not Sudhana’s own idea as to where the
Bodhisattva should have his spiritual residence; it is in fact
the Mahayana ideal.

3
‘This Tower^ is the abode where they are delighted to
live who understand the meaning of Kmptiness, Formlessness,
and yVill-lessnets; who understand that all things are beyond
discrimination, that the Dharmadhatu is devoid of separate¬
ness, that a world of beings is not attainable, that all things
are unborn.
‘This is the abode where they are delighted to live who
are not atUched to any world, who regard all the habitoble
worlds as_ ix> home to live in, who have no desire for any
habitatiori, refuge, devotion, who have shaken off all thoughts
of evil passions.
‘This is the abode where they are delighted to live who
understand that all things are without self-nature; who iso
more discriminate things in any form whatever; who are
* ThcM ^uotaiioos are bated maialy on tbe palm-leaf MS. keiM by tbe
Royal Ariauc Society, London. Folio t47b e» teq., corrapondiivto
p. 1364/.
H
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free from ideal and thoughts; who are iveither attached to nor
detached from ideas.
**Thii is the abode where they arc delighted to live who
have entered into the dcpthi of Prajna-paramita; who knew
how to penetrate into the Dhannadhatu which looks out in
all directions; who have quieted all the fires of evil passions;
who have destroyed by means of their superior knowledge all
tl>e wrong views, desires, arwi self-conceit; who live a playful
life issuing from all the Dhyanas, Emandpations, Samadhis,
Samapattis, Miraculous Powers, and KiKwIedges; who pro¬
duce all the Bodhisattvas’ realm of Samadhis; who approach
the footsteps of all the Buddhas.
"This is the abode of all those who make one kalpa (con)
enter into all kalpas and all kalpas into one kalpa; who make
one kshetra (land) enter into all kshetras and all kshetras
into one kslictra, and yet each without destroying iu indivi¬
duality; who make one dharma (thing) enter into all dharmas
and all dharmas into one dhiuma, and yet each without bang
annihilated; who make one utlva (being) enter into all
sattvas and all sattvas into one sattva, and yet each retaining
its individuality; who understand that there is no duality
between one Buddha and all Buddhas and between all Bud¬
dhas and one Buddha; who make all things enter into one
thought-moment (krnan); who go to all lands by the raising
of one thought; who manirot themselves wherever there mc
beings; who are always mindful of benefitii^ and gladdening
the entire world; who keep themselves undo- perfect control.
“This is the abode of all those who, though they them¬
selves have already attained emancipation, manifest them¬
selves in this world for the sake of maturing all beings; who,
while not atuched to this earthly habitation, go about every¬
where in the world in order to do homage to all the Tathagatas; who, while not moving away from their own abode,
go about everywhere in order to accept all the orderly disposi¬
tion of things in all the Buddha-lands; who, while following
the foottteps of all the Tathagatas, do not become attached
to the idea of a Buddha; who, while depending upon good
vfriends, do not become attached to the thought of a good
^friend; who, while living among the evil ones, are yet firce
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from the enjoyment of desires and pleasures; who, ^le
entering into all kinds of thoughts, are yet in their minds free
from them; who, while endowed with the body after the
manner of the world, yet have no dualistic individualistic
thoughts; who, while endowed with the body belonging to the
Lokadhatu, are not separated from the Dharmadhaiu; who,
while desiring to live through all the time that is yet to come,
are free from the thought of duration; who manifest them¬
selves in all the worlds without moving a hair’s breadth from
the place where they are.
This is the abode of all thoce who preach the Dhanna
which rarely falls in one’s way; who enjoy the Dharma which
is difficult to understand, deep in meaning, non-dualistic,
formless, having nothing in opposition, beyond obuinability;
who abide in good-will and compassion all-embracing; who
are not immersed in the realm of all the Sravakas and Prat)>ekabuddhas; who have gone bc>ond the realm of all evil
beinp; who are not soiled by any vroridly conditions; who are
abiding where all the Bodhisattvas are, where all the Paramita-virtucs are amassed, where all the Buddhas are enjoying
their comfortable habitations.
i* the abode of all those who have severed them¬
selves from all form and gone beyond the order of all the
Sravakas; who are enjoying themselves where all things are
unborn, and yet do not stay in the unbornness of things; who
live among impurities, not penetrating into the absolute truth
which is detached from greed, though they are in no way
attached to objects of greed; w^ enjoy practising compassion
with a heart unattached to the defilement of morbidity; who
dwell in the world where the chain or origination prevails,
but absolutely firec from being infatuated with things of the
world; who practise the four Dhyanas but are i»t bom
according to the bliss they bring about; who practise the four
immcasurables but are not bora in the world of form because
of their wish to mature all beings; who practise the four
formless Samapattis but are not Ixwti in the world of no-form
because of their wish to embrace all beings with a great loving
heart; who practise tranquillixation (samalha) and coniempla-/
don (npi^), but for the sake of maturing all beings do not
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themselves realixe knowledge and emancipation; who
practise great indiflerence but are not indifferent to affairs
of the world; who enjoy Emptiness but do not give themselves
up to wrong views of mere nothingness; who, putting them*
selves in the realm of formlessness, arc e\'er bent on instructing
beings attached to form; who have no vows for their own
sake but do not cut them^ves off from the vows belonging to
the Bodhisattva; who arc masters of all karma* and passion*
hindrances and yet show themselves for the sake of maturing
all beings, as if subject to karma* and passion-hindrances;
who thoroughly know what is meant by birth and death and
yet show themselves as if subject to birth and transformation
and death; who are themselves beyond all the paths of
existence, but for the sake of disciplining all beings show them¬
selves entering into the various paths; who practise compas¬
sion but are not given up to petty kindnesses; who practise
loving-kindness but are not given up to attachments; who arc
joyous in heart but ever grieved over the sight of suffering
beings; who practise indifference but never cease benefiting
others; who are disciplined in the nine successive Samapattis,
but are not horror-stricken with the idea of being born in the
world of desire; who are detached from all efforts but do not
live in the realization of the limit of reality {bkuiakaii); who are
living in the triple emancipation but do not come in contact
with the emancipation of Sravakahood; who view the world
from the viewpoint of the four noble truths but do not live in
the realization of the fruit of Arhatship; who perceive the deep
significance of the doctrine of origination but do not t»Vr to
absolute annihilation; who discipline themselves according to
the eight noble paths but do not seek for an absolute deliver¬
ance ; who have gone beyond the state of commonalty but do
not fall into the state of Sravakahood artd Pratyekabuddhahood; who know well what is the destiny of the five grasping
Skandhas but do not look for the absolute annihiladon of the
Skandhas; who have gone beyond the path of the four
Maras* but do not make distinction between them; who go
beyond the six Ayatanas but do not desire their absolute
* The lour Marat (evil one*) we: Skandhs faaicrcgstcs}, KJesa (psuioit),
DevaiMitra (ion of a god), and Mrtyu (dcaih).
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annihilation; who enjoy Suchrveas but do not remain in the
limit of reality; who appear as if teaching all the vehicles
{y<uta) but by no means forsake the Mahayana. 'rhis is
indeed the abode of beings endem^ with such virtues.”

4
Sudhana the youth then uttered the following gathas:
“Here is the venerable compassionate Maitreya endowed
with a great loving heart and undefiled knowledge and intent
on benefiting the world. He who abides in the stage of
Abhisheka is the best son of all the Victorious Ones; he is
absorbed in the contemplation of the Buddha-realm.
**Thjs is the abode of all the sons of enlightenment, whose
renown n far-reaching, who are established in the realm of
supreme knowledge and emancipation, who walk around in
the Dharmadhatu, unattached and companionless.
"This is the abode of those who have grown powerful in
self-control, chanty, morality, patience, and strenuousness;
who are thoroughly equipped with the supernatural pov^en
gained by means of Dhyana; who are established in the iransoendental wisdom and power of the vows; who are in
possession of the Paramita virtues of the Mahayana.
**This is the abode of those whose intelligence knows no
attachment; whose heart is broad, expansive, and unfettered
as the sky expands; who know all that is moving in time and
all that exists and becomes.
**Thb is the abode of those wise men endowed with
transcendental wisdom, who enter into the reason of all thiitgs
as unborn, examine into the original essence of thiitgs as by
nature like space, which like a bird in the sky neither works
nor is dependent on anything else.
"This is the abode of those who understand that greed,
*ngw» and folly have no self-nature, and that the rise of false¬
hood is caused by imagination, and yet who do not discriminate
as to detaching themselves fr^ greed, anger, and folly, and
who have thia reached a state of peace and quietude.
/’
“This b the abode of those who are skilful in the use of
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transcendental wisdom, knowing what is meant
the triple
emancipation, the doctrine of the twofold truth, the eightfold
noble path, the Skandhas, Dhatus, Ayatanas, and the chain of
origination, and yet not falling into the way of disquietude.
‘This is the abode of those who have acquired pcrfixt
peace as they see into the realm of knowledge which is fixe
fiom obstruction and in which all the Buddha-lands and
beings with their imaginations and discriminations are
quiescent, observing that all things have no sclfinature.
“This is the abode of those who go about everywhere in
the Dharmadhatu, unattached, depending on rsothing, with
no habitation, burden-firee, like the wind blowing in the air,
leaving no track of their wanderings.
"This is the abode of those who are renowned on account
of their love and compassion, for when they see those suffer*
ing beings in the evil paths of existence th^ would descend
into the midst of the sufferers and experience their sharp
pain on themselves, shedding their light of sympathy on all
unfortunate ones.
“Thn is the abode of those who are like the leader of a
caravan; for they, observing how a company of wanderers
is out of the track, destitute, and lost like men born blind in
the wrong narrow path of transmigration, lead them to the
highway of emancipation.
“This is the abode of those who arc bra\’e and uncon¬
querable in rescuing and giving a fiiendly consolation to all
those beings who are seen entrapped in the net of birth, old
<^nd grief and death—the threatening late that brails
the Skandhas.
"This is the abode of those who, seeing people struggle
under the bonds of the passions, give them, like the great king
physician, the wonderful medicine of immortal know-ledge,
and release them by means of great expanding love.
"This a the ab^e of those who, like the boatman, carry
people on the boat of the immaculate Dharma across the
ocean of birth and death where they are seen suffering all
'V forms of grief and pain.
\
“This is the abode of those who, like the fisherman, lift
all beings from the ocean of becoming and carry them o\'er
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the waves of evil passions where they are seen drowning
themselves, and who will arouse in them the desire for all¬
knowledge which is pure and free from scimjalides.
ab^e of those who have reached where
great vows arc made and things are always viewed with love,
and who, like the young king of Garuda, looking upon all
beings immersed in the ocean of bocoinipg, lift them up.
•This is the abode of those who are illuminaiors of the
world, going about like the sun and the moon in the sky of
the Lharmadhatu, and pouring the light of knowledge and
the halo of vows into the homes of all l^ngs.
•“l^is is the abode of those who, being devoted to the
salvation of the world, do not relax their efforts for nayutas
of kalpas to bring one being to maturity, and vnnild do so
with the entire world as with one being.
‘This is the abode of those whose determination is as
hard as Vajra; for in order to benefit beings in one country
they put forward their untiring efforts until the end of
time, and would, do so also for all beings in all the ten
quarters.
"This is the abode of those whose intelligence is as deep
as the ocean; for they never feel exhausted in their minds
even when nayutas of kalpas expire before they can preach all
the truth-clouds as declared by the Buddhas in the ten quarters,
not to speak of their nraking an assembly at one sitting, unbewilde^, imbibe all the truth.
"This is the abode of those who wander about, uruttached,
visiting an indescribable ocean of countries, entering into the
ocean-like assemblies of the Buddhas, and making an ocean of
offerings to all the Buddhas.
"This is the abode of those who have practised all kirtds
of virtue by entering into the ocean of deeds from the midst
of eternity, by persistently arousing the ocean of vows, and,
in order to braelit all beings, by going about in the world for
ever so many kalpas.
“This is the abode of those who are endowed with an
e>esight that knows no obstructions; for they can penetratii^ly
see into all the iimumerable countries at the end of a hair,'
into all the limitless lands where are the Buddhas, beings, and
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kalpas, thus with nothing left to them which cannot clesuly be
perceived by them.
“This is the abode of those who come forth from the
meritorious Panunitas as they are able to perceive the great
ocean of kalpas in one moment of thought, together with the
appcsuance in it of all Buddhas, all worlds, and all beings,
with a transcendental intelligeitce which defies every hind¬
rance standing in its way.
**This is the abode of those who are sdtogether free from
obstruction in any form, being able to arouse arr innumerable
number of vows which are equal in measure to the number
of atoms to which all the worlds may be crushed, or to the
number of drops to which the water of the great ocesms may
be analysed.
“Thb is the abode of those Buddha-sons who, establishing
and practising the various phases of Pranidhanas (vows),
Dhaismis, Samadhis, and also of Dhyanas, and of Vimokshas
(emancipations)^ make them established also in every one of
limitless kalpu.
“Here abide all classes of those Buddha-sons who et\joy
planning and esublishing varieties of treatises, stories, dogmias,
discourses, and also the useful arts and places of enjoyment
belonging to the world.
“Here abide those who practise in a Maya-like way deeds
of unobstructed emancipation by means of miraculous powers,
by contriving means of salvation based on transcendental
wisdom, by appearing everywhere in the various paths of
existence in the ten quarters of the world.
“Here abide those Bodhisattvas who, ever since their
first awakening of the desire for enlightenment, have perfected
all the deeds of the Dharma full of merit, and reveal them¬
selves mysteriously all over the Dharmadhatu in their in¬
numerable bodies of transformation.
"This b the abode of those who are hard to approach
because of their supernatural wisdom which grasps the
Buddha-knowicdge in one moment of thought and accom•V, plishes illimitable karma all of which issues from their wisdom,
‘•while the wisdom of worldly thought ends nowhere but in
complete madness.
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"This is the abode, the immaculate shelter, of those who,
being the owners of unimpeded intelligcnoe, walk about in
utmost freedom through the Dharmadhatu, and whose minds
go even beyond the limits of intelligibility.
This is the abode of those p>eerless ones who walk about
everywhere and enjoy staying everywhere svithoui ever
leaving a track behind, as their knowledge rests on absolute
oneness.
This is the abode of those spotless ones who, seeing into
the original nature of all things as quiet and homeless as the
sky, live in a realm which may be likened unto the vasmess
of space.
Here abide those compassionate ones whose loving
hearts and intelhgence, being deeply stirred as they observe
all bangs groaning with grief and pain, are ever contriving
for the welfare of the world.
“Here abide those who make themselves visible like the
sun and the moon everywhere where there are beings, and
deliver them from the snare of transmigration by means of
Samadhi and enuncipation.
“Here abide those Buddha-sons, who, following the foot¬
steps of the Buddhas, manifest themselves in all countries
through endleas kalpas.
“Here abide all the Buddha-sons who, in conformity with
the dispositions of ail beings, are seen manifating themselves
in their transformation-bodies like clouds universally in all the
ten quarters.
“Here abide those great beings who have entered the
realm of all the Buddhas, and are never dred of er\joying it
and walking in it for nayutas of kalpas.
“Here abide those who, knowing well what characterizes
each one of the innumerable indescribable Samadhis, manifest
the Buddha-rcalm as they enter into it.
“Here abide those who hold in one thought-moment all
the kalpas, countries, and Buddha-names, and whose all-com¬
prehending intelligence can in one moment take in all kalpas
beyond calculation.
,
“Here abide those who perceive in one thought all im^
measurable kalpas, and who, while conforming themselves
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to the woridly way of thinking, are free from ideas and discriminadons.
"Here abide thoac who have trained themselves in
Samadhis perceiving in one thought>moment all the past
present, and future, while themselves living in emancipation!
“Here abide those who, sitting crossdegged and without
moving away from their seats, are able to manifest themselves
simuluneously in all the paths of existence in all the lands.
"Here abide those great bulls who drink from the DhariMocean of all the Buddhas and crossing over the water of
^wledge attain to all the virtues that are perfect and
indestructible.
"Here abide those who know with an unimpeded mind
the number of all the lands, kalpas, Dharmas, and Buddhanames.
"Here abide the Buddha-sons who arc familiar with the
number of all the lands of the past, present, and future, and
even also insunUneousJy think of their birth and disappear¬
ance.
"Here abide those who, disciplining themselves in the life
of the Bodhisalt\’s^ arc thoroughly conversant with the life
aitd the vows of all the Buddhas as well as the various dis¬
positions of all beings.
"In one particle of dust is seen the entire ocean of lands,
beings, and kalpas, numbering as many as all the particles
of dust that are in existence, and this fusion takes pbee with
no obstruction whatever.
“So with all the dust-particles, all the lands, beings, and
kalpas which are also seen here in fusion with all their multi¬
fariousness of appearances.
"Here in this abode the Bodhisattvas reflect, in accord¬
ance with the truth of no-birth, on the self-namre of all things,
on all the lands, on the divisions of time, on kalpas, and on
the eiilightened ona, who are detached from the idea that
there is such a thing as self-nature.
"While abiding here they also perceive that the principle
.of samcnes prevails in all beings, in all things, in all the
-Buddhas, in all the lands, and in all the vows.
"Sitting firmly here, they are engaged in disciplining all
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beings, in paying homage to all the Buddhas, reflecting on
the nature of things.
“For nayutas of kalpas they have been working for the
perfection of the vows, knowledge, condition, mentality,
conduct, the extent of which is indeed beyond description,
beyond estimation.
“Before an immense amount of works accomplished by
those irreproachable beings who arc in enjoyment of their life
of non-obstruction here, I bow and pay them my homage.
“O noble Maitrcya, thou art the ddeit son of the Buddha,
thou livest a life of non-obstruction, thy immaculate know*
ledge goa beyond form; thinking of this I prostrate myself
before thee.’*

5
Sudhana now asks the Bodhisattva Mailreya to open the
Tower and dlow him to enter. The Bodhisattva approaches
and snaps his fingers, and lo I the doors open. How gladly
Sudhana enters, when they close by themselves as roysterioiuly
as they had opened before I
What a sight is now revealed before him!
The Tower is as wide and spacious as the sky itself. The
ground u paved with asamkhyeyas* of precious stones of all
kinds, and there are within the Tower asamkhyeyas of palaces,
porches, windows, staircases, railings, and passages, all of
which are made of the seven kinds of precious gems. There
arc again banners, canopies, strings, nets, and hangings of
various shapes, also made of precious stones—asamkhyc>'as in
number. Asamkhyeyas of bdb tinkle in the breeze, asamkhycyas oTflowers are showered, asamkhyeyas of wreaths arc
swinging, asamkhyeyas of incense-burners stand everywhere,
asamkhyeyas of golden flakes arc scattered, asamkhyeyas of
mirrors are shining, asamkhyeyas of lamps are burning, asaunkhyeyas of robes arc spread, asamkhyeyas of gem-thrones
covered with asmakhyeyas of tapestries are arranged in rows J
There arc also asamkhyeyas of figures of various torts,
' Literally, inaumerabk.
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made of pure Jambunada gold or of precious stones—figures
of young maidens, of Bodhisattvas, etc.
Asamkhyeyas of beautiful birds arc singing melodiously,
aiamkhycyai of lotus-floviers in several colours arc in full
bkxun, asamkhyeyas of trees are planted in regular rows,
asamkhyeyas of great mani-jewcls arc emitting their exquisite
ra>’s of light—and all these asamkhyeyas of beautifully set-up
decorations of precious stones fill the spacious Tower as far
as it extends.
And within thn Tower, spacious and exquisitely orna¬
mented, there are also hundreds of thousands of asamkhyeyas
of towers, each one of which b as exquisitely ornamented as
the main Tower itself and as spacious as the sky. And all
these towers beyond calculation in number stsmd not at all in
one another’s way; each pre3er\es iu individual existence in
perfect harmony with all the rest; there b nothing here that
l»n one tower being fused with others individually and oollecdvely; there b a state of perfect intermingling and yet of
perfect orderliness. Sudhana the young pilgrim secs himself
in all the towers as well as in each single tower, where all
b contained in one and each contains all.
Finding himself in thb wonderful sight and with hb
mind wandering from one mystery to ano^er, hb joy knows
no bounds. He b freed from all individualbtic ideas, from
^ the hindraitces, from all the bewilderments; for be u now
in the midst of an emsuicipadon which goes beyond all
liraitadons.
Sustained by the power of the Bodhbattva Maiticya,
Sudhana finds himself in each one of these towers simultaiseously where he perceives an endless series of wonderful
wents taking place in r^ard to the Bodhbattva’s life. That
^
**yi ^
how the Bodhbattva Maitreya first comes
to rouse hb devotional heart towards the realization of
supreme cnlighteiuncnt; he sees what b hb name, who are hb
family and hb friends, what good stock of merit he plants,
what IS hb age, what Buddha-land he b engaged in arraying,
«-:^hat d^pline he undergoes, what vows he makes, what
osKmblies of Buddhas aixl Bodhisattvas he attends, and for
how nuny kalpas he personally serves Buddhas and pays
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them homage—all these things in the life of the Bodhisatn'a
Kiaitreya, Sudhana tees.
Sudhana sees how the Bodhisattva Maitreya for the first
time atuins the Samadhi called Maitra (compassion) aisd how
after that the Bodhisattva comes to be known as Maitreya.
He sees again by the Bodhisattva Maitreya what deeds arc
performed, what Paramitas perfected, what Kshantu gained,
what itaga of Bodhisattvahood attained, what Buddha-land
put in order, vWtat Buddhist doctrines maintaitw-d. He sees
again how Maitreya realizes the truth that all things are
unborn, and when, where, and under vdiat Tathagaia he is
assured of supreme enlightenment
Sudhana sees that in a certain tower'the Bodhisattva is
requested by a ruler of the world to lead all beings to the
practice of the ten deeds of morality, that he is asked by a
world’protector to benefit and gtaddm all beings, that he is
asked by Sakra to subjugate the pleasure-hunting instincts
of all boi^ by Brahma to praise the immeasurable merits
of Dhyana, by the god Yama to praise the immeasurable
merits of thoughtfulness, by the god of Tushita to eulogize
the virtues of the Bodhisattva who becomes a Buddha in his
next birth, by the god Nirmita to manifest himself in hb
transformation-bodies for the sake of the heavenly beings,
by the god Vasavartin to preach Buddhism to hb followers.
Sudhana sees that, booming the king of evil ones, the
Bodhisattva demonstrates the evanescence of all things, that
for the sake of Asura he dives into the depths of the ocean
of knowledge, and, seeing that all things are like a vbion,
teaches Asura and hb army to put away all their pride,
arrogance, and intoxication. Sudhana sees the realm of the
dead dbptaycd where the Bodhisattva radiating a great light
b engag^ in delivering all beings fimn the pain of the heUs;
he sees the Bodhisattva in the world of the hungry ghosts
where he gives away all-kinds of food and drink to relieve
the inhabitants of their intense sufferings; he secs the Bodhi*
sattva in the kingdom of beasts where he disdplirvcs the
creatures by varieties of mcaiu. He sees the Bodhisattva preachy
ing the Dhamrta to the groups of beinj^n in the heavens of th?
world-protector, the Tushita, the Yama, the Nirmita, the
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Vasarvarun, and the Brahma Indra; to the groups of the
Nagat, the Yakshas and Rakihas, the Oandharvas, the Asurat,
the Carudas, the Kinnaras, the Mahoragas, the Manushyat,
and the Amanushyas. He secs the Bodhiuttva preaching the
Charma to the groups of the Sravakas, Pratyekabuddhaa,
and of the Bodhisattvat from the first stage to the last. He
sees the Bodhisattva eutogmng the merits of Bodhisattvahood
in all stages, the fulhlment of all the Paramita virtues, the
realization of all the Kshantis, the attainment of all the great
Samadhis, the deepness of the emancipation, the realm
the
mysterious powers accruing from the Lhyanas and Samadhis,
the Bodhisattva’s life and deeds of devotion, and his vows.
He also sees the Bodhisattva Maitreya, together with other
Bodhisattvas of the same society, praising worldly business and
all forms of craAsmanship which would increase the happiness
of all beings. He sees the Bodhisattva Maitreya together with
other Bodhisattvas who are to be Buddhas in another birth
praising the Abhisheka (baptism) of all the Buddhas. He also
sees the Bodhisattva Maitreya untiringly engaged in the
performance of the various acts of devotion, in the practice
of the Dhyanas and the four inuneasurablcs, the Kritsuayatanas, and the emancipations, in the displaydng of the
vsurious mystic powers by the means gained in the Samadhis.
Sudhana sees the Bodhisattva Maitreya together with
other Bodhisattvas enter into a Samadhi amcl issue from every
single pore of their skin mulutudcs of transformation-bodies:
clouds of heavenly beings, clouds of the Nagas, Yakshas,
Gandharvas, Asuras, Carudas, Kinnaras, Mahoragas, Sakras,
Brahmas, Lokapalas, great sovereigns, minor lords, royal
princes, state ministers, court dignitaries, wealthy hotixholders, and lay-disciples, clouds of Sravakas, Pratyckabuddhas,
Bodhisatt\'as, and Talhagatas, and clouds of all beings.
Sudhana now heiua all the teachings and doctrines of the
Buddha melodiously issuing from every ringle pore of the
skin of all the Bodhisattvas—such teachings as concern the
merits of the Bodhicitta, charity, morality, patience, strenu^ ousness, meditation, transcendental knowledge, the four ibrms
tif acceptance, the immeasurablcs, tranquillization (samaM),
concentration (fOmafiaUi), miraculous powers, sciences (ndya),
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Dhaninj*. intellectual perspicuity (pratibkantt), truths {setpa),
knowledges, Samatha, Vipasya, emancipations, rhain of
origination, refuges (Jratisarana)^ utterances {udhana), subjectt
of memory, attendance (upatthmd), right efforts, miracles,
roots of strength (i«idri>u), powers, the seven factors of enlight¬
enment, the eightfold path of righteousness, the vehicle of
Sravakahood, the vehicle of Pratyekabuddhahood, the
vehicle of Bodhisattvahood, the suges of Bodhisaitvahood,
Kshantis, deeds of devotion, and vows.
Sudhana secs the Buddhas surrounded each by his
assemblies; he sees their various places of birth, their
their forms, ages, kalpat, countries, names, disooursa on the
Dhanna, ways of benefiting all beings, periods of coodnuation, etc., which vary according to different Buddhas.
Sudhana secs one especially high, spacious, and most
exquisitely decorated tower, incomparably beautiful, among all
tl»e towers that arc to be seen inside the Vairochana Tower.
In this peerless tower, he secs all the tri-chilioeosm at one
glance, contsuning hundreds of kotis ofTushiu heavens. And
in each one of these worlds he sees the Bodhisativa Maitreya’s
descent on earth and his birth, and Sakra, Brahma, and other
celestral beings paying respect to the Bodhisattva, his walking
seven steps, his surveying of the ten quarters, hit lion-roar,
his child-life in the court, tlic royal pavilion,
the pleasure
ground, his renunciation for tlK ssdee of all-kivowlodgc, his
ascetic life, his accepting the milk, his visit to the ground
of spiritual discipline, his subjugation of the army of the
Evil 'One, his attainment of supfcme enlightenment under
the Bodhi-troc, Brahma’s request to revolve the Dharmawheel, the Buddha’s ascent to the heavens to discourse on the
Dharma; while his kalpa, his duration of life, his assemblies,
the arraying of his country, the purification of lands, deeds
of discipline, vows, the maturing of beings, the distribution
of the ashes, the maintenance of the Dharma arc seen to differ
according to different Buddhas.
At this moment Sudhana finds hinuelf to be with all
those Buddhas who arc performing the various works of
Buddhahood among various assemblies, fie is deeply im-^
pressed with these scetses which are never to be fotgouen.
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Then he hcan all the bells Urge and small, all the Jewelnets, all the musical instruments in all the towers preaching
varieties of teachings in perfect mdody and harmony be^'ond
hiunan conception. One voice is heard to be the teaching
about the Bodhisattva*s rousing the desire for enlightenment,
another to be the teaching about the practice of the Paramitas,
another to be concerned with various vows, the states of
Bodhisattvabood, the paying homage ai>d making ofTerings to
the Buddhas, the arraying of the Buddha-Unds, the diflcrences
of discourses to be given by different Buddhas—all these
teachings in the form of heavenly music are heard proclaimed
in their fulness.
Sudhana hears a voice, which says that certain Bodhisattvas are discoursii^ on such doctrines at such places,
rousing the desire for enlightenment under the guidance of
such good friends, listening to such Buddha's sermons in
such assemblies of Bodhisattvas, in such kalpas, in such
countries.
Sudhana heart another voice, saying that these Bodhisattvas on account of these merits awaken such desire, make
such vows, plant a great stock of merit, aisd, after continuing
deed of Bodhisattvabood for a certain number of kalpas,
attain supreme enlightenment, aaume such names, live to
long, complete the arrayiitg of such countries, fulfil such
vows, teach such beings, such Sravakas, and such Bodhi¬
sattvas, and after Nirvana see the Dharma continuing to
thrive for the benefit and happiness of all beings.
Sudhana hears another voice, saying that certain Bodhi¬
sattvas are at such places, practising the six Paramitas; that
certain other Bodhimttvas at other placet abandon the throne
and all their precious possessions, even their own limbs, heads,
and entire bodies ungrudgingly for the sake of the Dharma;
that still other Bodhisattvas in other places, in order to guard
the Dharma of all the Tathagatas against corruption, b«ome
great teachers of the Dharma, strenuously engaged in its
propagation and transmission, in erecting the Buddhist stupas
and shrines, in producing Buddhist figures, and also in giving
'’people what pleases them.
Sudhana hean another voice, saying that such Tathagatas
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are in such places and in such kalpas and, aAcr attaining
supreme enlightenment, are living in such countries, in such
assemblies, living so long, preaching such doctrines, fulfilling
such vows, and teaching such innumerable beings.
Listening to these exquisitely melodious voices beyond
human conception, Sudhana the young pilgrim is exceedingly
gladdened in hb heart. He attains innumerable Dharanis,
doquences, deeds of devotion, vows, Paiamitas, miraculous
powers, lusowlcdgcs, sciences, enrumdpations, and Samadhis.
Sudhana sees again in all the mirrors figures and images
of all sorts beyond calculation. That is, he sees representations
of all the spiritual assemblages conducted by Buddhas,
by Bodhisattvas, by Sravakas, by Pratyekabuddhas; he sees
representations of, lands of ddilement, of lands of purity, of
w^ds with tto Buddhas in them, of worlds large, middling,
and small, of worlds with nets of Indra, of worlds irregularly
shaped, of worlds cveivsurfaced, of worlds where there arc
the hells, tlie hungry ghosts, and all sorts of beasu, of worlds
inhabited by celestial and human beings.
And in theu worlds there are asarakhyeyas of Bodhisattvas walking, sitting, engaged in all kinds of work, doing
charitable deeds out of a great compassionate heart, writing
various treadset whereby to benefit the world, receiving them
from the master, holding them for the future generations,
copying them, reciting them, asking questions, answering
thm, or practising confession three times a day and dedicat¬
ing the merit to the attainment of enlightenment, or raising
bows for the sake of all beings.
Sudhana secs all the pillars emitting all kinds of manijewel light: blue, yellow, red, white, crystal-coloured, watercoloured, rainbow-coloured, coloured like purified gold, and
in all colours of light.
Sudhana sees figures of young maidens in Jambunada
gold and other figures made of precious stones. Some hold
in thdr hands clouds of flowers, some clouds of draperies,
banners, streamers, canopies, wreaths; some others hold
incense of various kinds, precious nets of mani-jewels; »me
wear gold chains, necklaces of precious gems; some have on
their artiu varicites of ornaments; some arc decorated with
I
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m&ni-gcm crovms. Bending their bodies, they all gaze intently
at the Buddhas.
Sudhana sees the scented water ponessing eightfold
merit iouing from the necklaces of pearl, long rays of bright
light streaming from itccklaces of lapis lazuli; he sees banners,
iKU, streamen, and canopies, all of which are made of various
kinds of precious stones, most pleasing to the eye.
Sudhima secs the porab jjanted with all kinds of lotus
such as the Utpala, the Kumuda, the Pundarika, the Padma,
each one of which betus innumerable flowers varying in
magnitude; and within every flower are seen bcaudiully
arra)'ed multitudes of flgures, all with the body bent and
hands folded in a most reverential attitude: men, women,
young boys, young girls, Sakras, Brahmas, Lokapalas, Devas,
Nagas, Yakshas, Gandarvas, Asuras, Garudas, Kinnaras,
Mahoragas, Sravakas, Pratyekabuddlias, and Bodhisattvas.
Sudhana sees the Tathagatas, sitting cross-legged, who
are fully arrayed with the thirty-two marks of great manhood.
Sudhana sees the ground perfectly paved with lapis
lazuli, where at every step there arc representations of wonder¬
ful things arMl personages, such as Buddha-lands, Bodhisattvas,
Tathagatas, and towers in full array.
Sudhana secs in the jewel-made trees, branches, leaves,
flowers, and fruits, the wonderful bust-representations of
Buddhas, Bodhisattvas, Devas, Nagas, Yakshas, Lokapalas,
Caknivartins, kings of lesser importance, royal princes, state
ministers, head-officers, and of the four classes of Buddhists.
Some of those representations are seen carrying flower-wreaths
in thdr hands, some jewel-wreaths, tome all kinds of orna¬
mental articles. They are all in a most reverential attitude
with the body bent forward and with the hands folded,
intensely gazing at the Buddhas. Some praise the Buddhas,
while others are in deep meditation. Their bodies in full
array enut varieties of lights in difTcrent colours: gold, silver,
coral, Tushara, Indra-bluc, Vairochana-jcwel, Campaka, etc.
Sudhana sees in those crcscent-represenutions in the
towers asamkhyeyas of suns, moons, stars, constellations,
and luminosities of all kind^ which illumine all the ten
quarters.
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Sudhana sms all the towers surrounded on all tides with
walls wduch are ornamented at every step with all sorts of
precious stones, and in each one of these stones the Bodhisattva Maitreya is seen reflected as he practised in his past
lives deeds of fiodhisattvahood. He is seen giving away his
own head, eyes, limbs, lips, teeth, tongue, bones, marrow, etc.
He is also seen giving away all his belongings such as wives,
mistresses, maids, servsmts, towns, palaces, villages, countries,
and even his own throne, to whomsoever needed them. He
liberates those who are kept in prison, he releases those who
arc in bondage, he heals thoK who arc afflicted with diseases,
be leads back to the ri^t path those who have gone astray.
Becoming a boatman he helps people to cross the sea; becom¬
ing a charioteer he rescues people fiom disasters; becoming
a great sage he discourses on various teachings; becoming a
great sovereign he practises on himself the ten deeds of good¬
ness and induces people to do the same; becoming a physician
be beals all sorts of disease. To the parents he is a filial son,
to firiends a faithful companion. He becomes a Sravaka,
a Pratyekabuddha, a Bodhisattva, a Tathagata, thereby dis¬
ciplining, educating, and teaching all beings. He becomes
announcer of the Dharma in order to serve the cause of
Buddhism by accepting, holding, smd reading it, by reflecting
on it in the proper way, by erecting Caityas for the Buddhas,
by xxudung their images, by paying them homage not only by
himself but making others do the same, by making them
offerings, incense, and flowers, by repeating all these deeds of
religious devotion without interruption.
Further, the Bodhisattva Maitreya u seen to be sitting
on a Uon-throne giving to all beings sermons on the Dharma,
instructing them in the ten deeds of goodness, in the threefold
refuge, in the five precepts, arvd the eightfold Poshadha;
and further, he teaches people to lead the life of a recluse, to
listen to the Dharma, to amcept smd hold it, and to reflect
on it in the right way. The Bodhisattva appears again re¬
presented as practising the six Paramitas and all other deeds
of devotion for ever so many innumerable asamkhyeyas of
ludpas; and all those good friends whom the Bodhisattva
served in his past lives are seen as folly arrayed with muldtudcs
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of virtues. The Bodhisattva Maitreya is a^n seen himself as
befriended by all the good friends.
Then those good friends said: “O Sudhana, thou art
welcome! As thou seest ail these wonderful things belonging
to Bodhisattvahood, thou znayest not be fatigued !'*

6
AAer this, the sutra continues to explain how it ramt>
to pass that Sudhana the young pilgrim was permitted by the
Bodhisattva Maitreya to be the witness of all these wonderful
sights.
That Sudhana the young pilgrim should sec all these
and many other innumerable wonderful transformations in
full array and beyond human conception, which were going
on in eadi one of the towers, was because he had gained a
power of memory which never allowed anything to slip off
the mind, because he had gained a pure eye to survey all the
ten quarters, because he had gained a knowledge wUch sees
unobstructedly, because he had gained the Bodh^ttva-knowledge, his sustaining povrer, and perfect nuistcry over things,
because he had gained the far-reaching knowledge which
belongs to those Bodhisattvas who have already entered on
the first stage.
It is like the way of one who sees in his sleep all maimer
of things such as towns, villages, hamlets, rrumsions, parks,
mountains, woods, riven, lakes, dresses, provisions, and every¬
thing that is iveeded for a comfortable living. He may also
see his own parents, brothers, relatives, great oceaiu. Mount
Sumcru, all the celestial palaces, Jambudvipa, etc.; he may
also see his own body stretched out in size over hundreds of
yojaruu and the house wherein be lives aiul the garment
which be wears and other things correspondingly grown up
in magnitude. While his experience may have lasted just
one day or one night, he will imagine it to have been a period
of incalculable length, and that for ever so long he had been
the recipient of all kinds of enjoyment and pleasurable
excitement. VSlien he is awakened, be realizes that all that
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appeared to him was in a dream though everything it per*
fecily remembered by him.
Similarly, Sudhana has been the witness of all these
wonders {tikitrvita) because of the sustaining powers of the
Bodhisattva Maitrcya, because of hu knowledge that the
triple world is like a dream, because of hit having put an end
to the limited knowledge shared by all beings, because of hh
attainment of an extensive, unobstructed understanding,
because of his abiding in the unexcelled thought and spiritual
state of Bodhisattvahood, because of hit inconceivable know¬
ledge whereby he can conform himself to the understaiKllngs
of all beings.
When a man is about to die, he sees all that is going to
happen to him after his death according to the life he lived.
If he had been a doer of evil deeds, he will have a vision of a
hell, or the realm of the hungry ghosts, or that of the beasts
whoe all forms of pain are being suftered. He may see the
demons armed with terrible weapons maltreating all those who
have fallen into their hands. He may hear the wailing voices
of lamentation or screams of pain. He may kc the stream
of alkaline, the boiling cauldron, the raaor-hill, the forest of
thorns, the sword-leaved trees—all of which are meant to
torment and harass the wicked. Whereas, those who had
behaved properiy may see the celestial palaces, celestial
beings, celestial maidens, beautiful robes, exquisitely arrayed
gardens and terraces, etc. Though they are not yet quite dead,
they arc able, because of their karma, to have such visions
before them. Similarly, Sudhana has been able to see those
wonderful scenes on account of his inconceivable Bodhbattva*
karma.
Again, like a spirit-seized man who can answer any ques¬
tion asked of him, Sudhana has been able to see those wonders
and answer whatever questions have been asked of him
because of his being sustained by the knowledge of the
Bodhisattva Maitreya.
Again, like a man who, imagining himself to be a Naga
under the spell of the Nagas, has entered into their palaces,
and, spending a short time there, thinks he has passed many
a >'ear with them, Sudhana, because of his abiding in the
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knowledge belonging to Bodhisattvahood and also because of
his being sustained ^ the power of the Bodhisattva Maitreya,
has been able to see events of many a kalpa in the twinkling
of an eye.
Again, like the Brahma palace called Vyuhagarbha sur¬
passing anything of this world, where all t^ chiliocosm is
seen comprehended and yet with all things in perfect order,
all things in the Vairocana Tower were seen by Sudhana dis¬
tributed in perfect scale so that all the differences did not
at aD interfere with one another.
Again, like a Bhikshu abiding in a Samapatti called
Kritsnayatana, who, whether walking or sitting or standing
or lyi^, secs all the world presented in the light of the Dhyana
in which he is, Sudhana too saw in a clesu- light all the wonder¬
ful scenes in the Tower.
Again, it is like a man’s seeing the city of Candharvas
in the sky, which is in full array with all kinds of ornamenta¬
tion, without intermingling, without obstructing one another.
Again, it is like the Yakshas’ abodes smd the human
worlds occupying the same space, and yet distinctly separate
firom one another so that one can see either of them according
to one's karma.

Again, it is like the great ocean where one can sec reflected
everything that is in the chiliocosm.
Again, it is like the magician who because of hb know¬
ledge of the art can create all maimer of things and make
them do the same work.
Similarly, Sudhana, because of the lustsuning power of
the Bodhisattva Maitreya, because of his inconceivable power
of Maya-knowledge, hsu been enabled to see all the wonderful
transfonnatioiu in the Tower.

7
At that time the Bodhisattva Maitreya, suspending his
miraculous power, entered into the Tower, ud snapping his
fingers said this to Sudhana the young pilgrim:
“O son of a good family, arise! Such is the nature of
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all things appesuing as they do In the accumulation and
combination of conditions; such is the self-nature of things,
whkh b not complete in itself, being like a dream, a vision, a
reflection."
At that time Sudhana, hearing the sound of the fingers
snapped rose from the Samadhi. Maitre>'a continued: "Secst
thou now the wondrous transformations of the Bodhisattva,
the outflowings of his power, the propagation of hb vows and
wisdom, the joy of his final beatitude, hb deeds of devotion,
the immeasurable array of the Buddha-Iand, the unsurpas¬
sable vows of the Tathagata, the inconceivable way of emanci¬
pation belonging to Bodhbattvahood, the pleastires of the
Samadhi enjoyed by the Bodhisattva—these things seest thou
and undersiandii^y foUowest thou?"
Said Sudhana: "Yes, I do, O Venerable Sir, by the
wondrous sustaining power of the good friend. But pray tell
me, what b thu emancipation?"
Maitreya: "Thb b known as the Vyuha-garbha in which
(he knowledge of all the triple chiliooosm b contained, retained,
and never put out of memory. O son of a good family, in thb
emancipation there are more emancipations than can be
describe and enumerated, which can be attained only by
the one-birth Bodhisattva."
Sudhana: “O Venerable Sir, pray tell me whither does
all thb go?"
Maitreya: "Where it comes from."
Sudhana: "Whence comes it?”
Maitreya; "It comes from the knowledge and the sus¬
taining power of the Bodhisattva. It goes nowhere, it passes
away nowhere, there b no accumulation, no increase, no
standing-still, no attachment, no dependence on the earth or
in the sky.
"O son of a good family, it b like the Naga-king*s pouring
forth the rain; it does not issue from hb b^y, nor does it
from hb mind, nor b there any accumulation within him,
but it comes from the mind-power of the Naga—thb shower¬
ing over the entire world. It goes beyond humsm compre¬
hensibility.
“O son of a good family, it b the same with the arra>'ing
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of things thou hast seen. It comes neither &om within, nor
from without, yet it is before thee, coming out of the wondrous
power of the Bodhisattva, because of the merit of goodncM
thou hast accomplished.
“O son of a good family, it is like the art of a magician,
whose magical creations do not come from anywhere, nor do
they pass away anywhere, yet they are seen as existing before
people because of the spell of the mantram.
"Similarly, O son
a good family, the wonderful array¬
ing of things thou hast seen comes from nowhere, passes away
nowhere, stays nowhere accumulated, and it is there just
because the Bodhisattva is to learn of his inconceivable Mayaknowlcdge, because of the all-sustaining and all-ruling power
of the Bodhisattva’s vows and knowledge.” ,
Sudhana: "O Venerable Sir, pray tell me whence thou
comest.”
Maitrcya: "The Bodhisattva comes as neither coming
nor going; the Bodhisattva comes as neither moving nor
staying, as neither dead nor bom, as neither staying nor
passing away, as neither departing nor rising, as neither
hoping nor getting attached, as neither doing nor reaping the
reward, as neither being bom nor gone to annihilation, as
neither eternal nor bound for death.
"And yet, O son of a good family, it b in this way that
the Bodhisattva comes: he comes where an all-embracing love
abides, because he desires to discipline all beings; he comes
where there b a great compassionate heart, because he desires
to protect all beings against sufferings; he comes where there
arc deeds of morality, because he desires to be bom wherever
he can be agreeable; he comes wherever there are great vows
to fulfil because of the power of the original vosrs; he comes
out of the miraculous powers because wherever he b sought
aAcr he manifesU himself to please people; he comes where
there is efforllessness because be b never away from the foot¬
steps of all the Buddhas; he comes where there b neither
giving nor taking because in hb movements mental and
physical there b no trace of striving; he comes out of the
skilful means bom of transcendental knowledge be<;^use he b
ever in confonnity with the mentalities of all beings; he comes
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where transformations are manifested because all that appears
is like a reflection, like a transformed body.
“This being the case, O son of a go^ family, yet thou
askest whence I come. As to that, I am here from my native
country, Maladi. My object b to teach the Dhaima to a
young man called Gopalaka and all the other people living in
my district each according to hu or hex fitness. It b alto to
get their parents, relatives, Brahmans, and others into the
way of the Mahayana...

8
We are now in the position to ascertain where the Bodhitattva Maitreya, representing the mtire family of Bodhisattvas, keeps hb final abode and also what kind of abode thb
b. We notice the following points t
SiiKe the Indian imagination b very much richer and
more creative than the Chinese, the description of the Vairochaiu-alankara-vyuha-garbha, which u the abode of fiodhisattvahood, may appear at first sight quite different from the
simple and direct way in which the Chinese Zen master
expresses himself. When the latter b asked where hb abode
b, he does not waste many words in describing it, he b not at
all prolix, as we have already seen elsewhere. Thb b what
most specifically chsuacterizes Zen, while the Getuirnyuka goes
far be^iKl Zen; for it b rwt satisfied with merely pointing at
the Tower, or entering into it with the snapping of the fingers,
or exclaiming with a Japsmese kaihi poet:
Oh! Thb b Yothinol
What more can I ay?
The mountain dede^ with chcrry-blosiom I
Every kind of imagery b resorted to in order to bring home
to the reader’s imagination the real nature of the Tower.
Thb verbosity, however, helps him, in a way better than
the Zen master, we might say, to get acquainted with the
olyect of hb curiosity, for we find thb:
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1. That Maitreya*! Towar is no other than the Dhanna*
dhaiu itself;
2. That the Dhannadhatu it from one point of view
different from the Lokadhatu which is this world of relativity
and individuality, while from another point of view the
Dhannadhatu is the Lokadhatu;
3. That the Dhannadhatu u not a vacuum filled with
empty abstractions, but is brimful of concrete individual
realities, as we can see from the use of the words lyvha and
aladara;
4. Tlut in the multiplicity of objects filling up the
Dhannadhatu, however, there is perfect orderliness;
5. That thu orderliness is described as:
htUigaratyuka atpwpu s<atdkinHa anjm^ maitribhuta
smkintak
pratibhaieycgtna 'hhaiam ogwnanJtAatmTmarambantyatha caikasmnnanmbant tatka 'sesAsarvarambvuiu'}
6. That in the Dhannadhatu, therefore, there is an inter'
fusion of all individual objects, each of which, however,
retaining all its individuality there it in it;
7. That there is not only a universal interfusion of things
in such a way that in one object all the rest of the objects are
reflected, but there is a reflection in each one of them of one
personality known as Sudhana;
8. That the Dhannadhatu b, therefore, generally charac*
terized as ananrrana, “imobstrucied”, meaning that there u
here a state of interpenetration of all objects in spite of their
divisibility and mutual rcsutance;
9. That the Dhannadhatu b a world of radiance where
not only each object of Alankara shines in its own light
variously coloured, but it does not refuse to take in or reflect
the light of others as they arc;
10. That all these wonde^ul phenomena, and indeed the
Dharmadhatu itself, take their rise through the siutsuning
'Hie Roysl Aiiatic Society MS., folio 970a. Freely raidered: *^nie
ot^cctf are amyed in luch a way Uut their nuiUial •epmtenew no more
exBts, as they are all fused, but each object thereby never Icaing its iodiviclualiiy, fcir the unage of the Maltreyadevoiee is reflected in each one of the
objebs, ami this not only in speciAc quartees but everywhere all over the
Tower, so that there is a thorouefagoing mutual inler'reRection of uoagea**
(MMO, p. IST^)
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power of the Bodhiiattva which is symbolized in the Cmdat^vha by the "snapping of fingen";
11. That the sustaining power, Adhishthana, while not
exprcssl>' defined, is compo^ of the Bodhisattva’s Pranidbsma (vow) and Jnana (knowledge);
t s. That when this Dhannadhatu, where such an exquis¬
itely beautiful apd altogether inconceivniblc spectacle takes
place, is psychologically described, the CkndavpJu has this:
Abki^nditekayedUah sartatM^nagaUmdkutamanasak senaoentnaduaijitaattak woaxnohacigtdah.^ And it was in this state of mind
that Sudhana could remember all he saw and all he heard,
that he could survey the world with a vision which knew no
obstructions in whichever directions it moved, and that he
could circulate in the Dhannadhatu with his body, nothing
checking iu perfectly firee nvjveincnts.
(Compare this with the instruction of Dogen and his
teacher Ju-ching. ^Vhen Dogen, who is founder of the Japanese
Solo School of Zen, was studying Zen in China under Ju-ching
early in the thirteenth century, the master used to tell him,
“Mind and body dropp^-olf; dropped-ofif mind and body!”
Dogen repeats the idea in one of his sermons: “Dropped off!
Dropped off! Tliis state must once be experienced by you all;
it is like piling [fhut] into a basket without a bottom, it is
like pouring [water] into a bowl with a pierced bole; however
much you may pile or pour you cannot fill it up. When this is
realized, we say that the pail bottom is broken through. As
long as there is a trace of consciousness which makes you say,
*I have this understanding, or that realization,’ you are still
playing with uruealides.”)

9
The Tower described in these terins, one may suspect, is
a symbolical creation issuing fiem some abstract philosophical
,' R.A.S. MS., folio aToa; MMG, p. 1376. "Sudhaas the yount pUfell at if both liis body and mind completely mdted away; be aw
itiat all UMUchu departed away from his coasciouaiea; in hb mind there
were no impedimenta, and all intcnicatiom vanisbed.'*
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conceptions. Indeed, thb wonderfully mysterious spectacle
was once the object of metaphysical speculation on the part
of some brilliantly*giftcd Chinese intellects, and finom them
started what is now known as the Hua*yen School (Aocimtsaia)
of Buddhism. But I gravely doubt whether this philosophical
systematization did such good as was expected to the proper
undersunding of the G<mdatrpiha; that is to say, whether the
truest and dMpest signiBcance of the Vairochana Tower has
gained by being to analysed and rendered more or less
coinpreh«isible by the intellect. By this I do not mean
that those great Chinese minds did something altogether
unnecessary for the advancement of human culture. But I
mean this, that the outcome of their systematization of the
Gandat^mfia has been a pushing of its spiritual value behind
the screen of intelligibility, and consequently that the general
reader now comes to discover its original message in the
conceptualism of speculative analysis itself. If this had really
been the case throughout the history of the Gandaiyufut it
would have been a most unfortimate state of affairs. In order,
however, to see how the Chinese intellects of the fust order
endeavoured to grasp the wonders of the Vairochana Tower,
let me refer to the so-called doctrine of the fourfold Dharmadhatu advanced by Teng-kuan, and also to the theory of
Identity by Fa-tsang.
The idea of the fourfold Dharmadhatu did riot entirely
oi%inate with Teng-kuan, who is said to have lived over one
hundred years (738-839). The idea was more or less definitely
foreshadowed by his predecenon such as Fa-tsang (643-71 a),
Chi-yen (6oa-6M), and Tu-shun (557-640), but it was by the
final formulation of Teng-kuan that the philosophy of the
Cmdaxyvha came to be identified with‘the doctrine of the
fourfold Dharmadhatu. According to this, there are four ways
of viewing the Dharmadhatu: (1) the Dharmadahtu as a
world of individual objects, in which case the term dhaiu is
taken to mean “something separated”; (2) the Dharmadhatu
as a manifestation of one spirit (ekaciUa) or one elementary
substance (tkaJhaiu); (3) the Dharmadhatu as a world where
all its partictilar exbtences (nute) are identifiable with one
underlying spirit; and (4) the Dharmadhatu as a world where
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each one of its particular'objects is identiitable with every
other piarticular object, with whatever lines of sepsaradon
there may be between'them all removed.
Of these four views of the Dharmadhatu, the last is what
is most characteristic of the teaching of the Gau^iyuha as
distinguished from other schools of Buddhism. According to
Fa*tsung, in the following infinite series

*1» *S> ®S»

*SI

^ *Sa <*10

.

each term may be considered related to the others in two
ways, existentially and functionally, or statically and dynamic¬
ally. From the existential pwint of view, the relation is known
to be hsiang-<fttt that is, identical, thus:

^ ^ ^ <*t> 04> <*S>

Os *

<*ai 04< <*s> <*o>

a, = «!,

Of, <>0, Sf* ^1#

.

<*•> Ot> ^10

.

<»4* «s» "o. <*1. <»t. «*» «!• .

and so on. For the relation of each term to the whole series
is such that St is a, because of the series, while the series itself
gains its meaning because of a,. The relation is reversible and
one can say that

^ ^ ^41 <*41 O41 An ^

Au At» A«, a,,

^10.*■ A,

.. n.

An A*, ao, a(, ag, a^, a^, a^ a|o.* At

and BO on. As long as sm infinite series cannot be complete
without itt individual terms, and the latter without the whole
senes in which they are what they arc, says Fa-tsang, the
theory of existential statical identity must hold good.
The series cm be viewed also as functionally or dynamically
related. In the series
Ai» Aj, a^,

a^i

aj, a^ a^, a^ a^ ajo
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estch term as contributing to the general inake>up of the series
is functioning in its own way to nuke the latter possible.
Even with one term dropped out of the series, the series will
cease to be itself—that is, it will no more funedon as such.
This being the case, there is a state of p>eTfect interpenetradon (ksiMf~ju) throughout the series. When ej is picked up
independent of the series, it has no meaning, hence no exist¬
ence, because Oj is Oj in the series. Thus,
once a,
and Of, dj, 04, Of.When a, » a„ a, is ‘‘exhausdble’*;
when dj, a,, 04, a^.a^, 0i is “inexhsuudble**,* to use
CaadarjwAa terminology. In the same nunner each term:
04, 0}, 04, 04,
it at once "exhaustible” and “inexhausdble”. So, we have the following formulas:
“ *1 i
“ *t»

04 ■■ 04;

®s» ‘•s* *T* *t»

®J*i

.

04 — 04, 04, 04, 0(, 04, Of, Of, 0(, 044.
0,-04;
®S ■■ ®1» <*li ®4» ®S» ®t> ®7» ^

®IS»

.

There is another way of looking at the whole series of
^ ^ a«, 0$, a«, <hf ^

.. whereby each term

is to be regarded at embracing in itself the entirety of the
series, and not, as in the first case, as an independent and
separable unit entering into the system. Then, let each term be
picked up, and the whole series comet along with it. When an
image b reflected in the mirror, there is a state of idendty
between mirror and image, for outside the mirror there will
be no reflecdon and without the reflection the mirror is tsonexistent. A mirror is distinguishable only when there are
some images to bring forth its existence, arid the same can be
affirmed of the images that come to reflect themselves on the
' JTmw and
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mirror. The one mtbout the other will mean the iMn-enatence
of both. From thia point of view, the relationa between each
term of the teriea and the seriea itself may be formulated thus
in triplidty:

^ “ *i» <*a» «a» ^

«». <*i, a*, Oj*

«!>
a,, 0,, Oy,
4>,, Oj,.s= a
a, ■■ Oj;
aa “ a„
a„ 04, «», a,, oy, a„
...;
ai» a^ a*, a^, a^, a^, Oy, a,, a,, a^^ ..** a,.
a, —a,;
aa " *), a*, a^, a^, a*, ag, ay, a^ ay, ay^.;
an a„ a,, a«, ay, a,, ay, ag, a„ a,,.“ a,.
a* - ay;
a»i fly, ay, a*, ay, ay, By, ayp.;
ai> By, By, By, By, By, By, By, By, Bjy.. . ■■By.

and SO on, ad ii^nitum. In this case, the distinction between
existential identity and Amctional interpenetration may not
be so noticeable as in the first case where each unit was con*
tidered individually separable. If any such distinction is to
be applied to the present case, it will be for the reason of
(Mnceptual exactitude. Interpenetration implies the fiinctioning of each unit upon the others individually and as a whole,
while identity is a static conception. Whatever this is, the
practical outcome of these considerations arrmunts to the same,
(hat is, that all things in fine array embellishing the whole
universe arc in a state of perfect mutiial fusion in every possible
maimer one can conceive of.
When we speak of identity, interpenetration, or unobitructedness as the fundamenud philosophical conception
of the AiMiantaka, we must not, however, forget that «hk
conception by no mcaiu igisores the reality of individual
existeiKes. For ursobstructedness is only possible when there
are individual existences; for interpenetration is to be regarded
u characteristic only of a world of particulars; for when there
are no particulars, no individual existences, identity is an
(Ciwf^W mpat* l*t
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To (be Eatcera mind nature k not tomethinf ttanding agaimt man
threntenin^ or overwlielniingly, and there k no need for him to aaaume
an antagooktic attitude lowardi nature. In fact man and luiture come
(ram one and the mine root. Whatever mood* nature may have are reflected
in man, and whatever fcelingi man may cherkh are (ramferred to nature.
They are routually moat clearly related. They are twin tkten, they are
capable of beir^ afleeted in the mme manner. The grandeur, the vaatnea,
the inexhauttibilily of nature are in man, and the teruitiveneia and myitic
unpenctrahility of the loul lie alio in the boaom of nature.
Walt Whitman nngi in hk “Song lor Oeoipatiom":
“We conaidrt biblea and rrligioni divine—I do not
my they are not divine,
1 my they iiavc all grown out of you. and may grow
CM of y«M Mill,
It k not (Iwy who give the life, it k you who
give'the life,
l,cavcr are not more ihed from the treei, or trcci
(ram the earth, than they are ihcd out of you.**
In ihk let “you” he replaced by ‘*JbAtr*“ or “Ana** or “nHa”, and we
have here (he Buddhkt view of the world. When the artkt graapa (hk
central fact, hk landKapc painting* begin to quiver with emotion like the
iiMti lemiiive heart pomeirnd by the poet. And (hcae emotion* arc rtot
iteoTBarily (he iiirringi in the painter'i private heart; (hey are awakened
from a very much deeper toorce; hena their eternal appeal to every
genuine an-aoul. In Amici'* watement that “every bmfacape k, m it were,
a (tale of (he loul’*, "the ioul“ k to be undentood in it* prolbunde** lene,
that k, m the common aouree from which both roan and nature have
arken.
Ea*tcm artko, capecially iheae who have becathod in one way or
another the qiirit of Zen, have otMcrved in nature wtnething above their
petty egoktic iropukea They endeavour in their land*eape* to exprem
ihk Mcnething which appeak to their nohicM aapiialiona. ‘
Ck'ljtm iA*v Me—whatever thk may mean, it k the lively presence
of a certain ipiritual atmosphere which k roost highly praised in all work*
of aru The idea that art k (be imitation of nature b iJiogether foreign to
Eartern painter*. Their work k to create, and not to imitate or to copy.
'The ipecial merit of a picture k to be tought in iu spiritual rhythm aod
not in its cosnpoaition; in its invisible aUnosphere a^ not in its visible
forma." To catds thk spiritual ihythm in nature and noakc U dance on a
piece of paper oe silk k a leeect mastered by (he artkt “only after rending
many thousand vahunet of books and walking many (houaandi of miles
in the country; for it b (hen that, all worldly defllcmcnts beii% washed off
feosn the mind of the artist, he k aUe to depict all manners of landscape*
which the spiriti of the mountains and the water* in>s(eriouBly pervade”.
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SHIH.TE

By Mimoho
H«a-«h«n (Kjunan) and Shih.te (Jittoku) are two inaeporable charac¬
ter* !a the hi^ry of Zca Buddhim, rormlnK oae of the laoat rawouriie
lah^ccb of Sumiye painting by Zen artiit*. Hannhan was a poet-recKiae
of the Taag dynatty. Hh feature* looked worn-out, and hh body wa*
corered with clothe* in tatter*. He wore a head-gear made of birch-bark
and hi* feet carried a pair of «abou too large for them. He Crcqiuentiy
vinted the Kuo-ch’iqg monaatery at Tien-lai, where he wai fed with
whatever remnant* there woe Cram the monk*’ table. He would walk
quietly up and down through the corridor*, occauionaUy talking aloud to
hioHcif or to the ah. When he wa* driven out, he would clap hi* hand*
and, laughing loudly, leave the monaitery.
One day Han-ahian and Shih-te were talking together by the fireplace,
vrhen a high government officer called Lu-cdii came in. Aa toon a* he taw
them he taluted them in a tnott reverential manner. Thii astounded the
inoala who racUimed, "How ii it that a great pcr*on like yourtelf should
pay mch respect to thc*e eraxy beggar*?*' Han^han took Lu-efai’* hand
and nud, "That talkative fallow Peng-kan it to be blamed for all thhl"
Later, the couple hid themtdvei in a crevKe of rock and never came out.
Shih-te literally meaiu “pichod up". He wa* an orphan, and a* nobody
knew what hh family wa*, he came to be known a* "the Picked-up"
among the monk* at the Kuo-ch’ing monastery, T*ien-tai. While working
fat the Buddha-hall, he wa* one day found sitting facing the Buddha and
sharing hi* oflering*. Aitother day he waa heard saying to the itatue of
Kaundinya, "O you Sravaka, leeker of a unall fruit I"
While Shih-te was sweeping the monastery court, the matter asked;
“You are known here at 'the Picked.up' because Feng-kan came bock
with you. mying you were picked up on hi* way home. But, really, what h
your family name and where do you oonte from?" Thus asked, Shih-te
threw up the broom and stood with hh hands crossed before hh chest. The
master did not know what Co make of it Han-shan happened to pass by.
Striking hh own breast, he cried: "Oh I Oh I” Shih-te said, "What h t^
onatter with you. Brother?*’ Han-shan renurked, "Don't you know the
layiig, ‘When a next-door neighbour h in mourning, we all share the
sorrow*?" Then they both danced, acul went away crymg and laughing.
{Tht Ohiaa-Pv
XXVII.)
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empty notion. The Dharmadhatu must be a realm of Vyuha*
and Alankaras. We must not forget that while
®1 “ «I» <4. «S. «4» Ob »•> ^1

Af*

.,

and
0i» Ob o,,

04» a*. df,

d,, 0,0.*• o,;
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and that
•i “ o,
because
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Since inte^netration or unobstructedneas is not uniformity
or u undiiferendated state of existence, the awakening of the
Bodmatta is made possible in each sentient being, and thb
a^erung in turn causes a response in the realm (ksetra) of
all the Buddhas. A Shin Buddhist expresses this idea by
saying that each time there is a new convert to the Pure Land
teaching there opens a fresh lotus-flower in the pond of the
country of Amitabha.
J**® <ioctritve of interpenetration may also be expressed
in the terminology of causa] relativity. But in this case the
tOT must be understood in a much higher or deeper sense, for
the Aratamsaka woHd u not that of forms and appearances
governed by such laws as mechanical causation, or
teleological biological causation, or sUtical mutuality. The
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DbannEdhatu, which is the world of AoaUmsaka, is the one
which reveals itself to our spiritual insight—an insight attain*
able only by transcending the dualism of being (asti) and
non-being (norti). The Dbarmadhatu is, therefore, realizable
only when all the traces of causation
are wiped
off from our vinon. Interpenetration is then directly perceived
without any medium of concepts, which is to say, not as the
result of intellectusdizadon.
It u also in this tense that this world constructed by the
notions belonging to the category of causation is dcclar^ by
Mahayana Buddhists to be empty {suitya), not bom (amiipaJa),
and without self-nature (asvaSAaffn). This declaration it isot a
logical inference, but the intuition of the Mahayanist genius.
When it it interpreted as relativity or as connected with the
the idea of causal relation, the spirit of the statement is
altogether lost, and Mahayana Buddhism turns into a system
of philosophy, which, however, has been the attempt on the
part of some European Buddhist scholars. This Emptiness of
all things (saroaJAama^ sunyala), enveloping, as it were, all
the worlds with their multitudinous objects, is what makes
possible the dwt/onuaka intuition of interpenetration and
unobstructedness. Emptiness is a Mahayana perception of
Reality itself. When it is conceptually reconstructed, the
significance of the perception is completely struck out. Those
who make a trial of such reconstruction are doing so against
the spirit of the Mahayana. And for these reasons I recom¬
mend the study of the sutras themselves and not that of the
sastras or philosophical treatises of Mahayana Buddhism—
that is, if students really wish to grasp the spirit, or share in
the experience, of the Mahayana.
Whatever intellectual analysis was given by Fa-tsang, one
of the finest philosophical minds of China, to the state of aiiairs
in the Vairochana Tower as presented to the spiritual eye of
Sudhana the young Buddhist pilgrim, the fact itself has
nothing to do with the analysis. The analysis may satisfy
the intellect, but the intellect is not all of our being. We
with Fa-tsang and Sudhana must once be in the Tower itself
and be a witness to all the Vyuhalankaras shining by them¬
selves and reflecting one another unobstruetcdly. In matters
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religious, life End experience count far more than analysis.
Therefore, the Tower with all its Vyuhas^ must come out of
one’s own life.

10
To a certain extent, let us hope, we have succeeded in
delineating the inner nattue and constitution of the Vairochana Tower both in terms of experience and from the point
of view of intellectual clariBcation. After “What” comes
“Whence" and “Whither". Without these, indeed, our
inquiry into life will not be a complete one. Sudhana, there¬
fore, naturally asks, after seeing all the wonders of the Tower,
whence it comes and whither it passes. The Bodhisattva
Maitieya answers that it comes from the Jnana (knowledge)
ai>d the Adhishthana (sustaining power) of the Bodhisattva.
What is this Jnana? What is this Adhishthana?
JnasM is a difficult term to translate, for “knowledge”
or “intellection" does not cover its entire sente. It is some¬
thing more fundamental. It is man’s innate urge to dis¬
criminate, hit constitutional inclination to dualism whereby
subject and object, seer and the seen, are separated; it is that
which makes a world of multiplicities possible. When, there-’
fore, it is said that all the Vyuhas come forth from the midst
of Jnana, it has no other meaning than this, that the world
evolves itself from the very constituion of our mind, that it
is the content of our consciousness, that it is there simul¬
taneously with the awakening of a mind which discriminates,
that it comes and departs as mysteriously as our consciousness
does. It is not proper in fact to ask whence is the world, or
whither. The question itself issues fmm the very source of
all mysteries and inconceivabilities, and to ask it is to defeat
its own end. Its answer is possible only when we stand away
•
•• 5*E**^*“I d^rwhere, roewH “diipositiaai'*, or ''uTuwiiic
in order , and in ouddhkt literature it ■ ohen uiied in the itnae of “ctnocilidunent” or *'oen*meMatioq“. But here it ii equivalent to "multipUcity rf
achcenee*”. The Tower with iti Vyuhaa b, iherelbre, thii uaiverae extenainc
before ut with all iU partkulsr obtjecti; and Dharmadhatu — Lokadhaiu,
Lohadhatu ■■ Oharmadhatu. .
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from the odnditions in which we are. That is to say, the
question is answered only when it is no more asked. It is like
fire’s asking: “What am I?“ “Whence do I come?” “Whither
do I go? “Why do I bum?” As long as fire is fire and keeps on
burning, these questions are unanswerable, because fire is to
bum, just to bum, and not to reflect on itself; because the
moment it reflects it is no more fire; because to know itself it
to cease to be itself. Fire cannot transcend its own coivditions,
and its asking questions concerning itself is transceiKling them,
which is to deny itself. The answer it possible when it contra¬
dicts itself. While standing still, we cannot leap. This contradiedon is in the very essence of all intellectual questions as to
the origin and the datiny of life. Hence Maitreya’s statement:
na kmuid goto, namigaic, np rasiihuto, na samcajubkuto, na hUast/it,
na bkavAslha, na desastho, na pradesasthah.^ These negations, one
may think, lead us nowheine, and naturally so, because the
real answer lies where the question has not yet been asked.
Our next desding will be with Adhishthana. What does
this mean? This is generally translated in Chinese as thm-li
or wti4i, or chia-cldh-li. It is “power”, “will-power”, “spiritual
power” belonging to a great personality, human or divine. As
long as we remain on tire plane of Jnana, the world does not
seem to be very real, as its Maya-like existence in which it
presents itself to Jnana is too vapoury; but when we come
to the Adhishthana aspect of Bodhisattvahood, we feel as if
we have taken hold of something solid and altogether sus¬
taining. This is where life really begins to have its meaning.
To live ceases to be the mere blind assertion of a primordial
urge, for Adhishthsma is another name for Pranidhana, or it
is that spiritual power emanating from the Pranidhana which
constitutes with Jnana the essence of Bodhisattvahood.
Adhishthana is not mere power which likes to assert itself
against others. Behind it there is always a Buddha or Bodhisattva, who is endowed with a spiritual insight looking into
the nature of things and at the same time with the will to
sustain it. The will to sustain means the love and desire to save
* MMC, p. 141$. ''The Tower comes from nowhere, psises sway
oowbere; is neither a mas nor a collection; it neither static nor becofning i
it Is not to he located, nor it it to be located in a definite quarter.*'
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Ac world from its delusions and enunglemcntt. Piunidhana
b thb will, love, and desire, called “inexhaustible” {aksofa).
Jnana and Pranidhana are wAat constitutes Bodhisattvahood or fiuddhahood, which b Ac same thing. By meant of
Jnana we climb, as it were, and reach Ac summit of the
thirty«Aree heavens; and sitting quietly we watch Ac under¬
world and its doings as if th^ were douA moving under¬
neath Ac feet; they are Ac whiriing maw* of commotion but
Acy do not touch one who is above Aem. The world of Jnana b
transparent, luminous, and eternally serene. But the Bodhisattva would not remain in thb state of eternal contemplation
above the world of particulars and hence of struggles and
sulTeringB: fw hb heart aches at Ae sight. He b now deter¬
mined to descend into Ae midst of the tempestuotu
^f existence. Hts vows (^ramd^md^ are made, his power
{fldhuthana) b added to all who look towards him, and every
attempt
b made to lift up all those who arc groping
^
darkiscis and reduced to a state of utter subjugation.
Pranidhana as an aspect of Adhbhthana b Aus the descending
laddw, or Ae expecting Uni between Bodhisattva and
Si^asattva (all beings). From thb grows what b technicsdly
known as Nirmanakaya, or Ae transformation-body, and in
many Mahayana texts as Vikurvita or Vyuhavikurvita, an
array of wonders.

II

That Ae Bodhisattva wiA all hb penetrating and illu¬
minating insight into the self-nature of things which u no
•df-naturc Aould become himself entangled in Ac everravelli^ intricacies of a world of particulars b a mystery of
inystwes, and yet here opens the gate of mooncdvable emanapation (adn0>a-unoisa) for him who b the embodiment of
Jnana and Pranidhana. And in thb way we have to under¬
stand Ae contradiction between Maitieya’s commg from
nowhere and hb being bom m Ae province of Maladi.
contradiction must have struck the reader as quite
inexplicable, though contradictions are generally of thb
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Mture; but in this case of Maitrcya the contradiction comes
too soon and in a glaring manner. At one moment, he says,
he has no abode, and brforc we have hardly risen fiom this
startling exclamation vre are told that his native country
(Jmuiabhani) is Maladi and that his mission is to teach
Gopalaka, son of a wealthy household, in Buddhism. Is this
not too sudden a descent from the Tushita heaven upon earthly
business? Ordinarily, quite so. But when we realize what
enters into the constitution of Bodhisattvahood we shall not
think so. For he is bom in Maladi as if bom nowhere, as if
coming nowhcnce. He is bom, and yet unborn is he; he is
before us, and yet he has not come 1mm anywhere. He is
with Sudhana in the Vairochana Tower as we arc told in the
Cmdaxyuha, but he has never left his abode in the Tushita
heaven. So, says a Zen master, ‘The Bodhisattva’s assemblage
listening to the discourse of the Buddha at the Mount of
Holy Vulture has never been dispersed; it is still going on,
and the discourse u sdll reverberating in the Mount." This
—what seems to be “too sudden a descent"—is in fact a
prearranged order in the Bodhisattva’s life of devotion
(b«dMsaUoaea^).
Where then is his real nadve country?^
"i. Wherever there is the awakening of the Bodhicitta
there is the Bodhisattva’s native land, because it belongs to
the Bodhisattva-family.
"g. Wherever there is docp-hcartcdness, there is the
Bodhisattva’s native land, because it is where the family of
good IHcnds rises.
“3. Wherever there is the experience of the Bhumis, there
is the Bodhisatlva’s native land, because it is where all the
Paramitas grow.
Wherexer the great vows arc made, there is the
Bodhisattva’s nadve land, because it is where deeds of devodon
are carried on.
“5. Wherever there b a great all-embracing love, there
b the Bodhisattva’s nadve land, because it u where the lour
ways of acceptance develop.
"6. Wherex-er there b the right way of viewing things,
• R.A.S. MS., fSoiio 97tib, et icq. CTMMO. p. 141J. rt wq.
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there is the Bodhbattva’s naiive land, because it is where
transcendental knowledge taka its rise.
‘‘7* VVlierever the Mahayana thrives wdl, there is the
Bodhisattva’s native land because it is where all the sldJful
means unfold.
"8. \^crcvcr there is the training of aU beings, there is
the Bodhisattva’s native land because it is where all the
Buddhas arc bom.
”9. Wherever there are means bora of transcendental
knowledge,! there is the Bodhisattva’s native land, because it
IS w^ the recognition obtains that all things are unborn.
‘‘10. Wherever there is the practising of all the Buddhatochii^ there is the Bodhisattva’s native land, because it is
where all the Buddhas of the past, present and future are
bom.
W^ then arc his parents and relatives? What arc his
duties?
“Pi^na is his mother; Upaya (skilful means), his father;
(parity), his wet nurse; Sila (morality), his supporter;
Kshanti (panence), his decoration; Virya (strenuousness), his
nurse; Dhyana, his cleaner; good friends, his instructors;
^ me factors of enlightenment, his companions; all the
Bodhmttvas, his brothers; the Bodhidttt, his home; to conduct lums^ tn accordance with the truth, his family manners •
the Bhumis his re^ence; the Kshantis, his family membersthe vow^ his family motto; to promote deeds of devotion!
hu f^ily legacy; to make others accept the Mahayana, his
farmly bi«in«; to be anointed aAer being bound for one
mw birth, hu destiny as crown-prince in the kingdom of the
Dha^; and to arrive at the fuU knowledge of Tathagauhood forms the foundation of his pure family relationship ”»
it J

y ^ ia in technical sente in Buddhism

owg to lanoranee and egottasn. he doHra to deliver it and coaseoucnilv
^ra^ewy
to
<Hi( hh intense doife. This iTMiSW

•a. MhfcTp. 1417/.
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What U that which makes up the definite basic mental
attitude with which the Bodhiiattva comes into our lives?
“The Bodhisattva does not detest anything in whatever
world he may enter, for he knows
that all things are
like reflected images. He is not defiled in whatever path
he may walk, for he knows that all is a transformation. He
feels no fatigue whatever in his endeavour to mature all
beings, for he knows that there is nothing to be designated as
an ego^ul. He is never tired of receiving all beings, for he
is essentially love and compauion. He hu no fear in going
through all kalpas, for he understands {adhintukta) that
btrth*and'death is like a dream. He is never tired of being
repeatedly reborn, for he understands that all the Skandhas
are like a vision. He does not destroy any path of rvistmee,
for he knows that all the Dhatus and Ayatanas arc the
Dbarmadhatu. He has no perverted view of the paths, for he
knows that all thoughts are like a mirage. He is not defiled
even when he is in the realm of evil beings, for he knows that
all bodies are mere appearances. He is never enticed by any
of the evil passions, for he has become a perfect master over
things revealed. He goes anywhere with perfect freedom, for
he has full control over all appearances.

12

In concluding this Essay on the abode of the Bodhisattva
where lies the fountainhead of his life of devotion, let me
cite a few more examples of the Zen way of treating the
subject and see how the Chinese mind differs from the Indian.
Hui>yun of Ch*eng>t'ien, who was a disciple of Chih-pen
of Yun-kai,* probably of the late twclAh century, was asked
by a monk, "What are the sights of Ch‘cng-t*ien?”
The master raised his Aosnt.
Monk: “Who is the man enjoying the sights?”
The master tapped the chair witli the bottu.
Monk: “As regards the sights and the man 1 have now
• Cf. MMG, pp. 1419-ao.

* AtoMi'iMi; XXV,
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ywur kind instruction; please acquaint me with the ultimate
truth of Zen.”
The master put hack the Aoxm beside his chair.
\yhen Ch'ing of Chih-pinig> was asked by a monk, "What
are the sights of Chih-ping?” he said:
"Into the rock-cave
As the night advances
Shines the pale frosty moon;
In my old worn-out grass-robe,
Seaodly wadded,

1

shiver with cokL”

Monk: "Who is the mim enjoying the sights?"
Master:
"Carrying a cane he waJb along the lonely mountain
stream;
With the bowl well cleansed, invited be goes out to the
village to dine.”

M^: "As reprds the sights and the man I have now
y^ kind imu-uction; please let me be acquainted with the
ultimate truth of Zen."
M^er: "The wooden bone neighs against the breeze,
ind the mud-made bull walks over the waves.”
Whtm Shw^‘u» of Tung-shan came to Yun-men,» the
latter asked. Where do you come from?"
Ch‘u: "I come from Ts‘o-tu.”
Master: "Where did you pass your summer?”
Ch'u: **At Pao-tzu, of Hu-nan.”
Master: “When did you leave that place?”
Ch'u: "August the twenty-fifth.”
Muter: "I spare you thirty blows.”
This must have puzzled the poor monk very much: hb
answn wre all straightforward, and he thought there wu
nothing deserving "thirty bkws" which for some reason the
•Loc.cb,

• ewimr I*. .XXIII.

'Diedp^g,
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mAiter was lenient enough to spare him. He must have spent
the night in great ment^ agony. He came up to the master
again the following day and asked, “Yesterday you were good
enough to spare me thirty blows, but pray tdl me where was
my oficnce to deserve such punishment?”
Master: “You stupid rice-bag! Is that the way you wander
about through Chiang-hsi and Hu-nan?”
This apparently sarcastic remark caused a general up¬
heaval in the spiritual constitution of Shou-ch'u, who now
exclsumed to the following effect:
“After this, I will go out into the street crossings, and while
myself not hoarding up one grain of rice, not Ranting one
stalk of herb, I wrill treat all the pilgrimaging monks who go
about visiting one master after another for their spiritual
edification, and I will make them take off their dirty grimy
caps, I will make them cast their foul-smelling shirts. For they
will thereby be set ftee with nothing obstructing their move¬
ments, with nothing bedimming their eyesight. Is this not a
perfect joy?”
The master remarked sarcastically again, but in a difiTcrent
mood this time, I surmise: “O you lice-b^l With a body
hardly as large as a cocoa-nut, how widely you open your
mouth!"

IV. THE DESIRE FOR
ENLIGHTENMENT
AS DEFINED IN THE GANDAVYUHA SUTRA
I

the realizalioo of supreme enlightenment {amttlarasamyakMgnbcdid) is the end of the Buddhist life, Mahayima

That

and Hinayana, is a welUknosvn fact to all Buddhist students;
for what constitutes Buddhahood is the enlightenment itself,
which the Buddha attained under the Bodhi>tree by the
River Nairanjana about twenty-five centuries ago. All the
teachings of Buddhism which are taught in the East at present
uniformly find their source of inspiration in this truth which
is at once historical and metaphysical. If not for tliit enlighten¬
ment there would be no Buddhas, no Buddhism, no Sravakas,
no Pratyckabuddhas, no Arhau, no Bodhisattvas. Enlighten¬
ment b the basb of all Buddhist philosophy as well as all
Buddhbt activity, moral and spiritual.
The esurly Buddhbts sought enlightenment for their own
sakes, for their own spiritusJ welfare, and evidently hsid no
thought for others and for the world at large. Even when
they thought of them, they required of each individual Bud¬
dhbt to m^e hb own effort for salvation—that b, for enlighten¬
ment ; because, aocordittg to them, ignorance which prevents
them from getting enlightened and karma which keeps them
bound to transmigration are based on the notion of individual
realities.
It was otherwise with the Mahayanbu. Their wish for
enlightenment was first of all for the sake of the world. Just
because they desired the enlightenment and emancipation of
all the world they strove first to enlighten them^ves, to
emaitcipate themselves, to make themselves free from the
bondage of all the karma- and the knowledge-hindrances.
Being thus prepared they could go out into
world and
proclaim the Buddha-dharmas u> their fcUow-beIngs.
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For this reason the hlahayanists put great stress upon the
signihcance of a compassionate heart {mahakanma). Whatever
Mahayana texts we may turn over, we never fkil to notice
lams belonging to the category of love {karvna) and compas¬
sion {ankampana) which are directed towards all beings
{unasuttoa or jageU) in such a way as to give them refuge
(parttroM), pirotcction {umgraJut), iiupiration (parieodma),
maturity (paripaka), discipline {vuu^), purification {parwuUfii),
etc.
The idea of the Bodhisattva, a being (soUm) who seeks
enlighteiunent (Mkt), as I said elsewhere, thru carrse to take
root in Buddhism, and a sort of secular Buddhism came to
replace the old school of ascetic and exclusive monasticism.
The bousehedda was made more of than the homclcs mendi¬
cant, the teaching of the Buddha was to be practised outside
a community of the fftYr, and this democratic social tciKlency
brought about many great changes in Buddhist thought One
of them was to analyse in a practice way the process of
enligh lenmcnt
The doctors of the Hiitayana busied themselves with many
subtle problems regarding the world of form (rttpalaka), the
doctrine of the non-existcnce of a soul-substaiux: {oMtmjc),
the personality of the Buddhst the analysis of the mind, ac.
They teivded to be too meuphyucal, too scholastic, too
radoiralistic, with the result that practkal quesdoru coiKeming
the attairunent of enlightenment and its ^eedve application
in the realm of our daily lives were neglected. The Mahayanists’ chief concern was with life itself.
When the actual process of enlighteiunent was examined,
the. Mahayana found that it coiuisted of twx> definite steps.
In the bc^nning it was necessary to create for the sake of
others an urgent longing for enlightenment, and then the
attaimnem of the final goal itself would be poaible. The long¬
ing was just as important and foil of meaning as the attain¬
ment itsi^, for the latter was impossible without the forma;
indeed the latta determined the forma in every way; that
is, the dme, strength, efficacy, etc., of enlightenment endrely
depended upon the quality of the initiative wiJl-powa raised
for the atuinment of the final object. The motive determined
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the coune, character, and power of the conduct. The desire
for enlightenment intensely stirred meant, indeed, that the
greater and more difficult part of the work was already
achieved. In one sense, to begin was fulfilment.
However this is, the Maduiyanists are fully conscious of
the value of the initial cherishing of the desire for the realiza¬
tion of enlightenment. While there still remain much in the
spiritual exercises which follow the first awakening, the course
the Bodhisattva has ik>w to take is fully and clearly defined.
The tm<lt is arduous, no doubt, but he is no more in the darkness
of doubt and igivoraitce. Therefore, in the Mahayana texts
this first stirring of the desire for enlightenment is coiuidered a
great event in the life of a Buddhist, and receives q>ecial
mention in them.
The idea of the Bodhisattva as a being who on the one hand
seeks after enlightenment and, on the other, out of his compas¬
sionate heart intensely desires to lead the whole universe to
the enjoyment of spiritual welfare has been persistently alive
among all the Mahayana followers. **Jyo gu bo dot, gt kt shu
jo"^ 1^ thus come to be the normative principle of the
Buddhist life in the Far East. In all the Zen moiuuteries the
following “Four Great Vows" are heard chanted on every
occasion, after a service, after a lecture, after a meal, bikI
after the sutra-reading:
“All bcii^ however limitlcM, I vow to carry across;
My evil pastioftt, however inexhaustible, 1 vow to
destroy;
The Dharma teachings, however innumerabie, I vow
to study;
The Buddha-way, however peerie», I vow to attain."

It is not known exactly when these "vows” came to be for¬
mulated and incorporated into the life of the Zen monk; but
there is no doubt that the spirit pervading them is the spirit
of the Mahayana and as such that of Zen, and that ev'er since
the introduction of Buddhism into China and Japan the
principle of the "Vows" has influenced the cultural life of
the East in all its branches.
I
Liurally."Above. [IJ seek for
Bodhi (enl^fatemncnt); betow, (I] oociveri all heinp {mnomHat)."

|H
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In tJoic
llicae two aspects of tine Buddhirt
are described^ finatj as raising the d«irc fcif iupreme tnlightcnmicntj andj sccondLy, ptfaciiiiiijf the life of the Eodhisattva—
that is^ the Bodhisattva Samantabhsdrft- Sudhana the young
pilgrim had hh iii^t aVb'akenin^ of the desire {iiUs^e^
under the direcdon of ManjuSrl, Stud his later pitgrimage
consisted wholly in inc^uirics into Living the Hfe of enlighten¬
ment
So says Maojusri to his diitipJc when he
sends Sudhana off On hij long, arduoui “Pilgrim^s Prog™":
"Well donct well donc^ indeed^ O son of a good family L
Having awahened the deifC
supreme enlightenment,^
thou now wLshst to seek for the life of the Bodhitttlva. O
sen of A good family, it is a rare thing to see bcines whose
dsire i9 raised 10 supreme cniightensnent; but it ts a Stih rarer
thing to see beinga who, havEtig awakened the desire for
supreme cnlightcnLment, proceed to seek for the life of the
Bodhiuttva. Therefore, O son of a good femELy, if thou ^vishesL
to attain the knowledge whidl i* posacased by the AU-knOwing
Ont, be ever assEdttoui to get associJlted with good friends

(itaijwnflraitflfl), .
In the fVijfUi^rjmi'JiJ, the second aspect of the Buddhist
life after the awakening &f the desire fer enlightenment
consdsts in praciiaEng frainaparamita. In (he CanJagiiAa this
practice is deeply iisoeiaterl with the life of the Eodbisattva
known as Samiintahhadra, and the Bodhicarya, the life of
enlightenment:, ii identiEled with the Ehadracarya^ the iife
of ^adra, that is, Bamantahhadra. Samantabhadta thus
stands contrasted to Manjusri in the
; the Idea
of peraonaJity we may say has entered here. In the
pfftamiSa. Satrai Prnjna remains impersonal thfOUghouL One
of the sutruS* gives the following r
'There arc only a few people in this ^vorld who tan clearly
perceive what the Buddha, Dhaima, and Bamgha are and
fsiithfuily follow them. . . , Fewer arc those who can raise
their minds lo supreme enlightenment. . . . Fewer itiil arc
those who practise Frajriaparamitar . , . Fewer and fewer
shll are those who, most sKadfaitly piaodsii^ Prajnaparamita
I
■

jonnutMinlMt^ ftflan iilpa^a.
p. E UrdEted by Rajenilralsla MiUa, p. 6d_^.
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and finally reaching the stage of No-turning*back, abide in
the tute of Bodhisattvahood. ..
The usual Sanskrit phrase for “the desire for enlighten¬
ment" is bodkicittotpada, which is the abbreviation of amtttarayam samyaktondHuOiau ciUam utpadam—that is, “to have
a mind rais«l to supreme enlightenment". To translate the
phrase by “to awaken the idea of enlightenment" would be
incorrect and misleading, as will be explained later. For it
is equivalent to aimtlaram sainyaksambodhim a/umksamana,
“longing for supreme enlightenment"^* or to amtitarayam
umyaktambodhaat pramdhanam parigriJ^, “cherishing an intense
desire for supreme enlightenment".* In the Candatynha we
have such expressions as these, which convey the same idea:
mp*da~kripa-karana-tf>masa, patytsau 'mitamam bod/om, “raising
a far-reaudiing compassion, thou leckest for supreme enlighten¬
ment";* ye bcdhtprerllitymu, “iliose who desire enlighten¬
ment".*
AMOarayam tamyetksanbodtum eiUam tupadaui, the abbreviated
form of wUch, as already referred to, is bodhidiMpadam, is
also equivalent to muttanyam imyaksambodhm pramdadhanti.*
Pramdadhanti mearu “to give oise’s entire attention to some¬
thing", that is, “to resolve firmly to Kcoraplish the work".
The Bodhisattva's Pranidhana b hb intense determination
to carry out hb plan of universal salvation. Of course, it b
necessary here to have an adequate knowledge or a full
intellectual grasp of the work he intends to accomplish, but a
Pranidhana b far more than thb, it b the will to do. Mere
intellectuality has no backing of the will-power; mere idealism
can never be an efficient executive agency. The CSittotpada b
a form of Pranidhana. “To conceive an idea” or “to awaken a
thought” b one thing, and to carry it out in action b quite
another, especially when it b carried out with intensity and
fervency.
' SaiMermu fmdarUM. edited by Kern and Naiyo, p. 414.
•
dt., p. 43,

' Ifuuani, p. 15s.
«Qp. dL.p. IM- ,
'Tnis expresHOa b wed by Maitrcya vdien he prabes Sudhana's
deteraunation loDursue the cocrae of Bodhiaattvahood. /SirbMat kwlefulm
ft letkeh MtvMt yt 'aaMafeyaa MatytSiaadaibati pramd»Jhgtti. Idxumi
MS..p. 1391.
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For anttUarayom Mfr^fdaw^odhan cittam vlpaj^sit^ ihe
Chinese transtatora gpniersJly have a phrase which Iittraily
mflftrtj "to raise supremc-cnllghtieniinerL^niind''- This is.
however^ flot an ckbcc tfaniJatJ&ii. The original literal sense
\i "lO have ii mind raised to eniighiemnenc"
not "to
laiic eniightenment-mind” • If the latter^ we may ihinh (hat
ihcie ii a special mcnEal quality to he tailed "endightenmentriind^\ and (hat hy means of this faculty one’s mind opem up
to ctiliH'htciHnctitj or that thii mind iuelf is cnlightiennimt.
But (he sense is realty "cherishing the desire for ^lighten'
ment", Itisa iortcifconvcrsicsn, (he turning Cowards enlightenPient of the mind which was lenncrly engaged in sontetlting
woiidly^ Or ihe awakening of a new spiritual aapiration which
has been dormant^ or a new orientatioA of one's mental
actLviti« in
way hitherto undreamed of, cr the lincfing of
a new centre of energy which opena up an entirely fresh
spiritual vJsiAr We tftn Say that here a glimpse af cnLLghcenment
lus been caught which helpa pna to determine one's future
course cf conduct, and that here a Bodhisattva enter; upon the
Stage of aSpirAtiou.
There ij anotfier misurid erst an ding as regards the ahhrevlated form of maUjffajam romjniitbtmjtfv/AaK cUiim Kipada/n^
by which I mean the usuai interprclatiDni by scholars of the
compound
in. Sanskrit, When this is careiefsly
taken, as is frequently done, it: may seem to mean "to awaken
the thought of enlLghienment"n Cut this is wrong, because the
compound simply means "to cherish the desire Cbr enlighten¬
ment"]. that is, "to cherish a spiritual aspiration for the attainjiMftt of jupreme etdightcnmetit”, CiUa bor* ij not “thought",
but "desire", and bodhtiinaipedam is afler all the shomning of
emiiiPff)nm J^^rI^akI^mi<Klflaw^ cifisni Hipadam.
"To awaken or raise the thought of enlLghtEnment"
means, if it means anything definite, to have (he ODneeption
of tnUghtenmenu or to find oiit what enlightenment meansr
' TIk Loudve Is act slMiyt adhertd eo^ SomcElroo li h In ilir dailvr,
for milance, aniiUdr^i'
o'caim E^lhu{)Ni (rdzuniL copy of
Caaij^a, p.
Ptirihef, (bc foirsv
*l0Eie |i JVi^gencly WM fiw
Knlv^ and bi Ebr datln:. '^ampla: SsdAiyH rfnoni ulpai^alt fftabder-'n
t^auSAunuta, p. ■ c, R};
^iitaifl
(iliOuaAamAa, pp,
7 r,
A3, eEb], itahtpn
(dian^j^whr, p.
c(c.}.
L
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But eiUs as we have it suggests no such intellectual content,
for it b used in its conative sense. CiUotpeda b a volitional
movement definitely made towards the realization of enlight*
eninent. Where the intellect u concerned, the Mahayanists
use such words as jiuma, matt, buddhi, vijnana, etc.. Citta, or
citta^, or adhjasv^ on the other hand, has generally a
conative force, and the Chinese translators have very properly
adopted Alia for it. Whethcr’rtUa b derived from the root n,
"to collect", or cit, "to perceive", the Mahayana usage b
decidedly not intellectual, but affective and volitional. The
eSna b a disposition, predilection, or characterutic attitude
of mind.
The Bodhicittotpada b, therefore, a new spiritual excite*
ment which shifts one's centre of energy. It b the becoming
conscious of a new religious aspiration which brings about
a cataclysm in one’s mental organization. A man who has
been a stranger to (he religious life now cheruhes an intense
desrc for enlightenment, or all-knowledge {sarsajnatd^, and
the whole course of hb future life b thereby determined—
thb b the Bodhicittotpada.
By way of a note I wbh to add the following. Since the
Oullints of Mahajaaa Buddhism was published in 1907, my
views of the Mahayana have chang^ in some details, and
there are many points in it upon which I would now express
myself differently, especially in connection with the cxplanadon of some Sanskrit terms. For iiutance, in creating of the
Bodhidtta, I defined it to be "intelligence-heart”, adding that
theoredcally the Bodhi or Bodhidtta b in every sendent being
and constitutes its essential nature, only it b in most cases
found enveloped in ignorance and egotism. Thus the Bodhicitta b understood to be a form of the Tathagatagarbha or
Abyavijnana. In some respects, thb way of interpredng the
Citta b not incorrect, sedng that supreme cnlightcmncnt b
the perfection of the Citta, that b, that the Citta when ftilly
developed leads up to enlightenment. But now I find that it
b not legitimate fiom the hbtoricsd point of view to consider
Bodhidtta in the same manner as we do such compounds as
atmagrdtadUa, atmaparananatvadUa, hodhurungacipfaoasadtta, etc.
For, as I propose in thb ardcle, bodhicitta b the abbreviation
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of
jfffltjwfaawritK^Wf fiiiffjn utfi^am. and is synanymouaiy used vfi (h itnbajsalaeiua, so
^ jarByrtfl/aHJisipaJp-^ Eodhi la what inak^ up Ihc cfflcnoc of Buddhihoodj
55 ia Sarvajnata, alE-knowljcdgie. It ii ttuc that later this
hiatoricaT connection bftt^en the ootnpound iatihitillit and
the phrase arwf^iVirdjiuw lat^ksauiboititm dtlam ulpaJam wai
altogether foirgotten so that the BodhiclttB came t& be Uxated
a* having an pndeperiidcnt (ecbtiioal vrdite- This was T1iit«ralj
and it ia not noccsaarily inoOrrflct so to treat the compound.
But it will be well to recneinbcp what I have explained here.
In the
Or the CuAjuatawi^ Thretre, I find
the Eodhicltta described in a more alMtr*ot and highly
technical manncf, llic text mult date much later than the
Cditf^t^yuiia. It is milled with a great deal ofTantrlsm^ which
must be rtgArdcd as a dejsetieration of pure Mahiyana
Buddhism, The trcaiment of the Eodhiniitta deviates from
that in the Gmfavyuka as we shall see further on- Bdow arc
the definitions of the Citta as given by the dilTcrcnt Buddhas
who constitute the (jreat mystic Vajra assemblage;
Vairtiflhsma; 'To pcroavie a being as devoid of edficicjicy
in ilaelf, ia aaid not to perceive it j if a being is perceived as
not a being, it El “id to be unallAinable-^'^
Another statement by Vaitochana; "The Eodhititta is
fice from all becoming, is neither attached to nor detached
from the Sfcaudhas, Uhatui, and Ayatanas; seeing into the
^ In die tStuB^yuftfl whcni H«llrtya deKiiba the tbiire M eolisht^.

TiiEni u DiK vrtLC i»«L WYmderC^J Uun^ x Buddhift con EK^rjcncc la AU
niarilval flsroer, the mmjXmtwt
frequaidv
ULto
p ijja cS pir^tVt. Fe die Chinoo Imnllilioni,AjutsoeffiS W W
bsLhTor Aftffliona ind iBfnWifltuiiti. fffp'u
h
ad I bd
bcAiiv, aldlOUgli. wc ho™ in (he
<i-B- in thu
6i),
jnuii phniD u
or tidfniJtiaa bfiaifiHJtqmti. That jhe

laiier crwum. “tn T»™ or HI' Mrsaiflthcii the dicnn: for OilllBhteniiient' □

ovidunL from [f« ocuilntt, oinL [hr roinpOUEtd h-usod e® diiiihf to fctioti
repetition oT LIlo tonarr
tVhilc this it m In (he Pwjnnpcra^i. ItU
HarJamAit, fltc., itc Jaler wrilCrt of the Buddhist traCs have »me to licit
the dSiri: (or rtJl^tenrneni ai if it trtet • ipecilw ticully of the mlod
vihortby we cin [esLiP^ Ctr the Utlth liTenlighlcrniciit. A* w« tljd
ii Dot ailMtthtr wiops, cmly ihit St SfHAECl (he tsLUHici]
«
(he teuD. As to rcndcrinar it hy "'the thnJght of eoHgniepTeerit’'; the briipnU
jcrm: i* here l>lttjp!*cr miEcd.
^
vertO rtfluieei a full Eijilirisnofl M it a text ahrtrarttY idfl

(OfhnkAlly Etiwcarf.
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egoknness and sameness of all things, it is my own Mind
the first unborn, and of the nature of Sunyaia."
Akshobhya: "[The Bodhicitta sees that] these existences
are unborn, that they arc neither individual objects nor that
which constitutes thdr being; the Citta is like the sky and has
no ego^bstanee; and this is where the principle of enlighten¬
ment is finnly established."
Ratnaketu: “[The Bodhicitta sees that] all individual
objects arc unborn, they are devpid of forms of individuality,
they are bom of the egolestness of things; and this is where
the principle of enlightenment is firmly established."
Amitayiu: “Individual objects being unborn, there is
neither becoming nor perceiving; as the tenh sky is used
[though it has no reality], so is the Citta said to be something
existent.”
Amoghasiddhi: “IiKlivtdual objects are by nature illu*
miiutting, they are as pure as the sky; when there is no
[something to be designated as] enlighteiuncnt or realization,
there is the principle of enlightenment firmly established."

9

To cherish the desire for enlightcrunent is no'ordinary
event in the life of the hfahayana Buddhist, for this is the
definite step he takes towards the goal as distinguished from
the life of the so-called Hinayana follower. Enlightenment
u not a mere personal affair which docs not concern the com¬
munity at large; its background is laid in the universe itself.
When I am enlightened, the whole Dharmadhatu is enlight¬
ened ; in fact the reason of my enlightenment is the reason of
the Dharmadhatu, the two arc most intimately bound up with
each other. Ther^re, that I have been able to conceive a
great longing for enlightenment means that the entire world
wishes to be liberated from ignorance and evil paaions. This
is the meaning of the following sutement made by Sagsuamegha, one of the teachers whom Sudhana visited in his long
spiritual pilgrimage: "It u indeed well for you that you have
already awakened the desire for enlightenment; t^ is an
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inipiiaSbiJjty for rboso ivtio have not ?Kttiiinv]atwl cnDfUEh
jtock of jneriL in thicjr paaC livOS” “A itoek of merit" so oJlcd
tiM value only when it cojictrm the welfert of the worDd
generally- UnlcEa a man is able to purvey the entire field of
reEacioxi^ps in which he itands—that ii> unltK his spiritual
outloolt ciiLcEids to its hnrthmt onci—hla “merit''' (iiwaJa) ij ivot
rtaJ "ineTit"^ anti hO accumuLatiaai of such W'ill result in the
awalcnlog of the desire ftn: enlighterunent. Hence the utmost,
importanjcc of this awakening.
Sagaramegha □ondnucE to projae Sudhana’s cherishing
the desire which is only pessibEe to those who have the fiillowihg quahtica t
1. That their meritOrioua deeds are of universal chajacter
and illuminating;
. a. That their attainment of the Samsidht is Juli of the
Eight of knowledge which ia derived frotn waEliing the path
of rightcousneis t
j. That they ate able to produce tho grtsat oecan of merit;
4, That they arc never tired of amassing all hinds of
puritiia;
That they art ever ready to associatifi wi,tli good friends
and attend upon them with rttverOaoe;
6. That they are not accumulators of wealth and never
hrsLtate to give up their lives for A good cause;
7, That they are frK from the spirit of arrogance and
tike the gront earth treat others impartially;
{t. That their hearts being Riled with love and com pass ioo
they arc always thioldtig of the welfare of Others;
9. That they arc always fncndEy disposed towards all
beings in the vatiouj paths of eidstenec;
CO. Tbat they arc ever dcslrOuj of being admitted into
the community of Huddhaj.
Sagaritmegha now oondudes that Only to those souEs who
art endowed with these aspimtiona, affections, nnd dispotitions is vouclnafcd the privilege of cherishing the derirc for
MilightertmcnL for this dcsiio for enlightenment tr rOftLly
aroused fromi
I. A grttt Eoving heart {jirtfffliflrwMfjWaJ which is desitous
of protecting all beings;
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а. A grcJit compassionate heart {makamaxtriciUa) which
ever wishm for the welfare of all beings;
3- The desire to make others happy (suUuieilta), which
comes from seeing them suffer all forms of pain;
4. The desire to benefit others (/ulaeitui), and to deliver
them fiom evils and wrong deeds;
5. A sympathetic heart (dqjtccitta) which desires to protect
all beings from tormenting thoughts;
б. An unimpeded heart {atamgMitta) which wishes to
sec all the impediments removed for others;
7. A large heart (afiulacitia) which fills the whole universe;
8. An endlexi heart (ananUtciUa) which is like space;
9. A spotless heart (vimalaatta) which sees all the Buddhas;
10. A pure heart (oisuddhadtia) which is in conformity
with the wisdom of the past, present, and future;
It. A wisdom-heart {mmacitta) by which one can enter
the great ocean of all-knowledge.
The further quotations firom the Dasabhumike^ will throw
nao« light on the prcluninary steps leading to the desire for
enlightenment, on the reasons why enlightenment is desired,
on the constituent elements of enlightenment, and on the effect
of enlightenment. Both the Dasabkumxka and the GcndasytdM belong in the Chinese Tripiuka to the Mahayana
collection known as the Ktgon-gy*.*
What arc the preliminary conditions that lead to the
* Rahdcr Editioo, p. 11, R.
• The Saoilmt title of tli« Ktiom-fi9 m AmttmtJU, u wc gatber than the
Mthtiyuifuni and aln (ram the CMhjma Im, a catalogue of the ChineM
eMnnllM^ in a n

k..-*

Im

J-s

___

• Fjrtww »
n
flower
ordmary kind'll and
•’an
orde^ arrangement" or “array". From thh, Ktm more exactly eorrtapoi^ to GmMoada than to ArmUtmk*. Kt (Sim} u a flower, and mu (jim)
Chlneae ia equivoleiu to tsmfu. When the oontenu
« ^ Ckmese
either of sixty or eighty laacicles, are examined, we
find that there were in the beginning many independent niiras which were
later i^pOed into one encyclopaedic ooUeciioo, aa the MWect-maiten
treated m them are all damifiable under one hend, and they came to be
known at the AiaiamsaU or ATtgia. It will be beuer to reMnci the ui« of
to the whole collecUoa of the Arfm and Coadt^nAa to the
SaiMkru text aa an independem one, though it cnnMituica the last chapter
of
wxty and e^tyfatckle Kigoa. The fortY-faadde Ktgm conesponda
to Che Gaad^ynAa. Sec aho p. 70 ee aeq, of chit book.
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chcrii^in^ of the dture for aupmnc ciJEghtCrtiViWt? llicy
] L The atock of merit
a.

3r
Stored
45.
6.
7.

is well EiUed;

Deeds cfgfwMltveM {c4PVTJrt} ate ti'dl pracligcd;

TTic nceosary raoral provisioiu (jffmiftffnu] arc well
up;
The Buddhas have been respcttfli I Ly served [pn^vpiisita);
Works of purity (jiJ WjWt™) rtre well aecompluiifid j
There are good friends {iaSyofumitra} IdndEy disposed;
The henxt is diOrOughiy cleansed (mtiuWtttHijM');
Brcad'Dilndednesa [aptitad^asaya} is hrmly sccur^;
9. A deep sincere fhlch (^r.rT74AtA') is estahlidicd;
]0- TTicre Is the presence of a cornpasioiiatc heart
(JbmnajL
According 10 the Ps2s^bhtiiftif!a, these ten things arc needed
for the awakening of the desire for enlightenment. T* have this
desire is in icsdf a greac Buddhist cxpcrienecj which does not
take place without sotne spiritual prepantliotn-11 sprouts from
a 9ced deeply Uid in, the ground and. weU nourished. One
the ideas requiring special notice in the enuincraiioa here cited
is the reference to good friends. Their goodwill and aSsittanec
arc powerful instrurnentS in the cultivatLon of the Buddhist
aspiTatlon. The Goittiiuyiiffs is emphatic in this respeetr
All the sutras belonging to Ki^gon literature have a
deliberate penchant for decimal enumerationj and even when
there is apparently no intrinsic need for filling up the required
fbnnula tho author or comptlcr scrupulously proceeds to
count up a complete series of ten. Thus in the above recapit¬
ulation ideas beionging to one category arc divided into so
many heads, evidently for no other purpose than to keep up
the form. "Stock of ni4ril’\ "detd* of ef>odnc9s”i *^monil
provision”, and “work of purity^^ may be galbercd Up under
the one head of momt conduct. Jf thla is possible, the conditioos neoetsary for awakening the desire for enlightenment
may be summarized thus; (i) moral conduct,
the friendly
disposition of the Buddhas and good friends, and (3) a heart
pure, true, loving and aii-embmeingr ^Tien these three
condirions are perfectly f\jtirtEEed, the Bodhleitta is said to rauc
iu head and to be ready ibr fiirther evolution.
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The question next is. Why is the desire for supreme
enlightenment so necessary in the life of a devout Mahayanist?
Or limply, What has the Buddhist enlightenment to do with
our life? The Dascikumika^ gives the following reasons:
I. For the realization of Buddha-knowledge (jnana);
9. For the attainment of the ten powers (dasaiaia);
3. For the attainment of great fearlessness (ma/utDoisareufya);
4. For the attainment of the truth of sameness which
constitutes Buddhahood {utmaUibuddhadhama);
5. For protecting and securing the wh^e world {saroajagetparitrana);
6. For the purification of a pitying and compassionate
heart (kripakanou);
7. For the attainment of a knowledge which leaves
nothing unknoM-n (ausajnana) in the ten quarters of the world;
8. For the purification of all the Buddha-lands so that
a state of non>attachmcnt (asamga) will prevail;
9. For the perception of the past, present, and future
in one moment (ksan^odka);
10. For the revohdng of the great wheel of the Dharma
(dkarmacakrapriwarta) in the spirit of fearlessness.
From this, we can partly see what are the elements of
supreme enlightenment, for t^ reasons given for its realization
sue already found involved in it as its own constituents. Then
what are these constituents? They arc:
1. The knowledge which belongs to Buddhahood, and
which sees into everything that is in space and Hmii—the
knowledge which goes b^nd the realm of relativity and
individuation because it penetrates into every comer of the
universe and surveys eternity at one glance;
9. The will'power that knocks down every possible
obstruction lying athwart iu way when it wishes to reach iu
ultimate end, which is the deliverance of the whole world
from the bondage of birth'Suul*dcath;
3. An all>embraang love or compassion which, in combina*
tion with knowledge and will-power, never ceases from
devising all means to promote the spiritual wel&re of every
sentient being.
’ Raltder, p. 11, S.
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In order to dtinfy Turthfr the natiuo of cnl|gtiCiennacxLt or
concciwd by the Mahaymistj, the ftll&wng ii Inicen Again
fiom the Dasabhumik^,^ accoadin^ Id whtdh the dcEtrc Tar
cntighwmneni conipfLi** in Ei ihc ToltOwing clcmtiitE:
I. A great ODEnpaEaionatc heart which is the chicT factor
of the deiirc;
s= Knowledge born of tiansecndentaE wbdocn ^vhich is
the ruling dement;
SkiCTuL mcauB which wcu'Iie as a praLecling
4. The detpSl heart which gives it a support.
And, further, the KodlhtcLtta k;
5. Of the same measure with the Tathagata-power;
li. Endowed with ihe power to diceem the power and
inteECigence of alE beings [Kttbf^lahuJdhi);
7. Directed towards the knowledge ef non-ohstriietien
[asajT^hiiJuajnefw];
In conformity with spontanecius Imowfedge
t^a/Qsuma);
9. Gapable of iristrueting all beings in the Iroths of knddhijm aHKprditig to bnowtedge horn of traxiiocndcntai wisdom \
10. Entending to the limits of the Dharmadhatu which
k At wide aa space itself.
In these quatifloaticina too one can sec what is meant by
dKtishing the dciim Tor enlightenment. The cherishing of
the desire at once stamps a man. as a BodhisatCva and thus
distinguishes him IrOm the other EbLEowcn. of Buddhism^ for
he holds a great compassionate heart for all being], and dsc
hsis perspicuity of spinluiiE insight which sees into the nature
cf odstenee, and further the power of controlling love with
wisdom and tempering wisdom with love bo that he is able to
adapt himseif K? the ever^etianging conditions of roListeneo,
Since the detire for enlightenmont is composed of atl
these attribute as here deserrbed, the Qodhisattva is capable
of producing the following tojutu at die moment this desire
asserts itseif in the depths of his being
tr He passes beyond the stage of an orduiAty being j:
He enters into the rank of fiodhisattvahood;
‘ Ibid, |ij 1J, T.

^ llnd., pfk 11-IS, Ul
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3. He is born in the family of Tathagatas;
4. He is irreproachable and faultless in his faxxkily honour;
5. He stands away from all worldly courses;
6. He enters into a supra-worldly life;
7. He b csubtbhed in things belonging to Bodhisattvahood;
8. He abides in the abode of the Bodhisattva;
9. He b impartially ushered into the Tathagau-groups
of the past, present, and future;
10. He b ultimately destined for supreme enlightenment.
When he thus takes hb abode in these things, he b said
to have gained the first stage of a Bodhisattva known as Joy
{pnmudila), because he b isow immovable in hb faith.
These passages from the Daichhunaka defining the source,
nature, scope and outcome of the Bodhidtta or the desire for
enlightenment are explicit enough. We can realize of what
a weighty significaiN:e thb aspiration b for the Mahayanisu.
It b ^most like the realization itself. When it b sufficiently
strongly awakened, the Buddhbfs course afterwards determmes itself. If the Bodhicittotpada or Bodhidtta were no
more than mere thinking of enlightenment even as something
of the utmost importance in the life of a fiuddhbt, the Citta as
“thought” could by no means achieve so much as b described
above. ITie Citu b not an idea, b not mere thinking, it b
an intense desire or aspiration which causes an entire re¬
arrangement or recoiutrucdon of all the former experiences
made by the Buddhbt. The Citta b the reason of one's being,
it b the original will that constitutes the foundation of one's
penorulity. Otherwise, the meaning of the forceful marmer
in which the editor of the Gmdat^niha crxlcavoun to describe
the nature of the Bodhidtta becomes incomprehensible, as will
be seen in the following pages.
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When the young Buddhbt pilgrim Sudharsa calb upon
the Bodhisattva Maitreya for instructioo, the latter first
praises Sudhana for hb strong determiruttion to search for
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the final truth of Buddhism; and bdcrc he Oipciia hi; magni'
ficcilt Vaiiwhana Tosi'cr fee |he yemng man's ofiservatiem and
ccmlicmpiatioii, he eulogizca the virtues of the BcdhiciCl?,
urged by which indeed the yquns pi Ignm ha; undt new visited
one teiichcr after ^notlier until he txmes to Maitreya. TfniJt
for this aj^euL desire Ibr enhghcentneiit, Sudhana wouJd ne\'er
have undeKakeii hia arduou; tiLsk of pilgrhitaging among (he
Kers and phiJosophers^ the wise men and women, w^ho prob¬
ably represent to a certain, extent hJatorical per^nages of the
day. The
is indeed (he record qf those intcUectuaJ
and Epiritual struggles which take pEaoc around the queation,
Lj the life of a Bedhisattua?”, that it to J^y, “What a
the meaning of human [fe?^' The awakerjng of the BodhioittM
ia the key to Lha etemal riddle, hence Maitreya'a matt
extended and exhaustive characteriaation of the Bodhidtta^
^^the desire for crJightenmcnt”r
^'W'cil donc/^ said hlaitrc.ya to Sudhana, "Hvcll done^
O son of a good Jhmlly 1 Already you have awakened the dedTe
for supreme cnlightenmcntj. in order to benefit the wnrldj to
lead it to happiness, (o rescue all beings from suitings,' and
to acquire nil the (ruths of Buddhism. O son of a good familyc
you have many advantages, you enjoy the life of a human
being, you live in the world of living bein^^ you Jive at the
time when a Tathagata has appeared, you have interviewed
the good friend >flaajuari. You are indeed a good vessel of
truth, you HO well nourithed w ith stocks of merit, well sup¬
ported hy works of purity, you arc already well deanaed in the
understanding, great in intuition, yoii am already well pro¬
tected by aU the Buddhas, well guarded by good frienda, far
the reason that you have already sincerely awahciied the
desire for supreme onlighcenmciK. £I will tell you what the
Bodhleitta means to iis foUowcra of the hfahayana.]”^
The Bodhicirta^ [that ia, the desire for enlightenment] is
like a seed beoaurc from it grows all the (ruths of Buddhism.
^ What t^lhriyi. Is IthkI chicly oo (he (ISumsc uuuiAtlona ktihaugh
(Ik. crisuul Sirukrii
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It is like E farm because here are produced all things of
purity lor the world.
The Bodhicitia is like the earth because all the worlds
are supported by it. It is Uke water because all the dirt of
the passions is thereby cleansed. It is like the wind because it
blows all over the world with nothing obstructing its course.
It is like fire because it consumes all the fuel of bad logic.
The Bodhicitu is like the sun because it leaves nothing
unenlightened on earth. It is like the moon because it fills
to perfection ail things of purity. It is like a lamp because
it brings things out in the light. It is like an eye because it
perceives whm the road is even and where it it uneven.
Jhe Bodhiedtta is like a highway because it leads one to
the city of knowledge. It is like a sacred ford because it
keeps away all that is not proper. It is like a carriage because
it carries all the Bodhisattvas. It is like a door because it
opens to all the doings of the Bodhisattva.
The Bodhicitta is like a mansion because it is the retreat
where Samadhi and meditation are practised. It is like a
park because it is where the enjoyment of truth [dharmarali) is
experienced. It is like a dwelling-house because it is where
all the world is comfortably sheltered. It u like a refuge
because it gives a salutary abode to all beings. It is like an
asyhun because it is where all the Bodhisaitvsu walk.
The Bodhicitia is like a fiithcr because it protects all the
Bodhisattvas. It is like a mother because it brings up all the
Bodhisattvas. It is like a nurse because it takes esue of all
the Bodhisattvas. It it like a good friend because it gives good
advice to ail the Bodhisattvas. It b like a king because it overpovk'm the minds of all the Sravakas and the Pratyckabuddhas.
It b like a great sovereign because it fulfib all the exccUenl vows.
The Bodhicitta b like a great ocean because it harbours
all the gems of virtues. It b like Mount Sumeru because it
towers impartially above aU things. It b like Mount Cakravada
because it supports all the world. It b like Mount Himalaya
because it pr^uccs all sorts of knowledge-herbs. It b like
Mount Gandhamadana because it harbours all kinds of
virtue-fragrance. It b like space because it infinitely spreads
out the merit of goodness.
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The DodhicitlEL u like a Icilm-llawer bKiusc [t u never
spoiled by tbingi or (hij world. It is like an depbant boAuSO
il 19 obedient. It la like a well-bred hone because it is, tree
iron] evil n^iuee. It u Uko a chnriotocr because it keepa
watch over all the tnithi oT the Mabayaiia.
The BodhicEtta Je like It Eaedidnc bocauac it tieoJa all
diseases of the passiona. It is like a chasm because it submerges all that is evil. It u like a vajra because It penetrates
into tverything.
The Bodhidtm is Jike a box of incense becauac it containa
the Tragirancc of virtue- It is lUm a ^freat flower boAUae it
delicti those who Atoh the a^ght of it. It ia like aandal-wood
bcAU« it eoola off the heat of gfecd. 11 is like Kalapa hCAust
its riagranoc penetrates through all the Dharmadhatu. The
Bodhicitm is like Sudofionat which >5. the king of medicine
because it dcaCroys all the diseases arising from (he passEons
{JUeni)- It is like is Alvc Aliod Vigiima because it drttws nitt
all the arroava of the passions (^muuaya).
The Bodhicitta is like Intlra because it is the overlord of
all the gods. It 19 like VaisAvana because it dcstnoya all the
pain of poverty. It ts like Sri because it is embellished with
all the virtues.
The Bc4hlciira is like ao omamont becatue &U the Bodhi'
sattvas are decorated with it. It ie like the kaE pa-consuming
lire IwAUSe it burns up all Arruphon. It is like a
medioinal herb known as Anirvrittamula because it briiig!
up all the truths of Buddhismr
The Bodhldtta is like a Naga-gcm because it niiUlSes the
poiaOn of all the piisslons. It ia like a transparent water-gem
bccatise it puriEiej the turhidne^s of alt the passlonj. It is tike
a Cintamani (wish-getn) became it supplies all the wealth
one dcsirta. It is like a ma^ jar because it fidfds every
dedte. It is like a wish-gmntii^-tree bccauae from it arc
showered all the virtuc^manleEits,
The Bodhldtta ie lEttc a robe made of goose-lAthers
bcAuaO it is never stained by the dirt of birtlE-and-dcatb,
It is like pure Karpasa thread because it remain^ from the
first briiliantly lutnimus.
The EodhicittA is like » pkjugh because it dears the
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mind-field of all bein^. It is like the iron arrows of Narayana
because it strikes down the view of an ego-soul. It is like an
arrow because it pierces the target of pain. It is like a spear
because it vanquishes the enemy known as passion. It is like
a coat of mail because it protects the mind that conforms to
rationality. It is like a scimitar because it cuts oF the heads
of the passions. It is like a sword-blade because it cuts through
the armour of pride, conceit, and arrogance. It is like a razor
because it cuts the passions
It is like the banner
of a brave fighter because it bears down the banner of Mara.
It is like a sharp cutter because it rends asunder the tree of
ignorance. It is like an axe because it chops the wood of suFcrings- It is like a weapon because it protects one from vicJence.
The Bodhicitta is like a hand because it guards the body
of the Paramitas. It is like a foot because it gives a support
to virtue and knowledge.
The Bodhicitta is like a surgical instrument because it
removes the sheath and him of ignorance. It is like a pair of
tweezers because it picks out the splinter of the ego-soul.
It is like a bedstead because it gri'cs rest to the vexations of
the passions {amuqya).
The Bodhicitta it like a good friend because it loosens all
the bondage of birth-and-death. It is tike being in possession
of wealth because it wards off poverty. It is like a great
teacher because it points out the way to the devotional life of
the Bodhisattva. It is like a depository of treasure because
it contains an imperishable mind of merit. It b like a fountain
because from it issues an inexhaustible supply of knowledge.
The Bodhicitta is like a minor beuuse it reveals alt
the images of truth. It is like a lotus-flower because it is
stainless. It is like a great river because in it flow the Paramitas
as well as the rules of acceptance. It is like the Lord of Serpents
because it showers clouds of good truths. It u like the giver of
life because it supports the great compassionate heart of
the Bodhisattva.
The Bodhidtu is like nectar because it makes one abide
in the realm of immortality. It is tike an all-trapping net
because it gathers and draws up every tractable being.
' Tbc Am«ay» ibcub “whal deqa slang with” and U the Kiesa.
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The Eodhicitts. if ]ik« A trasbft of sandaC-WDod because
il contains aJE tbvc fragrance of virtue. Jt is dke roediUnal
Agsda because it Jpreserves □oe'^ perfect hcaJth. It is like an
antidotal medicine because it countej:acts the poisOn nf
sensuous pteasurcSr It is like a magical charm because it
v^ipcs out the poiEonous clfect of icrationailty.
The Bodhidtia is like a whirlwind because it sweeps away
every obstrucdooi and opposition before it. It is )i)« an idc
of treasure becaiiie it produces the treasure cf every factor of
erJighteninent. It is iiko a gocd ftmLly because frorn It issues
every work of purity. It is lilcc a dwctlin^n^ousc because Jt is
where everything virtuous (lAS its rtfugc. It is like a city
because it is where aLL the BDdhUatt\'as like mei'chants caity
on their husLness.
The BodhicitM is like quicksilver because it cIeojs up aJ]
the hindranoea of karnia atKi the passionB. It is tike a honey
preparation because it completes the provisions !br the
attaiTiruerii of alL-StmOWledger
The Bodhicitta is like the highway because it Jo^S: Alt
the Bodhisattvas to Lie city of all-ltnc^viedgc. It is like a
repodtory because it holds nil the works of purity. It is like
a shower because it washes away the dvrt of the pasionsr
It it like ;t shelter because it piovides all the Bodhisartvas
with the instructions they need for their settlement. It is like
the [ondstonc because it refuses to attract the fruit of etnancipadon attained by the Sr^VAkas- It is like lapis tazuli because
it SI by nature Etainlcss. It is like a sapphire because it
turpfisSd all the knowledge that is rcati;^ by the Sravakas
and Pratyckabuddhas a; well as by people of the world.
The Bodhicitta is like a kettle-drum because it awakens
all beings from their sleep >0 the pasiens. It is iike pure
water because it is esEcntially licnpid and stsin[e$s. It is like
Jambunada gold because it outshines all tbc stocks of merit
obtainable in this world of created things. It is like (hc great
prince of mouimina because Jt towers above all the world.
The Bodhicitta is like a shelter besiutc it never refudes
anyone diat may cemc. It is like a real substance because
there is in is nc>thihg that is unreal. It Ir like a wishfulhHing gem because it satiibcs every heart.
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The Bodhicitta is like a sacrificial utensil because by it all
the world b gratified. It b like an enlightened one because
there b nothing in worldly-mindcdnen that b comparable
to it. It b like a rope bemuse it liAs up all the truths of
Buddhism.
The Bodhkitta u like a good binder because it holds the
life and the vows of the BodhUattva. It is like a protector
because it protects the entire world. It b like a watchman
because it holds back all that b bad. It b like India’s net
because it subdues the passions which resemble the Asuras.
It b like Varuna’s chain because it draws and oontrob. It
b like Indra’t fire because it consumes all the habit-energy,
passions (tMU9*a), and impure desires {kUsc). It b like a Caitya
because it b respected by all the world, by human beings, and
by Asuras.
“O son of a good fiunily,” the Bodhbattva Maitreya then
concluded, ’’the Bodhicitta b attended with such and other
innumerable excellent merits. Briefly, let it be known that
the merits of the Bodhicitta are as numerous as the truths of
Buddhism and the merits of Buddhahood. For what reason?
Because it b from the Bodhidtta that the devotional life of the
Bodhbattva starts its first step, and that all the Tathagatas
of the past, present, and future make theb appearance in the
world. Therefore, son of a good family, when the desire for
supreme enlightenment b aroused, irmumerabte merits are
pi^uoed along with it, ai>d also the deepest consciousness of
all-knowledge evolves from it.”

4
[Further said the Bodhbattva Maitreya to Sudhana:]
It b like possessing the mystic herb of fearlessness which
dispeb the fi^ forms of fear: for the owner of the herb fire
loses the power to bum, poison the power to kill, the sword
the power to injure, water the power to drown, and smoke
the power to sufTocate. In like manner, when the Bodhbattva
oblaiiu the Bodhicitta-herb of all-knowledge, the fire of greed
cannot bum him, the poison of anger cannot kill him, the
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svi'ord of tbc paujuns cannot hKri hlnii thi ocean of bewming
cannot drown him^ and the smojic tif vaFioca phECostyphici
ca^onot au^Dcatc hin^.
Lilce a man who hai (he mystic fierb of Uberanon whereby
all calacrotia are Kvarded off^ tht Bodhj'aattvn^ when he it the
owner naf the BodhtdtU-Wb of hnowlcdge, it fcept forever
gut cf the reach of hitlh-and-cteath.
Lake a man who haj Maghbberb which lieeps away ah
pobtmotu aiLakes eqj aocotint of the fragrance it tmjH, the
Bodhisiittvii who ia In possession of the E^Etitta kccpi away
ah the poLso^Us sneJuca of die pasaaooi by means of the
fiagrance issuing from tbe Citta.
I
j
'
1

_
I

I

1

f

Like a man whoj. being the posjOHor of the daarm
known hs Invincibia^ Es never vanquished hy his enemy, th*
SodhisatLva btKJomea unconquerahie by [he anmgonistic
army of the Evil One when heij (he possessor of the in vintFhfc
fiodhicittit'Charm of alhkrrovrtedge.
like a man wlio, by virtue of possessing dte charm known
M Vigafoa, makes every arrow against him fall on tfie ground,
the Eodhiaattva who tj in possession of [he Vigama-iemedy
of the Eodhicieta, makes fbll every arrow of greed, nngier,
and foJJy, and also that of faJse specuiation, which may be
dlrtcwd against him.
Like a man who being in poHMsion of the great charm
tailed Sudftratma wards off every sort of disease, the Bodhisattva who haj the great SkicLar^anii-charm of the Bodhidtln
betOfttes fi'ec from the difcasc of knowledge as well as the
disease cf passions.
There is a great medicinal tr« called Santana, the bark
of which has a great healing quaJiry for uU kinds of sorca,
and yet tbe troe always retaini its complete form because as
soon as (he bark is peeled ofT, new bark grtjwa. J n Jikt manner,
from ibc Bodhicitta cherished by the Bodhisattva there
grows the tree of all-knowledge, and choae who sec it and
betieve it hive their passion and karmi, sorcs completely
healed, and yet the tree of albknowledgc show? no signs from
the first of growing the less cfTeetivc.
There is a great medicinal tree known aj Anirvrittamula,
by virtue of whicli all the trees in Jambudvipa gisin the
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Strength to grow. In like manner, the Anirvrittamula tree of
Bodhidtta being cherished by the Bodhisattva has the power
to keep all the I^mers, the Arhats, the Pratyckabuddhas, and
the Bodhisattvas strong in all things good.
There is a medicinal plant known as Ratilambhya, which
bdng rubbed on the l^y will make the miivd as well
as the body strong and healthy. In like manner, when
the Bodhisattva takes hold of the Ratilambhya plant of
Bodhidtta he grows strong and healthy in his mind and
body.
There is a medicinal plant known as Good Memory.
When this is given, the memory is improved. In like manner,
when the go^-menvory plant of Bodhidtta b adminbtered
the Bodhisattva reuuns in hb mind every good truth of
Buddhism.
There u a medidtuil plant known as Great>Lotus-Flower
which gives one a kalpadong life. In like marmer, when
the Great'Lotus'Flower medicine of Bodhidtta is given to
the Bodhisattva, hb life will be prolonged as he wishes, even
for a countless number of kalpas.
There b a medicinal plant known as Invuible which
makes one invisible both to human beings and to non-human
beings. In like mantver, when the Invisible mcdidnal plant of
Bodhicitta b taken, the Bodhisattva in whatever condition
he may wander becomes invisible to all evil ones.
There b a gem, king of gems, in the great ocean, which b
known as All-gem-treasure-collection (sarvamanirainasamiit’
apom). When this b present, even the world-end fire which
may destroy all the other worlds cannot consume even a drop
of water in thb ocean. In like manner, when the Bodhidtta
b cherished in the heart of the Bodhisattva, which b to him
the gem-king, Sarvamaniratnasamuccaya, not one jot of the
great vows directed towards all-knowledge will ever disappear
from him. Let, however, hb aspiration aAcr all-knowledge
{mo^nataeirMpaJd)^ be reduced to nothing, and all hb
stock of merit will vanish.
* It is to be noted that the Sanakrit cootea have "at^alkm after allknoMledfc" and not "aspiration after cnli^tcMnent”. How did
cotne to replace ladW?
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Tflift is a gem tfi^wu aa BiJl-illuinjilatijoti-inaaj {larsapfa^haiBsam«s£Bjt^, piiFicc oT a]I
which OuCstucic]^
wti^n i( ji worn as a rL«JJacd, ail other nrnamcntfil jeit'aCrlcx.
Jh like maiiTijer, the Sarva-prahhaja-saiBuccftya giein of the
Bwihicilta cherished by the Bodhisattva^ which he wears as
his spirituBil Tuccktacc* outshine; a|| the Onramenis docorating
the minds of the ^avakas aiul the Pratyckabuddhaj.
There ia a great gem which, when tEmmvn into murky
wat47i. Eiaakes tt thoroughly Craiuparcttc. Xl^e Bodhjcitta
cherished by (he BodhEsauva is [[ke this watcr-puri^ng gem,
ibr ihcToby att the filth of the passion^water jS thoroughly

purifiedThicio 13 a gem which preserves its owner from being
drtwttcd in the ocean even when he ib thrown into iL The
Bodhianttva’s napiradon aiter albknowkdgc is like this
waier-gCffi; when he has thia he ia saved from being drowned
in the ocean of trajismigration.
liVhen A fisherman carrying a Serpent-gem with him goes
down underneath the waves, ail the gates to the Serpent
palace will be optned (o him, and he will not be hurt by
dwclten of the ddcbil In tike manner when the Bodhisatlva
]j provided with hla aspiration After atl-knowlodge which is
his Epiriluat Scrpcnt-gcm> he is able [o enter Unhurt into AH
the abodes itt th* world of desire.
As the crown of gem wem by SaltnS out»hine» ill other
crowns On the heads of the lesser' gods, ao the Bodhisattva's
etown of getn which he wears in the shApo of the aspiration
alter all-knowledge on his forehead of the great vows, shines
all Hjvec the triple world.
As when a man obtains a great Cintamani gem, every
potubility of po'Lxrty is warded oft, 30 the Bodhisattva when
he ebenshes the aspiration after aft-knowledgc Comparable to
the great gem of Cintamani wilt be saved from the threats
of fife.
There is a xun-reficcdng gem which when held against
(he sun will produce fire. The Bodhisattva'k aspiration after
all-knowtedgc resembles this aun^flecting geu:^ fbr when it
is held Against the sun of Prajna Jt will produee the fire
of Prajna.
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There is a moon-reflecting gem, which when held against
the light of the moon will produce water. The Bodhisattva’s
aspiration after all-knowledge resembles this moon-reflecting
gem, for when it is held against the moonlight of the stock
of merit, it will produce the water of vows and of the stock
of merit.
There is a Qntamani-gem decorating the head of the King
Mahanaga, which keeps away all the threats of his enemies.
The Bodhicitta imiing from the great compassionate heart
of the Bodhisattva is like this Cintamani-gem which decorates
his head, and will distance all the ilb that may rise from the
evil paths of existeitoe.
There is a great gem-king known as World-embellishingreceptacle which remains ever perfect however much it may
fulfil every tvish entertained by all beings. In like manner, the
great gem-treasure of the Bodhicitta which is possessed
by (lie Bodhisattva grants him every wish he may have,
remaining all the time complete in every way.
A great gem is in the possession of the supreme ruler of
the world, which dispels darkness wherever it is, radiating
its rays in every direction. In like manner, the great royal
gem-treasure of the Citta roused for all-knowledge dispels all
the darkness of ignorance which hovers over every path
of existence, as it releases the great light of knowMge in
the world of desire.
There is a great blue Indra-gcm-treasure which ttrnis
everything it touches into its own colour. In like manner,
the great Indra-blue gem of the Citta roused for all
knowledge reflects itself on all beings and turns all the stock
of merit over to them, making them take up the Indra-gem
colour of the Citta its^.
A cat’s-cyc-gem may be left among filth for hundreds
of thousands of years and yet it will be found altogether
free from contamination. In like manner, the gem-treasure
of the Bodhicitta is not tainted by the faults of the world of
desire however long it may remain buried in it, for the
CilU-gem is purity itself.
Like a gem called Pure-light, whose brilliancy outshines all
other gems, the Bodhicitta-treasure outshines
the virtues
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belonging t? tli4 sunt^le-nxindcd^ Co ttu; Ica^neni!, Co the
PratyclcabuddhES.
There ix ono greaE gem-treasLire icncm'n u ConseorAtedlo-firt-god ^vhoac briJliancy dHpmei every possible speck
of darkness. In Like majincr, tbe great jpemn lccbjuj^ oF the
Bodhidtra is cquaJ in its brilFiarcy to (he Conseerated-toCite-god, niid^ accompanied by redeetian, dijper^ every
speck of darkntsa eaused by jgnoranc*.
There is a preeinus gem in the great oceart^ invaluable in
price; it falLi snio ihe h;^nd cf a memhant and when k is
brought to the store all the gems (here, hundreds of thousands
of them, turn irt(o a Wcmhlcss dark mass of stones. In like
inaoncr, the great gem-(ieasure of tbe Bodbichta, while ahid^
ipg in the gre^t ocean of hirth-and-deathi embEurks on the boat
of voVb'E, and when the BodhisaKva thus er^uippod, deep and
consEanr in lidch, enleia the ctEy of ciuaneipatitm,. all the
viriud tsf Sravafcahood and rcatyekahuddhHhoOd sink into
utter insignifieiinoc.
There is a great gom-trearnre catled. Supreme Sovereign
which is kept in Jambudvipa 4DjOoei yojanas away from the
¥un and the moonj and yet on which are TOHocted all (ht
iilnminatiorts acid decorations ornamenting the paJatiEkl maniiQiu in die sun and the tnoon. In lilie mnooer^ the Suprenii
Sovereign^gem of the Bodhicitta while aroused in the midst
of iTansmigration h ftlLcd with virtue* of purity and reflects
in it all the iiluminadoiu and dceoiatioiu omameniing the
realm of Budethahood which ettends ns infinitely as the
Dharmadhatu or spaec and where (he supreme knowledge
of the TalhagiAta shines like the sun and the moon.
The value of this Supremie Sovereign geni-irtesUTn ij *UCh
that no coEEection of tvorldly treastirca—gold^ silver,, corn^
precious stotre, flower, fragrttnee, garland, dtesi, elt,“«tn
ever surpass it as fair as the light of the moon and the sun
rCacEies. Tn Jike manner, the value of the Supreme Sovereign^
gem of the Bodhieitta can never be stirpaascd, so long as the
supreme inteLLigence of the aU-knowing one continues to
illuminate (he past, present, and future, by reason nf the
merits, condtrioised or uneondi(ioned, which belong to the
gods, rnerv, Siavakas, and Fratyekabuddhas.
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There is a great gem-treasure called Ocean-array-wotnb
in which all the magnificent views of the ocean are reflected.
In like manner, the great gem-treasure. Ocean-array-womb,
of the Bodhidtta reflects in it all the magnificent views of the
ocean of supreme intelligence which is the realm of the all¬
knowing one.
As there is nothing comparable in value to celestial
Jambunada gold, except the great gem-treasure-king of mind,
so is there nothing comparable [in spiritual value] to the
Jambunada gold of the Bodhidtta, except the king-mind of
supreme intelligence belonging to the all-knowing one.
As one who has mastered the art of controlling the dragon
can go freely and fearlenly among dragons and serpents, so
does one who has the Bodhidtu go freely and fearl^y
among dragons and serpenu of the passions, because he has
gained the complete mastery of the Bodhidtta—as of the
dragon-taming art
As an armour-clad warrior is undefcatable by the enemy,
so is the Bodhidtta undefcatable by the enemy-passions,
because he is protected by the armour of the Bodhidtta.
When one pinch of the powder of edestial sandal-wood
is burned, its scent is diffused over the whole chiliocosm, and
it is worth far more than sdl the treasures that can fill the
triple chiliocosm. In like manner, the edestial sandal-wood
of the Bodhidtta, even one jot of its deep faith, is cnou^ to
diffuse itself over ^ whole Dharmadhatu with its fragrant
scent uiuurpassed by the spiritual attainments of all the
learners and Pratyekabuddhas.
There is a sandal-wood treasure known as white sandal¬
wood which, when applied to the body, allays all forms of
fever and gives coolness to all asylum. In like manner, the
white sandal-wood of the Bodhidtta cools off the fever of the
pasrioiu, speculations, greed, anger, and folly, and gives
happiness to the asylum of supreme knowledge.
As Mount Sumeru, king of all the mountains, transforms
all that approaches it into iu own sun-colour, so does the
Bodhidtta transform every Bodhisattva who approached it
into the colour of all-knowledge.
As there are no trees growing in Jambudvipa whose
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flowm can Dompcte in fragraticc iviih that cmittcii by the
bark of 9t Kofvidat^ trie called Panyalraba, ach
there nO
stockj of goodj no uncondilions,! minds, no moralatica, no
Samadhis, nO^ tT^nfCendenlai knotvledges, no eKnsmoLpations,
iif> knowicd^j no pKiloaophitfl] views belopging to the
Sravakas nnd iPi^tyekabuddhas, which enn e^] in Ihtgrance
thit vrhieh isauta fmm the Mtd of thjc Bodhicitta, from the
trees ofvowsj from the back of virtue and knoni'ledgo belonging
to the Bodhisattvas.
Whiic the calyx of Pariyatrafca, a Kflvidara tree, is not
yet ftiliy Opened, it is known that it is the depoatory of tOAny
hundreda of thousands of flewers. Ill like tlianner, while the
ca]}?; of the P^nyatraka tree of the Bodhicitta contaiiuiig A
sto^ of merit has net yet opened itself in full bloom, it is
understood that it ia the depository whe^c fiowem of enlighten^
ment COUtlHess in number arc stored whether they heEong to
the gods or men.
The rmgrance of the Pariyntrakn fioweis ia such that a
garment held in them for one day partakes of it SO strongly as
to Surpass the fragrant odour of a garment sOaked for hundreds
of thousands of days in the flowera of the Ganipaka or the
Vanhia or the Sumana tieer fn like manner, the fragranec
of the virtue and knowledge of the Bodhisatcva penetrates,
even when hij BodhicLna is kept alive only through one life
of his, every comer in the ten quarters where the Buddba^s
footprints are disooverable. This fragrance u not to he found
in all the good uncondstloned work and knowledge attainable
by (he Sravakas and Ptratyckabuddhas, however long, say, for
hundreds of thousands of kalpas, one many rernain soaked in
(hem.
There Is a tree called Nsidikeri growing in an island in the
midst of |ho oceau, and everything bdongipg to it from its
roots to i(a Howers, fhiita, etc. is constantly giving nourishment
to people, and nothing in it is over exhausted. In like manner,
(he BodhicittB, since its first awakening to a great codcif
pastionate heart and vow dll the attainment of cnlt^tciunent
whereby the right Uharma remains ejtabhthed, never ctata
^ooi giving nouruhincnt to the world.
There is n mEigicaC Solution known as Hatakaprabhua
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one pda of which transTormt one thousand pda of copper into
genuine gold, while one thousand pda of copper is incapable
of causing any change in the magic solution. In like manner,
one polfl solution of the Bodhidtta which is devoted to the
attainment of all-knowledge by means of a stock of merit, is
able to transform all copper-coloured things such as karmaand passion-hindrance into the golden colour of all-knowledge ;
although it is imponiblc for passion-hindrance to transform
the Bodhicitta to its own colour.
As a fire starts in a small vmy but blazes brighter as it
hold of more material to burn, so does the Bc^hicitu fire. It
may start small, but as it seizes upon more material to bum,
the flame of knowledge blazes the stronger.
As from one lamp hundreds of thousands of kods of lamps
arc lighted and yet the originsd lamp is not at all cxdoguished, nor diminished, on account of all those lamps, so is
the lamp of the Bodhicitta never extinguished, nor diminished
on account of all the Bodhicitu-lampi which are lighted fixjm
the original CStta-lamp kept by all the Tathagatas of the past,
present, and future.
When a lamp is brought into a dark house, the
that has prevailed there for hundreds of thoussmds of years
is dispers^ and replaced by the light. In like manner, when
the lamp of the Bodhicitta is brought into the dark inner
chamber of all beings where the darkness of passion-hindrances
has accumulated for hundreds of thousands of indescribable
kalpas, the chamber b at once brightened by the light of
knowledge.

5
[The Bodhbattva Maitreya b far from being satbfied with
these endless varieties of metaphors whereby he attempts to
impress us with the utmost importance of the awakening of
Bodhiotiaj for he would still untiringly pursue the course
first started until he seems to have exhausted hb power of
imagination if such a thing were possible with a Bodhbattva.
He continues:]
As the brightness of a lamp-light b proportional to the
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$jzc of iLB wickj keeping Up its ImnLtuojJiy as long as ihtre [|
a supply of Ott, w docs the lamp of rbe B^hEcitca keep up its
bfi|5htncsi which Bhmes ever the crittfc Dhamiadhaw a* long
as it tS well provided with the wieJt of the great vovraj and
jecomptiihosj ai lonjf aj there is the ell of a cojnpiugfttKttc
heart, ?J1 hinds of Buddhht vm-isy by djsdpEirting beings and
purifying the £uddba-Unds.
As the celestial ornwn W'Cu-n by the sovereign raler of afl
the eods, which is ipade of the fmetc Jambunada gold^ siirpassca any of the crowns on the heads of Ihtgods belonging (o
the
of bcsL«^« does the Bodhidtta-crown wom by the
Uodbisactva and made of great vows surpara rhoac crowns On
the heads of the ignorant, the learners, the tion-lcamers, the
Fra tyck abuddh as.
\V'bcn the lion, king of the wild beasts^ tears, the cubs
feel invigorated and art thereby nourished, while all other
animals, frightmicdj run away. In like manner when tbe
Tathagata, the lion of mankind, utters the roar cf all-know^
ledge approving of the fiodhidtta, all the Podhisattvas who
arc sons of the Guddha^Hon, arc nourished in the Euddhatrulhs, while thMe who arc devoted to their [[nXerior] attain¬
ments run away.
When a. lulc strung with the lion's sinews ij piayicd, ad
the other lutMlrings am rent asunder. In like manner, when
the Tathagata-lion with the lx>dy of the Paramitas plays hb
moSLC with sinew^trings of the Eodhlcitlnj all the chords of
deaire, ad the strings of pleasure arc rent asunderl all the
virtues atKl stores of thc-^ Sravalaj and PraCyciabuddhSis are
done away with.
*
When one drop of the lion’s milk is added to the ocean
of milk obtained ftom cow^ huflalo-cows, etc., it passes
through them atul is not it all hindcrcdL In like itumner, when
one drop of tlic miik of the Eodhicitta Lssuing from the
Tathagata who is the hon of mankind, is added into the great
ocean of the karma- and passion-milk which has been aocumuJalcd for hundreds of thousands cf kalpas, it pcnctratca
into the ocean and destroys it all; Jt never al&yj in the cmandpalloo belonging to all the Snvakis And Fratydkahuddhas,
nor does it pay any attention to it.
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Even before a Kalavinka chick comes out of its egg>
shell, its excellent power of singing cannot be compared to the
whole pack of the Himalaya birds whose power of singing has
reached its maturity. In like manner, when the BodhisattvaKalavinlca begins his work while in the midst of transmigra*
tion, he carmot be held back, if he is endowed with the power
of a great compassionate heart and of the Bodhicitta, by all
the attainments of the Sravakas and Pratyekabuddhas.
When Caruda, great king of the feathered race, is first
bom, his poster of flying is marked with energy and his eyesight with penetration, so that no other birds with the bo^
fully developed are able to surpass him. In like manner, when
the Bodhisattva first arouses the Bodhicitta as son of the noble
family of the Tathagata-Garuda, the power of his Citta is
marked with energy, his great compassionate heart is stirred
from the depths of his being, aixl his clesu* eye-sight of know¬
ledge penetrates &r, with \^ich all the atUunments of the
Sravakas and Pratyekabuddhas acquired for hundreds of
thousands of kalpas cannot compare.
When a sharp spwr is in the hand of a brave warrior,
there is no coat of mail solid enough to staisd its thrust. In like
manner, the Bodhicitta-spear grasped in the resolute virile
hand of the Bodhisattva pierces the armour of wrong views
and passions (amnpid).
When Mahanagna the athlete it enraged a growth appears
on his forehead, aitd as long as it stays no one in Jambudvipa
can treat him with indignity. In like manner, as long as the
Bodhicitta-growth on the forehead ^of the Bodhisattva which
has been actuated by a great compassionate aisd loving heart
does not disappear, all the evil spirits and all the evil karmas
that are overturning the world arc unable to force him.
In learning archery, one who devotes himself to it staying
in the house of hit master far surpasses in skill, bearing,
application, and strength all other disciples who ihc trained
in the art. In like manner, the noble Bodhisattva who is
Uairung himself in the realization of all-knowledge far excels
in his vows, knowledge, emancipation, deeds, and power idl
the learners and Pratyekabuddlm who have not yet aroused
the Bodhiciua.
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In ntMtcriTig archcry the firjt thifig ia to Jeam how firmly
to tis the footlag—thii being precursory to the fulE hnowlcd^
of the art. In like manner, when [he Bodhiisateva It dlsdpLiidri^ himsdf m the realizadoii of all'knowkdgej the first
thing needed ia to make himtelf firmly stand on the BodhLdtta, [hr this ia the precursory step tow^irds the mastery of
all the truths of the Buddha.
In maittring all the arts of (he magiciftn, the first step ij
to learn attentively by heart all the mantric fonnuEas, fijr then
one ii Able 10 perform all sorts of magical works. In like
j^oner when the Bodhisattvfi wishes to attain the life and
ivendcrful aotivitLCs of the Btiddlias and BodhisattvaSj the
first (hing he does is to wake the Eodhidtia and thcriih the
vows of the Bodhisattvaj for he is thereby able to start in the
life (liat belongs to all the Buddhas and llodhisattvas.
Thinp created by magical art Are realty fonmless hut Men
as haviriig form. I n like manner^ the Bodhldtia ij charactciizcd
as having no form, yet the Dharmadhatu is seen as spreading
itsdf fully armyed In till sorts of virtues btCAuie of the Bod"
hhattva's mind being awakened by al]-know]edg)e.
As soon as a cat i$ seen approachii^i all ihe rab irun away
aitd bide themselves in a hole. In like marmer as soon as Ihe
Bodhisactva surveys [he world with the Bodhichta AtOusod in
the depths of his being, all the kamtA And passiona run away
and hide themselves in a hole.
When a man ia arrayed with gcniiine Jambunada gold
ornaments^ all other adornments grow pale. In like manner,
when the BodhisattvA puts on the ornamenla of genuine
Bodhicilta-gold from Jamhunsda, all the moral decoratiom
of the Sravakas and Pratyckahuddhas grow pAle.
As even a very small quantity of the Inadstone will split
asunder a solid chain of iron, so will even a small amount of
the Bodhicitta aroused In the depths of one's being split
asunder the solid Iron chains of wrong viewsj deeds, ignoranec,
and desire.
Where there » a partkle cf the loadstone, all the iron
that comes near it is disfierjed, does not Stay, does not remain
fastened together. In like manner, wherever the Bodhldtlaloadstone directs i ts IbotStCps either towEirds karma or towards
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the pEtiioiu, or towardi the emancipation of the Sravakas and
Pratyekabuddbas, the karma, the paations, and the emandpa*
tion being thus approached flee away, do not »Uy, do not
remain united.
A fisherman who is well acquainted with the inhabitants
of the ocean feels no peril of death under the waves even when
he enters bodily into the jaws of Makara. In like manner,
when the Bodhisattva has his Citta moved in the depths of
his being he is free in the midst of transmigration from the
hindrance of karma and passions; even when he has entered
into the intellectual realization and spiritual attainment of
the Sravakas and Pratyekabuddbas, he is not detained by
them.
As a person who takes a cup of necUr cannot be hun
by any poison, to is the Bodhisattva who has the Citta roused
to all-knowledge never hurt by Sravakahood, nor does he
tarry there, because of his great compsusionate heart and \‘owt.
When a person applies Aqjana to his eyelashes, he cannot
be seen by people even though he may be walking among
them. In lUm manner when the Bodhisattva has his Citta
roused to all-knowledge he will not be seen by evil spirits
even though he is walking among them, for he is protected
by his transcendental knowledge and vows.
When a man puls himself under the protection of a
powerful ruler, he will not be threatened by any ordinary
people. In like manner, when the Bodhisattva is protected
by ^e great Dharma-king of the Bodhicitta, he will not be
terrified by any sort of hindrance or difficulty.
As a man living in the mountains is protected by earth
on all lid^ he is free from the threat of fire. In like manner,
the Bodhisattva who lives besieged by the stock of merit
issuing from the Bodhicitta will never be threatened by the
emancipation-fire of the Sravakas and Pratyekabuddbas.
As a person under the protection of a brave warrior is
not terrified by an enemy, so is the Bodhisattva under
protection of the brave warrior known as the Bodhicitta never
terrified by the enemy of evil deeds.
When Salcra, chief of the gods, takes hold of hb weapon,
Vajra, the whole army of the Asura is demolished. In like
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Ruinncr, when, the Bodhisattvi hrmly hoJdi on Evia Bodhititfa
jtirrtd in the depths of hij bcin the W'lio]c army of Mara and
Aiura composed of falac tcaohcn is demolished.
As a person taldng (he medLdne calted Rawyann proLonga his Jift and never becomes weat, » [he BodhisatCva
vho is wclL provided with the Rasayana of the Bodhiiilta
never ftels eshausted even though he may go through many
a birth [rtLctfmigiadng for innumerable kaJpas^ nor ia he ever
contandnated by the deniemciits due to (ranamigration.
Wlien preparing nn elixir, (he fiiat thing is to keep it in
perfect eondition and tiever have it come in contact with
impurities. Tn like manner, the firat thing the Bodhtsactva
has to prepare for his life of devotion and great vows: h to
have the Bodhicitta awatened in hurt, which wilt never get
contarainAtedn
When a person wishes to accoanpllih any work the firjt
thing he has to look after is hia own life. In like Tnimncr,
when the BodhuatlVi undertakes tn practise ail the truihj
belopging Do the Euddha, the first thing he has to look after
is his fiodhicittai
When a person loses his own life, he is no more able to
aecomplish any wort Ibr his pai'cnts and reJntrves. In tike
manner, vfhen the Eodhisattva u cut away from hia Eodhicitta
he h dead to the TnciiE of aii-knowledge and incapable of
attaining the liuddha-knowledEC fbr the sake of all beingAs a great ocean cannot be spoiLed by any poison^ so the
Bedhisateva whose Citta is like the ocea.ti can never be spoiled
by karma, passions, and the Citta cherished by the Sravaia
and Frttycliabuddha.
As the sun^light can never be overshadowed by the start,
so can the sun-light of the Bodhichta never be outdone by
the stars of the unconditLCned merit belonging to the Sravakaj
and f ratyekabuddbB.5.
As toon as a regal prince ia born, he it revered and never
alighted by any of the ddert and mitiistera, because he belongs
to the noble mlitig iamily. In Like manner, as soon as the
Bodhicift^ is fbr the first time aroused, the Bodhiaattva it
destined to be bom in the family of the Tathagata, lord of
fhe Dharma, and he is sure not to be tUghted even by Chote
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PratycIcabuddhBS and Sravakas who have been disciplining
themadves for a long time in deeds of moral purity, for the
Bodhidna is born of the ruling family of great compassion.
However yet young the royal prince is, be is highly
respected by the dders and ministers, although the prince
himself treats them not without due estimation. In like
manner, however long the Pratyekabuddhas and Sravakas
may have disdplined themsdves in deeds of purity, they are
to bow down befoie the Bodhisattva whose Citta has begun
to assert itself, even though the Bodhisattva himself is not to
treat the Pratyekabuddhas without due consideration.
While the royal prince is-not yet fully devdoped as ruler
he b not without royal dignity aitd dutinction, and because
of hb noble birth u not treated as of the same rank as the
mimsters. In like manner, the Bodhisattva whose Citta has
for the first time been aroused to all-knowledge b still bound
up with karma, passions, atKl atuchmenu, but he b not
without dignity and distinction of the enlightened and b not
to be regarded as of the same rank as the Sravakas and
Pratyekabuddhas, for he b of the noble family of all the
Buddhas.
To the dim-eyed and falsdy-minded a pure gem-eye
appears as devoid of purity. In like manner, the Bodhidttapm essentially spotless appears impure to those who are
ignorant and destitute of fidth, as they arc like dim-eyed and
fidscly-minded ones.
Whra people take hold of, or see, or touch, or stay with
a medicinal herb bearing a magical charm in it, they are cured
of diseases. In like manner, in the magical piU of the Bodhicitta all the stock of merit ever accumulated b held together
with transcendenul knowledge and means, and it supplies
the body to the vows arid knowledge belonging to the Bodhi¬
sattva; when thb Bodhicitta-herb b heard, or seen, or remem¬
bered, or lived together by sendeni beings, it cures them of the
diseases of evil passions.
As a man dad in goose-feathers b not soiled by dirt, so
the Bodhisattva dad in the goose-feathers of the Bodhidtta
b not soiled by the dirt of transmigration and evil passions.
"^t a wooden puppet holds itself together, b not db-
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jointed, and aKOrilpUshca much work, ij due to the Krcw?.
Irt like manner, that the Eodhtjatcva ii octnpetent to ac¬
complish workj of EodhiaattVAhood ii due to hi* chcriihin^
the Eodhicitta, which i* [he screw holding tOgclhcr the body
of aLi-k™jwledgc and vow*, and juat hetiuje of thii he ii not
diyointed.
If not for screwB a machine with ai[ ita parti would ncv'cr
be equal to it* work. In like manner, if the BodhiaalTva did
not have the Bodhicltta stirred in th* depth* of hb being',
he would never be equal to the toak of perfecting the truths
of the Buddha and a]*o of pnepariug the &cto» of cnlightenment.
Tliere is an inecnse-wood called Hastlgarhha which t* la
the possession of a sovereign ruler of the world; and when
this it burned iw ini£raiicc will raise ail hi* four armiM up
to the sky. In hkc manner, when iVi* incejisc-wood of the
Bodhicitta It bumodj the Eodhuattva with his stock of merit
i* enabled to escape the bondage of the triple ■world and have
the unconditioned knewlctlge of ad the Tathagata* extend to
the limica of the hrmamcntn
Vajra does not come ftom any other mint than the oik
where Vajra or gold is found. In like manner, the Vajra-IikE
Bodhicitta duea not come from any other etock-uf-mcrit-mEno
than the Vjy'ra-minc of great compassion, where the Bodhisattva ii engaged in saving the world. Or the gold-mine of
transcendental knowledge which is the cfBdeni agency of
Buddhahood.
There is a tree called Rootless; where it* roots are can
never be ascertained, and yet all the branches leaves, fruit,
and flower* ant; seen growing luxurLantlyr la tike manner,
where the roots of the Bod hie Etta-tree arc, nobody can aseci^
tain, and yet ail the flowers of merit, knowEcdge, and auper^
natural power are in full bloom, and the Bodhiattva's great
compassionate heart ia seen covering the entire world liko a
network,
Vajra ii not to be kept in a broken imperfect veiSel, but in
a seJid perfect bright vcsaci. In like manner, the Bodhicitta^
Vajra ia not to be kept in the vessel of beings flt for little faith,
poor moralEty, defaced, inert, obscured, trampled down; nor
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is i( to be kept in any vessel which is meant for a mind ruined
and agiuted because of lack of intelligence; it it to be kept
only in a vessel fit for harbouring the Bodhisattva-mind.
As Vajra pierces through every precious stone, so does
the Bodhidtta pierce through even Dharma-treasure.
As Vajra crushes every rocky mountain, to does the
Bodhicitta-Vajra crush every rocky itwuntain
false views.
However broken, Vajra siupasscs all other precious stona
and is. superior to all gold omamenutions. In like manner,
however imperfect aiKl undeveloped in spirit, the BodhicittaViyra is superior to the gold ornaments of merit belonging
to the Srav^at and Pratyekabuddhas.
However broken, Vajra it able to put an end to all poverty.
In like manner, the Bodhidtta-Vajra is able to put an end to
every poverty due to transmigration.
However small a piece of Vajra, it is charactcriaed with
the power of breaking every stone precious or base. In like
manner, however small and humble its undertaking may be,
the Bodhicitta piece of Vajra is characterized with the power
of datro>ing ignorance.
As Vajra is not in the band of an ordinary person, to b
the BodhicitU-Vajra not in the possession of the gods and
men whose stock of nserit u inferior and whose deeper mind
is ordinary.
A person who b not well acquainted with the value of
jewellery fails to recognize the virtue of the Vajra-gem; nor
does he know how to make use of its unsurpassable virtue. In
like manner, a person who belongs to the weak-minded does
not know the value of the Bodhicitta-Vajra and of great
transcendental knowledge-Vajra; nor does he appreciate iu
unsurpassed virtue.
As Vajra can never be made to wear out, so can the
Bodhicitta-Vajra which is the cause and reality of all-knowledge never be made to wcv out.
As the Vajra-hammer cannot be carried even by the most
powerful man except by the supernatural strength of Narayana, so can the great Vajra-hammer of the Bodhicitta never
be borne by the Sravakas and Pratyekabuddhas however
strong they may be, except by the Narayana strength of those
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great Bodhisattvas who arc supported by the cauac and power
of all-kDOWledgie, who havt devoted their jrtodt of merit to
aJi-lmowic^c, and who have Acquired tHc power of great
manifestatioii.
While no initroments can break up Vajra* Vajra is able
to destroy anythins and everything, jtsdf remainjrig perfect.
Irr [ike manner, whi[c no veiws and knowledge of the Sravakas
and Pratyckabuddhas tim keep up for an infinite number of
kalpas the work of aaivation, or [he disdpJining and maturing
of all beings in diu world of ills, the Bodhiaatcva never feds
exhausted in this work, ner j* he ever beaten hack. Jar he has
Cahen hold qf the grtat Vaj'ra-hamincr of the CStta.
As no other grounds than the Vajra ground can bear the
weight of Vijyraj so it is only on ic solid gremnd cf the
Badhicitta which is cherished in tho depths af die Bodhisattvtt's own being and not by the Sravakos tmd Pratycta-'
buddhas, that tha Vajra of emantipadonj vow, and prepara¬
tion belonging to Bodhuattvahood can b« bomc.
Watea- kepi in a Vajra vessel solid and unbroken will
never [eak in the great aceafir In like mamitr^ the Eodhisattva’s stock of mtrii *ec up and turned over in the Bodhicitta
solid and unbroken will never be destroyed in the various
paths oF existence where all beings rise,
Tha great earth jupported by the Vajrtl-stratum will
never bo tom asunder or sink down. In like manrter, the
Bodhisattva’s vows supported by the solid Vajra-atratum of
the Bodhicitta will never be tPm asunder or jink, down on
sacaunt of its being in the triple woddr
As Vajra can never be soiled by water, so CSn the BodbiclEla-VHjra never be soiled by the water of karma and posBons, nor can it suffer any change by ajsociadng with karma.
As Vajra can never be burned or scorched by any tlrcj
JO cau the Bodhicitta-Vajra never be burned by the fire of
juficring due CO iremmigradon^ nor can it be SOOrched by the
heat issuing from the fire of tile passicuks.
There cannot be any other scat jn this great triple chiLlocosm than the Vajr^l■seat^ which is fit to be the «at of the
Tachagata> Arhat, Fully lightened One when hcj jrubduing Maia the Evil Oncj attains all-knowledge on the throne
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of enlightenment. In like mEntier, it U no other minds thzn
the solid Vajm heart of vow and knowledge bom of the Bodhi*
dtta that the Bodhisattva, by means of supreme enlighten¬
ment, practices deeds of vow, fulfils the Paramiia, ascends the
grades of acceptance, attains the stages of Bodhbattvahood,
turns over his stock of merit, receives the prediction, arranges
all the means and preparations relating to Bodhisattvahood,
and furnishes the power of a great stock of merit.
‘'Thus,'* concludes Maitrcya, “innumerable and inde¬
scribably excellent are the virtues arising from the fiodhicitta as cherished by the Bodhisattva; and indeed if any one
should raise the desire for the supreme enlightenment he is
sure to be furnished with these virtues. O son of a good family,
you have gained a very good oppormnity, you have already
gained these wonderful virtues by nusing your heart toward
the supreme enlighterunent in order to practise the Bodhisattva’s life of devotion. As regards your question, *How
should one discipline oneself in the Bodhisattva’s life of devo¬
tion? How should one practise it?' you enter into this magni¬
ficent and splendidly ornamented tower of Vairochana-garbha,
ai>d, thoroughly looking suound, understand how one is to
be disdpliised in the Bodhisattva's life of devotion, and,
having been disciplined in it, to have all these itmumerable
virtues perfected."

6
Evidently Maitreya exhausted his power of speech in
order to extol the importaiKe of the Bodhicitta in the career
of a Bodhisattva, for without thb being duly impressed on
the mind of the young Buddhist pilgrim Sudhana, he could
not have been led into the interior of the Tower of Vairochana.
The Tower harbours all the secrets that belong to the spiritual
life of the highest Buddhist. If the novice were not quite fully
prepared for the initiation, the secrets would have no sig¬
nification whatever. They may even be grossly misunder¬
stood, and the result will be calamitous inde^. For this
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reason Maitrcya left twt a stone unturned to show SudJtJfia
what the Bodhidtla really incant. The followiBg punts may
be gathered concerning the Bodhicitta:
[r The Bt>dhic[EtA risca ftcin a great comipassLonate hearty
without which there will be no Buddhism. This eraphasEs on
hiahakaruna is chaiactcnstic of the Mahayana. We can say
that the whole panorama of its Ceaehings rcvolvca on this
pivot. The philocophy of Interpenetration so pictorlally
depicted in the
is in fact no mote than the out¬
burst of this liTc^cnergyL As long as we carry on. the plane of
IntdlcetLOn, such Buddhist doctrines ax Emptiness
Egolcssness (anatts^)^ etc, may sound SO abstract and devoid
of spiritual fomc ns not to excite anyone to fanatic enthusiasm.
The main point is to rtmembtr that all the Buddhist (eachings
are the outoomc efa warm heart cherished towards all sentient
brings and not of a Cold intellect which tries to unveil the
Hctets of existence by logic. That Is to say, BudidhinTL is
personal experience And not impcisonal philctophyr
The raising cf the Bodhlritta is not an event of One
day, ior it requires a long preparation, not of one life but
of many lives. The Cicta will remain donnanl in those souls
where there is no stock of merit ever accumutated. Moral
mcriE must be stored up in order to geitoinato later into the
great oveeshattowing tree of the Bodhicitta. The doctrine
of karma may not be a very scientiBc statement of facts, but
all Buddhists, Mahayana and Tiinayaua, believe in its workir^
in the moral realm of our lives. Broadly stated, os long as
we arc all historical t>ri.n£5 wo cannot escape the karma that
preceded uS, whatever this may mean. Wherever there is the
nouon of lime, there is a oontinuity of karma. When this is
admitted, the Bodhicilta could not graw from the soil
where no nouriahtog stock cf goodness had ever been
secured.
g. If the Bodhieltta comes out of a stock of Uierib it
cannot fail to be productive of all the good things Chat belong
lo the Buddhfts and Bodhlaattvas and other great brioga. At
the same time it must also be: the great crusher of evib, for
nothing can withstand the terrible blow indicted, by the
rhundcs'bolt of the Qitta-Indra.
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4. The intrinsic nobility of the Bodhidtta can never be
defemed even when it is found among defilements of every
deKription, whether they belong to knowledge or deeds or
passions. The great ocean of transmigration drxiwns every
bo^ that goes into it Especially the philosophers, who are
satisfied with interpietaUons and not with facts themselves
are utterly unable to extricate themselves from the bondage
of birth and death, because they never cut asunder the
invisible tie of karma and knowledge that securely keeps them
down to the earth of dualities because of their intellectualism. Therefore, the awakening of the Bodhidtta which
takes place in the depths of one’s being is a great religious
event
5. For this reason again the Bodhidtta is beyond the
assadt of Mara the Evil One, who represents the prindple of
dualism in Buddhism. It is he who is always looking for his
chance to throw himself against the solid stronghold of Prajna
^ Kanina. Before the awakening of the Bodhidtu the soul
is inclined towards the dualism of being and non-bdng, and
k thus necessarily outside the pale of tl« sustaining power of
dl the Buddhas, Bodhisattvas, and good friends. The awaken¬
ing, however, marks a decisive tuming-away from the old
line of thought The Bodhisattva has now an open highway
before him, which is well guarded by the moral influence of
^ his good protectors. He walks on straightway, his
footsteps are firm, and the Evil One has no chance to
tempt him away from his steady progress towards perfect
enligbtciunent.
6. The^ BodUdtta means, as was explained in the beginnii^
this article, the awakening of the desire for supreme
e^ghtenment which was attained by the Buddha, enabling
hini to become the leader of the reli^ous movement known
as Buddhism. Supreme enlightenment is no other than allImowledge, mmo/adtj, to which reference is constantly made
in all the Mahayana texts. All-knowledge is what constitutes
the essence of Buddhahood. It does not mean that the Buddha
know every individual thing, but that he has grasped the
fiindamental principle of existence and that he has penetrated
deep down into the centre of his own being. When the Bod-
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lydtta ii aroiu&d, the Bodhjsatlva^S hold on alt-koowJ^dgi; it
dcQjiite iind linoL
7. Thi rite of (he Bodhidttii marke the bo^nninjir
ttl*
career of a Eodhkaltva. Before
the id** of a Bodhisattva
was no more th*rt an abatract^on. We arc perhapa alJ Bodtdsattvas* but the notion hsis not been brought home to our ^
oontOQtunets, the image has not been vivid enofugh to mate
tjj feel and live the ftet. The Gitta a arOuaedj and [he feet
becomes a personal event. The Bodhisattva is now quivering
with life. The fiodhitattva and the Eodhitjtta are inseparabJej
where the one ii there the other it. The Gitta indeed i* tht key
that opens ail the SfiOret doora of Bnddhisin,
Sr The Eodhicitta is the first stage of the Eodhlsattva't
life of devotion and vow. The chief oitject of Sudhana'a quest
as far os the Cnir^ig^iAiJ is concerned consists in finding Out
what is tike Bodhisrittva^s iife of deV'OliOn and vow. It was
through Maitreya that the yoaing Buddhist pilgd™ tame to
realize within hiraselfall chat he tiad been searciiing for among
the various Cieachers^ philosopher,
CtC- The final con¬
firmation eomesfrom Snimantabhadfa, hut without Muitreya's
instruction in the Bodhicitia anrf his admiaslon into the ToW<r
of Vairocitan*. Sudhana could net expect to start rea LLy on his
career of Bodhisattvahoodr The life of devotion and vows
wllidl atannps a Buddhiat as Mahayani^t and not aa I-finayamst
is impossible without firtt arouaing the Bodhititta.
9. The Gariiio^uha describes the Bodhaattva as one who
never becomes fired of living a iife of devocion ttk Order to
benefit ail beinga apiritnally as luell as materially. Hes life Lasts
lill the end oTthc wvrid spntiaiBy and cemporarily. Tf he cannot
finish his work in one lift or in many hvesj he is ready to be
reborn n countlcsa number of times when lime iticlf cotnes to
an end. Nor is his field of action confined to this world cf PUfSAs there are innumerable wotUU fillitlg up un infinite expanse
of space, he will manifest himself there, until he c*n reacli
every being that haj any value at all to be delivered fiom
ignomnu and egotism. Not to know what exhaustion means
characterizes Bodhisattvahood bom of the Bodhicitta.
to. Lastly^ the notion of Bodhicltt* is one of thofc marks
ivhich label the Mahnyaiui as distinct from the Nioayana.
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The exclusiveness of the monastic organization is a death to
Buddhism. As long as this system rules. Buddhism limits its
usefulness to a specific group of ascetics. Nor is this the last
word one can say about the Hinayaiui; the weightiest objecdon is that it stops the growth of the spiritual germ nursed
. in the depths of every sentient being, which consisu in the
arousing of the Bodhicitu. The Citu has iu desire never to be
nipped by the cold frost of intellectual enlightenment. This
desire is too deep-seated, and the enlightenment itself must
yield to its dkutes. The Bodhisattva’s untiring aedviues are
the outcome of this desire, and this is'what keeps the spirit of
the Mahayana very much alive in the Far Fjut in spite of ib
worn-out insdtudonalism.
In ^ort, the Bodhiritta is more than love, it oontaiiu
something of a philosophical insight. It is a concrete unified
embodiment of Prajna and Ksuuna. In the Citta they really
begin to work. What this means will become clearer when we
come to the exposidon of the Prajnaparamita. The latter makes
no explicit references to the BodhidtU, but the study or
practice of the deep Prajnaparamita is r^ly the awakening
of the Citta and the beginning of the Bodhisattva’s life of
devotion and vows {prandhanaettryc). If the Mahayana has
anything to contribute to the deepening of the religious
consciousness, it is no other than our realizadon of the Citta
as Prajna and Karuna.

7
As I started this paper with an introductory quotadon
frosn the Duahhumika, it may not be out of place to coitclude
it with another quotation from the same suira, which, as was
stated before, belongs to the same AvaUmtsaka group of Maha¬
yana literature as the Gtmdavjmka itself. The following^ is
from the final gathas attached to the tenth stage of Bodhisattvahood known as Dharmamegha (law-cloud), in which
V^ragarbha, the leading Bodhisattva of the Dasabhunika
r
^
Eaitm Hudttiit, VI-1, 1953.

DtscUwmU". Final Gathas. 1-14. Tit
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juaembly, OtlJj all the other Bodhi^ttvu ^ther«d in the
hcavieiily palace called Plaranifmlm-Visavartiii, about the
de$ue fbr esUghtemnent t

“[jittu to the moat dininjuithKlf mmt txcdleiit d«di
oTllte BazthivttvMt
Wlio eoj^ peace aiwl leltcontrol, and w]to«e heiuii
areqiLirt and lamed,
Who are like the
in Uve sty, who rejemhlcthc
aJr,

Who arc free from midltio and defilenieTilBj abidlr^
in
knimwlodge of the path.
"They have accuoiuJated himdrodi of thamai'jds cT
itodu of molt fbi' Wtis of Icalp&s,
They have paid hofuage to Ivundreds
thouiaiida of
the £uddhm and ^reat Kishti,
Tlicy have alio paid hojnage cn an vnlimibed number
□f the Arhau end Jhatyctabuddihaa^
And ill order to boneflt all cbe world the Bodhlcitta
Q produiDod [lu thicin].
"[In ibe Bodhltattvai} whn have dtieipCiiiied diem^
selves in rnoral auiiefidia, who have perfect^ the
virtue e(f patJeoce,
Who Are sh^ [oT evil-doings) hut ecilvo in hlMtfti]
deodi^ who have merit gnd knowledge evcf inetoaa’
Who art broad in intetlectvittl undcratandljig with a
heart FiLled with fiuddha-hnowlcdsir,
(In than] the Btxlhiritta it prodoeed wlueh L3 ee|ua[
io [tbe owner of) the leii pnwers.
"Homage bu been ofTeriid re all ihe BuddXiw cf tbe
pwt, present and future,
AIL the land] bavc bocn ptuiJicd extending' M far aa
spaoo extends.
And seeing that all thinjip partake of the luitun: of
mnveneHj
The Bodhlcilta is prod.'unod! [in the Bod hiss ttvaa] in
order to liberate the entire world.
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"(In the BodkiMttvM] who nre the ownen of joy nnd
Eood undcntnnding, who are delighted in practu.
ing charity,
Who arc ever striving to beneiit the whole world.
Who find pleasure in the virtues of the Buddha, who
are strenuous in guarding beings (from evils],
(In them] the Bodhicitia is produeed in order to
accomplish works ofberteScence for the triple world.
"(In the Bodhisattvas] who have ceased from evil
doings, ever strenuous in pure morality.
Who are delighted in discipliniiig themselves in aiutcfities, with all their senses under perfect control,
Who take refuge in the Buddha and who are whole¬
heartedly devoted to deeds of enlightenment,
(In them] the Bodbidtta is produced in order to carry
out works of beneficence for the triple world.
“(In the Bodhisattvas] who are sympathetic for all
(hat is good and share in the delights of patience.
Who understand the taste of nseritorious deeds and
are averse to arrogant spirit.
Who are fixed in religious thought, and in disposition
gentle and happy,
(In them] the Bodhidtta is produced so that the
whole world may be regulated beneficially.
“The Bodhisattva-liona tarry out their deeds of purity,
courageously ersduring haixhhips.
Nobly rising for the interest of all beings.
They ooniinustUy achieve what is meritorious, sub¬
duing the army of the paisiora:
In nsch minds the Bodhidtta b instantly produced.
"Thdr minds are in the sute of periect tranquillity,
th^ have diqselled the darkness of ignorance,
Thetr minds arc drained of intoadcaiion, they have
forsaken paths of defilement.
They are happy with the plesuure of tranquillity,
released fiom the bondage of transmigration:
In such minds the Bodhiciita b instantly produeed.
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"Tlutlr llimjghia arc puic « <[« dty^ r)wjf Juiow Vr-lvit
ii nflfint by (lacaoendcnEa] Jind reLfctivtinowLcdair
They have aubdued Mam the Evil Orw^ they have
ejected die tbreateniii^ paarioni.
They have taken TTcftia* in (he Svnnt:
(he Buddha,
dtey have attatnsl tp [he raEining (if Suchnci* t
In ivch DQjddi the Bodldd(ja d laitentEy producedr
“Jn erdetr te trin^ abcoit the weal nf (he (rJjJc iw^ffd,
they jtand linidy in luMwIedsei
Tn ofdee w rcniavc the wiappaac nf csnleniion, (hey
ate fujuiiticd with ktituvL^ge and powH-j
TTicy praiie the virtue? of the Su^ia,. ijid are deiiRbted with hii. mind.:
In mch ininda the BodhicitU. it ioxtantly ppoduced,
"TlMy dnire (he happing rf the triple world, ftilfiHipgr
the icqumennente of the ftjdhi,
Determined in thrir minda to CMiry out ihnir pfana^
(tie

Bodhiuttvu

will

practEie

deedi

however

drffieuU,
Striving foe ever tp do what ii gopdj
In auch minda (he Bodb!ri((a a initentty jHodujotd.
"DaitoLu or (he viiftuea ofo™: who hu the (en powen,
■delighiftil wiih deedi ef cnli^hicnitBcntj,
TKcy are vLctoriOul over the oeein rated with CHlPtctw
UffliiH [icy have atvtrtd the hoiHit oTMlfucenKit,
Fntlovdng the way of goodnesa, they are dodroin nf
attainiqg to (he meaning of the Dhanoiat
In fuch mind? tie Bodhicitta ii Enriatitly produeed.
”le( them juaciite atich d«da of er]igh(ej»mcrtt ftatl of
meriti a? are rocaLiiited here^
them [i(ts.[p the WOndcrfiil ptnven,. who are in
po»e«i<Mi oT the Baddha-wofdj and vow?,
liCl them attain the Bodhirittn, who are etcijlied in
the trjpJe virtue,
L^t litem be the Bodbiuttva? ivio are deaoacd in the
tripie refuge.’'

V. THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE
PRAJNA-PARAMITA-HRIDAYA
SUTRA IN ZEN BUDDHISM
I

Thi Prt^-parairdta'kruU^ Sutra is « very short text on the
Prajnaparamiu. It consisu of two hundred and sixty-two
Chinese characters in Hsuan-chuang’s translation, which b
the one most commonly used by the Japanese Buddhba,
Shingon, Tcndai, and Zen.* The object of thu Essay b to
examine in what sense the Hrxde^ Sutra occupies a significant
position, as it does in the teaching of Ztn Buddhism. To do
this, it b desirable to have a good knowledge of the text itself.
Being short, a translation of the whole Sanskrit sutra b given
on the next page.
F. Max MQller edited and published in 1884 the Sanskrit
text of the Prq/Ha-paramita-hri^qya Sutra from the ancient
palm-leaves preserv^ in Japan.* But the following b based
on Hsuan-chuang’s Chincse-Saiukrit text with a few altera¬
tions, which were adopted on the strength of the Chinese
versions. Hsuan-chuang rendered the Hridr^ into Chinese
in A.O. 649, which b incorporated in the Tabho edition of the
Buddhist Tripitaka as No. 351, with an Imperial preface of the
Ming dynasty. But thb transladon docs not seem to have been
done from hb own Sanskrit text. No. 256, for they disagree,
though slightly.
> It if knowa in Japan as Maai^ Stmg^ or Moopty >1
At a
Zca moaasicry it it reeitad on all ocrawonaTThiere are many commeetarka
00 it, and Zen nuMen fivi|uently give a course of lecturea on thent.
' The MS. has boon
since a.o. 6og at Horyuji, Yamaio, which
Is one of the oidest Buddhist tesnpla in Japan. It has a ooesiderabie arciaeological interest at it supplies us with '*Che earliest tpeciiiien of a Sanskrit
alphas used for iitcraiy purpoaes”. The MS. b said to have been brought
to China by Bodhidharma thxn India, and then to Japan.
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When
(]ie Bodhi5at.tvia. Av£.l[>kEt4jvsra w-m Cng^kged ie,
the practice of the deep Prtjnaparamita, he perceived; there
arc the five Skandhtia (a); atid iheie he saw in (heir scLT-riilure
[0 he empty (g).
Sariputra, form in here en^ptineSl (4^, crtipuness is foniij
forrti ii no Oth^r ihnti ftnptitieas:, eraptineas it no other than
form; what li fbrm that ii emptiness, what is eraptiTucsa that
is TorDtn The same can be said of semadoo, thought, eon^
fcction, and consdousnes.
Sarlpulni, ah things are here charac(erLzed with
emptiness: they are rwi bam, (hey arc not annihlJatod; they
arc not tainted, they arc not immacuCate; th^y do not increase,
they do riot dKre^. Thcrefbrcj O ^riputra, in emptiiiess
there is no farm, no sensatiorL, no thotight, no cordbcCiori, no
COnscLousness; no eye (g.), ear, nose, torque, body, mind^ no
form {BJ, sound, odoMr, UstC, tOweb, objects; no DhatM of
vision (7), tilt we conae (o (SjhO Dhatu of consciousness; (here U
no knowledge, no ignoranee, (p) no mttinetiarL
luiowledgc, no
extinction of ignorance, till we ooinc to there is na ottl age and
death, na CKtineCion of old age and death; there is no suffer¬
ing (lo), accumulation, annihilation, path; there is no know¬
ledge, no attajnmcnt, [and] jio realiaatitm,* beaniSc there is
no attainment. In the nund of the Bodhisattva who dwcUa
dependirtgon the Pi^naparamita there are no obttacTes;* and
because there arc no obstaelci in his mind, he has no feat, and,
going beyond the perverted view?, reaches final Nirvana. All
the huddhas. of the past, present, and future, dtpcndieg on the
Projuaparamita, attain to the highest perfect cnlighlerunent.
"Thertfore, one ought to know thftt the Pfajnaparftmita
ii the great Mantram, the Mantram of great wisdom, ihe
highest Mantram, the peerless Mantram, which is capable isf

5

^ w ftHowItia Nnn.
* A'oMiPDn^lun is misung' in tlK ChirvEir EnailStieni as wuli u in IIie
HcryujL MS.* For EuroH ill (Ik ChinicStF hivu ‘‘-ohdCade", >nd ihlr b In full imnl
vnth the teidaiiig of Ibe Avjjuj^dmni'Ci. hluc
Uec^ rembruH^ ^Enwlcp'^,

Li not evod.
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allaying all pain; it is truth because it is not falsehood: this
b the Mantram proclaimed in the Prajnaparamila. It runs:
'GaU, gait, patagait, paratamgaU, bedhi, svahat' (‘O Bodhi,
gone, gone, gone to the other shore, landed at the other shore,
Svahal*)"
Noras
I. There are two texts with the title of the
the one is
known as the Shorter and the other the Larger. The translation
above, of the shorter sutra, U in general use in Japan and China.
The <^)cning passage in the larger text in Sanskrit and TibeUn
svfaich u misting in the shorter one b as follows: [The Tibeun has this
passage: “Adoration to the
'*hkh it
beyond words, thought, and praise, whoae self-nature is, like unto
space, neither created nor destroyed, which b a tuie of wisdom and
nsoraliiy evident to our inner consctouancss, and which is the mother
of all Excellent Ones of the past, present, and future.**] **Thus have I
heard. At one lime the World-honoured One dsvelt at Rajagriha, on
the Mount of Vulture, together with a large number of Bhikshus and a
large number of Bodhisattvas. At that time the World-honoured
One was ahsorbed in a Samadhi (Modiution) known as Deep
Enlightenment. And at the same moment the Great Bodhisattva
Aryavalokiiesvara was practising himself in the deep Priynaparamita.*'
The concluding pasmgc, which b also mbsitig in the shorter text,
runs as follows:
“O Saripuira, thus should the Bodhbattva practise himself in the
deep Prajnaparamita. At that moment, the World-honoured One
rose from the Samadhi and gave approvsd to the Great Bodhbattva
Aryavalokitesvara, saying: Well done, well done, noble son I to it bI
so should the practice of the deep Prajnaparsuniia be carried on.
At it has been preached by you, it b applauded by Tathagauu and
Axhau. Thus spoke the World-honoured One with joyful heart. The
venerable Sariputra and the Great Bodhbattva Ar^valokitesvara
together with the whole assemblage, and the world of Gods, Men,
Asuras and Gandharvas all prabed the speech of the World-honoured
One.**
a. Prom the modern scieniiBc point of view, the oonoepiion of
Skandha seems to be too vague and indeluiite. But we must remem¬
ber that the Buddhist principle of analysb b not derived from mere
scieniiAc interest; it aims at saving us Grom the idea of an ultimate
individual reality which b inuigined to cxbt as such for all the time
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For when IJi'k bdCB is adllier«t la JU iinatj. ihi; error of 4iLtech-'
iiKri a ooETiiniitcd, bihJ it ii this attichfuecit UiBl Jbr tva- itAtlava
Lif. (0 itic lytanny oTcxicma] ddo^ The Rve SbenclXu
or

‘'defnenls")

iTe

imn

Kfualioil

Of

jKiH^-gXfCCpUOA

thought
coulbclaon ur n^nrurmationand cooicLcuint^ (sijrana). The finl Skaiidlia la the mabenat world
□r the Euaterialiiy of Ihlnga^ while the nenuJnjng Cbur ^Icandtiai
helong lo (be miiul,
u what we got throu^ oar louea i
xAiriprui DxrtCiponiCfa (O thought Jn. it! hrcrulat keiuEj ur that which
N^ind elaborate); jimularu u a very difhcull torcia aitd there if no
titaot {^ng'lLib etl,uivaLeDl I Sc rneam mmcching' that gives Jhmt,
formacivo principle; 4^'nw is eonuaouinc» or jnentation. There
are fbrjns of mentadoa distii^uishablE as sceliiq, haring, icuElling,
ustLng, leiaching, and thinking.
3. Hrunn-ehudr^'s [taiuladun has this added: '^Ka was deJivered
from all auiTering and miiery.”
‘‘Empty'''
^ “emplicmf"
u one of the meat
jjBpcirtant notiond in Mehayana x>hilHOfdiy and at thesatuc lannc (he
TneHt prtZ^ing rof nnn-AuddhisL reoden Ip corrvprdiend. lL[Ti|Sdu!=3
doe i«t moan ‘‘re]aLivi(y''', or “phenomenatiir'’, or “nodiingnrta''',
Irut lalher ateaTif (Ite Alnotutp, or somettiing oT [rajiseEJidcn.el
nature^ although (hi* re^dEsingii also mis I Olid Lnj aiweihalJ ice taioe.
\Mien Duddhists dodane ad things to be emptyj cliey arc not advocatillR a nihilisiifi view t on the oontraiy h» uKirnatO reihty is hinted at,
whleh onnnot he luhsuiiiicd under [he eaiegeriea of logic. With (hem]
to proclaim the conditionality oF thirtgs if to point to the ejcistence of
iCimctlling altogether LiiKcindldoned and transcendent of all detCfraiiudon. Sunyata may thus often be miost appropnately rendcrod
hy the AbaoltltO. When the eulra, says that llu five Skatldbaf bavo
(ho charattor of emptuieat, or that to emptinew (here is neither crealion nnr dcalTUClionh neither deEiJEment nor immaealaoy^ OtC., the
lense is: no litnidng qualidea are to bo auributed to the AtHeiLute.j
while IL is Imiuancnt in all concrclc end particular uhjeCU, ■(. is itself
not at a.11 definable- linivcrauL negationp ibencKiro, in the philaanphy
oTFrajna is an imovitabk outoomc.
5. No cyt, no ear, et., refer to lire silt senses. In Duddhiit pliili^
sophy, mind fpnnranj'nana} is the Epceial sensc-oripni fiw (he apprehmawn of Jftsrrrta or olycctS of tlioughl6. No form, no raundj cEClj. arc thc'sbt qualido nf the external
world, whirdi become olqectS of the ail aeiuei.
7l VDhatu of vidun, ttc.'V refer to the cigtueen Dhatui or
elflneiils of enisEoaCC, which include the six senua {ifc/r{pT), the lii
qualitiee
, and the six. paoKloruiuasici
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H. “Tfll we coaw to'* ijnnai in Sanikrit, and im> chik in Chineae)
b quite frequently met with in Buddhirt literature to avoid repetition
of well-known s^ect*. There ctaMificatiom n»ay seem (omewhat
coofuting and overlapping.
9. ‘There is no kitowledge, no ignoranoe, etc. « the wholesale
denial of the Twelvefold Chain of Causation (prtUiftuamtdpada),
which oootisis of ignorance (afid/a), deeds (nwwUra), consciousness
(si/asM), name and Conn (iMwarnto), si* sen«*.<jr|^ns {uidajmUM),
contact (sperta), sense-perception (sndsaa), desire (trinu), attachment
being (Mom), birth (jMi), and old age and death Onmarma). This Chain of Twelve has been a subject of much dbeuaion
among Buddhist scholars.
la The alltiaion is of course to the Fourfold Noble Truth (sstjw);
I. Life b sufiering (dblUUs); a. Because of the accumulation (ssmadqro) of
karma; J. The cause of suffering can be annihilated
(atrodka); 4. And for thb there b the path {piarga).

3

As the titk indicates, the Prajua-paramita-hrul^ Sutra is
supposed to give the gist or kernel or heart (Aru/oya) of the
Prttftu^xiTantxUt. The question, then, is: Docs it really give
the essence of this great Buddhist work? Or, does it contain
t<^tTl#^fh»ng foreign? If it conuins something foreign or some¬
thing more than the Prajaaparamta itself, we must try to
account for it, that b, we must see if this extraneous matter
abo really belongs to the sutra proper, justifying its claim for
giving us the kernel of that huge mass of literature. Let us
examine the Htid^>a Sutra as we have it here.
In the first place, as lar as we can ascertain, the Bodhisattva Avalokitesvara does iK>t appear in any of the Prajnaparamiia Sutras, of which there are several compilations such
as the Satasahasrika, the PancaaimsaUsahasrika, the AtasakasrOia, the S^tasatika, etc, in Sanskrit, aiMl the Makapr^iutparamta in six hundr^ fascicles in Chinese, and the corres¬
ponding works in Tibetan. This being to, we can say that
the Hridapa is a later production, and that there is an ad¬
mixture of foreign elements. This, however, b not the cssenti^
point I would discuss in this Essay. There b another point in
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the Hridsjuti Epart from its rerercncc CO AvalflliitcsvaMj thit
malm ut
iu laccir umipitation. By ihis I
the
Prajriiiparflmilfl^j being- identiBed wch Ihc Mantyam which
fbrnu ihe cohclujion of AvaEokitcavarBL^B diEcounic on SLioyEtE
(emptinesa). The PrHjnapEmmjln littralure u jjng;u]ar[y free
l^in rhe intrusion of mag^icaJ rormulas known oi Vidya, of
Mantmm, or Dhaiani. l-C ii -true rttA( the Pyajnapaiauu-ta
itfclT ii regarded as a
wotidroua Vldya, in the Ce9:t, hnt
no special indcpcndcnC MantrsiniE are giveo, which ia acluatly
the case with the HriJa^a
For m thjB latter Chcnc ia a
Mantram to be apcdhcally known ai “Prajnaparamita^',
consisting of choe phrases: "Caif, jaifj paragstt, ^srswnrjiaCr,
WAi, laaha^* This insertion is quite a departafe and requires
spedal atiencion.
Keeping these two pninCs in mErid’--the appearance of
AvalokJ CesvarA and the injetcicin of the Mantram^lct tu
proceed lo analyse the contents of the
UixL iuclf.
What superficially strikes na most white perusing the test
is lhat it
alinoit nothing else hut a series of negatiotu, and
that what is known as Emptiness is pure negativism which
-uitimately reduces atL things inio iHithingncasL The conclusion
will lh«n he chat the Frajnaparamita or rather iu practice
oonsLJls in negating all things. TIte fivi Skandhas arc negated;
the eighteen Dhutus arc negated^ the eighteen Ayatanat are
negated; the tweivnfbid Chain af Origination is negated; the
fourfold Noble Truth is ticgatcdL And at the end ^ all these
negationSj there is neither knowledge nor aciainmcnt of any
sort. Attainment {pra^ Or iahdid] means lo be oonsciouS of and
be aitaelied lo an understanding which is the resuU of relative
reasoning. As there is nO anainmcnc of this natute, the mind
is ^liroiy free from all obstructions, that is, Cnors and confkisions which ariio from incelteeruatixacioifij and also from
the obstruclions that arc rooted in our oonative and afTeetive
eonsciousnesa, such as fear* and worries, joys and soitosvs,
abandonments and infatnations. When this » realized,
Nirvana is reached. Niri'ana and enliglitenment (samboJiri)
are one. Thus from ihe Prajnaparami ta arise ali the Buddhas
H>f the past, present, and ruCuie. The Pr^nnSpimBiita is the

PLATES XV («) AND (k)
HAN.SHAN AND SHIH-TE
By Imimu
Tlu( it another pfetuie of the two Zen hmatica by India wbote worka,
1 bdkve. Me already known to our readm. (See ^ Stufr$, 11.) Han-«han
left a number of poetna, one of whkfa runa thua:
"I think of the past twenty years.
When I uaed to walk bom quietly
from the Kuo<h‘in(;
All the people livbif in the Kuo*
ch'iaf monastery—
They say, ‘Han-shan ia an idiot*
*Asn I really an idiot?* I reflect
But my reflectiora fail to aolve tlse
qucMson;
For I myaelf do ivot know who tbe
self it.
And how can others know who I am?
I just basic down my bead—no more
askinc is needed;
For of what acrrice can the asking be?
Let them come then and jeer at me all
they like,
I know moat distinctly what they mean;
But 1 am not to respond to their sneer.
For that nita my IBc admirabiy.**

.
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PLATE XVI

THt DANCIKG PU-TEI
Ity

KjU

liVliO PVl-tei
WU Iw limtijr been IdU in ibe -Srceind Sctirl
^ nvy ^fn. JEuq/j^ Hx iyoi inollw Zen Junatic^ aBbnding a. Eiivnjrbte luIqBct
of (iiuniSi>{ Ibf
Zeib vciit, iJeti b£ Jt »ii«WL gaiAg onamut JAiKliig
witli iia 3[iiir wfir bo diniiJdEr uiid iiii incvJcDble b»g m bo boLk. Hu

JooJt* |iv ugly

trwtiuQn Ilm ih*m, tM bl? diTXfl

mtrt jtwfttt. Ikit bw

luppy he appears-1 Tlue muli^ remarki' that lucb nn aUitude u Ibn b a
-HincEm far alLZcn itndEnb tbmi^
ciiirnd- KaI-he .rot,1|y gene

eniy? Of ire w£ Abiwlinct not ^ukic in iht reuddSe -wly?

PLATE XVII
uodhidhaema crossing the ocean on a
REED-LEAF
A*£rib«) W IsTSlA
OlW (udibon nulef. BgdluiUu.nTU, -hlter -bbi nine
inediiMioc
iL EbiaciJu] ibOnaitciyj C-lCiU tbr [>Ccan Iri rxdum lo bU Own eniinJIry H
ebe. Tliii muu have been a biiie fvbje?t Per Zen aiciiri,. fer
Ihicy rteild [IhU rlcjlfa bl* myturioul pHHaaJiiy -wills appreprialx letlinfti
NQEbJng- perhapi rould bring nnit hb chajacler ropie -Approprinlety than to
rrpeoenc hinri Ml 1. rml-lnf flutini;; hi i brnud cstpinix -of -v'-aief^ Thl|
-was like ivB-y tbe Zen .nrLuCi iTied tx -lymbolize Ihe Eeadiing hjI Zen -alter
(bek
Jn netflyidbaTtnA dulnf twltdl^ (br nine
Ten b
abaohi^et-y imjiMwiilite, Diid in EodbirlhBimi giving hinuelT up to Lbe -u-limiU
tuprStiouiiiew of ehe wavki end yea [leieAlninr perfect siruiitef- of lii (leniny
in Ifaii-ivMldi cf-virmluda, Zen hai L-la thrimiAgbsping iiitellBcliiiai poielntlpu, TlwiC b up deqierateneii here ef « droMiinf ibaei i»*e viil] 4ece at
a Elnwt nor ii- Lbrre the imEiaaaliCy aP walking dver the -wavta. Idle rrtdieePia an- iuignifiunl piece -of a plant; it grewi neu the >i>Mej EkkdJiiiUiBjnu
piclu- it,, -and troilini hinucLf U lu iCurfykig powef he Hib Out Od lE ElUo
the boundleu ocean of transinigntiDn. The artiit ivilli only a fevf itrolca cf
the braih finblica lAe pLfluK oP A 2tA nunik^ii ■tsLuiide cowarib J-lEc.
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mother of Buddhahood bikI Bodhiuttvahood, which ii
reiterated throughout the Prajnaparamita literature.
So far, we can say that the HritUya is in perfect concordance
with the spirit of the Prajnaparamita. Beginning with negations
it winds up with an affirmation called in Buddhist terminology
"Enlightenment''. The idea of Emptiness may startle the
uninitiated, because they arc generally apt to regard it as an
utter armihilation, especially when the Hridqpa appears to be
no more than a string of denials. But since this eia tu£atu)a leads
us finally to something definite, although this latter is far
from being definite in its ordinary seme, the Hridaya is not
after all a gospel of nihilism. The Prajnaparamita which
achieves this wonder, that u, the deducing or conjuring of an
affirmation from those invincible negations, may rightly be
designated a great incomparaUe Mantram. The Hridaya,
ordinarily speaking, must end with this statement; Avalo*
kitesvara’s discourse addressed to Sariputra has fouiKl its
natural conclusion; and there is no need of going further on
and declaring most dramatically that the Mantram is "GaU,
paU, etc.”
To state that the Prajnaparamita is a great Mantram is
inteUigible, but to say that this great Prajuaparamita Mantram
is "Galt, gatt, etc.” does not seem to give any sense. What has
been so ^ clear and rational goes at once through a mira¬
culous transformation. The Hridt^ Sutra is turned into a text
of mystic formula, a book of incantation. This is apparently
a degradadon or a degeneration. What is the meaning of this
abrupt transformation? Why this nonsense, so to speak?
liic so-csdled Prajnaparamita Mantram, when traiulatcd,
means: “O Wisdom, gone, gone, gone to the other shore,
landed at the other shore! Svaha I” Saa^a is a term of blessing,
and is invariably found at the conclusion of a Mantram or
Dharani. What has thu ejaculadon to do with the disciplining
oneself in the deep Pnjnaparamita? A Mantram or Dharani
is generally suppo^, when uttered, to effect wonders. In the
present case, the wondrous effect producible by the utterance
of "Gat*.'" must be the realization of Enlightenment. Can we
say, then, that the end of the Buddhist discipline can be
atuined by means of mere mystic phrase? As far as the
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ii concerned, thu Ie evidentijr (he cOncEuuon, for no
Other- irtfcHuicc is hfifs pojEitJjc. How can diik idoiiiFjr the
PrajiiApEiramita >¥ith the Manlram
We can see how M*y aihI natura] it wai for felEoweit) of
the Shingon (hlantram Scct|] to
the liridi^a for one
of their KsE-hoohi. &vit how did (he Zcti ctjme to frtcitc it for
ilj daiiy Ecrviccf The idea, -of Maiitrain is so foreign to its
follower^. Tine (Tansilion irDcn the philosophy of
artd.
Sambodhi to a rdigioTi of iocanvition cftraioC eadly be
oonocivedn
Ajiothcif thing which makes this presence of a Mand-am
, in theJ/ruApra mrire mystifying is that the coneltisdiog Maniraert
ij always recited untranslated as if the irery aound of the
Sanskrit-Chi nose transliteration were a miracle-working
agency. Mantramj of al[ kinda arc never transtatod into
Chinese. This is in a way quite oaturah If phreses are uniiV
Celligible any way, and this uninteUigibility is what is aimed
at by them, the mote unintelligible they are, ber'ng lefk in the
original, the more ofFcctivie wUE be the miraculous power
hidden in them. But why is this uPtnUlligibiElty needed in
Zen? UnintdiLgEbility is not unattainability, which the
i^ajuaparainila inakes so much of
No doubt, in il4 development in China Zen has incorporatnl much of the Shingon usage, and we lind in its ritualism
many Manlmms and J>Jiaranis which properly bdong to the
Shingon. For this reason, I think that the pr^UCtion of the
fJridi^a was in a much later period than the entire body of
Prajnapafamita literature itself. However this may he, what is
(he signiheadon of the
Mantram in the
^uJfd as
one of the most important texu in the teadiLTig of Zen ? If [he
Mantram occupLed an indififerenC position in the .sutraj. al¬
though it is difhcuil in such a jhort work as (hit to find roOm
for anything of secondary ImpoFiance, the question as to the
meaning of the Mantram might not be a very weighty one.
But even a superficial reader will at once recognise the very
prominent position hlfod by the Mantram in the evolution
of the doctrine of Pfajnapaxamita. In foot, the whole sutra
seems to have been written for the sake of the hlantram and
for nothing else. If so, all the mart what is ih* meaning of the
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Mantram apart from its literary sense? Why does it form the
climax of the whole series of negations in the Hndayai
To my mind, the solution of this mystery gives the key to
the understanding not only of the whole philosophy of the
Prajnapanunita, but of its most essential rdation^ip to the
teaching of Zen. This h why 1 have said so much about the'
interposition of the Mantram in the Hridaya.
Before the Mantram '*Gaur* >ieldis up its secret in oon<
nection with the doctrine of Emptiness and Enlightenment,
it may not be inopportune to see what are the essential teach*
ings oi the Prqjnaparamita Sutras. This knowledge will make
the valuation of the Hridtya much easier, especially in its
vital connection with the experience of Zen.*
From what I am going to remark about the Prajnaparamila Sutras in the succe^ing pages, we can see that the
teaching of the Hrideya agrees in one sense, and disagrees in
another, with that of the principal sutras. The agreement
takes place in the sense that both make Pnyna the main
source of Buddhist enlightenment, while the disagreement is
that the Hridaya puts its entire emphasis on the Mantram
"GattP' This is the phase completely absent in the principal
sutras of the Prajnaparamita class. In the HrirUya, the
dplining oneself in the Prajnaparamita is identified with the
recitation of the Mantram.
Not the recitation of the Mantram, according to Hsuan*
chuang's own account, but the recitation of the whole Hridcya
was recommended by Avalokitesvara, who appeared to him in
a vision when he was on his way to India. He was told to
recite the sutra whenever he met difficulties and hardships
while travelling through the wildernesses covered with icy
snows, swept over by suffocating winds, and fiequented by
ferocious b^ts. The Bodhisattva, who was then manifested in
the form of a sick monk, recited the sutra for the benefit of
the great pilgrim-priest of China. He followed this advice
faithfully, and was thus finally enabled to reach in sidcty the
‘ The main (cadiiiw of the /Vyartmui'u arc given below ia a amrate
Gtnpr, enuiled "The Philmophy and Kdigion of five /V^a^araiatla honf'.
See p. aoo/.
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Jand of his hcurC. The sutra wss at that tim^ i^fcrr^d
COliitainiaig the c)LiirLt«seTi« of the I^uddha-mmd.^
The story ii intcreEdrig, hut the rtdtJtron It cOtwerncd
here with the Avoidtioce ^ ph>ncal troLibles and not with
the opening of the nrund Co supreme euUghienutejlt. As to the
ideitliAoitionof the PmjneiparamLta with the Mantram as clear¬
ing onc^s mind ofaLL its obstructioiu and agitations, there is no
fcrCnce herfr The tnoanlngof ttus is to be found somewhere else.
When the Mantram is repeated without thinking of the
result that may come out of it, and in the way the ^dj'nsparamta advises those who wouW take up the Study of the
Prajoa, is it possible that in some miraeuloLts way the spiritua]
eye is opened and ^ecs into the SKiela of the Prajna? When H
Zen maater was asked abouf the number of monks in his
monastery^ he anssvered, '^Aliead, three and three; behind,
three and thrccL” To the ordinary mind such an answer does
ELOt give any idea as to what the master had in hif mind at the
time. Perhaps the “(7iitt/” Mantram has something of This
in itj and only those who ha%'e been initiated into it can
understand, it; and wlicn diLt mystery irr the answer is under'
stood, the ^uetioti iuelf becoauet ckar, And all diai 'a ou'
tained in the Prajna is laid bare before the eye. That may
be SO; then why this particoCar ‘‘Gatt/*' Maruram uud not
any other? The Mantram, senseless enough in one sense, is
not altogether unintelligible as far ns Its literary meaning ia
cemcemed. Its senselessness comes cut when it is considered
in relatioai to the whole content of the HriJq^ as it is already
knO^vn to uS- Our question here will he; What inherent
relationship is there between this statement or rather eitctamalion, "Gone, gone to the other shore, O Eodhi!” and
the general tcadiing of the Htidayat
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To my mind, the solution of all the difficulties encounticred
in a thorough undersIaTidi ng of
Svira is reached
in the following way,
' Fkixra Tiu^n's prETue ta tlK
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When the Prajiuparamiu teaching came to be thoroughly
identified with the Buddhist experience, the Hridqjfa was pro¬
duced as giving in a most cmpitomized form the essendals of
the Prajnaparamita and at the same time as indicating the
psychological process of the Yogin who disciplittes hims^ in
the deep Prajnaparamita. When the sutra took the other
course of development, it expanded to a most diffusive, verbose,
grandiose literatiue known in Chinese as the MahaprajnapaTtmita Sutra, the first 400 fascicles of which roughly cor¬
respond to the Saiukrit SaiasahasTika-prajmtpcramita, that is, the
one of 100,000 verses. Which was earlier, contraction or
expansion,* we cannot tell. But the contracdon did not mean
mere condensing; it turned the text at the same dme into a
psychological document of the Prajna experience. This was a
remarkable transforraadon, seeing that the addidon of the
'*GauP' Mantram changed the whole aspect of the epitome.
Without the Mantram the epitomizadon remains a simple
fact, means nothing, and the weighty importsmee of the
literature as it now stands is all lost.
While I have not been able to find exactly when the
Hfidaya came to be used as a Zen text in China, the masters
must have been keen-sighted enough early in the history of
Zen to sec something more in it than a mere attempt at con*
densadon. As far as the latter went, the VajrauhediMa answered
the purpose as it did even prior to the dme of Hui-neng.
When Hsuan-chuang told his story of wonders achieved by
the redtadon of the Hridapa, the Zien masters took to it, and
at the same time saw something more in it. This “something
more” might have escaped s^olars of the Vijnaptimatra
philosophy, but not the Zin masters who put experience before
* Tlui require) aa cxpiaaatkie. Moat tchotan agree at preaent that* the
carlicM /V^H^arawitt was something like the AtUtuKutika in Sanakrit and
the Tm-kvu Prmuuparmiu or Kumaruhna's SmtlUr /Vmayai'aaiiM in
Ohinfsr VS’uh tha m the original text, the literature devooped into the
Saiut^ajriJta. the .lfa>q»fyaq^armii'i« of Hauan^Jiuang. etc. WbDe this
expansion was
00 at one end, contraction must have also taken
place at the other. Utronolagy is difltadi to settle as rcgaixls the Buddhist
texts, as most other Indian works; but, as 1 said before, the addition of the
"CattP' Mantram seems to suggw the ffrUajM being later, although we
do not know exactly when thlsMantram also came to be ■WI'reH to the
Chinese
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philosophy, and who were l;ieciily alive lo the payehoIogicaJ
value of alt Buddhist literature^ They niiderstood the meaning
of the MantJ^m! in a way very difTerent frotn that of the
^hingon foUawers.
It is a noteworthy faot that the "Gnuf** Mantram is also
found at the end of the Ounae version by Hsuari-chuaug of
the MahaprqjnBp/iTamiia. It seeiucd to have been added in
the Yuan period, for die YuaOi etlLtiOd oF the tcKt eontnins ic.
Was the idea of affixing the ManUratn poosibLy derived fHim
the /frjVojifl when It began to ditulate ex tensiveLy among the
Buddhists? The Frajnaparamita is said tn the AjimaAnriJta
to be a great, inxmeasuTabl'e, unfathomable^ i ncomparahle, and
most supreme magical formula
; if so, it is easy to laJte
the “Golff"' as such in view of tlic
ejilolling of the
Mantram lu such glowing terms.
To come back to the main subject, the discipHitiing oueseir
in the deep Prajnaparamita is the koau exendse, to which
the first ^Esay in the Second Series of my Zen Essays has been
devoted. Avalokitesvara is tlie Zen student, and the Buddha
in the firidaya tells us how Avalokitcavara studied the PrajnBn
For the Frajna is the boan given Co him for soludon, as the
means of realising supreme cnlightiiuieenc, His oounte of
realization Is along the vis saj^stivs. He is told to negate every¬
thing which he can IntelleoEually comprehend ai an object of
thought, This is the way tvith ZenL It starts IntelLectuaUy.
Ignorance whieh has possessed the mind from the beginningIe$s past is to be dupallcd, this being the first step towards
enlightenment. And ignorance means not seeing the truth
(dAdnona) aj It realLy
Aidlnni. Xhe Hri^^a thus gives us a
series of negadons, even knowledge being denied.] for as Long
as there is the cOnsClOiurLeSi of having attained soniething, this
is a real obstacle in the way to supreme enlightenment.
Becoming master of oneself and all things moans having the
way to move thorougtily cleansed of all ohitsdes that may
thwart the free, «tf governing course of the IVxjna. Negaticm
is this cleansing, thij purgation. In the koan exercise, the
dcansing is also the preiiminary procedure.
Negation, as we know, is a mere means whereby we reach
somewhere. In the PrignsparaTmts also it is meant to lead us
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to the goal of its discipline. Zen from the very beginning gives
us B koan which defies inteUectUBl interpretation, and thus
without explicitly telling us to walk the path of negation it
makes us do so. The
which belongs to the Prajna
literature, fblloMa the general course, aiKl is filled with No’s.
But vdicre do we land after abandoning every intellectual,
conceptual treasure? Is it mere nothingness, mere vacuity of
sp>aoe, mere emptiness which is suppxwed to be the sense of
Sunyaa? If it were so, we are still in the realm of concepts.
‘'Nothingness" it still one of our thought-objects. This miut
also be abandoned, being one of the "picrverted thoughts and
illusive dreams".
In Shin Buddhism the abandoning of "self-piowcr" means
being bom in the land of Amitabha. The negation is at once
an affirmation. Shin avoids being intellectual. Its negativism is
not so frightening or despsairing as that of the Prajnaparamita.
Even here, however, a sute of mind which knows "no fears",
"no obstacles” it held up as the goal. What is this goal? What it
this supreme enlightenment? Wliere is it? When is it reached?
It it reached when Avalokitesvara exclaimed, "Cate, gate,
paragate, parojamgauP* For this is the ejaculation which came
out of hit inner being when he went through the entire course
of nqpations. He as Yogin of the Prajnapiaramita could not
eternally be goipg round and round in a circle of itegatiotit.
Once he came to an end, exhausted and in detp>air, there was
no hop>e before him, and he knc\^' what he had left behind.
But there was still something that urged him to go ahead.
Utterly exhaiuted intellectually and emotioiudly, he made
a final leap. The last tie which held him to the vs-orld of
relativity and “tclf-p)Ower" completely snappicd. He found
himself on the other shore. Overwhelmed with his feeling,
he could only keep uttering the "GateP' The "GaUP* then
became his ?^ntram, the "GateP* became the Mantram of
the Prajnapxaramita. With this ejaculadon everything was
cleared up, and Avaloldtcsvara’t discipline in the Prajna was
brought to a finish.
This, I coiKlude, is the meaning of the Hridajra. By thus
interpreting the text we can understand why the "GaUP* it
the conclusion, and why this conclusion expresses In a most
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ComcCusivic fn^i^ncf ttie
of the Hrid^, The MantraOfi
takei) in itself conveys no meanings and its vital i^elafion to the
Pf^j/UIpe^^r^lila
unintelligible. The Hridqya miuit not be
approached by an intclIccLual pal9agc^^y, Ihgugh it tuperdeially auggests thaCn It must be approached along the line of
rcligiouH experience, that i^ by tbe line v^e have taten hold of
in tbe study of the koan exercise. The meaning cf the hf nntrain
thus yield* Up itfl secret^ and aa the rtJUlt the /frr/ayp l?Komcs
a wbolly comprehensible document cf great rcli^pous value.
IT the
wtjit a produOt of the Chii»c*e geniyj, the
would not have taken the shape
As we
have aiready seen On v^trious OCcitsiOnSi the Mantram hf (he
Zen master* has asstmied quite difleL'cnt colourings. But,
peychologically spealdng, the spintual process experienced lr>'
the Chinese as weB as the Indiaiu was exactly (he same—this
could not, indeed, be otherwise. When a Chinese w?* ajled
who the Suddlia was, he ajuwered, "Tt is bbe a pail full of
water which is bncJtcn through the bottom,” This sound* ]ih*
a Bharani^ judged by the ordinary atandaixl of logic. To com¬
pare the Buddha to a pail of water may seem desecrating, but
from the Zen point of view the pai] must be broken through
the bottom and all the water ho OCunplfllely poured out, with
no moon receding hci«If in it. The Buddba then revea]*
himself with his tl^ty-two marks of esareBence- Tht Hndaja
is not so ooncrite aj |hi*, but its depiedon of the Zen experience
is IJIomlnating cnoughL
In the
the Africa negation* have reached ihc
great athnmation designated as Suchness
In all
Mahayana texts. The negations were all meant to lead Yogins
of the Fr^nn to this catastrophe. Hsuan.-ohuangb recitation
which did not go beyond a fcrm of incaniaiion now comes to
be laden with religiou* values of great moment. By dint of the
conduding Manlratn, supreme cnlightenmerLt, more or less
IntcUectuBdiy understood by scholars, becomes a great faCl
of spirttval cstpcrIenccL The position which the
has In
the teaching of Zen Is here apprttijcd in ila Inic dimension.
What still remains to be explained is the cireuinstance how
this spccinl ManttOW came to be uttered in this connection.
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This requires more space than is available here; all that
I can say is that the idea of *'the other shore’* is peculiarly
Indian and that it appears early in the religious literature of
India. To give one instance from esu-ly Buddhist literature,
we have this in the Dhammapada:
dfpaka U mamsuat jt jmta paagttmim,
iXofa

tiram tvarndhavati}-

In one sense Tathagata is Paragau, one who has gone to
the other shore. But the idea of tatha has grown more pre¬
dominant in Buddhist philosophy than that of perem, and the
Paragau has been replaced by the Tathagau. The trace of
Param*idea is left in the Paramiu, which means those virtues
which lead the Yogins to the other side of enlightenment.
Paramila is generally translated ’’arriving at the other shore",
which practically means the same fact as paragaia, ’’gone to the
other shore", the difference between the two expressions is
that of direction. From this end it is ’’gone”, from the other
“amved”; it depends where we take our sund. In the
PrajnapvmiUt, it is nwit appropriate to describe the course
of Avalokitesvara as having "landed on the other shore"
{parasamgttU).
While Tung-shan Liang-chih* was still a boy a Viiuya
teacher made him study the Htiiapa Svtra, and tried to ex¬
plain the sentence, “There is no eye, no nose,..But Liangchih surveyed hu teacher scrutinizingly with his eye, and then
touched his own body with his hand, and finally said: ’’You
have a pair of eyes, a pair of ears, and the other sense-organs,
and I am also provided with them. Why does the Buddha tell
us that there arc no such things?" The Vinaya teacher was
surpnised at his question and told him: “I am not capable of
being your teacher. You be ordained by a Zen master, for you
will some day be a great teacher of the Mahayana.”
When a young inquiring mind like Liang-chih’s stumbles
over the negativism of the Prajnaparamita, it is promising.
* 85. “TImtc are few people who reach the other ibore; others are
ninniac wild 00 thh iborc.'*
' A.O. 807-869. 7ht Omaa-iim La, XV.
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If it gMJ on itiqiitFitTg. it hiU surely come to ati c^tptOfdon some
d&y- But. af^r the exploxian it is advisable to 'Hviklk ba^k tb£
B&s
an4
whaE [here ii in the iv^ay of canhrmin;; the
experience. What a man bax not been able to ^ra^p in the
be^nnin^ will be Men ebatf^ with meaning. The doctrine of
Sunyaia ls no mnife pure negmivum. As I ahail explain in what
followi^ il is simply seeing things
taking them in
theif aspect of Talhata (tuehnesa). It doo not deny the world
of muLtiplicitica; tnountairu are thereij the cherries arc in full
bloom, the moori; ^ineS most brightly in the autnmnai night;
but at the same time they arc more ttiAn panicularitics, they
appeal t4 UI with a deeper meaning, they arc tirkderscood in
reiatinn to vfhat they ai* not, Herein lire the purport of the
Hndt^ Suir^r

Tutig-shan’i poem, which waj eoippoaed when he saw hia
rejection in the stream which he was ero&iing at the lime, tnay
give Lis some glimpse jnw his inrver expericnoc of the Ptajna-

paramila e
Bewart of seeking [the Truth] by olhen,
FurdiET aod further he iiei'rei.ti from youj
Alone I go now all
oiyicJr, And. I meeL him everywhere 1 tum.
He u no oihcr [hao myself.
And yet I am net he,
Wlicn [hus uoderecood,
[ ttm Cior to Eace wiEh Tath*ts,

VI. THE PHILOSOPHY AND
RELIGION OF THE PRAJNAPARAMITA
Prtiiminaij
The Prajm^)cramiUi^ is one of the oldest Buddhist canonical
books translated into Chinese. The Erst PrajnaparamiUt, known
as the Tohhing (‘The Practising of the Way"), appeared in
A.D. 173. Tht Sutra oj Forij-tu)o Cfu^Urs is suppos^ to have
been translated by the Erst Indian missionaries who came to
China in A.D. 69, but we are not quite sure of its historical
authenticity. An Shih*kao, who came from Parthia^to China
in A.D. 148, worked for twenty-two years on converting the
Buddhist texts into Chinese, but they were all Hinayana.
This being the case, the Taa-hsing PrajnapanvmUt, which was
translated by Lokaraksha of Yueh-chih (then known as the
kingdom of Kusana), must be said to be really the Erst
Mahayana text of all the Buddhist sutras ever introduced into
China. It is wonderful to iwtice that the Buddhist teaching
which declares all things "empty” and as having “no selfnature” was the first really important work to be propagated
among a people who are deeply imbued with the pragmatic,
utilitarian spirit. Decidedly, the followers of “Emptiness*’ did
not think this kind of missionaury activity to be a work of
“empty" significance.
In the third century a.d. two sutras belonging to the
Prajnaparamita were translated into Chinese, and in the
fourth century still another appeared. Kumarajiva’s were
finished early in the fifih century. It was in the latter half of
the seventh century that Hsuan-chuang completed his grand
translation of the MahaprajHaparamiia in six hundred fascicles.
This is an encyclopedic compilation iircluding most sutras
pertaining to the Prajnaparamita group of the Mahayana
sutras.
' lulicticil whrit it oipcans the sutra.
200
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the laj^esc collection consists of is^,iodo slokas
or BtitnzBS of thirty-two ayUablts. The four shorter Ones
cont^n eoDjOd0„ z^jODOj'id^oOd^ and B,ddo sloksa ncspcclivdy.
The shortest OOC waj pubtijhed in
by the Indian pundit
Rajcndr^AlE Mitra^ and the idDjOoo one was ediced by Fratapocandra Ghosha in 1909, but as Teh as I know a complete
edition of it has not yet seen the hj^ht. The oldest of these
various Fr^nuparsTnite compilationa seems to have been the
diorteit of them, the G,ooci siolta one knoss'n as Ajlai^Aasrilia.
The looger ones arc all later a mpL Lb cations. The Astosahafriks
corresponds to I^fllfariLkshii'i
KomafAjiva’i ^Aarter
Praj/wpOfisMila knoivn as JVn'do-p'ih^ Hsuan-chuang^s Maks/irajiuiporamila, Fas. SSS-'SSSf Jnd -Shih-hu's
Pr^jrsapfffn/mtar^ Aj a11 the cssentiaS ideas, phiioEophicalty and
rebgitnitly consideiicdj of the Pr^nafHrromita arc conlaiocd En
it, my tLuais wiLI he mairdy based on this sulra in ^nskrit and
ils oorrespoindiTi^ Chinese vemonsj cheugh oocasLonkd ^uOta^
tions arc taken from the
Readers interested
in the Fnyra^efoint^ litcrutuie may consult Dr. Tokumyo
Mauumoto^s brochttre On ihV
*
Hot as the Sanskrit Ariiti!\hasnke as wcH AJ the several
Chinese PrtyiKipeirimi0s here merLtioned arc not easily neeCSsLWa to tl« reader, the FjyrflierAfi/jf^ or “diamond Cutter^^ in
£ng']ish [ransLations by iVTaji. \IUllcr and William Gemmol
may Ije recommended for his perusal. The chief £lcffft>
howevaf,. with the Diamond Cutter ij that it cmphasiMS the
Sunyata aspect of the PrajnaparamLta teaching too itron^y»
giving to the gcncrat reader the imprt^ion that this is the
Alpha and OnKga of the Mahayana. Dr. Mas Wall.eser of
HcLdclhcrg translated inio German some chapters of
drtajuAumfcaA
' Tlra: differenL vncijuni of lllf
nre Lii ihia *ei^C
alTbrwEtLrd M
Asia tor
fi}i4a-pfiM or RuiDcui^ivi
for Kumicijivi'i ^r(W
MiAa or Hmin-cIniAAIl for
MaluipiajoApaiiBiats. fo-™ iW Skih-ha'i rmiutitiDn, 'jforTflt^
for liokaTBfciliKS. Tl^ Koltyo-ihtun editJoA of Llw '‘LVIoIuJol poputarljr
ji;i "Shuliu.iiiliu" {ja-jiu) Kykich pie«ii "in irandfer jrfwnt" h
Chroudivut Ihii irEcCkle.
■ Verlia W. KahUiarlfetr, StUtiSWE-

*

rfii PflffJfcaranmfirif Ar Cifriiltrff, publsforaJ by Vaodeo-

boerL unit Ruprccht. GSiriiEt^CO. ]Qit4-
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The object of thb Eawy u to «tate that the teaching of
the ProfM^ramita contiati in defining the essence of Bodhtlattvah^. This is what is known in all the Mahayana texts
as Bodhisattvacarya. Caya means "life”, and the Bodhisattvacarya is what distinguishes the Bodhisattva as such from
other beings; in Mahayana Buddhism espedaliy from the
Srav^ and the Pratyekabuddha. The Pra^paramita finds
this life in the understsmding of Prajna with all iu implica¬
tions, intellwtual, moral, and Sfiiritual. In the following pages,
therefore, we shall see first what is meant by Prajna and then
proceed to discover its practical contents. When this is done,
the essence of Bodhisattvahood will naturally come to light!
That Zen is most intimately connected historically and doctrinally with the Prajna teaching is, I believe, already well
known to the reader.
Prajna will then be described from the various points of
view in which it is generally observed in the Pr^napmamita
Sutras.

I

ThS

pKItOSOfHY

or

THE PitAJNAPARASfITA

I. Pr^na ax titt Dintting PrincipU
Prajna a one of the six virtues of perfection {paramita)
especially designed for the Mahayana Buddhists or Bodhi*
sattvas. When they are satisfactorily disciplined in each of
these Bx virtues they are assured of finally attaining en¬
lightenment. But the sutras of the Prajnaparamita group
regard the Prajna as the directing principle of the other five
virtues; for without the Prajna the other Paramitas are uiuble
to know by themselves where they are bound, or wdiat they arc
munt for. They arc, when leA alone, lost like a company of
blind men in the wilderness, 'fhey cannot enter into the final
abode of Reahty. They are without any eye, they cannot
**^®8*'*** all-knowledge, and all their efforts arc in vain
without the leadership of the Prajna. The Pnyna is the eye
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that jurvcya with pedcet dtarti«a the entire flrid of ibe
Buddhiat life and detitnninea v'hcrc and hew the BpdhiaattvB’s
itcpa are to be guided. The five ParilTiiilHS—nha-rity^ moraJiiyj
hurmliiy (ar paiiuicc)^ strcnuouatutij, and ntedtiaticm—are
called Paramitas^ because of (he Ptaj na '\vhich is their eye.*
Again^ the Fc^ih ia lilic ihe earth ^vhieh maifes possible
the growth of vcgctatioji. A]| the other conditicinj may he
there for a seed to grow^ but without the earth it will never
grow. So without (ht Fr^ria the other Faramitaa will aifogethcr lose their potentiality; there will be no life in thcmA
Again, it it hy virtue of ihc Frajna that all the other Paramitaj
ate guarded, taicn hold oJj gathered togetherj, and syatemnitioally practised. As all the sixty-two heretical view) ksu« ijora
the notion that there it a teal individual substance [satiayadris^i), so all the five Paruinitas issue from the P^jcia. At all
the boddy organs enjoy their vitality when
continues,
so all the Bve Paramitas are very much alive when the iVaJua
embrates tliem under her protective wingsA

.
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Tilt Prqfna Compsn^ le iht Bird^t
K^iagr flttif iAf Jar

The BodhiKUtvas are like those heavenly birds whose
wings may stretch out to (he extent of one yt^ana, or even to
five yojana. ^'hen they are not fully developed they cannot
fty. They may wish to fly from thdr heavenly abode* down
to this worldj or they may change their minds in the mean¬
while and want to go baick to the heavens, In the first eaae can
they come on earth Hvithout hurting themselves? In the second
case can they By back safely to their home?
they can do
neither, but ll^ey are doomed to self-destruction, because they
are sdll fledgelings, they are not yet quaLiUcd for Such flighu.
In like manner, the Dodhlsaitva may have the desire already
fully' awakened for enllghtenmeiit, he may have accumulated
all kinds of virtues in the form of charity, ftioralLly, tirenuouineas, and tranqullllzation.; and yet if he has not Prajna and
tCamItMjMJMItiX
^
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the mficr ilione, iCr -4 retiicliiBiI
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PLATE XVlIl
THE THREE LAUGHING
By

ONES BY THE HU-CH‘I

MorroNOM: Kamo

Hui-yuM (a.i>. 37i~4S4)
Buddhat student. Rcnouociaf
•U worUty relatians, he retited to Lu4Kan and paard a solitary life for
over thirty years. When he saw ofT hb viator^ he never went out beyond
the onouniain stream calkd Hu (■Btifer). One day T’ao Yuannaiof, the
(rent poet of die Six Dynasties, and Lin Ching>hsiu the Taoist called on
Hui-yuan. They became to interested in their talk that Yuan ferfot all
about the bridfc and walked beyond it, when a tifccr all of a sudden roared
aloud. They looked at one another and, giving a hearty laugh, parted.
Later, people erected a pavilion here called "San-hsiao Ting", dedicated
to the Three Laughing Ones.

PLATE XIX
TSAI-SUNG TAO-CHE

(THE PINB-PLANTER)

Ascribed to Liamo Kai
Acootding to a legend, Hung-;{m, the fifth Pauiarch, wu a lune*
planter in hh fomser life. When he
the first time saw Tao-haln, the
fourth Patriarch, he was toU that be was toe old a man to take up the
study of Zen and advised to be bom again, for Tao-hsin would still he
wakiag for him. Tsai.suac on hh vray home observed a young wotnasi of
the Shou femily washing clotha in the stream. He asked her if he would be
allowed to lodge himself in her for another birth. She agreed on condition
that her family had no olgection. When a child was bom to ber, they did
not consider ii a good osnen and threw it into a river. But on tlie foUowmg
morning it was found going up the stream with iu body fresh and dean.
The bery grew up and disciplined himadf under the guidance of Tao-hsin
to become a great master of Zen.
The lifth Patriarch here h represented in hh former exhtenoe as an old
pine piatucr. The hmsI interesting pan of this legend in cosuiection widi
the general hhiory of Zen in China h that Hung-Jen, like hh successor
Hui-nmg, waa also an active participant in the practi^ business of life.
He was no idle dreamer on abstract ideas; be was a manual worker and
thoroughly democratic la hh way of thinking ujd feeling.

PLATE xvni

PL.\r£ ^:l£:!^

M¥ii^^ ^ 4^4
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PLATE
THE SIXTH

XX

PATRIARCH AS A
By Lumo

BAMBOO-CUTTER

Kai

The Mih Patrkrch k here reprttcatcd ai a baanboMuHer. The
Rinarkak^ fact about Hui-aeny while he wai ttudying Zen under the
fiAh Patriarch was that he did not fet any special liiesary or intellectual
training as preliminary to the masterinc of Zen, but that he was Mk to
his own devices to Snd the way to the truth while bei^ enpgtxl in the
various practical af&in, chiefly manual, of the monastery. Evidently
Zen was to be eximctol (ram life itacB as it b lived by every one of in and
not as it b in abstract dbciiwed by tbe scholar. The development of Zen
alone thb line in China and Japan b what really dbtincubba it from Indian
Buddhbm as well at from the other tchoob ofBuddhbm. When Buddhism
was first introduced to China, the criiicbm it underwent at the hands of
the thoufhiful Chinese was that it neglected the social and ecorwmic
significanoe of Ufe, and that iu philosophy was too abstruse and highblown
and not at all practical. To aoclimatbc itself in CSisna, there was no other
way for Buddhum but to become practicsd, to be always in close contact
wUh lile, especially with Us manual and physical aspects. The use of the
muscles in religion b something not to be d^bed. When it b not intimately
related to them, it loses its touch vdth realities. But at the same time rdigioo
has to pceserve its hi^ thinking and oontesnplation. In Zm these two
compartments of life are harmoniously fused. Ttue bambooKuUin^^ strawtwining, pine-planting, or soil-tilling loses in Zen the sordidneas or ignobleoea which b generally regarded as being attached to all forma of manual
labour. On the other hand, the moon-gasbig, lutra-rcnding or <|uiet
contemplation b, as we see .in these pictures, no idling away of time, but a
reading into the deeper meaning of life. Faniasica aitd realities in Zen go
happily hand in hand.

PLATE XXI (a) AND (*)
HSIEN-TZU
By

AND

CHU-T‘OU

Liamo Kai

Some critics are very sceptical about these being from Liang Kat's
btush. They probably do not quite attain tbe standard we generally set up
for the artist.
There was a Zen master of Sung known as Chu-i'ou whose regular
name was Chih Meng-hsien. 1 do not know bow be came to be so called,
for
means the “boar-beaded”. Did hb head look like that of a boar?
If Chu-t'ou nveans no more than thb, tbe picture has no bearing here. It b
likely that by Chu-t’ou, “the boar-headed”, b nneant Wen-shu Sxu-yeh,
iCwtrawrf awrbaf
P

who before hb oenvenion ranted hk Itvehhood by buirbery. One day when
he wM about to kin a pig, he rounded the rouroe oTkk being, and exclaimed:
'‘Yennday the heart nf n Yakiha,
Thk momiag the face of a Bodbkattva;'
netwccii Ihr Dodhkattva and the Yakiha
There it not a hairbreadth of diflerence.'*
When he came to ace lik maaier, Tao of Wen-ahu, the latter adeed, '‘What
did you lee to make you share your head and go on a Zen pilgrimage when
you werr about to butcher a pig?" Yeh witliout laying a word Mood up as
if ready to iharpcn the knife. (7kr Km danr-MMC ft*, XXXI.)
Someoae came to a butch» and asked for a fine piece of meat. The
butcher held up hit kmlc and taki, "Sir, what is here UlM k not fine?**
In one of the Pr^Haptramita supposed to have boon delivered by
Maqjusri vre have thk: "The yogin of pure morality k not destined for
the Land of Blki; the precept-violating Bhikihu does not fall into hell."
Butchering and meat-eating arc against the rulci of good behaviour among
the Buddhkts, and here we see Zen masters ostenutiously committing deeds
of'violmce or preaching a most unconventional and iherdbre highly
dkiurbing sermon. How do we account ibr thk?

CHUtmtIptm pagt tJ/l

its Upnya (skilful means) all his desires and eflforts will come
to naught, and he will
back to the state of Sravakahood
and Pratyckabuddhahood.*
Again, the Bodhisattva without the Prajna may be likened
to an earthenware jar which has not been perfectly baked. A
man may use such a jar half-baked for carrying water from the
well or the river, but he will certainly find it broken before he
reaches home. Why? Because the jar had been taken out of
the kiln before it was fully baked and dry. In a similar manner,
the Bodhisattva may have faith in the ^ightenment, and the
desire for it, and also patience, joy, uivdcrstanding, reverence,
diligence, pure thought, etc; but if he has not Prajna and its
Upaya (skilful means) wherewith he is properly guarded in
the course of hb Bodhisattva-life, he will surely retrogress and,
falling back to the state of Sravakahood and I^tyekabuddhahood, will not be able to attain Sarvajnata.*
‘ Pt-rnm, 4Sb-44A.
* Ibid., yxu Smtiffmla w all knowledge. When the Prdaa k perfected,
thk k atumed. "All-knowledge” belongs to Buddhahood, it k what
oonslitutts the OKncial nautre of the Buddha. "All-kiiowlc<^" and
"EnUgfalmmcnt" (sasiksdkj are inicTchangeable tenna in the Prq/tidparamits
Sulnt, and abo in the CwApakt.
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By these appraisals of the Prajna the sutra strongly im¬
presses us with the extraordinary importance of this Paramita
virtue. Before the development of this idea, the six Paramitas
were treated as equally significant in the life of the Bodhisattva.
The rise of the Mahayana hat altered this relative position.
The Prajna is now singled out and given the highest prom¬
inence. W’itbtHit this the rest of the Paramitas are like a boat
whicli has lost her compass and her captain. *l'hu is a remark¬
able phase in the evolution of Buddhist thought. VVlicn we
know that Buddhism derives its vitality from the doctrine of
Enlightenment, the all-impoitancc of the Prajna is inevitably
asserted. But it is possible that the author of the Prajnaparamila
had some apprehension about hb teaching being immediately
and unreservedly accepted by the Buddies. For thb reason
I believe the sutra makes so many references to not being
frightened or depressed over the theory of Prajnaparamita.
The sutra says that it b of rare occurrence indeed for one to
listen to the doctrine of Pnyna in hu life and yet not to become
fiightened about iL To embrace it and not to waver in follow¬
ing iu dicutes requires the accumulation of merit for many
lives.

3. Tfu Prtyna at Mothtr ^ Buddhas
and Bodidtaiteas
That the Prajna b the directing principle of the Paramitas
comes from the fact that it b conceived by the Mahayanbls
to constitute all-knowledge {taroajnoUi), that b, the perfect
knowledge which b in the {xissession of the all-knowing one.
Therefore the Prajna is an all-illuminating light which
demands our respect It stands above all the contaminating
influence of worldly objects. It eradicates all the darkness there
is in thb world of dualities, thus giving peace and comfort to
all beings. It supplies a light to the blind who can thereby walk
safely through the dark night of ignorance. It leads those who
have gone astray to the right path. It reveab to us the truth of
all things, which u all-knowledge (sanajnala). It b the refuge
of all beings, it bestows on them perfect fearlessness, it b the
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fivc-«y«d one who illuminates the entire world. It is the truth
that is above birth and death, above all doings and hanlierings.
It u Emptiness itself. It is the treasure-house of all truth
(tlhamukaia). It is the mother of all the Buddhas and Bodhisattvas.*
Since Prajna is the mother and progenitor (jmugntri) of all
the Buddhas and Bodhisattvas, they arc always quite anxious
over her health and well-being and prosperity. The sutra says :*
“It b like a woman who has a large number of children. If she
should be ill, all her sons and daughters would see to it that
she soon recovers her health. For the one thought they have is
that she is their mother who has brought them up with care
and love, that everything they claim now to be their own b
her, gill of wisdom and tenderness. She cannot be neglected,
she must be well looked aflcr, and all medical care must be
given her SO that she will be well again, free from suflcring and
annoyance of all kinds. Thus the will be cherished by all her
children.** In the tame manner, the Buddhas and Bodhisattvas
are deeply concerned with the well-being of the Prajna at their
own mother, they make use of every contrivance to guard hcr
from the interferences of evil spirits and to help her to be firmly
established in the world. Hence their missionary activities cf
seeing the Prajnoparaimta copied, studied, red ted, memonzed,
meditated upon, and preached until the end of time.

4. Prajna ~ Sambadhi « Scrvajnata
The Prajna was said in the beginning to be the means of
attaining enlightenment, the highest end of the Buddhbt disdphne. But it has now come to be identified with the end
itself—Prajna b enlightenment {santbodki); for in the Buddhbt
experience the working of the Prajna in its original purity b
possible only when there b enlightenment. VN*hen it b con¬
ceived as possessing an end which lies outside, it b not yet
itself, it b not in its pure state; it comes back to itself only
when it b identified with enlightenment As long as enlightenAM, pp. 170-1, 25s, 27a, 298-7, CSC.
Ibid,, p, 9)}. Chapter Xll, ’‘Viewing the World”.
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merit is considered something to be sought aAer by menns of
Prajna, not only is enlightenment far away from you but
Pn^na fails to function in its native activity. Prajna to be
Prajna must be identified with eniightenroent. We can say,
therclbre, that Prajna finds itself, recognizes its own undi^
guised, unspoiled figure in enlightenment. When the practice
of the Prajnaparamita is to be brought to its judicious culmination, the identification of Prajna and enlightenment
must be achieved, must become fact.
Conceptually, Prajna makes it first movements towards
the apprclicnsion of what it supposes its object. When it is
actually taken hold of, however, the seizer and the seized
become one; dualism ceases and iliere is a state of perfect
identity which is known as enlighterunent, and also all'
knowledge (sarvajiuUa). This experience may be described in
this way too: Prajna first divides or contradicts itself in order
to see itself, starting a state of duality such as means and end,
subject and object, this and that, the seer and the seen. When
the work of seeing itself is accomplished, in Prajna there is no
more duality. Prajna is seen in enlightenment, and enlighten¬
ment in Prajna. It sees everywhere its own names, only
difiTcrendy spelt; Prajna is one name, enlightenment is another.
Nirvana is a thii^, and to on. That is to say, all these names are
only conceptual, they arc discriminated as such for the con¬
venience of our intellection. What really and truly is, is the
identity of these names, and nothing more.
Prajna is then Sambodhi (enlightenment), Prajna b
SarvajnaU (all-knowledge), Prajna is Nirvana, Prajna u
Tathata (suchness), Prajna b Citu (mind), Prajna b Buddhata (Buddhaho^); Prajna taken in itself then is pre¬
eminently the Unattainable (antipalaidha) and (he Unthink¬
able {aanfya). And thb Unattainable and Unthinkable b
the basu of ^1 realities and thoughts. Quite naturally, there¬
fore, the writers of the Frajnaparamiut Sulrat extol the Prajna
as a worker of miracles, almost personifying Prajnaparamita
as an object of worship and finally urging its devotees to pay
the highest homage even to all the texts containing the teach¬
ing of the Prajnaparamita as if the texts themselves were active
living embodimenu of the agency that achieves wonders. Not
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only thdr study {paiyaeapd), rociution (vacma), mcmoming
{dharau), and copying {Ukhaita) are recommended, but the
re%'erence {tatkara) and worship {gurakara) of them are cn"
couraged, by means of oflerings (/•90) of flowers, wreaths,
incense, ointment, lamps, flags, banners, carmpies, and robea.
As to the spiritual merit that accrues from believing {abhisraddha) and trusting {adhimuktt) with the utmost sincerity
{adkjfMyaia) in the Prajnaporamira, no one can begin to
estimate it accurately. The devotional side of the Prajna*
paramita is curiously blended with its most high-soaring
metaphysics.
The subject of the Pnjnapcramita Sutras is, however, piroperly speaking, the Bodhisattva-life which consists in the
practice of the Prajna whereby one comes to the realization
of supreme enlightenment. The question how to practise the
prajna b constantly raised and answered—thu ii^eed being
the most absorbing topic of all the Prajnaparamita Sutras.
When it u successfully carried out the Buddhbt discipline
comes to an end. But as ivas said belbre, the practising of the
Pr^na u not something heterogeneous in nature with what
makes up enlightenment itself. Enlightenment grows out of
thb practising as the flower grows out of the plant; there b a
continuity of life between the two terms, a^ continuity b
no lets than a form of identity. Thus, the following logic holds
good: the Prajna takes form in its being piactbed, and thb
practising b the content of enlightenment; therefore, the
Prajna b enlightenment. Prajna=>Sambodhi may be ascer¬
tained alto from the practical tide of the question. As these
terms are constantly used interchangeably in all the Prajnaparamita Sutras, what characterizes the one b equally applicable
to (he other. In fact the trinity Prajna •«Sambodhi«>Sarvajnata b the thread linking the various chains of teaching
in them. You pick up one of the links and the rest follow.
But if we wish to make a diflerentiadon here we can define
Prajna as an epistemological instrument with which Sarviynata b attained, while Sambodhi (enlightenment) b more
or less psychological in the serue that it connotes a state of
spiritual awakening. Prajna b shared by ail beings without
dbtinction, although it may iK>t be found in them functioning
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in iu absolute purity. In the Buddha Prajna is Sarviynata
because he is in the state of perfect enlightenment.
Enlightenment is described in the Ma/taf>rajnapcramila in
the foDowing terms:* "By enlightenment (Mfti) is meant
emptiness {sunjmla), luchness (tathata), reality-limit (bhutaistQ, spiritual realm (dhamcdfutu), and essence (/i/tarmala).
These are, however, names, words, provisional connotations.
Enlightenment itself is the highest truth and ultimate reality;
it is the norm not subject to change; it is indestructible,
beyond discrimination; it is the true, pure, and all-pervading
knowledge possessed by all the Buddhas; it is the most funda¬
mental perfection whereby the Buddhas gain an insight into the
nature of all resdities, of all forms; it is beyond every mode of ex¬
pression, beyond all thought-constructions created by the mind.”
When the Bodhi, enlightenment, is thus described with
further identiheatiom the result may appear somewhat con¬
fusing, and further remarks will be made on these later on.
As far as the characterization itself is concerned, it is bodily
transferable to Prajna, and we can say this: that the Prajna
is seeing into the essence of Utings as they arc (j«lh«bhftam);
that the Prajna is seeing things as in their nature empty;
that the thus seeing things is to reach the limit of reality, i.e.
to pass beyond the realm of the human understanding; that,
therefore, the Prajna is grasping the ungraspablc, attaining
the unattainable, comprehending the incomprehensible; that
when this intellectual description of the working of the Prajna
is translated into psychological terms, it is not becoming
attached to anything whether it is an idea or a feeling.
We read in the “Devaparavarta” of the Astaia/tasTH:a~
prtqnapafomiUi'. “Those wl\o have first uken up the practice
of the Prajna should practise all the six Paramiias in such a
way as to turn all the merit thereby gained to the realization
of enlightenment. To do this, however, they should never
cling {paramriksa) to enlightenment as the goal of their
exercises nor to the five Skandhas as irreducible individual
realities. For all-knowledge {tarvejnata) is something beyond
grasp (a/eraiwu/a).”*
•
' K*f. 5a€, Diviuoii III, CSiapicr ati t4)i “On Skilful
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“Beyond grasp” means “not bdng attached”. The Un*
attainable and the Unthinkable being the nature of the
Prajna, the Bodhisattva who has regained its original function
will naturally have no atuudunent even to Prajna, Sarvajnata,
or Sambodhi. This is an important phase in the life of the
Bodhisattva, to which I may later have occasions to make
further reference.

5. Pr^na as Seting Thistgs as Yashabhutam
Became of this virtue of non-attachment we can say that
Prajna is able to see the world as it is, to sec things in their
aspect of suchness {jatkabhuala). This is the most charac¬
teristic function of the Prajna, which b gained by the Bodhi¬
sattva when he realizes that he comes, such as he is, from the
Prajna itself, and, therefore, that the latter b the l^ettcr of
him as well as of all the Buddhas. Once hu eyes are open to
thb truth, be surv'eys the world and all its muldplicidca in the
state they truly are. That b to say, as far as our senses go, the
world u teen to be all the time changing, undergoing various
forms of combination and decomposition. But the Bodhisattva
whose Prajna b fully awakened perceives that the five Skandhas which make up thb world, in spite of their superficial
transfonnations, arc in their self-nature (maiAami) never
destroyed, show no signs of destruction, are never subject to
vicissitudes, to birth arvd death, to taking forms, to cherishing
desires or pamons.
The Frajnaparttmta being at once a philosophy and a
religion, its teaching b always a mixture of ontology and
psychology. In fact, it b not concerned with being as such,
but with its human implications.* To know the world b to
know the human spirit and its workings. There are no meta¬
physical questions which are not at the same time questions
of salvation and enlightenment. Therefore, when the Bodhi¬
sattva perceives the world as yathabhuUtm^ he also perceives
human minds as they arc f he b thus prepared to work out
hu skilful means
says the sutra, the Bodhisattva
perceives by means of hb Prajna-eye the minds of all sentient
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beings, luvd he knows how inexhaustibly varied they are in
character, in function, in response, in moral value, in spirit*
uality, and so on. Yet his perception yathabkutm penetrates
through these superficialities and rccognixes that whether
their minds are pure or impure, collected or scattered, greedy
or not-greedy, they arc all devoid of self-substance, of attach¬
ment, of discrimination. This is known as seeing all beings in
their aspect of suchness, where pluralities in all forms vanish,
revealing themselves sutii as they are in the light of the Prajna.^
It is evident therefore that the seeing things
in the Prajna/ntramila means to see them through the vdl of
multiplicity which obscures our sight, and to grasp them with
Prajna in their state of suchness. Suchness {(alhala) is an
uncouth terra, but in Buddhist phraseology one of the most
expressive terms. To understand exactly what it means is
to understand the whole system of Buddhist thought. Such¬
ness is not to be confounded with the sameness or oneness
of things. When “the vanishing of pluralities*’ is talked of,
one may imagine that they are ignored or annihilated in order
to reveal their aspect of oneness. But what the Prajna devotees
mean is that they are understood in their true relations, not
only to one another but to that which makes up their reason
of being.
There is a section* in the PrajnaparamiUt devoted to the
discussion of Subbuti’s being an Anujata of the Tathagata.
Amgala means “to be bom after” or “to be bom in accordance
with”. That Subhud who it the expounder of die philosophy
of the Pnynaparamita is bom aAer the Tathagata, i.e. his
younger brother, or, better, that he is born in accordance with
what makes the Tathagata such as he is, b one of the most
significant statemenu in the Prt^naficntmilCt especially when
thu b considered in rctadon to the teaching of Suchness.
Tathagata, which b generally regarded as another dtlc
of the Buddha, literally means cither “one who has thus
come” or “one who b thus gone”. What b important here
b the meaning of tatha rather than agata or gala; and apparendy the author of the Prajnaparamiia places great stress
'
5jb; Am, p. avijf.
' AtU, dup. XVI, ''On 'Ijilkata**.
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a* the key to the understanding of the doctrine of
Tathata or Yathabhutate (suchnesa). When he rcfcn to the
suchncss of Tathagatahood {lathagata-talhaUi), he means the
reason, or cauae, or ground principle that makes possible the
appearance of the Tathagata on earth- Therefore, Subhuti's
being bom after (amgata) the suchness of Tathagatahood
means that Subhuti and Tathagata come from the same
cosmic womb, which is called, in the Ijoikavalara and other
Buddhist textt, taAai<tta^bha or the “Womb of Tathagata¬
hood". With this preliminary explanation the following pas¬
sage on AnujaU and Tathata will become more intelligible.
“^Vhen it is said that Subhuti b bom after the Tathagata,
it means (hb: that the suchness of the Tathagata b the such¬
ness of Subhuti, that there b no difference between the two
suchnesses, for suchness b one in all sentient beings and here
b no dualism, no separation, no twofoldncss; that in all
suchnesscs there b neither coming nor going as they have
never been bom; that they have no abiding place where they
can be located as particularities; that they are non-doing, by
which it u meant that they are not to be perceived as func¬
tioning in a certain definite manner so as to reveal their
specific characterbtics which are their limitations; and yet
that they are not to be taken as remaining for ever quiescent
and doing nothing; that they retain their suchncss in all
places, at all times, under all circumstances, in all causal
combinations; that in them there b neither past nor present
nor future though sentient beings themselves are reckoned
as coming into exbtence, abiding, and passing away; they
arc not subject to discrimination, do not take particular forms,
are beyond attainability; and finally that in spite of all these
qualifications they appear as realities, capable of being named
and defined and discriminated, though when they are thus
treated they are no more of suchncss. For these reasons
Subhuti’s suchncM b the Tathagata’i suchncss, and the
Tathagata’s suchness b the suchness of all beings, and between
these no division b conceivable. One uniform suchncss prevaib
here, but as soon as thb definite statement b made of suchness,
suchness ceases to be suchness. It b the most elusive thought,
yet without this thought there arc noTathagatai, no Subhutit,
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no Buddhas, no Arhau, no sentient beings. To understand
thb is the Tathagata; no other beings can grasp this truth.
Subhuti, since he understands, can expound the deep mysteries
of the Prajnaparamita, and for this reason he is the Anujata
of the Tathagata.”
Further, we read in Chapter XVII, “On the Special
Features of the Avinivarta Stage of Bodhisattvahood": “There
are varieties of spiritual stages in the Buddhist life, but they
are all one as regards their aspect of suchness, and no dis¬
crimination is to be made among them. For it is tlirough this
oneness of suchness that the Bodhisattva can enter into the
Dharmau (briefly, Truth). Thus entering into the Dharmata,
he does not therein cherish any discrimination. Even when he
listens to other teachings he refrains from criticizing them, for
he knows how to get into the Dharmata throu^ various
avenues of approach. Even when he Ibtens to all forms of
verbal and conceptual argumentadons, he entertains no doubts
as to the absolute validity of suchness which he embraces
within himself.”
One of the funedons of the Pnyna b then seen as per¬
ceiving things yaUuibkuUm or in their aspect of suchness
{talhata). In thb suchness, all beings are found to be free from
defilement, and therefore to be one with the Buddhas who
may in thb especial respect be called Tathagatas. As they are
thus all one, they are brothers
to one another, includ¬
ing Buddhas and Bodhisattvas. The motherly womb from
which all these brothers issue b truly known as “Tathagatagarbha”. The motherhood of the Prajiui becomes more con¬
vincing than ever, and the meaning of the reverence paid to
the Prajnaparamita more nattural.

6. Prajna and Swf^ata
The Prajnaparamita b generally regarded as exclusively
teaching the philosophy of Empdness (juipula). Most people,
including scholars of Buddhism, subsc^be to this view, but
as to what.b really meant by Empdness they do not seem to
have a very clear concepdon. Since the study of the Prajna-
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par&mita means viewing all things in their aspect of suchness
or emptiness, let me make a fes^r' remarks here about the
doctrine of Emptiness.
In Hsuan-chuang’s version of the Makaprajnaptttamta^
eighteen* forms of emptiness are enumerated, and they are
explained in detail in Nagarjuna’s commentary on the sutra.
This enumeration is in fact concerned with so many ways
of definitely arriving at the idea of emptiness. The eighteen
ways of describing it are: (i) Adhyatma-sunyata, emptiness
of the inner things, (a) Bahirdha-sunyaia, emptiness of the
outer things, (3) Adhyatma-bahirdha-sunyata, emptiness of
the inDer-and>outer things, (4) Sunyata-sunyau, emptiness
of emptiness, (5) Maha-sunyau, great emptiness, (6) Paramartha*sunyau, emptiness of the ultimate truth, (7) Sam*
sknta*sunyata, empdness of things created, (8) Astuonskriu*
sunyau, emptiness of things uncreated, (9) Atyanta-sunyau,
ultimate emptiness, (10) Anavaragra-sunyaU, emptiness of
limitlessness, (11) Anavalutra-sunyata, emptiness of dispersion,
(13) Prakri ta>sunyata, emptiness of primary nature, (13) Svalaksanasunyata, emptiness of selfhood, (14) Sarvadhanna*cunyata,
emptiness of things, (15) Anupalambha-sunyata, emptiness of
unattainability, (16) Abhava-sunyata, emptiness of non-bdng,
(17) Svabhava-sunyata, emptiness of self-nature, and (18) Abhava-svabbava-sunyata, emptiness of the non-being of self¬
nature.
1. By “the inner things” arc meant the six conscious¬
nesses (vijnam). When they are said to be “empty” is meant
that all our psychological activities ha\T no ego-soul behind
them, as is commonly imagined by us. This is another way of
upholding the doctrine of Anatman or Anatta.
2. “The outer things” are objects of the six Vijnanas, and
their emptiness means that there are no self-governing sub¬
stances behind them. As there is no Atman at the back of the
psychological phenomena, so there is no Atman at the back of
the external world. This is technically known as the “egoiessncss of things”. Primitive Buddhism taught the theory of
Anatman in us, but it was by the Mahayanists, it is said, that
the theory was applied to external objects also.
' Twenty In the StitMJittrikt, but no such reckoning in the AttoMMaaiia,
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3. We generally distinguish between the inner and the
outer, but since there is no reality in this distinction it is here
negated; the distinction it no more than a form of thoughtconstruction, the relation can be reversed at any moment,
there is no permanent stability here. Change the position,
and what is inner is outer, and what is outer is inner. Thb
relativity is called here emptiness.
4. When things outside and inside are all declared empty
we are led to think that the idea of emptiness remains real
or that this alone is something objectivdy attainable. The
emptiness of emptiness is designed to destroy this attachment.
To maintain the idea of emptiness means to leave a speck of
dust when all has been swept clcan.^
5. The *‘great emptiness'* mcaiu the unreality of space.
Space was conceived in olden days to be something objectively
r^, but this is regarded by the Mahayana as empty. Things
in space are subject to the laws of birth and death, that is,
governed by causation, as this all Buddhists recognize; but
space iuclf is thought by them to be eternally there. The
Mahayanisu teach that this vast vacuity also has no objccth'c
reality, that the idea of space or exteruion is mere fiction.
6. The “ultimate truth” means the true being of all things,
the state in which they truly are, apart from all form of
subjectivity. This is something not subject to destruction, not
to ^ held up as this or that, to which nothing can be affixed.
Therefore, this ultimate truth is empty. If real, it is one of those
objects that are condidoned and chained to the law of causation.
Nirvana is but another name. When Nirvana has something
attachable to it. It will no more be Nirvana. It will be seen that
"empdness** is here used in a somewhat different sense from
number 3, when objecu inner or outer are declared “empty”.
7 and 8. These may be treated together. Samkrila means
things that have come to existence owing to condidons of
cauiadon. In this sense they are “created”. Asamskrila are
things not subject to causadon, such as space. To say that the
Samskrita are empty is another way of saying that the world
external as well as internal is empty. Existence is somedmes
divided into Samskrita and Asamskrita, somedmes into inner
‘ C2f. Jodiu'i murk on noUmigneB. ^ Etnpi, Series I, pp. lya-S-
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and outer, sometimes into the five Skandhas, etc., according
to points
view necessitated by course of reasoning. All these
distinctions are, howTver, only relative and have no corres¬
ponding oi^'ectivity, and are, therefore, all empty. The
Asanukrita exist because of their being contrasted to the
Samskrita. \Vhen the tatter have no reality, the former are
also no more. They both arc mere names, and empty.
g. This emphasizes the idea of all “things” being absolutely
empty. “Ultimate" means “absolute”. The denial of objective
reality to all things is here unconditionally upheld. The
“emptiness of emptiness” means prau:tically the same thing.
The room b swept clean by the ud of a broom; but when the
broom b retained it is not absolute emptiness. Nay, the broom,
together with the sweeper, ought to be thrown aside in order to
reach the idea of Atyanu-sunyau. As long as there b even one
dharma leA, a thing or a person or a thought, there b a point
of atuchment from which a world of pluralities, and, there¬
fore, of woes and sorrows, can be fabricated. Emptiness beyond
every possible qualification, beyond an infinite chain of
dependence—thb b Nirvsma.
10. When existence b said to be beginningicss, people think
that there b such a thing as bcginninglessness, and cling to
the idea. In order to do away with thb attachment, its
emptiness b pronounced. The human intellect oscillates be¬
tween opposites. When the idea of a beginning b exploded,
the idea of bcginninglessness replaces it, while in truth these
are merely relative. The great truth of Sunyata must be above
those opposites, and yet not outs^e of them. Therefore, the
Prajmparamita takes pains to strike the middle way and yet
not to stand by it; for when thb b done it ceases to be the
middle way. The theory of Emptiness is thus to be elucidated
from every possible 'point of view.
It. There is nothing perfectly simple in thb world. Every¬
thing b doomed to final decomposition. It seems to exbt as
a unit, to retain its form, to be itself, but there b nothing
here that cannot be reduced to its component parts. It b
sure to be dispersed. Things belonging to the world of thought
may teem not to be subject to dissolution. But here change
takes place in another form. Time works, no permanency
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prevails. The four Skandhas—Vedana, Samjna, Sanukara,
and Vijnana—arc abo meant for ultimate diipenion and
annihilation. They arc in any way empty.
12. Prakriti is what makes fire hot and water cold, it is
the primary nature of each individual object. When it it
declared to be empty, it means that there is no Atman in it,
which constitutes its primary nature, and that the very idea
of primary nature is an empty one. That there is no individual
selfhood at the back of what we consider a particular object
has already been noted, because all things are producu of
variotu causes and conditions, and there is nothing that can
be called an independent, solitary, self-originating primary
nature. All is ultimately empty, and if there is such a thing
as primary nature, it cannot be otherwise than empty.
13. Lakshana is the intelligible aspect of each individual
object. In some cases Lakshana is not distinguishable from
primary nature, they are inseparably related. The nature
of fire is intelligible through its heat, that of water through in
coolness. The Buddhist monk finds his primary nature in
his observance of the rules of morality, while the shaven head
and patched garment arc his characteristic appearance. The
Pr^naparamita telb us that these outside, perceptible aspects of
things are empty, because they arc mere appearances resulting
from various oombinadons of causes and conditions; being
relative they have no reality. By the emptiness of self-aspect
or self-character (svaiaksatui), therefore, u meant that each
particular object has no permanent and irreducible charactensdes to be known as its own.
14*
usserdon that all things {samdkarma) are empty
b the most comprehensive one, for the term dh^ta denotes
not only an object of sense but abo an object of thought.
When all these arc declared empty, no further detailed
commentaries arc needed. But the Prajnaparatmta evidently
designs to leave no stone unturned in order to impress its
students in a most thoroughgoing manner with the doctrine
of Empdness. According to Nagaijuna, all dhannas are
endowed with these characters: cxistendality, intelligibility,
percepdbility, objeedvity, efficiency, causality, dependence,
mutuality, duality, muldplicity, gcrierality, in^vidusJity, etc.
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But all these chancterizalions have no permanence, no
lubility; they are all relative and phenomenal. The ignorant
fail to tee into the true nature of things, and become attached
thereby to the idea of a reality which is eternal, blissful, self*
governing, and devoid qf defilements. To be wise simply
means to be free from these false views, for there is nothing
in them to be taken hold of as not empty.
15. This kind of emptiness is known as unattainable
{mitpalambha). It it not that the mind it incapable of laying
its hand on it, but that there b really nothing to be objectnely
oomprehcmiblc. Emptiness suggests nothingness, but when
it u qualified as unattainable, it ceases to be merely negative.
It b unattainable just because it caimot be an object of
relative thought cherished by the Vijnana. When the latter
b elevated to the higher plane of the Prajna, the “emptiness
unattainable*' is understood. The Prynaparamita b afraid of
frightening away its followers when it makes its bold assertion
that all is empty, and therefore it proceeds to add that the
absence of all these ideas bom of relativity does not mean
bald emptiness, but simply an emptiness unattainable.
With the wise thu emptiness b a reality. When the lion
roars, the other animab are terrified, imagining thb roaring to
be something altogether extraordinary, something in a most
specific sense “attained" by the king of beasts. But to the
lion the roaring b nothing, nothing specifically acquired by
or added to him. So with the wise, there b no “emptiness"
in them which b to be regarded as specifically attaint as an
object of thought. Thcb attainment is really no-attairunenL
t6, 17, and 18. These may be treated together. Exbtence
b vieu-ed here from the point of being (arltlM) and non-being
(aorli/M), and these two views, whether taken individually
or relatively, are said to be empty. AbfuuM b the negation of
being, which b one sense of empdnesa; svabhma means “to be
by itself", but as there b no such being it b also empty. Is
then the opposition of being and nombeing real? No, it b
also empty, because each term of the opposition U empty.
What “emptiness" really means I believe has been made
clear by these detailed explanations. Emptiness u not to be
confounded with nothingness; nor b one to imagine that
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there is an object of thought to be designated as emptiness, for
this idea goo direedy contrary to the nature of emptirsess
itself. Nor is it to be defined as relativity, as is done by some
scholars. It is true that the PrajnapoTamUi teacho that things
exist mutually related as roulu of causal combinations and
therefore they are empty. But for this resison we cannot
state that relativity and emptiness arc synonymous. In fact,
it is one thing to say that things are relative, but quite another
to say that they are empty. Emptiness is the result of an
intuidon and not the outcome of reasoning, though the use
here of the particle of inference, “therefore", gives this effect.
The idea of Empuness grovrs out of experience, and in
order to give it a logical foundation the premise it found
in reladvity. But, spoiking strictly logically, there it a gap
between reladvity and Empuness. RcUdvity does not make
us jump over the gap; as long as we stay with reladvity we
are within a circle; to realize that we are in a circle and that
therefore we must get out of it in order to see its endre
aspect presupposes our once having gone beyond it. The
experience of Emptiness has been there all the dme where
we b^an to talk about reladvity. From Empuness we can
pass to reladvity, but not conversely. This analysis is impor*
tant in the understanding of the Praputparamta philosophy. It
is the Prajna that sees into all the implicadons of Empdness,
and not the intellect or Vijiuna, and they are wise who have
opened their Prajna>eye to the truth of Empuness. If the
Mahayana system were built upon the idea of reladvity, its
message would never have called out such responses as we see
in its history in India, China, and Japan. That the teaching
of EmptirKss has actually achieved wonders in the spiritual
life of the Far-eastern peoples b the irrevocable pro^ of its
deep insight into the abyss of human consciousness.
Empuness, for these reasons, b called the unattainable
{ompalaMha) or the unthinkable {aemtya), showing that it b
not a nodon to be subsumed in any categories of logic. It b
synonymous with suchness {tathata). Tathata or Sunyata b
thus truly the object of study for the Bodhbattvas.

Q
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7. Prqjnd and Maya
One of the favourite analogies used by the Prajna
philoMjplicn when they wish to impress us with the doctrine
of Emptiness b that of Maya, and they are frequendy called by
other teacben the Mayavadins. What b thetneaningof thb Maya
simile? Let roe quote a few passages and sec what Maya means.
'The Buddha asked Subhuti; O Subhuri, do you think
Maya to be difierent from Rupam' and Rupam from Maya?
Do you think, again, Maya to be diflerent from Vedana,
Sarojna, Saroskara and Vijnana; suid Vedana, Sarojna,
Samskara and Vijnana from Maya?
"Subhuti said; No, Blessed One, they are not different
If Rupam b different from Maya, it b not Rupam; if Maya
b different from Rupam, it b not Maya. Maya b Rupam and
Rupam b Maya. The same can be said of Vedana, Sarojna,
Samskara and Vijnana.
"The Buddha; O Subhud, do you think the five clinging
Skandhas constitute Bodhbattvaho^, or not?
"Subhud: O Blessed One, they do.
"The Buddha; O Subhuti, and you should know that
these five clinging Skaivdhas arc no more than Maya itself.
Why? Because Rupam b like Maya, and Vedana, Sarojna,
Samskara and Vijnana are like Maya; and these five Skandhas
. and six senses are what constitutes Bodhbattvahood and,
therefore, the Bodhbattva too b like Maya. Those who
wbh to discipline themselves in the Prajnaparamita should
do m as if disciplining themselves in Maya. . . . But those
Bodhbattvas who have first started in their disciplining
escercises may be terribly frightened and led astray, if they
are not properly guided by good spiritual teachers."*
‘ Rupam (form), Vedana (Kiaation), Samjna (thought), Sam^m
(coKirarnuuiott/» aim VijtMna (comciouBMs}*-~thcte five Ate tecfaiucaiiy
kaowo by Buddhlm as the Five AorMates OawastaaAoA), that is, the
five ulihnat* ooustituenu of existence. 'n>treforc, when rrferenM is made
10 these Five AggregsMS, we may rvard them as memninc this world cf
matter and thought in its entirety, 'niey are “dinging” when we regard
them as final realities, and are unable to extricate ourselves from their
tynuittical hold on us.
• Alto, pp. 16-17 (Fs.Ma, 3b).
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Such « discourse as this, indeed, if the hearer is not property
instructed by a great competent master of the Prajnaparamita,
will lead us to the follies of libertinism. Listen further to thu:
“The Buddha: It is like a magician {mtt^akara) conjuring
up by his magical art a large crowd of bdnga at a crossroad.
As soon as they are seen to come into existence they vanish.
O Subhuti, what do you think? Do they really come from
some definite locality? Arc they real realities? E>o they really
pass away somewhere? Are they really destroyed?
"Subhuti: O no, Blessed One.
"The Buddha: It is the same with the Bodhisattva.
Although he leads innumerable sentient beings to Nirvana, in
reality there are no sentient beings to be led to Nirvsuia.
Those who are not frightened at all, even when listening to
such discourses as this, are true Bt^hisattvu well fortified
in the Mahayana armour."*
“Subhuti said to Purna: The Rupam of the rruigical
creation is ndther in bondage nor released from it; so with
his Vedana, Samjna, Sanukara, and Vijnana—they are
neither in bondage nor released from it. The same is to be
said of the suchness of his Rupam and the other four Skandhas.
Nothing of him has ever been in bondage, and he is therefore
nes'cr released from anything. Why? Beuuse of non>actuality
{asadbfaUatoat), there is for him neither bondage nor emanci¬
pation; because of detachment (eimkUUoai), there is for him
neither bondage nor emancipation; berausc of no-birth
(amitpannattMit), there is for him neither bondage nor emanci¬
pation. Those Bodhisattvas who realize this are really abiding
in the Mahayana and sue well flunished with the Mahayana
armour."’
"Then the Devaputras asked Subhuti: Are all beings
like Maya, or are they ikh?
"Subhuti said: O Devaputnu, they are all like Maya;
again, they are like a dream {svapna). Why? Because no dis¬
tinction is to be made between all beings and Maya or a
dream; there is indeed between them no dusdistic contrast.
Therefore, all beings are like Maya and a dream. The four
orders of Sravakabood as well as Pratyekabuddhahood; they
' Ibid., p.

91

(F» mu, 49).

* Ibid., pp.

(f* 11. 4b).
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Ere like Maya and a dream; supreme enlightenment itself is
like Maya and a dream.
“The Devaputras: If this is so, is Nirvana, too, Maya
and a dream?
“Subhuti: Nirvana is irKleed like Maya and a dream,
and how much more the rest of things I
“The Devaputras: Why so?
“Subhuti: Even when you declare that there is some¬
thing superior to Nirvana, I tell you that this something
too is no more than Maya and a dream; for there u between
them no difference, no dualisdc coni^t to be made out.*'*
From this point of view it is natural for followers of
the Prajnaparamiu to conclude that “Buddha it mere name*
(namMlhe^-inatram); Bodhisattva it mere name; Prajnaparamita is mere name; and these names have no real origination
{anaMttmnriUa)".*
Names that have never known their real origination are
like a void space [eJutsa) whose whence and whither are in
no way indicabic, and which is thus altogether beyond all
forms of predicability. In other words, this void is Sunyata.
“The Buddha’s teaching it in accordance with the nature of
all brings, which is beyond attainsibility. This truth knows
no hindrances anywhere. It is like a vacuity of space which is
not hindered by anything, it refutes to take any predicates.
As it is beyond all forms of dualism, in it there are no con¬
trasts, no characterization is possible of it. As there is in it
no opposition, it knows nothing that goes beyond it. As
there is in it no origination, it leaves no traces behind it. At
there it in it no birth-and-death, it b unborn. As there arc in
it no pathv^ays to mark its transformation, it u pathless.’’*
From these quotations one may feel like drawing the con¬
clusion that the Dharma of the Prajmtf>aramita u after all
quite a visionary, dreamy, ungraspable sonsething almost
equal to a non-entity. If to view all things in accordance
■ Ibid., p. 39 (Akw, Sb).
' Name hm meuu concept or tho»^t-comtruetion. Nsine^ly>
thercTorc, is th« tame m Prajciaptiuiatra. Tbii k where the leachinf of
Sunyata cotnea in ooataoi with the Idealism of tbe Yogacara.
'Ibid., p. aj
5a).
• Ibid., p. 3» (AMaa, 4^).
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with the Prajnaparamita b to view them irt accordance with
Sarvajnata (all-knowledge), and if to view all things in
accordance with Sarvajnata b to view them in accordance
with the nature of a void space (a^ara), the teaching of the
Pr^naparamUa may be regarded after all as the teaching of
nothingness, fably termed as “Mayavada”, the doctrine of the
unrealncas of all things.* No wxindcr, we may say, that the
futra repeatedly warns its readers not to become alarmed, or
terrified, or horrified out of thdr senses, when they Ibtcn to
the philosophy of th^ deepest Pnunaparamita. (jmhhirapr(gnap<tramita).* Can we then for these reasons declare that
the Prajna is Maya and a dream and a mere name and that
the Mahayana b an edifice constructed on sand? Is it no more
than a conceptual plaything consbting of bubbles and
echoes? Thu has de^dedly been the conclusion of'sotne
scholars, especially of the West It b very difficult to rise above
the notion of the unreality of things and to take them for
what they are—that b, in their aspect of tuchness. To under^
stand the Maya theory b to perceive the suchness of things.
The Indians are noted for being clever in magic, and it b
natural for the Buddhbt philosophers to illustrate the fleeting
nature of all exbtence
means of magical creations. But
we must not take their rhetoric in iu literal sense. We must
try to get at its true meaning. As has repeatedly been stated,
the force of argument adopt^ in the PrqfnapcramiUi b directed
agaiiut the fundamental error we all have in regard to the
world generally—that is, naive realism. The chief feature of
thb realism u to take the world as a reality eternally fixed and
externally exbting against what is conceived to be an iimer
world of thoughts, feelings, and sensations, while the latter
b governed by an ego-soul individually isolated from others
and warring against them. One of the best weapons for
destroying the stronghold of naive realism b to declare that
all b Maya and that there b no permanently fixed order in
the world, that the dualbtic conception of exbtence, inner
and outer, being and non-bcing, etc., b vbionary, and that to
' Ibid., p. 302
4ab).
* This waraing is given throughout all the sutraa on Prainapsranuta,
and it is said that the true test of Bodbisattvabood conaisa in Midly accept¬
ing ibis doctrine and feeling resiUy cbeerftii about iL
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reach the real basis of existence it b necessary to awaken the
Prajna which takes hold of the unattainable. For it is only
by means of the Prajna that all kinds of clinging and attach*
ment, whether intellectual or affectional, can be rightly
corrected, and that the suchness of existence can be truthlully
perceived and au:ted upon. The Frajnaparamita has always
in view this pragmatic consideration ^ its philosophy in
spite of its soaring flights of imagination and its ever-vanishing
mysticism.
The Buddhist idea of having any system of philosophy
at all is thereby to uproot the evil passions (klaa) which dog
the harmonious unobstructed activity of the Prajna. The
passions are always one-sided, and create all forms of clinging,
and by means of these passions and clingings evil deeds are
committed in three ways, by body, mouth, and mind, and
these lead further on to endless repetitions of the same. So
we are told that the pleasures and pains with which we are
affected have no permanent nature as such; and likewise
with objects of pleasure and pain, they arc transitory and
changeable like' Maya. 'They all have no substantial reality.
They are mere appearances, and to be regarded as such and
of no further value. As far as appearances go, they are there,
and this fact will not be ignored; but as for dinging to them
thus as finalities, the wise know much better, for their Prajnaeye has penetrated into the rockbed itself of reality. According
to Nagaijuna,^ the child secs the moon in the water, the
desire is stirred in him to scoop it out, he extends his arm
into the water. Not, hoM-cver, being able to take hold of it,
he is very much grieved. A wise man now tells him that
what he sees there in the water is not to be hsuidled. In the
same way, a world of appearances is not denied, only its
seizability or attainability is denied. A world of pluralities is
there bcfoce the s^ise as well as the ignorant; the difference
between the two is that the former see it with a mind free
from attachments while the latter have not yet gone &r
enough into the realm of Sunyata. The veil of Maya is
recognized as such by the Bodhisattvas, but those who arc
still in bondage take it for reality.
‘ Hii oomcaenuuy on the Pt^fnaftramita, Fai. XXXII.
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The Maya teaching is, therefore, to be undentood against
the background of Sunyau or Tathau. Without this, the
Maya remains forever as such, and the Buddhists will never be
able to find their foothold, although this foothold ought not
to be reckoned as belonging to the realm of discriminations.
When this commentary is not given, the Maya will entirely
lose its signihcance in the teaching of the PrajnapafamUu
The statement, "even Nirvana is Maya and a dream", vnU be
no more than gibberish. The Maya is a pointer. Those who
follow it intclligcndy will see behind the screen a world of
inexpressible m>*steric8 and "unattainable” realities.

6. Prqjna and Intuitions
To understand the posidon o( the Prajnaparamita as a
philosophical teaching, it is necessary to ascertain where its
foundadon lies. When this is not properly done, the cridc
may take the shadow for the substance. Where, then, is the
foundadon of the Prajnaparamita? As the Mahayanisu take
it, it is not based on logic as the latter is commonly inter¬
preted ; but it is based on intuitions. The Prajnaparamita is a
system of intuidons. Its thorough understanding requires a
leap from logic to the other shore. When one tries to unravel
it without this experience, the system becomes all the more
a mass of confusion or an unintelligible jargon. Most writers
approach the Mahayana without this indispensable preliisiinary. They must discard conceptual arguments.
What is the meaning of this discarding in the doctrine
of the Prajnaparamiu?
According to the Mahayanists, logic so called or our
ordinary human way of thinking is the outgrowth of a dualisdc
interpretadon of existence—astitaa and aastitoa, being and
non-being. This dualism goes on throughout our thinking.
We can never get away from this so long as we stay with the
condidons of thinking. The opposidon of "A” and "not-A"
is fundamental, is the warp and woof of human under¬
standing. But, singularly, our heart or spirit never rests
quietly so long as we do not transceiMl this apparently logically
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essential posidon. Ordinary logic is the most useful imple¬
ment in our practical life, for without it we can never expect
to rise above the animal plane of existence. It is due to
our faculty of forming concepts that we can go, as it were,
out of ourselves, out of our inunediate experiences. It is the
greatest weapon we have over our brother animals.
Unfortunately, we have become so enamoured with our
concept-forming power that we have gradually detached
ourselves from the sources of our being—the sources that
enabled us to construct ideas and carry out abstract reasoning.
The result of this is that we have b^un to feel somehow
uneasy about ourselves. Even when we are convinced of the
accuracy and perspicuity of our logic, we seem to cherish
somewhere a sense of inner vacancy, we arc not able to
locate it in our logic, but the logic itself os a whole seems to
lack a certain fundamentsd convincing power. In any event
we arc dissadsfred with ourselves and with the whole world
so long as we cling to the dualism of asH and aarti, “A" and
“not-A”.
Perhaps our so-called logic is only the ultimate utilitarian
instrument wherewith we handle things belonging to the
superficialities of life. The spirit or that which occupies the
deepest part of our being requires something thoroughly
non-conccptual, i.e. something immediate and far more
penetrating than mere intellection. The latter draws its
materials from concepts. The spirit denunds immediate per¬
ceptions. Evidendy, what may be designated an inner or a
higher perception, which expresses itsdf through the ordinary
senses, but which is not bound by them, must be awakened,
if the spirit is to be satisfied with itself.
The final goal of all the Buddhist disciplines is the awaken¬
ing of thb inner tense. So with the Prajnaparamita, the
awakening is the one thing that is most needful here. All the
teachings expounded in the sutras, all the bold statements
at which the student is warned not to become terrified, are
the views extended before the awakened sense of the Bodhisattva. They are his intuitions, they are the dialectic of his
immediate experiences, and not that of his £onccpU. This is
the reason why the sutra so repeatedly refers to seeing things
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jatJaihutam, i.e. as they are. It miut be remembered that
“seeing” and not “reasoning” or "arguing" logically is
here the topic. Tatftabhuiam is the term applicable only
to the act of seeing or viewing, and not to the process of
inference.
The Mahayanists uphold this new point of view acquired
by the awakening of the inner sense which is the Prajna or
Sarvajnata, and declare it to be something more fundamental
than naere logic. However logically impossible or full of con¬
tradictions a statement which is made by the Prajnaparamita
may be, it is utterly satisfying to the spirit, inasmuch as it
is a statement made jathai/mtam in perfect accord with the
itmer sente, which functions in a realm beyond the dualism
of aitittia and naititoa. Such statements are then said to be
characterized with jtaUiabkuUtia, or simply they arc statements
of Tathata (suchness). That they are not at all logical does
not mean that they arc untrue. As far as truth is concerned,
there is more of it in them. Truth means “it is so” i^athahhUata
meant no less.
Statements of immediate perception in a realm beyond
aititea and nasfitvc csuinot fail to be most frightening to those
whose eyes have never been raised above the utilitarian
dualism of the sense-world. To announce that all is Maya, all
is a dream, is surely horrifying. But let us here rise above
the dualisdc interpretation of existence, and we realize that
what is is because of what is not, and that what is not is not
because of what is. We cannot single out one thing and
declare it to be final. But this is what we are practising in
our daily life and in our ordinary logic. When the Prajnaparttmita says that all is Maya, it simply describes what it secs
yelhabhuUan in this sense-world. Maya, more exactly stated, is
“to exist as if not existing*’.* This is not denying the world
in a wholesale manner. Superficially, it is a denial, but at
the same time it is asserting something behind. It is at once
a negation and an affirmation. Logic cannot uphold this
position, but the Prajna intuition docs. Students of the
Mahayana sutras are always advised to keep this in mind.
■ ralAa He samMrolt teiha semM^eult. Asia.

p. 15.
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9. n>t pT^na as UnatlavtahU, and Rtlatioify
This position of the Pnijnaparamita attained by the
awakening of the inner sense is called am^alaidha, “luvatiainabte”. Paradoxes are here unavoidable. The Hegelian
dialectic may explain them as being also in accordance with
the law of logic. But in the Prajnaparamita there is no need
to go through the process of thess, antithesis, and synthesis
because there is no room in the Mahayana world of intuitions
to admit such a roundabout process of moving from one idea to
another. Once beyond a world dualisdcally constructed, the
unattainable is the attainable, and the attainable is the
unattainable. This may be called the transcendental view¬
point of the Prajnaparamita.
We can now see why those sebdan are in the wrong who
want to identify the doctrine of Elmptiness (swgtatd) with
that of relativity. According to them, ail things arc empty
because thdr existence is thoroughly conditioned by the
principle of relativity, which is the same as saying that all
things are bound up by the law of causadon. If Buddhist
philosophy is based on causadon and karma, this means
reladvity; and if all things are what they are because of the
causal net pervading the endre range of existence, and if they
are thus characteri^ as Emptiness, Emptiness is reladvity.
But this identification of Empdness and reladvity it un¬
tenable; the so-called idcndlicadon is confusion. The scholars
have not fully grasped the purport of the Mahayana teaching;
they are still holding to their former poddon, that is, the
posidon we generally have prior to the awakening of the
inner tense to which allusion has already been made.
To urvdcTstand truthfully, jathabkuUm, what Empdness
is, the awakening (sambadhi) is indispetisable. The awakening
it the tuming-up {pgraorittt), so repeatedly mentioned in the
Mahayana sutras such as the Las\kacaUxra, etc. This tuming-up
or turning-back means reversing the order of one’s ment^
outlook. What used to be dualisdc is now to be seen from
the “wrong side” of it. The inside which was hitherto hidden
out of sight now stands revealed in full view. Things are
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now surveyed from this newly discovered position. Naturally,
one's view of the world must change; things seen from the
outside cannot be the same as things teen from the inside.
A tree was observed as expressed in colour and with its branches
swaying in the wind; but now there is no more a tree distinct
from iu fellow-trees, from its surroundings; the leaves are
no more green; there arc no swaying branches; no flowers
are in bloom; and all these have vanished; what has appeared
to the senses and been constructed by thought is all gone.
Here lies a new world. All that has been "attainable" remains
here; but this is changed—though not to a state of nothingness,
for nothingness still savours of somethingness. Lacking in
all forms of expression, the Prajitapararniia calls this “the
unattunable”, "the empty”, “the unobstructed", etc.
There is no room here for relativity to design its machinery.
Relativity is one of the notions we have fonned while ob¬
serving existence from the point of astitoa and aartirsu, where
everything has its second, where every “A” is accompanied
by its “not-A". From this position it b impossible to pene¬
trate into a realm of Emptiness; the position must once for
all be quitted; as long as the philosopher clings to this, hb
relativity dogs hb every step; he carmot draw anything
else out of it; it never transforms itself into Emptiness. In
Older to get into the world of Emptiness, exbtence itself miut
be made to turn a somersaulL One must once experience
sitting at the centre of exbtence smd viewing things from thb
hub. Let one remain at thb side of dualism and the gap
between relativity and Emptiness can never be bridged.
Things of thb world are relative because of their being empty
by nature; and not conversely. Sunyata b realized only after
the awakening of the inner sense, after the turning-over
(paratriUi) in the Alayavijnansu It b only after thb "turning”
which it also a leaping that we can make such statemenu
as these: “All b bound up in the chain of originatioi^
and therefore all b empty", or “All b Maya, all b
Sunyata"; or "All b sxich as it b (jathabhulam), and yet all
b not”.
When the Buddhbts refer to the chain of origination
{hetuprat/aya or karoMtamutpada), In order to explain the
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making'Up of a fleet or the production of a Buddha-image,’
and say that nothing is produced without the combination
various causes and conditions, and further that they do not
come from any definite quarters, nor do they disappear into
any definite quarters, the idea may seem to point towards
the identification of relativity and Emptiness. In orre of the
Chinese versions of the Prajmtparamila StUra, known as the
Tao^hsing Pat-jt,* we have the following :*
**It it like those heavenly mamions which are inhabited
by beings of the Akanishta Heaven. Their glowing beauty
surpasses everything we on earth can think of. But they
have been made by thcmscK’cs; they have not been brought
over here from anywhere else, nor it there any creator who
has created them out of nothing, nor is their whence and
whither known to anybody. Their coming into existence it
due to the law of causation; when those celestial beings were
matured on account of their previoiu deeds to enjoy such
radiantly shining celestial palaces, the latter came into
existence. In like manirer, when various causes and coixlitions
are matured, sentient beings are able to sec the Buddha-body.
They first conceive the desire to see the Buddha; they thtm
accumulate all kinds of merit by practising good deeds; they
avoid being bom in the eight tmdesirable habitations; being
intelligent they have full fisith in the Buddha. When these
several conditions are fulfilled, they will interview the Buddha.
As to the Buddha>body itself, it has no whence and whither;
it knows no creator; there is no one who has brought it
over here for the benefit of the devotees, it has no form;
it is not attached to anything; like the palaces of the Aka¬
nishta, it just manifests itself there in order to make all
sentient beings attain fiiul enumdpation. . .
The doctrine of causation {haanasamutpadd) as upheld
here is only applicable to a world of dualities and com' See Zn
Series II, p. spS
' Tt»-ituig is ibe tide of the fint ehsMer, This was trsnalated by Louchio-«h‘an (Loksrskss), of the Eastern Han dynasty (a.o. 93-340), and is
the earliest Prtmafermmiu done into the Otiaesc langtuge. In the Kumarajiva aad the rauan<huan( ‘Tao-hani(** is *‘Miao-biir«”, and in the
Sandoit AslatakesrOut ‘‘Sarvakarajtiatacarya**.
' This part is mMnc In Kumanuha, and also in Sbih-hu.
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binadons. Where there are no such happenings, the doctrine
at once loses its significance. As long as we are bound to a
world of particulars we see causation and relativity o'erywhere, because this is the place for them to fiincdon. But
we are never satisfied with this state of affairs, not
only spiritually but logically in the deeper sense of the word,
we leap for life or death over the bottomless abyss gaping
before us. The leap lands us in the realm of Emptiness, and
we realize that it is after all this Emptiness that lies under¬
neath the world of causes and conditions.
Emptiness is that which makes the work of causation
possible, it is a form of canvas on which causadon paints its
most variegated pictures. Emptiness thus comes first though
not in time, for dmc presupposes a chain of causadon; the
mining fint means bring fondamental. When causadon or
leladvity u made at all thinkable, there is already in it
Emptiness. This distinedon is most vital in all our rdigious
experience and, I should think, also in all our clear philo¬
sophical thinking. The Pngiuparamita philosophers, therefore,
insttt that Empdness b the most fundamental idea >dien
their intuidons strivje to express themselves through the
medium of the intellect. It b not a negadve notion but
decidedly positive. It sounds native only to those who
have not gone to the other side
the screen. When pene¬
tration b imperfect the intellect becomes muddled, and
wrong inferences are many.
Scholars unfortunately slur over the fact that in tl«
PT<gnttparamita and other Mahayana texU SunyaU (empti¬
ness) and Talhata or YathabhutaU (suchness) are synony¬
mously used as expressing an identical thought. If EraptincM
is a negfative term and connotes nothing of affirmation, it
fjin never be made to build up the gpand edifice of the
religion known as Mahayana Buddhbm. It b really astormhing
to sec how prejudiced and superficial some of the critics ^
who fail to see the neexb of the human sense for somi^ng
really affirmative and therefore »ul-suppor^. The oricrital
mind, generally speaking, b more inner and intuitive, working
outwardly, as it were, ^tn the centre of its bring. It
not be so logical and system-loving as the Western mind,
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and for this reason it is capable of more deeply grasping the
fundamental faett of life. TTiose who start firom a dualistically
constructed world are unable to destroy this construction and
to return to its source which really is no-source. Thesis
(aifttoa) and antithesis (aaifthw) may be raised to a synthesis,
but this after sdl remsuns an idea, a concept, and never
becomes an experience; and, therefore, when they are
asked “Where docs the One return?” they are at a loss where
to find the way out‘
Intuition may be despised by the philosopher, but there
are grades of intuition. The deepest are those experienced
by religio-philosophical minds belonging to the order of the
Piajnaparamita. But when their intuitions are translated
into terms of relative knowledge, how insipid, negative, and
nonsensical! The understanding of the Prajnaparamiu
becomes an impossibility. Hence its repeated warnings not
to hide oneself under a cover, not to cherish a shadow of
doubt, not to feel dejected or ftightened or threatened.

lo. Ths Prajna and IrraiioiutUtus
Seeing thus where the Prajnaparamita stands, we can
r^ize why it abounds with negative phrases and irrational
assertions. Its intuitions could not be conveyed in any other
way if they were to be expressed at all. In fact, we can say
that all the deep soul-sdning truths arc paradoxically stated,
so much, indeed, that we are almost led to imagine that the
authors are incorrigibly and deliberately enigmatic. The
following quotations supply examples:
"Subhuti asked: How does the Bodhisattva come to the
knowledge of the five Skandhas when he disciplines himself
in the deep Prajnaparamiu?
“Buddha said: He comes to the knowledge of the five
Skandhas when he disciplines himself in the deep Prajnapanunila by perceiving yaikabhutam (i) what the character¬
istic marks {laksau) of the Skandhas are, (2) whence they come
and whither they go, and (3) what b meant by their suchness.
* See ^ Bihoh, Seriet I, p. s8i.
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"(i) Rupam (fonn) has no lUtinutc tolidity; it is full
of cracks and holes; it it like a bubble. Vedana is like a boil;
it is like an arrow, quickly rising and quickly disappearing;
it is like a foam, deceiving and ^ting; it takes its rise when
there is a triple combination of conditions. Samjna a like a
mirage, there are no real fountains in it; because of thirst or
desire it rises, and expresses itself in words though there is
nothing substsmtial in it. Samskara is like a plantain tree;
when each leaf is peeled off, nothing remains. Vijnana is
like a Maya creation; it is there when causes and conditions
are variously combined. It is a provisioniuy construction;
the magically created soldiers are seen marching through the
streets; though they look real they are in fact without
substantiality.
**(2} As rqpuds the whence and whither of the five
Skandhas, the Bodhisattva knows yaihabhutan that they
come from rmwhere although they seem to manifbt themselves
actually before him; that they depart nowhere although they
seem to disappear altogether out of sight, and yet that there
b in the Skandhas a happening known as their rise or their
disappearance.
“(3) Lastly, the Bodhisattva perceives ytAabhutam that
there b what b to be known as the sudmess of the five
Skandhas, which b neither bom nor dead, neither comes nor
departs, b neither pure nor tainted, neither loses nor gains;
which for ever remains in the state of suchness free from all
falsehood, from all forms of change."^
The position of the Pnynaparamita b not necessarily to
deny the so-called phenomenal world; it gives the world its
judicious <*laim as a stage of birth atnd death, of being and
non-being. But at the same time it never forgets to assm
that what we see here displayed or performed are passing
shadows of sontething behind, and that when the latter b not
finally grasped by our experience the meaning of the pauing
shadows will ne\'er be properly recognized and apprabed.
Therefore, the Mahayanbu are always medculously careful
about dbtingubhing between “the attainable" and the un• Ab«nct from Htusa-chuaog’s txsmlatioo of the MahifnjnapartmUt,
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attainable”, technically so called. “The attainable” beloiigs
to this world dualistically constructed and “the unattainable”
to a world beyond that. Wherever the contrast between
astitva (being) and nastiivc (non being) is possible, there is
attainability, and, therefore, attachment which is the enemy
of enlightenment and emancipation.
“The Buddha says to Subhuti: Wherever there is a
form of duality, this is attainability; wherever there is no
duality in whatever form, this is non-attainability. When
the eye stands against form {n^am), or the mind against
idesu (<&anna) there is a dusility. When there is what is
known as supreme enlightenment set agairut the Buddha
who is regarded as having attained it, this is again a duality.
Any teacUng that is based on dualism is incorrect, it belongs
to a realm of the attainables.
“Let the duality of eye and form, ear and sound, mind
and thought be altogether done away with; likewise with
that of the enlightened and enlightemnent, let us have
nothing to do; and then there will be a state of non-duality,
free from all false teachings and illegitimate speculations.
The uiuttainable is thus attained.
“Subhuti asks: Is it the unattainable because of depending
on the attainable? Or because of depending on the un¬
attainable?
“The Buddha: It is the unattainable because of depending
on neither the attainable nor the unattainable. It is termed
‘unattainable* when the atuinable and the unattainable are
regyded as one. The discipline of the Bodhisattva in the
Prajnaparamiu consists in realizing this oneness of the
attainable and the unattainable. Let him be freed both
from the idea of the attainable and thaf of the unattainable;
he will then be free from all faulty entanglements.
“O Subhuti, you may ask: if the attaiimble and the un¬
attainable are one, how does the Bodhisattva, who is defined
as progressively going through from orve stage to another,
finally reach the enlightenment of the all-knowing one?
O Subhuti, the Bodhisaitva's life is a scries of unattainables.
He has nothing attained while going through the various
stages of Bodhisattvahood; for in the Prajnaparamita there
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is nothing attniiiable, nor is there any in the enlightenment
of the all-knowing one. When the Bodhisattva is disciplining
hinuelf in the Prajnaparamita, there is in his di^ptine
nothing to be recognized as attained, and in this nonattainment there is also really nothing attained in any time
and at any place.”^
This sounds nonsensical when we confine ourselves to the
relativity aspect of existence, or to the discursive under¬
standing of the human mind. But let us reverse the order of.
things; let us see the world of pluralities from the other tide
which reveals itself to the inner eye now opened by a process
known as Paravritd and we shall realize that all these
irrationalides are possible. Irrationalities are such because
of our position. The question is whether we can abandon
this position, whether we can adopt an altogether new one
where things are surveyed from their aspect of suchness. As
we have alresidy seen, the acquirement of this b made possible
by the supreme efforts we put forward when impelled by a
certain inner urge. The new position b open only to our
will-power and not to the int^ect. Logic halts here; ideas
are unable to array themselves in regular sequence of cog¬
nition and analysb. The intellect surrenders itself to the
dictates of the wUl. The door b forced to open, and we see a
resdm of unattainable extending itself before the eye. It b
in thb realm that we atuin an unattainability by not really
attaining it. Critics may declare: “By thb we have not gained
anything, for wc stand where we were before the Paravritti.
If thb b to, what b the use of exercising ourKlves so much
over the so-called situation? When we have a thing as if not
having it, it b practically the tame as not having it at all
from the first.” The reasoning b sound as far as intellection b
concerned. But we may remember that we have already
gone over to the other side of intellection, and that whatever
statements wc make are made after the leap. There b the
history of an experience intervening; thb b a great event which
creates an unsurpassable gap between philosophy and the
teaching of the P^'naparwmia.
' Ibid., Fas. 535, Chapter 36 (3). sja.
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7^ UnatUxinabU end tht VtuxUathtd

'^Unattainable” {anupalabdha), otherwise expressed, U
”not>seized” or “imattached” {aparamrista). “Unattainable”
has still an intellectual ring, while “unseizable” or “un¬
attached” belongs to the terminology of emotioa. The
assertion that “All-knowledge is indeed unattached” (afiaramrisla hi sanajnata) is in fact one of the refhuns we constantly
come across in the Frajnaparamila Sutra. In this we are made
to be strongly convinced that the Mahayana text b a docu¬
ment describing the views of the other side of exbtence
where the dualism of astitaa and mutitva ceases to hold good.
In the following passages, aparamruta u replaced by ailtsa
and aiamgOf which denote the same idea; our author tries
hard to impress us with the importance of thu teaching of
non-attachment
“When the Bodhisattva attains enlightenment, he teaches
all beings with the doctrine of non-attachment (asUsa). By
non-attachment u meant not to be bound by Rupam (rupasjxasambaadha), by Vedana, Samjna, Samskara, and Vijnana.
Wlien a person b not bound by them, he u unconcerned
with their rise and dbappearsmee. Being unatuched to these
happenings, he b neithn in bondage nor emaiscipated.”^
“Thu teaching of the Pr^naparamiia is difficult to under¬
stand, difficult to believe. Because form itself (n^oai) b
neither bound nor emancipated. Why? Because form has
no self-nature (asvabhapa). The same may be said of the
rest of the Skandhas. There b no self-nature in any one of
them, neither in the beginning, nor in the midway, nor at the
end. As thb having no self-nature b its self-nature, there b
nothing bound, nothing emancipated. The Prajnaparamita
b, therefore, difficult to grasp.”*
“But as soon as we cUng to name (mma) and appearance
(nimitta), there b attachment (samga). Name and ap|>earance
are pt^ucts of discrimination (eiJta/pa). Discrimination
takes place when the Prajnaparamita b clung to as such.
•Mu, p. 994
* ib«L, pp. iSs-6: ruusn-chuang. Fas.

J43,

Chapter 8, 19b.
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Discriininatioii, attachment, and the losing sight of the
Prajnaparamita are synonymous and interchangeable in the
lexicon of Mahayana Buddhism. Form is empty {ptp<m
swefcm), but when it is so asserted, there is clinging (raava)»
and the clinging separates us from the Prajnaparamita.
“Here is a novitiate Bodhisattva who has awakened the
desire for enlightenment; he has gone through with a dis¬
ciplinary course in the life of Bodhisattvidiood; and he may
have conceived the idea that he has thereby accumulated a
certain amount of merit. But no sooner u this idea stirred in
him than he commits a deed of clinging, be is no more in the
Prajnaparamita. Wherever there b discrimination, thu leads
to clinging; or we may reverse it and state that wberevCT
there u clinging there b discrimination. Enlightenment b
attained only when there b no clinging, no conscious striving,
no dualism of asiitoa and nastitaa-, for enlightenment b nonatuinment, and its self-nature consbu in not having self¬
nature.*’*
Thb being free from discrimination, from dinging or
attachment, and having no self-nature b sometimo calW
a state of “absolute purity” {a^fonUwiswidhx). And it b said
that because of thb absolute purity the Prajnaparamita b
unfathomably deep, glovringly brilliant, a p^ect i^t,
unattainable, unseizable, unlmowable, unborn, indestructible,
abiding nowhere, etc.*
To illustrate fiirther the philosophy of the unatUiMble
or of absolute solitude as described in the Prqjnafwamita, I
quote another passage from the sutra where a chapter b
devoted to the treatment of Maya.*
. i i.
“Subhuti then said; How can the mind which u like
Maya attain supreme enlighterunent?
>
"The Buddha: Do you see the mind which is like Maya?
“Subhuti: No, I do not.
“Buddha: Do you see Maya?
“Subhuti; No, 1 do not.
.
“Buddha: When you do not see Maya, nor the nund
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which is like Mayii, do you think there is an existence {dkarma)
—other than the Maya or the Maya-like mind—which
attains supreme enlightenment?
**Subhuti: No, 1 do not tee any such existence {dharma).
If there is any existence apart from the mind which b like
Maya, nothing can be predicated of it, for it is neither a being
(arti) nor a non-being (aeiti). All is absolutely solitary
{atjantoBiBikla), and in this absolute solitude there is nothing
of which we can assert either at being or as not being; there
is nothing in which discipline is possible, or of which attain¬
ment b to be avouched. For thb reason, the Prajnaparamita
b absolutely solitary. So b supreme enlightenment. Between
these two absolutely solitary terms there cannot be any
relationship; we cannot describe the one as the means of
attaining the other, nor the other as something attainable.
The Bodhisattva b spoken of as attaining supreme enlighten¬
ment because of the Prajnaparamita. But the Bodhisattva
himself b also an absolutely solitary being {dharma), and we
cannot make any assertion about hb attaining anything,
even enlightenment.
“Buddha: Well done, Subhud. It b just as you state.
Absolutely solitary are all things {dherma)—the Bodhisattva,
the Prajnaparamita, and supreme enlightenment. And yet
amidst those absolutely solitary dharmas the Bodhisattva b
awakened to the true nature of the Prajnaparamita and
attains the knowledge that the Prajnaparamita b absolutely
solitary, and that what b known as Prajnaparamita b not
Prajnaparamita. There b really the attainment by the
Bodhisattva of supreme enlightenment, and yet in thb attain¬
ment there b really nothing that can be held out as something
attained, something seized; and all things {dharma) remain
absolutely solitary as if nothing ever happened."*

12.

Reality as Seen Jhm the Other Side

“Absolutely solitary*' {atyasttaoivikta), “absolutely pure”
{atyantaomuUhi), “unattainable** {asmfialahdha), “unattached"
‘

AsU, p. 438/*; Fe-mm, 61; Mehe, Fs». 533,60a; Kuxmuiuiva, 76b.
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(asltsa, or asam^a, or i^aramruta), ’’neither bound nor eman¬
cipated” (alfaddhairuJUa), ’’neither bom nor extinguished”
(enutpMlanirodha), ’’not abiding anywhere” (astJata), ”not
depending on anything” (enom^), ’’not exhausted” (aks^),
“pathless” (afxaha), “trackless” (afieda), etc.—all these belong
to the temunology to be met with in the Pr^naparamila Sutra,
and come from the realm of Emptiness. When we try to under¬
stand them from our ordinary logical point of view, which
deals with the relativity aspect of existence, they do not seem
to convey much sense; they arc too negative or too obscure
in mcMing for us to locate the definite quarters where they
intend to lead us. As soon, however, as we abandon our
dualistically built up relativity standpoint, and enter into
the inner life of thinjp, we seem to understand these obscure
terms; we even come to think that this inner world is only
describable by means of this kind of mystical phraseology.
The religiout life is af^ all a life to live and experience and
not a concept to think about, yet the human mind is so
constructed that it csuinot avoid giving expression to the life.
The expressions in the Prystaparamita arc thus the more or
less intellectual outpourings of the Mahayana geiuus.
To study or discipline oneself in the Prajnaparamita is,
therefore, to approa^ this realm of absolute solitude or
absolute emptiness. The Prajna generally lies obscured in
the deepest recesses of consciousness. Unless this is success¬
fully awakened and made to see the other side of resdity,
which is to see reality jtatAabfmtam, there is i>o escape from the
bondage of ignorance and suffering. This release is called
attaining supreme enlightenment or all-knowledge {saroofnata).
The Prajiuiparamita is the objective of all the Buddhist
discipline. But when this is attained there is really rtothing
of which one can say that one has attained it. This is the
irteaning of such phrases: “There is no perception of SuchiHss in Suchness”; “Not by means of absolute solitude
is absolute solitude realized”; “There is something accom¬
plished, and yet no discrimination {avikalfia) we have, because
of the Prajnaparamita’s being non-discrimmative”; etc.
Some may call these phrases mystical in the sense that they
are irrational and beyond syllogistic reasoning. This may be
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right, for “incomprehensible'* {acvttyc) is one of the temu
most frequent!)’ used in eQ M&h«yanE literature. But from
the standpoint of the Prajna philosophers they are far from
talking irrationalities; th^ are simply giving expression to
what they actually see with their own Prajna-cyc.
In the beginning, not being satisfied with themselves and
their so<alled objective world, they had everywhere searched
for Reality in or with which they could peacefully live. The
Paravritti took place somewhere in their mind. The order
of things b reversed. The universe {utreadharma) b no more
observed fix>m the point of view with which they have hitherto
been so deeply, so inextricably, involved. Thb is now com¬
pletely abandoned. Things are seen, as it were, from the
reverse side. A world of Rupam, Vedana, Samjna, Samskara,
and Vijnana b there as before, but it b seen lined with the
silver lining of Tathata (suchness), and no more iiKleed as
an isolated event cut off from its roots. Without the roots,
which are, however, no roots, we merely driflcd like a dead
leaf before the autumn wind, and the drifting had no meaning
whatever, which was, to use Buddhbt terminology, igtrorance
arKl transmigration and torture. The scene has changed, and
to describe this change simply, and in a most unsopbudeated
manner, the Prynaparamita writers now exhaust their literary
power. The “irrationalities’’ so called belong to the philosopher
and logician, and not to the Prajna-devotee.
Teachers of the Prajnaparamita have their foothold or
dwelling {sthana) always on the other side {parm) of thb
world of rdativity. They thus seem to be negating the latter,
regarding it at Maya, as a dresun, as an echo, and so on.
Even when refcreitce b made to their own quarters of Sunyata,
thb Sunyata b also empty and has no fu^ abode. Because
theirs b an absolute Sunyata and allows nothing to oppose
it, it b absolutely without predicates of any sort whatever.
Suchness has thus come to be one of the most favourite terms
they use to designate Sunyata. “Absolute emptiness’’ or
“al^lute solitude’’ b indeed difficult for dualbticaUy-minded
beings to comprehend. Thb b the reason why the /Vq/naparamita repeatedly warns its readers not to become frightened
or depressed when they hear of the doctrine of Emptiness;
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it must sound to than as trumpeting a universal annihilation.
And those who would embrace the teaching at once without
the least halution are praised as being those who have
listened to it for many times in their past
The
warning and the assurance prove that the Prajna is some¬
thing mwt extraordinary; and most extraordinary indeed
it it, soang that the ordinary orda of things is completely
reversed in the Prajnaparamita. Is it not shocldng to know that
the Mount Hiei which we people of Kyoto see every day in the
north-eastern part of the city is no more a reality; more than
that, all the heavens including all the luminaries whose lights
are measured to reach this earth aAer millions of years are
said to be mere bubbles in the ocean of eternal Emptiness?
Who would not be terriiied before this audacious proclama¬
tion? But this is the proclamation that rings through the
Prajnaparamia. What a grand, thoroughly penetrating
intuition it must be that would blow out this entire cosmos
like a soap bubble into the immetuity of absolute Emptiness
(afyanla-swtyala) 1
Emptiness is absolute when it stands alone, rejecting all
predicability. As long as reference is made to iruier or outer,
created or uncreated, substance or appearaisce. Emptiness b
not yet absolute, it remains still rdative and pr^icated.
All must be set aside. Emptiness must stand shorn of all
its trappings when iu true features will strike us with their
primed awfulness. Primeval awfolncss I say because Empti¬
ness itself is now vanished; it is as if this physical body were
IcA in mid-air, with nothing covering its head, nothing
supporting its feet. It is awful to imagine such a situation.
But the Prajnaparamiia unmistakably contrives to create it
for us. No wonda it gives us warnings coiutantly on this
point.
"All is empty" {sarvan tunyam)—by this one of the legs
is broken oflf; "Emptiness itself b empty" (siu^laswijHita)
—by thb the remaining one departs; and at the same time
the entire earth vanbhes from beneath one. I am like Hsiangyen*s man up in a tree,* and even the teeth are now lating go
the hold. Out of thb great negation there b the awakening
'

Series I, pp. ■73-6.
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of the Prajna, and the great affirmation takes place, which ii
Sarvajnata and Sambo^, all-knowledge and enlightenment.
Sunyata seems to have changed into Tathata, but in reality
Sunyata is Tathata, and Tathata Sunyata. The solid earth
has not vanished. Mount Hiei stands before one even more
solemnly than before, and the starry heavens are an everinspiring wonder not only for the philosopher but for all
of us. We now really know what is meant by seeing jpiaMabkuUm, The world is revealed as thoroughly pure, det^ed,
unattainable, free fixim an ego-thought, and therefore the
home of peace and happiness. The Mahayana sutras talk so
much of embellishing* the world. When the Bodhisattva is
awakened in Tathata, he is the embellisher.

13. Th$ Prajna as HandUd by

Masters

Docs all this sound vague? The Prajnaparamita itself
being a Maya creation, we are deprived of every possible
point of reference whereby to give an intellectual account of
this existence. This may be the idea of our readers after
perusing the above characterization of the Prajna. But the
Mahayanist would say that he knows (abhibudJyaU) that
there is really the experience of the Prajnaparamita, and
that this knowledge is the foundation stone M the spiritual
structure called Buddhism. In the fbibwing quotations the
reader will see how this Prajnaparamita dialectics is handled
by Zen followers, and also how thdr method is distinguishable
from that of their Indian predecessors as well as from that of
modem philosophers and togicUns.
Tai-hui* once quoted Yung-chia Hsuan-chiao ;* "How
clearly it is seen! Yet nothing to see! Neither a person nor
the Buddha] Great chiliocosms, as many as sands of the
Ganga, are like bubbles in the ocean; all the sages suid
* itiMiora, or
' Oaiye in Japanoe, 1089-11^Zs"
Seria II, p. *s and
eliewtierc.
' Yo-ka Gcn-ltaku io japanne. Died 713. See abo ibid., p. 99.
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worthies of old are lilcc the sweeping flashes of lightning.”*
Tai'hui then proceeded to quote another old Zm master
who commented on Yung-chia: “When there is nothing to
see, what is it that he sees so clearly?” Finishing these quota*
tions, Tai'hui asked: "What do you say to this old master’s
comment? Is be really supplied with an eye [of wisdom] ?”
It is characteristic of Zen masten to ask a question
without apparendy expecting an answer. In such cases asking
is answering. The master’s interrogative comment explains
itself. The Prajnaparamiu is here described in a form of
self-examination.
Tai-hul on another occasion quoted Mu-chou.* Mu*chou
once asked Sheng-cheng: “Do you discourse on the philosophy
of Vijnapiimatra?” Cheng: "Not very much, master, but
while young I studied it a little.” Mu*chou picked up a piece
of sugared pastry, divided it into halves, and said: "What
do you say?” Cheng made no answer, whereupon Chou
asked: “Is this to be csdled sugared pastry? Or is it not to be
so-csdled?” Cheng: “There is no other way but to call it
sugared pastry.” Mu*chou now called in a young attendant
monk arid asked him: “What do you call this?” The )'ouog
novice: “Sugared pastry, master." Chou: “You too can dis¬
course on the philosophy of Vijnaptimatra.”
On this Tai-hui commented: “Sheng-cheng and the
young novice, they can both discourse well on the philosophy
of Vijnaptimatra; only neither knows the whence of the
sugared pastry. As to the old master Mu*chou himself, he is
indeed an adept in Zen, but in the philosophy of Vijnaptimatra
or Cittamatra he has absolutely no undemanding whatever."*
Ch’u-shih Fan-ch‘i* (1296-1370) was one of the great
Zen masters in early Ming. In one of his sermons he quoted
Yun-mcn; "Yun-men one day produced his staff before an
* These are lines from Yung<hi*’i famous ode "On Enlighuaunmi".
* Boktqu. See
Series I, p. 30 et psnim; Senes II, p. 08 et

passim.

*

'

II

*
whii*^>aot are sJI quoted
Man Matitn.
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Essembly of monks and said: Coounon people nalvdy take
it for a reality; the two Yanas analyse it and declare it to be
non-existent; the Pratyekabuddhas declare it to be a Mayalike existence; and the Bodhisattvas accept it as it is, declaring
it empty. As regards Zen followers, when they see a staff,
they simply call it a staff. If they want to w^k they just
walk; if they want to sit, they just sit; they should not in any
circunutances be ruffled and distracted."
"Miao-hsi (i.e. Tai-hui) commented on this: I am not
like Yun-men the old master who contrives to scrape out a
cave prison in the vacuity of space. So saying, he brusquely
held out hh staff before the monks aitd continued: This
staff is not to be classed as being, nor as non-being, nor as
Maya-like existence, nor as of empty suchness. He then held
his staff up straight on the floor, and declared: Ckmunon
people, Sravakas, Pratyekabuddhas, and Bodhisattvas—each
according to his original nature makes use of it. But the
thing is different with you who are 7^cn monks; for you this
staff is the source of terrible annoyances. Whm you want
to walk, you are unable to walk; when you want to sit, you
are unable to sit [all on account of the staff]. Advance a
step, and you are led astray; retrace a step, and your nose
is hurt. I ask you. Is there any one who is not quite satisEcd
with me? Then, let him come out before me and have an
interview with the staff. If there is none,
"In the year to come there will be more fresh shoots,
Swaying distractedly
blows ever gently."

in

the

spring

breeze

that

After these references to the old masters, C3i*u-shih airs
his own remarks on the staff: “It b improper to cherish for
common people the notion of reality, for the Sravakas the
notion of non-being, for the Pratyekabuddhas the nodon of
Maya-like cxutence, arxl for the Bodhisattvas the nodon of
empty suchness. Not to be released? Yun-men the old master
was so absorbed in watching the foaming waves that he was
not conscious of losing hb own oaur. The vroeful outcome of
it b still engaging the anxious attention of the entire world
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of monks. They arc not yet freed from the staff. To be released?
No! Belter have them all interred in one common graveyard!”
In this 2^cn sermon the staff has taken the place of the
Prajnaparamita, and as far as outside critics are concerned
the masters seem to be making mountains of mole-hills.
But t^ it the way of the Zen adept, who, taking hold of
anything that comes by, it ready to demonstrate his view of
emptiness or suebness. The matter seems to have no besuing
on such weighty meuphysical subjeett. Superficially, no.
But even a particle of dust is not outside the mind, and when
this it und^ood, SunyaU and its cognate ideas will all
become comprehensible.
Another time Ch‘u-shih referred to Chao-chou: “An old
lady sent a messenger to Chao-chou with some offerings
arid asked him to revolve the Great Tripitaka. Chao-cbem
came down from his seat and, afrer walking once round the
chair said, I have finished the revolving of the Tripitsdia.
When this was transmitted to the old lady, she remarked:
I asked him for the revolution of one complete Tripitaka, and
he has finished only one half of it.
“Miao-hsi commented on this statement of the old lady:
Some of the Zen followers remark, ‘What is the other half?’;
others say, ’Make another round’; or ‘Snap your fingers’;
still others say, ‘Give a cough’; or ‘Utter a kioatcl’ or ‘Clap
the hands!’ Those who make these remarks do not know what
shame mesms. As regards ‘the other half’ don’t say ‘Make
another round’! Even when hundreds of thousands of kotis
of rounds are made, they are, from the point of view of the
old lady, no more than a half Tripitaka. Even when Mount
Sumeru a gone round for hundred of thousands of kods of
times, they are, from the point of view of the old lady, no
more than a half Tripitaka. Even when the great Zen masters
of the whole empire walk round the mountain for hundreds
of thoiuatKls of kotb of times, they are, from the point of
view of the old lady, no more than a half Tripitaka. Even
when all the mountains and rivers and the great earth and
everything that makes up this universe of muldplicidcs,
including every plant and every blade of grass, each mdowed
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with a long broad tongue, unanimously revolve the Tripitaka
from this day on to the end of time, they are, from the point
of view of the old lady, no more than a half Tripitika.
“Miao-hsi remained silent for a while and continued;
'*The beautiful pair of ducks, embroidered in the
ftnest style, is there for you to see as much as
you like;
But take care not to deliver up the gold needle
that did the work I”

AAer these references C!h‘u-«hih gave his own idea saying:
“The old lady claims that Chao-chou has only finished
revolving a half of the Tripitaka. This is replacing the spurious
for the genuine. The only thing that was needed at the
time to say was this: Why not take the whole thing in before
Chao^hou started to walk round the chair?”
To quote another Zen method of treating the problem of
Prajnaparamita. Chieh>feng Ying,* of Ming dynasty, once
had a caller in the person of Tai-tou An, who wsu a learned
scholsur. Yii^ asked: “What is the sutra you are most *
proficient in?”
An: “The V€^aechtdika\ and I have my understanding
as to the meaning of ‘Nowhere to come and nowhere
to depart*.”
Ying: “If ‘Nowhere to come and nowhere to depiurt’,
how is it that you have oonrte over here?”
An; “The very person who comes from nowhere and
departs nowhither.”
Ying: “Where u he this very moment?”
An burst out into a "kxtxtttP''
Ying: “Let alone for a while this uttering a *kwau!* or
shaking a fist; where would you find your abode of peace
when the four eletnenu arc dissolved?*'
An: “This entire earth—is it not my self?**
Ying: “When all of a sudden the world-end fire breaks out
and sdl the chiliooosms are reduced to ashes, where are you?”
An; “I know not.”
' Op. cit.
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Ylng: “The sixth patriarch had his ‘I know not’ and
went on pre]^ng kindlings and pounding rice; Bodhidharma had his ‘I know not’ and kept up his mediution for
nine years. You have your ‘I know not’ and what is your
insight?’’
An: “Mine is simply ‘I know not*.*’
Ying: "Thu blind fellow! Sit down and sip your cup
of tea!’’

II
The Reuoion op the Prajnaparamita
I.

Whtnt t/u Prejtia FwtcUciu

The Prajnaparamita may be said to be standing on the
line which divides the absolute aspect of existence from its
relative aspect, and this line is a geometrical one just marking
the boundary and having no dimension. Even then we must
not conceive the Prajna as looking this way or that way when
it wants to survey the two realms of existence. If the Prajna
were to take Sunyata alone without its Asunyata, or Asunyata
alone without its Sunyata, it would no more be Prajna. To
symbolize this, the In^an gods are furnished with one extra
eye cut straight up between the two ordinary ones. This is
the Prajna-eye. By means of this third eye the enlightened
are enabled to perceive Reality/alAsiAatsm, without splitting
it into two and then unifying them, for this splitting and
unifying is the work of abstract thinking. The Prajna-eye,
placing itself on the boundary line of Oneness and Man>’ness,
of Sunyata and Asunyata, of Bodhi and Klesa, of Prajna
and Karuna, Buddha and Sarvasattva, Enlighteiunent and
Ignorance, Samadhi and Kauma, takes in these two worlds at
a glance as one Reality. “Prajna is not on this side, nor on
that side, nor in the middle; when it is subjected to discrimiiuition, it is lost, it is no more there.”^
The intellect represents the Prajna as sitting astride of
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the two realms of existence, but as far as the Prajna itself is
concerned it u not conscious of such a division, it goes on
with its own experience. Sunyau u not felt to be something
separate from a world of Samsara, and the latter from Sunyata. When the Pnyna asserts itself, the two, Sunyata and
Samsara, are drawn up in one string. Hitherto, we have
given ourselves up too much to abstraction, the Prajna has
been coloured too psUe, and as the result the entire universe
has come to assume too indifferent an aspect—probably not
satisfying enough to the needs of our heart. When the land¬
scape is painted with one daub of Sunyata, there is no room
for mountsuns, rivers, rocks, chryssmthemums, etc., in the
canvas called the universe. If this be the case, the fault is our
own and not the Prajna’s.
When we wish to make ideas more comprehensible, we
generally translate them into spatial relationt. And then we
take these relations for realities, forgetting that the spatial
represenutions are symbols. The manipulation of sym^k is
not the same as grasping the original. The Prajna ought to be
released from these static complications. The realm of Sun¬
yata ought not to be se\'ercd from the world of particulan;
for the severance is merely to facilitate the aiudytit^ intellect
When it has served its utility, the sooner it is put aside the
better. One of the reasons why the Prqjnaparetmila is so tiresomely lepedtive is to impress the reader with the fact that
Sunyata is not an abstraction but an experience, or a deed
enacted where there is neither space nor time. When Sunyata
and everything else is declsued to be merely a nsune, it is
to be so understood.
Further, sdl human activities, mental and physical, are
carried on in time; or, at least, when we try to describe them
they are set in the frame of time. Even when we talk of
eternity or b^nninglessness, the idea has the background of
time. It is very difficult to get rid of this form of thinking,
and especially is this the case when the Prajna is to be properly
understood. The following question undoubtedly comes from
the notion that Prajna or Sambodhi is a child of time, while
the fact is that time starts from the awakening of Prajna,
and Prqjna is where there is yet neither time nor space.
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‘‘Subl^d; Is S«nbodhi to be atlEined by the awakening
^
or by the awakening of a succeeding
thought? If >t » by the pTOcding one, this does riot concord
^th the succeeding cme. If it is by the succeeding one. this
does not ^oord with the preceding one. And whendiere
j. no «>n^an« beiwc« the two, how can a stock of merit
also how tt the atuinment of Sambodhi
Accorfing to Subhud, what we caU mind is a succession
of thoughts, It
be cut up into so many thoughtt and
arranged m ume-form, i.e. in terms of priority and posteriority.
When thoughts are supposed to succeed one another in thnesequence, what u it that links two thoughts together, as their
c^cordance {sammahita) is otherwise not possible? In the
absetm of such concordance, how can one single thought of
t^ightcnment be construed to pervade a whole series of
thoughts, which by definition is a mind? This is the central
point in Subhud’s quesdon.
The Buddha illustrates thu by means of a flame and says:
The burning takes place not by a preceding flame, nor by a
succeeding one; yet it is not separated from cither. It goes on
through the succession of flames. When it is taken by itself,
thw is no bimning. When it b cut up into flames, it u diflRcult to conceive its successive burning. But in point of fact
there u a suchness of burning. When experience is described
in terms of birih-and>death, coming*to-exbt and passingaway, going-ahead and following-aAcr, it b no more there,
the suchness of things slips out of one’s grasp.
The Prajna thus escapes all our intellectual cflTom to pin
it doira in the loom of dmc. The process must be reversed
if It b to lx judiciously orienuted. Instead of placing it
somewhere in our scheme of thought-constructions, let us
begin with the Prajna itself as the starting point of all our
activities and thoughts, and the whole text of the Prafnaparamita
becomes intelligible. Time- and spacc-oomplications rise
from ^e PrA|da in which there b yet neither time nor space.
With its awakening we really live, and a world of particulars
reveab itself before us with its problems. These preliminary
* Am, p. 3)a; Amis, 4911.
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remarks will probably help us to pass on to the second part
of this Essay, in which what the Mahayana philosophers
technically termed Upaya (“skilful means") will be
discussed.

2.

Ufiqya (**SkilJul

AfW)

As long as our point of view is confined to the absolute
aspect of the Prajnaparamiu, we stop there and no room
is leA for us to make further advances. In this case there will
be no more of Mahayana Buddhism, or of Bodhisattyahood.
If all things are like a vision (m^), one may reason, and if
there is no reality whatever in them, how can a Bodhisattva
make progress towards the attainment of Sarvajnata (all¬
knowledge)? How can the nature of Sarvajnata itself be
esublished? How can there be any turning over of merit to
the realization of Sarvajnata? These are the questions
naturally asked by one whose understanding of the Prajnaparamita is made to fit into the scheme of time-concept.
Sariputra’s answer is as follows
“If all things were not like a vision but had something of
reality in them, it would be impoaible for the Bodhisattva
to turn his merit towards the attaiiunent of Smvajnata, or to
make progress towards its realization. It is just because there
b nothing real in all things, which are like a vuk>n, that the
Bodhisattva can turn hb merit over to .the attainnvent of
Sarvs^nata and advance towards realization; it b jiut because
he pseredves the unreality and the vision-like character of all
things that he endures and untiringly practises the virtue of
strenuousness.
“What b the reason of this endurance, of thb untiring
strenuousness?
“It b owing to the operation of ‘skilful means' (ufiaxakauafya) which b bom of the Bodhbattva’s great com¬
passionate heart for all sentient beings. Because of thb skilful
means he b told that all things are empty; and also because
of thb skilful means he does not attempt to resdize in himself
* Th MahafiraiitfanaiUQ, HMUi-chuang. Fas. 587.
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the ^th of abwiutc solitude. It is like a man who, firmly
holding a huge umbrelU in his hands, stands at the top of a
high mountain. He may bend himself and look down into the
gaping abyss at the foot of the precipice, but he cherishes
no (ears, does not tremble at the thought of being swallowed
up in the bowels of the earth; for he is supported by the
umbrella, which, by the aid of the wind, keeps him from
falling. In like manner, by virtue of Prajna which sees into
the nature of ^1 things, by virtue of a compassionate heart
which keeps him among his fellow-beings in this world of
tribulations, the Bodhisattva disciplines himself in all the
Paramitas, by dejpees making his progress towards Sarvajnau, so that he is finally enabled to nuture all beings, to
benefit and bestow happiness on all beings, and to establish
a Buddha-land.^*
“SkilAil means" (ufigf>aAausafya), .or simply “means"
(ufiqjw) has a technical sense in the teaching of the Mahayana.
It is the creation of the great compassionate heart which the
Bodhisattva has. When he perceives his fellow-beings drowning
in the ocean of birth and death because of their ignorance
and passionate clinging to a world of particulars, he awakens
his great heart of love and compassion lor them and contrives
all kinds of means to save them, to enlighten them, to mature
their consciouiness for the reception of the ultinuitc truth.
, The “means" grows out of the Bodhisattva’s clear perception
of the truth of Sunyata (emptiness), though not out of Sunyata
itself. The truth os such remains powerless, it must go through
the consciousness of the Bodhisattva; for beings of the two
vehicles, the Sravaka and the Pratyckabuddha, are uncon¬
cerned with the welfare of their fellow-beings. They are
content with the intellectual understanding of the truth, they
abide with the truth of absolute solitude, they do not venture
out of their cell of self-sufficiency. Therefoxe, there is no
“skilful means" with them. The “means" cohabits with the
intuition
in the mind of the Bodhisattva. It is his
intellectual insight, as it were, into the nature of things when
he sees that they are not real, they are like Maya, they are
“empty"; but his is more than this insight, more than the
intellect, more than a cold, indifferent surveying of a world
s
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of tunnoil zod suffering from the viewpmnt of absolute
solitariness or of eternal serenity. As he perceives (hat a
world of particularities is like Maya, he is not attached to it;
but he knows that this world is right before him, because
it is the stage where all his activities are performed, that
is to say, where all his ignorant and egoistic fellow-beings arc
actually suffering and harassed to the extreme. Hence the
Upaya growing out of the Prajna.
llie chain linked with Prajna, Karuna, and Upaya goes
through ail the systems of Mahayana Buddhism. This linking
is the most characteristic feamre of it. So says the PrajruparamUai^ “The Mahayana consists in the practice of the six
Paramitas, and this practice is characteri^ with the raising
of mind in conformity with Sarvajnata (all-knowledge}.
Thb railing is headed with a great compassionate heart,
which creates ‘means' (1^070); and the mcaru is characterized
with non-attainment {amipalamhha), [that is, with non¬
attachment]. All things inside and outside are given up for
the sake of directing all beings towards Sarvajnata. And
this merit of giving up is performed not only by oneself but
by others. ..
The thesb of the pTttjnaparamita b that the realization
of the Prajna comes foremost in thoroughly comprehending
the spirit of the Mahayaiu, which constitutes the life of the
Bodhisattva {bodhisaltoaearya). When hb mind {ciUa or
mamuiJtara) is abiding in perfect conformity {prattjfiJiia) day
and night with the Prajnaparamita, he bKomes the bene¬
factor {Jeksini^foUt) of all bdngs; for it b then that a great
compassionate heart {maitrisa/icgaUim cittam) b awakened in
him towards all beings. With hb penetrating insight into
the nature of Pngna, he perceives that all beings are held in
leash and far from being free masters of themselves. He b
seized with a great feeling of pity (ma/iakoTuna). Being also
endowed with a spiritual eyesight, he perceives beings
suffering from the evil karma they have committed or entan¬
gling themselves in the net of falsehood. He b intensely
agiuted over these facts and firmly makes up hb mind to the
effect that he will be a protector of and a refuge (naUta) for
'

HtiMn-chusng, Pm. 413, Gkspeer “On Samadhi**.
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the world and release it from the bondage of ignorance and
passion.*
We can thus sec that there is an inevitable relationship
between Sarvajnata, Prajna, Karuna, Upaya, and Sambodhi
or Molaha. Theoretically stated, Sarvajnata b the outcome
or content of Sambodhi which is realizable by Prajna; but
Prajna in itself is unable to achieve any practical result, it
operates through Upaya, and this Upaya is bom of Kanina.
The Presnaparamia illustrates these relations with the following
similes:*
“Subhud, it is like a man taking himself out on the sea;
after a while his boat is wrecked; if he docs not take hold of
a life-buoy, or a piece of board or wood, he is sure to be
drowned in the water before he rcachtB his destination.
Subhud, in like manner a Bodhisattva may have faith in the
supreme enlightenment (antUartt'famyaksamb&ditt), may accept
it whole-heartedly, may have a strong longing for it, may
have an understanding of it, may be pleased with it, may
find great joy in it, may aspire eamesdy for it, may have
confidence, resignation, assiduity, vigilance, pure thought
regarding it. In spite of these virtues on his part, the Bodhi¬
sattva is unable to attain Sarvajnata unless he is taken care
of by Prajna and Upaya. For he is sure to retrogress in the
middle of his career. By 'the middle of his career’ is meant
the stage of Sravakahood and Pratyekabuddhahood; by
'retrogression* is meant the losing sight of Sarvajnatsu
“It is otherwise with the man who takes hold of a life¬
buoy or a piece of board when his boat is wrecked, for he
can safely attain the other shore; and also with the Bodhisattva
who, with all his virtues of faith, understanding, etc., in the
supreme enlightenment, is taken care of by Prajna and
Upaya; for he attains Sarvajnata without stopping in the
middle of his career at the stage of Sravakahood and
Pratyekabuddhahood."
To give another simile: Here is an old man one hundred
and twenty years old; being assailed by all forms of illness,
* Abslnet from F»-ma, Fat. aa Ghmter "On Good Friendt".
*/’« mm, >as. 14, Chapter "(A Smile*'' (apia*pa). Generally, four
limile* are (iven, 1^ two of them art ipioted hm.
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he is kept to his bed and patiently endures his pain; as to his
getting up and walking a few miles, not to say anything
of a very much longer distance, he is unable even to dream
of such an undertaking. Here to him come two strong men
and tell him to get up, for they will support him and carry
him along the road to whatever end he wishes to reach.
He follows their advice. Weak as he is, he finally attains
his destination.
In a similar way, whatever confidence, delight, resigna¬
tion, etc., a Bodh^ttva may have in the supreme en¬
lightenment, he cannot reach the other shore of Saivajnata,
unless he is helped by the two strong men, Prajna and Upaya;
for these are the supporters of the Bodhisattva in his pro¬
gressive career towards the goal of his life, and without them
he will assuredly break down in the midst of his progress and
sink into the level of Sravakahood and Pratyekabuddhahood.
Why? Because this is the suchness of things.

3. TTu Bcdhisottva and the Sravaka
As was stated elsewhere, what characteristically distin¬
guishes the Bodhisattx’a from the Sravaka and the l^tyekahuddha » that while the former is concerned with the
welfare, spiritual and material, of all beings, the latter are
content with their own enlightenment or deliverance; they
keep up their meditation undisturbed and do not go out of
their cdl, so that they can do something to relieve other
fellow-beings of their karma, ignorance, and suffering. This
spiritual egotism stands in great contrast to the self-sacrificing
impulses of the Bodhisattva. As far as the enlightenment goes,
both the Bodhisattva and the Sravaka may be on the same
level, but the former is ready whenever necessary to come
down from his supreme position and mix himself with his
unenlightened, bcspwtted, karma-bound fellow-beings, and
live their life too if there are opportunides to benefit them
in one way or another. The Bodhisattva would therefore very
frequently abandon the life of an ascedc, or a monk, or a
hermit, in order to be in the world, to live with tite world, to
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suffer its sufferings, and thereby to bring it to a state of final
enlightenment To be thus in a world of particulars and
passions and to follow the laws that govern it (that is to say,
**not to obscure cause and effect”}—this is the Bodhisattva’s
way of living, this is the "being taken care of by Prajna and
Upaya”. Sarvajnata comes out of that.
For this reason, we read throughout the Prajaaparamita
that the nvotive which prompts the Bodhisattva to realize
within himself the supreme enlightenment is not for his own
benefit but for all beings; he wishes to raise them from the
bondage of karma and ignorance so that they arc finally
esublished in Parinirvana. Thu is the most difficult aduevement, especially for the Bodhisattva who lives in the realm of
birth>and*death (samsara). He is thus warned not to relax
in his vigilance, not to become frightened.
The Bodhisattva’r desire is to benefit the world {lakaMla),
to give happitscss to the world {lokasvJtAa), to stir within
himself a compassionate heart for the world {lokaimkan^).
Therefore, when be realizes in himself the supreme enlighten¬
ment, he vows to become the world’s great benefactor,
protector, refuge, dwelling-house, ultimate path, isle of
retreat, illumination, leader, and passage-way.*
Thiu the Bodhisattva is no retiring, negative soul always
wishing to flee from the world for his own perfection and
enlighterunent: but he is a most aggressive rescuer of the
world; he positively works upon it to yield the result he
wishes from his active contact writh it. His self-assertion
consists in cherishing the thoughts of sameness (semam citlam
utpa^) smd not the thoughts ^ discrimination {cuaauuiUam)
towards all beings, in holding thoughts of compassion
{maitraeiUom), of benevolence (kt'/a), of good fricisdship
{kalyttna), of not hurting {nUuitamana), of non-resistance
(apratihata), of not-injuring {avihims4), of not-harming (omhtthana). The Bodhisattva will also regard all beings as his
mother, father, soru, or daughters.* Maitri (friendliness),
Karuna (compassion), Anukampa (sympathy), and others
are terms we most frequently come acroa in all the Mahayana
* Ibid., Fas, 14, CbapUr “On Wise Men".
* Ibid., Fas.
Chapter “On Tsihata’*; Aiu, p. ^1.
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nitras; for to regBrd bU beings with these thoughts is the one
desire {firanidhaM) all the Bodhisattvas most heartily cherish.
The following dialogue between Pumamaitrayaniputra ■
and Sariputra quoted from the Mahaprajiu^ramita^ gives us
an idea as to the reason why the Bodhitaitva feels com¬
passionate towards hb fellow-beings who are not fully
enlightened. In the feeling of fellow-love there u no thought
of superiority, no thought of separation or of exclusiveness,
which keeps one from another as dutinct in some fundamental
and irreconcilable manner. The Bodhisattva, even when he
U dbdngubhable from ‘the Sravaka and the Pratyekabuddha
and their discipline, motive, morality, attainment, and
wisdom, entertains no sense of superiority; he u not at all
inclined to think slightingly of others; he maintains his
attitude of reverence towards all beings as possible Buddhas
and Tathagatas.
“Pumamaitrayaniputra asks Sariputra; Should the
Bodhisattva pay respect only to other Bodhisattvas atsd not
to all beings g;eneraliy?
“Sariputra answers: The Bodhisattva should respect all
beings just as much as he does the Tathagata. He should
respect all the Bodhisattvas and all sentient beings without
making any dbtinction between them. For it b for the
Bodhisattva to cultivate towards all beings the feeling of
humility and reverence and not to look upon them with
arrogance. He should in fact revere them with the same
feeling of self-abnegation as he does the Tathagatas.
"The Bodhisattva u to think in thb wise: When I attain
enlightenment I will instruct all sentient beings in the
essence of the Dharma in order to make them cut olT their
evil passions smd realize Nirvana, or attain enlightenment
and rest in peace and happiness, or become IVilly emancipated
from the pain of the evil paths.
“The Bodhisattva should thus awaken a great com¬
panionate feeling towards all beings and keep hu mind
completely free fr^ arrogance and self-conceit, and let him
feel in thu wise: I will practUe all the skilful means (upajm)
in order to make all sentient beings realize that which b the
■ HMSA-chuJuig, Fas. 387, C3>ap<er 12 "On Morality”.
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foremost in themselves, i.e. their Buddha-nalurc {buidhata).
By realizing this they all become Buddhas, and I will by
of the skilful means lead them to this final realization
wWch entitla them to the rank of Dhannaraja. The Dharmaraja is the highest and most honourable position, for here one
becomes master of all things {dhartna).
"Therefore, let the Bodhinttva respect all sentient bdngs,
let his c^passionate feeling pervade all around, inespective
of its objects; for the Dhaimakaya of the Tathagata pervades
all things...

4. Sw^aUt Stm but /ifot RulUtd
We know now that the complex of Prajna, Kanina, and
Upaya constitutes the career of the Bodhisattva, but here lies
the fondamcntal mystery of human life which b too deep for
^ intellect to fathom. By thb I mean that the mystery
involva contradictions which philosophers have failed to
reconcile. What the author of the Prajnapttramita attempts,
therefore, b not to give a logical account of hb experiences
but to narrate them in the plainest words he can command.
If there b anything incoherent about hb accounts, it b due
to the inherent nature of the experience, and it b our duty
to endeavour to comprehend them by looking into the inmost
recesses of our own consciousness. Thb means that the
Prqjru^utrandta b to be read through our own life and experience
and not by means of the intellect. When we watch camesdy,
deeply, and with patience the workings of our soul, vre see
the sutra unroll its contents before our own eyes. Whatever
difficulties we formerly had will now be thoroughly disNjIved.
Logical entanglements and intellectual incomprehensibilities
exbt no more. It b like seeing an apple as apple. The fruit
lies before us, we sec it, we handle it, we can cat it and taste
it sweet, we find it in every way satisfactory. The chembt, the
botanist, the medical scientist, the agricultural expert, etc.,
may find in the apple many questions still unsolved and go on
discussing them arid experimenting with it; but the practical
man of the worid b satisfied with the actuality of things of
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which he is assured of himself, not depending on anybody
else, or on some process of analysis and abstraction which
always interferes with the immediacy of perception and feeling.
liie following passages quoted from the chapter entitled
“Skilful Means” in the AtUuahamka are foil
difBcultics
and complexities, and our imagination is charged to the
utmost to unravel them succcssfoUy. But as they make up
the very essence of the Bodhisattva’s life, they are given below.
“If,” says the Buddha, “the Bodhisattva wishes to prac¬
tise PrajnaparamiU, he should r^:ard {prat^ksitavyam) all
things* as empty by seeing into their nature with a steady,
uninterrupted mind {aoduiptqya citUuant^ya); but at the
same time be may not realize Emptiness* within himself.”
In our ordinary way of thinking, this is an impossible
situation: to see things as empty, to abide in the Saznadhi of
Emptiness, and yet not to realize Emptiness in oneself. How
can this be possible?
To thb, the Buddha replies: “While the Bodhisattva tees
(pratyavtksaU) that all things thoroughly contain within
themselves the reason of Emptiness, he refuses to follow this
reason up to its practical conclusion; for he knom that the
time is for him to discipline himself in Emptiness and not to
realize it in himself.”* Thus he stops short before he reaps
the legitimate fruit of the Samadhi, docs ivot unreservedly
abandon himself into the midst of Emptiness. Being guarded
by the virtue of Prajnaparamita, he, while not realizing
Emptiness, does not neglect the practice of the factors of
enlightenment, nor does he sink, by destroying all his passions,
into the abode of absolute extinction. It is for this reason
that the Bodhisattva, in his practice of the Samadhi of
Emptiness which leads to final emancipation, does not give
hinuelf up to the unconditioned realization of Emptiness;
and that, while abiding in the Samadhi of no-form {animtta),
he does not give himself up to the unconditioned r^izadon
of no-form, nor docs he abide in form. His knowledge is
deep, and his accumuladon of merit is perfect, and, being
‘That if, the five Skaiuihai; Rtpam,
' Jfa stayatam jabattarMi.
* Faripyarjieyam kaU mayam kalali s^Mkriyaya. P. 370-
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under the protection of the PrajnapBrBmiu, he perceives that
his life here now is meant for maturing himself and not for
realization. Thus he keeps himself from stepping into the
rcsdity-limit (^AatoAoti).
This explanation does not seem to be quite sufficient and
is therefore not quite convincing as far as the unenlightened
are concerned. Hence the following parable in which the
Bodhisattva’s will and insight are illustrated:
Here is a man handsome in features and strong in prowess;
he b active and strenuous; as a soldier he b well versed in
all the arts of fighting; as a gentleman he b intelligent,
virtuous, and an expert in various fields of life; he b thus
highly revered by all who know him. One day be has business
to transact in a dbtant r^on; to reach there he has to
travel through wild mountainous districts inhabited by
bandits and outlaws. Hb parents, wife, children, and others
accompanying him sue sifiaid of an assault from these
villainous brigands. But the man full of valour and wisdom
telb them not to cherish any anxieties over their journey,
became he knows how to outwit these highwaymen and to
carry hb party safely and comfortably over the mountains
and across the wildemessa. They feel at ease with hb assur¬
ances. They finbh the trip unmolested, and are comfortably
settled at the destiiuition. Thb b altogether due to the man’s
intelligence, wisdom, dauntless courage, and unparalleled
firmness of mind.
In like manner, the Bodhbattva’s compassionate heart
is ever bent on benefiting all beings; be b always ready to
practise pity, compassion, loving-kindness, joy, impartiality
towards all beings; be b protected by the poyw of the
Prajnaparamita {prajnalxattmiiaya pangrihttah); he b furnished
with the skilful means; he turns all hb meritoriom deeds ovct
to the attainment of Sarvajnata. For thb reason, the B<^hisattva, while disciplining himself in emptiness, no-form
(animitta), and no-desire {apramMla), stops short of realizii^
Bhutakoti^ in himself. He b rsot in thb respect like the Sravaka
as a tUony™ of
modem note.

It hwrally means “realiiH**"!* •
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and the Pratyelcabuddha.^ For hii mind is always occupied
with the welfare of all beings, wtshing to see them attain the
supreme enlightenment of Buddhahood.
That the Bodhisattva docs not realize in himself the
actuality of Emptinea even while disciplining himself in it
is like the bird flying in the air. It neither remains in the
air, nor does it fall on the ground. The Bodhisattva wishes
to practise all the teachings of Buddhism for the sake of all
beings, and as to the fruit of his life he waits for the proper
time to enjoy it.
It is again like the shooting of one surow afrer another
into the air by a man whose mastery of archery has attained a
very high degree. He is able to keep all the arrows in the air,
making each arrow support the one immediately preceding.
He does this as long as he wishes. The Bodhisattva seeks the
supreme enlightenment, and, being protected by the power
of Prajnaparamita, he does not retreat into the doing-nothing¬
ness. ^ Bhutakoti. He waits for it until all his works are
accomplished, although his deep insight penetrates even into
the emptiness of all things. His compassionate heart for all
beings who are groping in the dark for the truth that will
release them from ignorance and suScring, and his skilful
means which is generated from this all-embracing love and
sustains him throughout the long and arduous course of his
Prajnaparamitacarya—these are the forces which determine
Bodhisattvahood.
However this may be, there b no doubt that thb b one of
the greatest mysteries in the spiritual life of the Mahayanist
—to be living Emptiness, to ^ abiding in Emptiness, to be
attaining the Samadhi of Emptiness, and yet not to realize
the reality-limit vnthin himself. The Buddha himself acknow¬
ledges that it b an achievement of the greatest difficulty, of
the most extraorxlinary nature.* The mystery indeed lies in the
* Cf. the Cmdan^Aa'i dacxiption of the two Yanas, as MaiafcN^^ralult^
and aOaalascaSauinasifal*. Sec supra, pp. m/* Ths AnitftthwnUs, p. 375. "The middha then said to Subhuti: So it
is, 00 h isl It is dsflicult mdcM; it is of the utmost difBculty that the Bodhi¬
sattva Mahasauva, traininc himself in Sunyaia, abidisi( in Sunyiu, and
in the attsuament ^ Sunyata-Samarihi, should not ^ realize Reality-liinh
(HaSaisii). Why? Because he has made most wonderftiU'ows(praaidWwaiu»sat/
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Bodhisattva’s cherishing the most wonderful vows that he
will not abandon all beings, that he will deliver them from
ignorance and suiTering. All the mysteries and incomprehen*
sibilities of the Buddhist life are traceable to this awakening
in us of the desire for unh’crtal emancipation. When thb is
firmly established in the mind of the Bodhisattva, he b said
to be at the stage of Avinivartaniya (no-tuming-back).
Incidentally, it may be interesting to see what arc the
specific qualities of the Bodhisattva who has attaitKd thb
stage of the Buddhbt discipline; for the psychology of the
dream b brought in N'ery much here in the determination of
the Bodhisattva-mcntality. In fact, it b not the psychologbt
alone who will read deeply into one’s Unconscious. The spirit
idso works through it from the far deeper source.
•“The Buddha said to Subhuti: If a Bodhisattva shows
no desire whatever even in a dream for the position of the
Sravaka and the Pratyekabuddha, or if be harbours no
thought of being bom in the worlds which they are inhabiting,
he b said to be at the stage of Avinivartaniya. . . .
“If a Bodhisattva sees himself in a dream as sittii^ in
the air and preaching to people, as emitting rays of light
bom hb body and going around in the form of a Bhikshu
in the other Buddha-lands in order to carry out works of
Buddhism such as preaching, etc., he said to be at the stage
of Avinivartsuiiya. . ..
not to abandon all beiags, but to lead them to final emancipation.
Having made them vowi, he enters upon the Samadhi of EnuAcipa*
lion as regards emptiness, formleanem, and deiirelenness; but in ibe
meantime he does not realbe Realltydimit since he is fiiily Mpiipped
(jdnieaa^ala) vdth Skilful Means. Protected by Skilful Means, he knows
how far 10 go In the tcalbation of Reality-limit before he fulfils sk A®
Buddba-dharnnas. His mind is firmly made up not to eqjoy the fruit of his
diaeipliae in Skinyata until all beings are delivered from attachment and
mnciiiiK.

In another place (ibid., p. afi) we have this; “Saripuua asks Subhuti:
If I understand you right, the Bodhisaitva k unborn; being unborn how
does he ever come to conceive and undertake wch a hard thing m to
benefit all beings? Subhuti answers: I should not like to have the Bodfakatm
think this
of work hard to achieve and KaH to plan osita If be dM,
there are bcinc* beyond cakuiatiorii and he will not be able to beo^t
them. Let him on thccotUrary contido the work easy and olcasant, thinkinf
they were aU hk lather and BkOtber and children, for this is the way to
benebt all betn^ wboae number ii beyond calculatioa.*
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“If a Bodhisattva sees in a dream scenes of a hell where
all beings are suffering all forms of pain, and having seen
them, makes his mind up to atuin supreme enlightenment,
and by thb attainment to keep the Buddhadand clean of all
impurities and evil passions so that even the name of hell
will be unheard of in his land, he is said to be at the stage
of Avinivartani>a.
The ever-recurring questions w'hich rise while reading
the Prqjm^wamiUt are: How can the Prajna which sees into
the absolute aspect of all things known as Emptiness be made
to generate out of itself Karuna and Upayakausalya, which
have their meaning in a world of particulars only? How can
the Bodhisattva whose wings are always soaring high up to
the realm of Sarvajnata be made to hover around this earth
filled with sufferings, iniquities, follies? More than that,
how can he come to suspend his final flight which brings
him to the ultimate goal of his discipline because his heart
b called back to the welfare of hu fdlow-beings and he does
not wish to abandon them to their own karma-hindrances?
How can hu eyesight be made to look in two opposite direc¬
tions? According to the Frcjnafiaramita, he accompUshes this
mystery just because he is ever aspiring after ^ajna and
Sarvajnata and disciplining himself in it.
And "thb b not difficult", according to Subhuti, although
it has been so pronounced elsewhere. “WTiat b most difficult
b to lead all ^ings, in number beyond calculation, and to
make them saftdy abide in MahaparinirvaiuL The Bodhisattva
wears the armour of energy and strenuousness. But beings
(senasattoa) arc characterized like space with solitude
(rusAtatM) and unattainability (amtpalaUJtaUi) i they ore ulti¬
mately unknowable.* The Bodh^ttva, however, b not
frightened to learn it, he b not taken aback, be b by no
means depressed or dejected; for he b disciplining himself
in the Prajnaparamita. . . . For he who b in the practice of
the Prajna gives the evil ^irib no opportunities to interfere
with hb work if he observes two things: (i) Seeiitg into the
truth that all things are empty, and (a) NeVer abandoning

F^-ma,

^
4Sab.
* Til ea MUM

m

AitoMhtttriJU,

p. 445.
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»1I bangs,” Evidently there is no way to reconcile this
contradiction except by unflinchingly leaping down into the
abyss of Sunyata itself.

5. Somt of tht Sign^mi Oppotiks
The Pfttjnaparamiui thus oflers to us a set of opposites
out of which we are to draw a higher synthesis, not by logical
cleverness, but by actually living the life of the Bodhisattva
who walks the way to Sarvajnata. Some of the significant
opposites may be formulated as follows:
(a) Prajna or Sarvajnata vortus Kartina or Upaya. This
antithesis is fundamental in the Pr^gnaparamita ajMl also in
all the other teachings of Mahayana Buddhism. The contrast
is, however, conceptual, and, therefore, superficial, as in all
other cases; for in the actual life of a Bodhisattva this opposi¬
tion is not felt and offers no obstruction in the execution
of all the Buddha woHcs. Or we may say that one is a Bodhi¬
sattva when these apparently contraidiedng notions disappear
finom one’s religious consciousness. For instance, we read in
the sutra
"To practise Prajna means to practise Sarvajnata, which
in turn means realizing Tathata. For the title 'Tathagata*
means one who has realized Tathata, suchness of all things.
And in this Suchness {tathata) there is neither extinction
{ksaya), nor birth {utpada), nor disappearance {rdrodha), nor
rising (janaka), nor manifesting {oibhoDona), nor defilement
{raja), nor freedom from defilement, nor existing like space,
nor being in any state. And yet in practising this Prajna the
Bodhisattva perfects his own virtues, affords a refuge for
others, and p^orms all that coma forth from a loving com¬
passionate heart, a joyous spirit, and a great charitable
feeling towards all beings. Not only this, the B^hisattva helps
others to discipline themselva in the way to emancipation,
and keeps the family of the Tathagata in continuous
prosperity.. .
* F* —, 39b (Hniao-cliuaaf; Fat. 359, 36b M\ Kuntarajiva. 77ab).
Hsuaiwhuang’i venkm diflen widely from the ouct two in that it nefpuea
what tite latter ailirm. I have drawn my own oonduiion.
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(i) PradisiHg Dl^Kma and ytt Rtfusing its Fndts.^ “Disdplining hinuelf in the Prajna, the Bodhisattva refuses to
be bom in the various heavens according to the various
Dhyanas, in which he is a thorough adept This is by virtue
of the skilful means (ufiignkausalya) inborn of the Prajna,
for it IS the Upaya that keeps him from giving himself up to
the enjoyment of the heavenly pleasures. Adepts in the
Dhyanas are destined to be bom in the celestial abodes,
where, Iree from worldly'cares, they are recipients of all
kinds of untainted pleasures. But the Bodhisattva has no
desire to leave this world of suffering where his fellow-beings
are still kept in bondage. To be in the world, of the world,
and yet not to be tainted by it—^this is the Bodhisattva’s
discipline. In spite of his worldly life he b fully endo^ved
with the purities.
“Subhuti asks: If all things are in theii' original nature
pure and free from defilements—which u the Buddha’s
teaching—how does the Bodhisattva in any special sense attain
the purities as if he were not by nature pure?
“The Buddha answers: Yes, all things, as you say, are
primarily pure, and the Bodhisattva disciplining hinuelf in
thb purity—which u the Prajna—rcadizes all things pertaining
to it. Thb b the Upaya inherent in and bom of the Prajna.
He sees into thb reality as it is, and b free from fright and
despondency.”
(c) T7u Bodhisattea vtrsus iht Sraoaia. In all the Mahayana
texts thb opposition b made the most of, for the life of the
Bodhisattva stands sharply against that of the Sravaka. The
latter b ready to quit thb world for hb own enlightenment
and emancipation, he b willing to lend his car to the advice
of Mara the Tempter who would tell him: “The heavenly
pleasures are of the most exqubice and transcendent nature,
and cannot be compared with those of thb world which b
charactcrixed with transiency, suffering, emptiness, and
disaoludon. Train yourself so as to enjoy the fruits of the
various religious disciplinary measures, so as not to suffer
the karma of rebirth on thb earth.” The course of the Bodhi*
sattva is, however, otherwise destined, he wants to remain
‘ Hiuan-chuanc, Pu.

57b (Ft-mu, 6ou;

77b).
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with US, to do something for us. Disciplining himself in the
Pr^’na, he accepts every spiritual advantage accruing from the
life of the Sravaka, but rejects the idea of forever abiding
with itt fruits. He knows that the Prajna is the mother of all
the Buddhas and Bodhisattvas, and that what constitutes
the reason of Buddhahood is Sarvajnata, and further that
Sarvajnata is Prajna and Prajna is Sarvajnata because each
is bom of the other.* Knowing this, he devota himself to
the study of the Prajna. But he never thinks of himself as
studying and disciplining himself in the Prajna, nor docs he
tCwiUmt^ om ptt* 2S0
‘ See Kumarajiva, 60b, 636, 64b. 78b, etc.

PLATE XXII
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HSIBN-TZU THE SHRIMP-CATCHER
By Muof*!
Mu«ch'i k very much ulmind in Japan; hk paindagi have a certain
quality vrtiich deeply appeab to tbe Zm cooteiotttnem of the Japanese,
^t tbe artiit hinuclir wai noc much lalen notice of by hit contemporary
eompatrioia. The present picture is no doubt one of hk mawcrpiccts, in
which the artist attempts to caeprm, to the limits of tbe inaterial means
allowed to him, the spirit of a Zen devotee, whose life, not dillereni feom
that of an oedinary man of the world, k cnzafcd in eamiii( a livellbood by
catching the river Ikh.
Hii^tzu, after resuling into the secrets of hk being under Tung-shan
liang-chiefa, lived by the River Min. He posseaed nothing except things
necessary for his bare living. He had no fixed rtsklcncc and was generally
found sleeping in a sbrinc among tbe paper coku ofTered to tbe god by the
villagers. Since hk daily occupation oocukted In fishing for shrimps, he
was known among them sa Hsien-txu the ihrimp^nan.
Ching of Hua-ycn heard of ihb strange characicr aisd yrkhing to
test hk Zen understanding coexsated himself one evening unoog the
papers in tbe dirine before the fishing monk returned. At midnight, be
seized the old fiabtr-rcsident w be came back, and abruptly asked, "Wbai
was tbe idea of the First Patristreh’s vbit to tbk country?'* The fiaher-monk
had no beaitatson in antivcring ihb. "The wine-stand in front of the god."
(71b Hat Chum-Unj Lu, XVII.) Here remarki Kuang-wen of Ling^'uan:
"If not for Uik 'Wine^tand in front of the god,’
Hk life b afler all one of a ghostly spkU.'*

PLATE XXIII
IN THE MORNING SUN
By Mv^<m’i
Thk goienlly fon with the fellowing picture, “Facin( the Moon”.
It li Mid that thk k to iUuurate the ertkt't own life. Like every Zen moak
in China as well as in Japan, he awakes early in the nM>ctiin(, a^ hk morn¬
ing service k accomplithEd before the tun k up. When it is finally out and
warm enough, the monk basks himself in it, and k here engaged in making
straw topca which arc needed for variotit purposes la the snonaatery. The
evening oomes and the snoots k fiite and bright enough to read the large
scripts. Nothing k more souLintpiring for a Duddhki monk ia a mountain
snotWery than to past hk tisise in the <{uiet moonlight reading the ssitras
and thereby testifying to bk experience. _

PLATE XXIV
FACING THE MOON
Ascribed to Mock’s
As Csr as our purpoac of reproduesng the ancient masters k cosscemed,
it does aot really nsaiicr whether the picture here k the work of Mu-ch‘i
or iMt. Let us observe the way the moisk gazes upon the scroll; he k
evidently iaienaely interested in it; hk reading must be deeply sinktng
Issto hk ndisd. A poet remiuks at the top, “Read on, resMl on, and when
there k stothing more to read, there shim out the meaning of the swhoie
scriptssre, and the enoon too k fotgotten."

PLATE XXV
PACING THE MOON

Aaeribed to Psi-chiwi
The title k also "Facing the Moon”. Pes^hien k a deaeendant of
Ta-hui. Though he svas not unknown u a Zen psiintcr, it k doubtful
whether thk really comes from hk brush. The picture, as svm staled before,
k iOuatraiivo of a phase of monkhood; an air of grave serenity envelops
hk features and oudisw; be k no doubt gating on eternity as be ssts alone
in the soft aod all-pciv^iag nnoonlight.

/vV^

PLATE XXVI
SAMANTABHADRA AND THE TEN RAKSHASIS
By Tamxchuca Rzizd
The artiH i« a JapAnoe p«n(er of the nineteenth century who belonged
to the Yamaioye ichool of painting. Hi* ipcclality wai court life, and ihn
fact b (hown in his depicting the Rakthaui ai eourt4adi«s, who look mote
like aamirera than the bodyguard* of the Bodhbattva. Fetniainity b
characteristic of the picture. Thb was pethap* inevitable accing that
Satnantabhadra was
(karnu) while Marynsri was wbdoai.

PLATE XXVII
KUAN-YIN CARRYING A FISH-BASKET
By an unknown Japanese artbt
Kuan-yin in thb form ha* been fretpieiuly made a *ut^C of paintii^
by artbt* both JapancM and Chaneae. She b also known as Kuan-yin of
tlw hCa family, llukt b,
htutym. The story run* a* iollowt;
it was In the era of Yuan-ha (a.o. 806-B30) that Kuan-ybi coasceived the
idea of ptopagaHng BuddhUm among the people of Shcn-yu, and appeared
to them in the form of a beautUul maiden. Ihere were many young men
who wished to court her fovour. She said, “If you can recite by heart the
JTiwa^ Sukd in one evening, I will be the
of such a one." In the
morning there were iwentyVoung candidates who thoroughly mattered the
•utra. She told them, however, that she could not be a wile to so many of
them: they were thus rapiested to memoriae the ZhasMaf 5atra tat one
night. Tea paised the lest. Her final proposal was to commit to memory sU
the teven volumes of the Pmimika within three days. Young Ma wa* the
only person who aiccesdUlly met the demand. SIk prutniicd to be bb wife.
Whm all the neoomry formalities for a marriage were gone through, and
all the relatives and friends of Ma were inviud to attend the ceremony,
the maiden look suddenly ill, faded, and decomposed even before the
guests dbperiod.
Later, an old monk called on the Ma lamily, aisd, vuiiing their burialground, dug the earth with hb staff where the late Buddhbt maiden wa*
buried. To their great surprise, her bone* were found turned into gold. He
then told thtro: “She was no ordinary mortal. It wa* due to (he mtreiful
mean*
of the fiodhbaitva that she appeared among you in (he form
you saw. The idea b to make you think of the Dfaarma and lefrsdn from
committing evils.” Thb said, be 6ew up in the air. In (hb story, we sec the
Bodhbattva'i stctual mixing with people and being engaged in audi prole¬
tarian acUvide* as buying hsh in the market.
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that his study and discipline will bring him to the
realization of the I^na. His Prsyna-life consists in neither
seeing, nor hearing, nor thinking of, nor being conscious of,
the Prajna; for this is truly practising it, studying it, and
disciplining himself in it.
Why? Because when you think, “This is my mind”, “I am
conscious of this”, “I take hold of the mind", etc., the Prajna
is no more there, for the Prujna is no-mind
(<0 Rcalitits rmtus Maje. Superficially, the Prajnaparamita seems to deny resdities, declaring them to be
Maya-like existences; and Simya and Maya are taken as
synonymous. In the understanding of the sutra this is perhaps
one of the most difficult points, as has been repeatedly
pointed out.
Acconling to the sutra,* all things are hteya, the five
Skandhas are Maya, since all things have no hindrances, i.e.
no self-substance. Not only all things are Maya, but the
Buddha-dharmas are Ma^a, Nirvana is >^ya; even wh«
there is something surpassing Nirvana, it is Maya; there is
no disdnetion whatever between one thing and another
{softadhamd) including Nirvana and Maya. However this may
be, Maya is not to be understood in the sense of illusion or un¬
reality as when we say that all is a tflrcam. The Buddhut
Knse of Maya is that the Prajna is to be found neither in
the five Skandhas nor away from it, that it is to be sought for
“where Subhuti moves about”. As long as the world b
statically conceived, it has no reality behind it, it b Maya;
the worid must be grasped as it “moves about*’, as it becomes,
as it passes from one state of being to another. When thb
movement b arrested, there b a corpse. When movement
b thought of as something distinct by itself and apart from
the things in which it b conceived as manifested it loses all
its significance. To understand thb, ^aUuxlhutam, b Prajna.
Most people are fnghtened when they are told that the
world b illusion, aivd imagine that if it b so their life b of
no value and they can do anything they like and arc not
responsible for their deeds. Thb b one of the greatest mbinterpretations of the Maya theory. When the Mahayanbu make
• Ibid. 46b..

* Ibid., 47. 49^ sad ebewhere.
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this announcement, they do not mean to ignore certain
laws regulating the Maya. Even when all is Maya there are
law in it, and nothing in it can escape them; all must conform
to them. The Maya docs not release anybody in it from being
controlled by them. Only those who hax'c found a realm of
reality in the Maya, and yet are not conditioned by it, can be
masters of it and its laws. That all » Maya can be declared by
such seers of the truth and by no others.
The Mahayanists sue, therefore, those who, in conformity
with the truth of Sunyats^ abide in the Prajna, refusing to
find their foothold in Rupiun, Vedana, Ssunjna, Samskara,
and Vijnana, neither in a world of Samskritas nor in a world
of Asamskritas. This abode is called sui abode in which *
there is no abode. For this reason, abiding in the Prajna must
mean not abiding in it; to abide in the Prajnaparamiu in
any other sense mesms to have a fixed point of attsudunent,
and this is to be avoided if one wishes to be the free master
of oneself. When a point is fixed anywhere, even in the
Prajna, this has a biding effect on us, and we cease to be
independent intellectually, morally, and spiritually. The
Pr^naparamita thus teaches us to wipe off every possible
point of fixture or reference in our consciousness. When a
world of no references is obtained, this is a no-abode, or
abiding in Sunyata. The Buddha or the Bodhisaitva gives
out his teaching from this abode of no references; therefore,
in them there is nobody teaching, nothing uught, and no
audience listening. This is the meaning of the Maya.*
(r) Prajna orrnu Ducriminaiian. As soon as a thought that
discriminates arises {jamjnasyaU) we leave the Prajna behind,
we separate ourselves from the Prajna.* Disenmination
(viialpa) or the awakening of consciousness is the destroyer
of the Prajna, it puts a stop to the triumphant course of the
latter. Discrimination b no doubt bom of the Prajna, for
without it Samjna itself b impossible. The only trouble with
it b that it asserts itself at the expense of Prajna. It takes no
notice of Prajna, in spite of the fact that iu function i^aib
because of Prajna. Thb one-sidedness b so characteristic of
Samjna that the latter always stands contrasted to Prajna,
• See Ibid., 49a. etc.

* dHe, RX- 189-190.
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and causes attachment {samga) to exerdse its baneful influence
over the entire field of consciousness. Discrimination itself is
harmless, but when it is coupled with attachment—and this
coupling takes place ineviubly in all consciousness—it does a
great deal of harm. So says the sutra, "Because of name
(nama) there is attachment; because of form (nimUa) there
is attachment.** Naming is discrimination, so is recognizing
form, and from this naming and recognizing there arises
attachment. Intellection and conation always go hand in
hand.
“When you declare Rupam to be empty, this is attach*
ment (samga). When you declare Vedana, Samjna, Samskara,
and Vijnana to be empty, this is atta^ment. When you
declare dharmas of the past, present, and future as belonging
to the past, present, and future, this is attachment. When you
recognize yourself to be a Bodhisattva in whom the desire for
enlightenment has for the first time been awakened and who
thereby has succeeded in accumulating so much merit, this
is attachment. When you recognize yourself to be a Bodhisattva
of long standing in whom much more merit has already been
stored up, this is attachment.***
Therdbre, to practise the Prajna means not to practise
according to Rupam, Vedana, Samjna, Samskara, and
Vijnana, but to practise it as if practising nothing. Practising
is doing something, and yet to be doing nothing—this is the
tlpaya bom of Prajna, this is the way the Mahayanists
describe the Bodhisattva’s life as sasamgata easamgata, i.e.
"attached and not attached". When this state of consdousncis in which neither dberiminadon nor attachment obtains,
the depths of Prajnaparamita are said to have been fully
sounded.
For this reason it is inevitable that Prajna has come to
be defined in self-contradicdng terms, and finally declared
to be beyond the sphere of relative knowledge. The following
arc some of the terms we encounter everywhere in the Prajnapanmila, all of which tend to show that there is a deep
cleavage between the intellect and the Prajna experience:
(1) Incomprehensible (adstfya); (a) Difficult to undenund
* Ibid., p. igo;
35b.
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{durtttmb^^)(3) Isolated [from all knowledge] {noikia)',
(4) Not at all inteliigiblc (aa luudd abkirambudf^U); (5) Not
to be knovm by the intellect, not aceewiblc to the intellect
(na eitUna jnaUtx^, na eittagamaniya); (6) Not a thing made
because no maker is obtainable (karakanupalabdkUah
(7) What u regarded as the original nature {prchd) of all
things, that is no-naturc (afirakrti), and what b aprekiti that
b firakrti; (8) All things arc characterized with oneness
(tkalaksana), which has the nature of no-character {alaktaita).
A quotation from a chapter in the Mahaprajnaparamita^
will conclude thb part of the Essay:
"Sanputra asked Subhuti: When the BodhisattvaMahasatt\'as practise the Prajna, does thb mean that they
practise something which is firmly fixed (sard) or something
which b not firmly fixed?
“Subhuti said: They practise something which b not
firmly fixed, and not something which b firmly fixed. Why?
Because in the Prajnaparamita as well as in Sarvadharma
(all things) there is nothing firmly fixed. Why? Because
when the fiodhisattva-Mahasattvas practise the deep Prajna*
paramita, they do not perceive in it as well as in Sarvadharma
even that which b not firmly fixed, much less anything that
b firmly fixed and attainable.
“At that time there s^'as present a numberless crowd of
the heavenly beings from the world of Kama and from the
world of Rupa, and they thought: Those beings belonging
to the Bodhisattva-vehicle cherish the desire for supreme
enlightenment, practise the Prajnaparamita whose deep sig¬
nification is beyond measure. Yet they do not in them^ves
realize the reality-limit (bhulakoti), thereby keeping them¬
selves away from the state of the Sravaka and the
Pratyckabuddha. For thb reason, those Bodhbattvas are
wonderful beings, they set for themselves a task most difficult
to accomplish. Deep reverence is to be paid to them. Why?
Because ^though they practise the truth of all things, they
do not in themselves realize the reality-limit.
“Knowing what thought was being cherished by those
heavenly beings, Subhuti then said: That those beings of the

);

* llwan-chuang.

Fas. $58, 61a.
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Bodhisattva-vehicle do not in themselves realize the reality*
limit to as not to fidl into the state of the Sravaka and the
Pratyekabuddha it not anything so wonderful and difficult
to acoompluh.
"What B most wonderful and difficult to accomplish with
the Bodhiuttvas it this: even though they fully know that
all things and all sentient beings, in their ultimate nature,
are not to be regarded as being and attainable, they raise
the desire for supreme enlighteiunent for the sake of all
beings,'innumeraUe and iimneasurable; and, putting on the
armour of strenuousness (mryo), they bend all their efforts
towards the salvation of all beings so that the latter wffi all
be led finally to Nirvana.
"This u indeed like attempting to put vacuity of space
under discipline. Why? Because vacuity of space is by nature
transcendenuil (sieikta), empty
and not finniy fixed
(asan), and to be regarded as not being (im samoidyaU); and
so are all sentient beings transcendental, empty, not hrmly fixed,
and to be regarded as not being. And yet the Bodhisattvas
attempt to convert all beings and lead th^ to final Nirvana.
"They put on the armour of great vows {puthaprarndhaiu)
in order to benefit all beings, to discipline all bdpgs. And
yet they are fully aware of the truth tlut all beings as well
as their great vows are in their ultimate nature transcendental,
empty, not firmly fixed, and to be regarded as not being.
With this knowledge, they are not at all frightened, or
depressed, or mortified. Th^ thus practise the deep Prajnaparamita. ..

Ill
RzCABtrULATtOK
We arc now in a position to summarize what has been
suted as constituting the principal teachings of the Prajnaperendla:
I. The object of the discourse is to exhort and extol the
practice of the Prajna.
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а. The Prajna is one of the six Parunitas. Being the
mother-body from which all the Buddhas and the l^hilattvas issue, it is the vivifying spirit of ail the other Paramitas.
Without it the latter remain inactive, are not at all productive
of meritorious works.
3. The Prajna leads us to the attainment of all¬
knowledge or Sar\'ajnata, which makes up the reason of
Buddhahood. Sarvajnata b used synonymously wth Prajna.
For it is from the Prajna that Buddhas of the past, present,
and future arc bom, and it u from Sarvajnata that the
Prajna b bom.
4. By means of the Prajna the Bodhbattva secs into the
nature of all things which b empty (n>p>a).
5. Emptiness does not mean the sute
mere nothingness.
It has a positive meaning, or rather it is a positive term
designating the suchnesa of things {lalhaia). In a sense Taihata
and Sunyata are interchangeable nodons.
б. Bhutakoti b one of the technical terms used in all
the Mahayana texts. It b here translated **rcality-limit'',
bhila M reality, and koti
limit or ervd. At it b often used
tyiKmymoiuly with Sunyau, it means the uldmate end of all
r^idcs. If Sunyata b idendhed with the Absolute, l^utakod b also another term for the Absolute. It has a_ cold
intellectual ring. Sravakas and Prat)‘ekabuddhas arc supposed,
according to the Mahayanbts, to be finally so absorbed into
it as to find their eyes wholly closed to the tufferings of
their fellow sendent Mngs. They realize Bhutakod. But the
Bodhbattva refuses to identify himself with the Absolute, for
the idendficadon puts a stop to the pulsations of hb heart
which feeb for a world of particulars and iniquides. In other,
words, with the eye of absolute purity he perceives the
Tathata (suchness) of all things, which b Sunyata, but keeps
hb other eye open, seeing into multiplicidcs, i.e. the world of
ignorance acKl suffering. Technically, thb b known as "not
realizing Bhutakod (reality-linut) within oneselT'.'
7. Why and how can the Bodhbattva achieve thb wonder
—to be in it and yet not to be in it? Thb contradiction b
inherent in the Prajna, for the Prajna b not only an intellec*

Am, p. 373. Ail UtMkttfm nksotk^nti.
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tual seeing into the empdnen of things but an emotional
plunging into realities as they appeal to the will. The Prajna
is thus found unifying in itself the seeing and the^ feeling.
The (Mling aspect is known as being “skilful in means"
The Prajna harbours in it the Upaya that
works out a complete scheme of salvation for all sentient
beings. This logic of contradiction is what may be called the
dialectics of Prajna.
8. This Prajna dialectics prevails through the entire
system of Nlahayana thought. The Bodhisattva being a living
spirit lives this dialectics in his so-called Prajnaparamitacsuya.
This is his life {casya), not mere behaviour conventionally
regulated according to the logic of the philosopher. The
t%%-o contradicting principles, Prajna and Karuna, are found
harmoniously living in the person of a Bodhisattva. This
b the main teaching of the Prynaparamta.
9. Readers are apt to make more of the philosophy of
Sunyata or Tathata than of the practical moral aspect of it.
Thu in fact has been the case with some Buddhut scholars.
But we must never close our eyes to the meaning of Prani*
dhana, the Bodhisattva’s sow to enlighten and benefit all hu
fellow-beings. The Pranidhana u frequently lost sight of
because of the too startling nature of the Sunyata. The
Sunyata, however, u the chief qualification of the Hinayana,
and in tlm the latter is, according to all the Nlahayana
texts, placed in diametrical opposition to the Bodhbattva
ideal.
10. When Sarvadharma or existence generally u r^arded
as empty and unattainable, all the means and vows which
are cherished by the Bodhisattva seem to be really -"like
waging war against the sky or vacuity of space {akasa)".
Thu idea b quite frightening or at least very depressing.
Frightening because all our moral strivings seem to come to
naught; depressing because, in spite of the vows and mesuu,
‘all the ignorance and sufiTering in the world are Maya-like
phenomena and do not substantially yield to the Bodhisattva’s
skilful treatment. Thu b the mystery of the religious life,
that b, of the Prajna life.
it. The Bodhbattva lives thb mystery, which b regarded
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in the Prajnaparamita as asctayam, as nuuvcUous. His eye
turns in tvk-o opposite directions, inwardly and outwardly;
so does his life proceed in two opposite directions, that is,
in the dirccticm
Sunyata and in the direction of Sarvauattva
(all beings). He does not immerse himself in the ocean of
eternal tranquillity; if he does, he is no more a Bodhisattva;
he somehow keeps himself on the wavy surface of the ocean,
allowing himself to suffer the fate of an aspen leaf on the
turbulent waters. He does not mind subjecting himself to the
tyranny of birth-and-dutth (nmrare); for he knows that
thereby he can be a good friend to aU his fellow-beings who
are also like him tormented and harassed to the extreme.
12. This Prajnaparamiucarya of the Bodhisattva oorres*
ponds to the LankaiiaUtra's Anabhogacarya. In both there
is no thought of accumulatirtg merit for oneself, every good
performed by the Bodhisattva is tunsed over [parinanana)
to the general attainment by all beings of Sarvajnata or
Anuttara-samyak-sambodhi; but even in this he has no con*
scioiu feeling of elation, he cherishes no thought of having
achieved something praiseworthy. This is also known as the
life of no-discrimination {ankalpa), or, we may say, the
life of the lilies of the field.
13. To understand the Prqjnaparmnta we must entirely
abandon what may be called the “this side” view of things,
and go over to the "other side’’ (poram). The “this side"
view is where we generally arc, that is, where a world of
particulars and discrimination extends. The shifting of this
position to the “other side’* of Sunyata, Tathata, Vivikta,
aixl Sarvajnata is a revolution in its deepest seiue. It is also
a revelation. The ProjncpoTttuuta reviews all things from this
new position. No wonder that itt expressions and dcinonstrations arc full of paradoxes or irratiotwiities. Nothing else
could be expected.
14. When this revolution is not complete, our poution
involves many complexities from which it is difficult to
extricate ourselves. Because when we arc imagining a com¬
plete about-facing, our legs arc still carrying the aiKient dust;
each time we try to walk, the path of absolute purity {atjantamnddhi) is found Ircspotted. By this it is meant that the
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reasoning and wording we resort to arc ever remindful of the
“this aide” view. We are caught in the net we have ourselves
set up. The Prajiutpcramita, therefore, uses every possible
cleverness to keep us away from this self-working snare. The
^tasahasrika, "the sutra of 8,000 verses", has thus developed
into the Satasahasrika, "the sutra of ioo,ooo xerscs".
15. One of the reasons why all these sutras arc so repe¬
titious, ao full of reiterations which are tiring to us modem
readers, is due to the fact that all the Mahayana sutras,
especially the Prajnaparamita, are not meant to appeal to our
reasoning faculties, that is, to our intellectual understanding,
but to a different kind of understanding, which we may
call intuition. When the Prajnaparamta is recited in Sanskrit
or Chinese or Tibetan, without trying to extract its logical
mcanii^, but with a devotional turn of mind and with the
determination to go through masses of repetitions, the
Pmjna-eye grows gradually more and more penetrating.
Finally, it will see, through all the contradiedont, obscurides,
abstracdons, and mysdficadons, something extraordinarily
^^luparcnt which reveals the “other side” together with
"this side". This is the awakening of the Prajna and the
study of the deep Prajnaparamita. Herein lies the secret of
the sutra-recitation.
16. The myst<^ of "not realizing Bhutakod although
deeply immersed in it” may thus become comprehensible.
As long as we are on "this side", it is impossible to carry two
diametrically opposed arvd mutually exclusive idem; if we
have a thing, we cannot not have it; if we do a thing, we
wmot not do it; having and not-having, doing and not-doing,
being and not-being—they exclude each other. Between these
two seu of thoughu there is an impassable chasm. The Bodhisaitva, however, has crossed this chasm and is setdng himself
on the “other side", which u the realm of Tathata. He finds
here that thinp formerly impossible to accomplish are
i^dily accompli^ed as if they were nothing extraordinary,
picrc is a spade in hb hands and yet the tilling of the ground
is done by him empty-handed. He u riding on the back of a
hone ^ yet there b no rider in the saddle and no horse
****^**' **•
passes over the bridge, and it b not the water
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that flows, but the bridge. The Sravaka still stays in spite
of his realization on “this side”, and therefore his realization
is something quite distinct ftxjim his experience. The very
idea of Sunyata hinders his really li\’ing it. With the Bodhisattva SunyaU ceases to be Sunyatt. He it just living hb
life, and b no more troubled with Sunyau and Asunyata,
with Ni^ana and Satnsara, with Sambodhi andAvidya. Thb
it what u termed in the Prajttaparamila “not realizing Bhutahoti
although already in the Samadhi of Sunyau”. And it b one
of the most characterbtic attitudes of the Bodhbattva towards
exbtence.
17" That, by virtue of Upaya which b inherent in the
Prajna, the Bodhbattva suiTers the miseries of birth and
death with the rest of hb lcllow>beingt b the description of
hb actual life. And it b because of thb actual suffering on
the part of the Bodhbattva that he b able to know what life
means and what pain means. If not for thb actual living,
all hb "skilful means” would be no more than mere abstrac¬
tion and productive of no cffocts whatever. Hb vows, too,
could not go beyond mere earnest wbhing. In this connec¬
tion reference may be made to the “original vows” of the
Bodhbattva Dharroakara, which constitute the foundations
of the Pure Land teaching. The main idea expressed in
those vows b that the Bodhbattva would not attain supreme
enlightenment until all beings were also ready to cross over
to the “other side”. As he has disciplined himself for so
many kalpas in all the Buddhbt disciplines, he b fuUy quali¬
fied for the final attainment. But he cannot make up hb
mind to leave all hb suffering fellow-beings behind. So he
refrains in the meantime from enjoying the fruit of hb work.
Thb b exactly the position of the l^ajitapoTamiUt Bodhisattva,
in fact of all the Bodhbattvas, as dbtinguished from the
Sravakas and the Pratyekabuddhas.
;8. The differentiation of Bodhbattvaliood means that
Buddhism has abaiKloncd its ascetic monasdebm. A religion
which was perilously near to the point of appealing to the dliu
only has now been rescued from thb exdusive arbtocratie
spirit, which b not at all in correspondence with the spirit
of the founder. Although the teaching of Parinanmna b not
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quite definittjy fonnulBicd in the PrajKoparaimla, the idea
already has iu distinctive note here; for it is something
inseparable from the secularization and democratization of
so*called primitive Buddhism. The Bodhisattva-ideal is most
intimately connected with the social development of ^e
religious consciousness. The possibility of one’s merit bong
turned over to others presupposes the fellowship of all beings.
The social nature of the Mahayana is thus strongly reflected
in die doctrine of Parinamana.
19. The Prajmtparamita points out in what the detaclied
life {oitiktamhan) of the Bodhisattva really consists. With
the Sravakas, to be detached means to keep themselves away
from the world, from city life, from living in society with
other fellow-beings; so they fly away from the crowd, live
in the wilderness where they think they are safe from worldly
entanglements.^ But the detached life of those who practise
the Prajnaparamita means to practise a great compassionate
heart and loving-kindness towards his fellow-being* by living
with them, among them, amd for them. Mere physic^
detachment does not mean anything. The Bodhisattva is
detached when he see* the Sunyata of all ihingp. A* far as
his living is concerned, democratization sums up iu essence.
ao. With this spirit strenuously and persuasively incul¬
cated by devotee* of the Pnynaparamita, Mahayana
Buddhism has spread all over Asia. It is doubtful if Buddhism
in its so-called primitive form would have been able to
accomplish this. The six Paramitas are really the Mahayana
categories of life, and followers of the Prajnaparamita have
singled out this Prajna category in order to give the six
Paramitas a directing unifying principle. Chanty, morality,
patience, strenuousness, and tranquillization have now come
to have a definite meaning attached to their execution.
a I. Mystic trends have no doubt been encouraged by the
propagation of the Prajnaparamita teaching, especially in
China. What is essential in religion is life and not philosophy,
and this life—which means in Mahayana the life of the
Bodhisattva {bodhualtwaiya or prajnapcramitacarya)—b a great
mystery. And when a man faces this mystery one day in his
»Ibid. p.

(Kwtnt, 55a).
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life, he is filled with the mystic sense which goes utterly
beyond intellectioo. Its logioil expression being impossible,
the treatment of the subject is finally delivered up to the
hands of the Zen master.
There are more topics which I wish to expound in the
PrttfnaparamiUt, but as I trust the foregoing has given the
reader a general idea of what the sutra purports to state, let
me conclude this part again with quotations from the ^n
masters, hoping that they will also illustrate the mysticism
of the I^jnaparamita doctrine:
A scholsur once came to Mu-chou* and the latter asked:
“I am told that you can discourse on seven sutras and sastras;
is that so?”
Scholar: “Yes, master.”
Mu-chou without a word raised his staff and struck
him.
,
Scholar: "If not for you, master, I might have wasted
my life."
Mu-chou: “What do you mean?"
The scholar was kbout to open his mouth when another
blow was delivered by the master.
Scholar: “I thank you for your repeated courtesy.
. Mu-chou: "You talk wisely, but your monkhood is fisr
from being finished.”
A scholar asked Nan-yang:* “What is transmitted in
your school?"
The master

proposed

a

counter-question:

.
wnat a

transmitted in your school?”
Scholar: “My transmission consists in the three sutras
and five sa.stras.”
Master: “Indeed! You are a lion’s son.
The scholar respectfully bowed and was at the point oT
• See
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departure when the master called him back, saying: “O
scholar 1”
The scholar responded: "Yes, master.”
The master said: “What is that?”
The scholar gave no reply.
Kuang-hui Lien asked a scholar: ‘*I am told that you
are an expert in the three sutras and the five sastras. Is that
so?”
Scholar: “Yes, master.”
The master held up his suff and asked: “How do you
discouTse on this?”
The scholar hesiuted, whereupon Kuang-hui struck him.
SchoUr: “How impatient you are!”
Master: “O you humbug scholsu' who lives on others*
drivcUii^ I What did you say?”
The scholar made no reply.
The master told him to come up nearer, which he did.
Kuang-hui drew a line on the ground and said: “Does this
appear in the sutrsu or in the sastras?”
Scholar: “No reference in the sutras, nor in the
sastras.”
Master: “An iron bar with no hole! Go bsick to the
HaU!"
The scholar-monk came up again to the master sdter some
time and saluted him.
Master: “Where do you come from?”
Scholar: “I have already finished my salutation.”
Master: “What do you think this place is? O this fellow!**
So saying, the master kicked him down. As soon as he
regained his footing he exclaimed: **I understand, I
understand !**
The master took bold of him and said: **This devil, what
do you say? Speak out without delay!”
The scholar gave the master a slap.
The master sdll demanded: ‘*This purblind scholar,
what do you mean by acting so? Speak again I”
The scholar reverently made a bow.

aw

PLATE XXVIII {Jaa»i mupmp)
SAMANTABHADRA AS A COURTESAN
By

Orvo

Makttvajm

Tliat the Bodhhattvm firequently incmnuted hlmttf tt a courtaan
k told in Japnneae litefature, ahhouttti the necauty coonectian, hnUirical
or otherwke, between Samantabhadra and a woman of thh eiaM it diilknll
to cttabli*h. So far ai we loioiw, Manjutri never appeared in binary in tha
form. He reprcMnu wialoin, and wirdom ia not regarded generally aa the
•peciiic <iualicy of womankind. Bnt why the courtesan Sunanlabhadn?
The latter ttanda for the principle of 1m, eauntially ipiriUial, but aho
carnal, for the latter leads up to the fonner when properly guided. Tbit may
be the reason for his iraruformalion in this particular fuinclioa.
The woman here was known in haiory as Eguehi at the tfane of Salgyo.
the monk-poet of the Kamakura era. When Saigyo ia ha wanderings all
over Japan came to a certain pUce near Osaka, it was already dork, and
not finding any hotae where he could paa the night, he knocked at the
gate where Eguchi resided. She refused to take him in, for she was all akne.
Saigyo then sent in a poem:
~Beforc my rcnunciaison of the world.
Hard-hearted you might be to ne;
Out now why should you deny me
A night's lodging la this life of unreality?”
But the lady was firm in her refusal and wrote to him this poem in return:
"Knowing you to be a otaa who renounced the world,
this life of usireality,
should only think of you
As not cherishing any attadimenl."

1

Thk incidesu was later made use of by a oocnposer of a No>play with
the title "Eguchi". In this a anonk-pilgrim vinu tte old site where Saigyo
and Eguchi had thek romantic interview. The spirit of the lady appears
to him and complains of not being understood by the world. Her refissal
wM really a kui^esi to the poet, and rtoc a d^ of harshness, for she
thereby wished to protect hk reputation. The spirit dksppcars. Then the
nsonk-pilgrim bean a fine chorus of women's voices travelheg over the
waves of the Yodo, As he Iktem to k, the music teems to ascend heavenward,
and he oboerves Samantabhadra on a white elephant and with a retinue of
fairies dkappearing among the multi-cofourcd clouds.

PLATE JtXlX
BOOHIUHARHA AND THE EMPEROR WU
OF LlAWG
By SaMBThj Ka94iO
Thi* ioaoikti inlcfYiTHf hju been told \i, my
Knt Sctki, p- la?, from wliidi, thE Blilowtng ic qu«Bd;
Th* EmlKiflr Wu. oT Litu?
Dhaffn* ^
“Ever liitoE LliC tuSMuruiia
npitd »
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whit ds yia*t Itiiii wy nm‘it might bt?"
■’Wo medt vAitevtr. lirai" DtuiTiiia hUiotly
'■I.Vhy?'' dcnwwJod Lhe Erapera^ (iitoraiW.
"All ihite ^rc LnicTflE dEEdt,'" wu Dtutfeftaj. HpiiBcSflt rejity, Vludli
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PLATE XXX

MA-T3U, PAl.OHANC, AND HUANG-PO
By biEtSHU
We fiUV tty that Olin™ Zen cttHy wiffitaKd with biiruu
leS) find ShLlK^Hju {7flo-7ta>'
Ma-lW we haiE Pai-fJlin* |:^2&-0J4)
ii tbr fot-Ettler nl lit ZeidD lySttP, that it, ht il eTw fioE wli* imliatod
tht Zen mmaif ety life by raiaitiwLy reffulatidg Itp daily leltviliH and vaih^
hmEtMrt*, TJitill hit lime the Z=n monb did iinE hjfVt tny ipceiil UEthtohm
rf Outir mm. RMtliiliia tbiE thtEr lit dinuM tHjt be posMil inpwhcrE ctOCpt
ia tbElJ own iaitltulkd, ha iaititotcd the- fint Zed tnofiaitory. The princi^c
(htE iEupitod biid was the («{>el of laanua) Ithmir. A (km out Jay mg « hi*
it ''A ilty of no Ywirt B a day nif Its aitiag:" He hstWiilty JMIdwed thit
injimotioii hhrtielf. (See p. 313 ofiny^f.1&ia;*r. Pint Stf B»0 Huniig-po
fdiEd fiso} wai ODE ef the chieTdiKipla aTPabCham^ »od Lmn:lii {Rmiu ui
Jjjmj™]! tuee«ded Hiiiiig-[», becmtilitli foimder of she ILmiai iCiwI
□f Z«1 Euddhinn, which ii itilL flmifilhingi pa'iiwlpahy ia Jipiii btit tlm
in Chini. Ihe
icbOfl] (oUqwi Hie ItK oF Shih^t'QU, Yweluiban (?}>gjl), Yun^Ea (died fl4'3F o™! Tvsig-ihui (flej-Kgi-

PU\TF. XXN'III

ri-\TF. XXIX

riJVTT. XXX

PLATE XXXI
A ZEN MASTER AND A LAYMAN
By KaaNOKi
Koahoki mcam “Kei the SecreUry”, who wjb a great Zen painter^
monk at Kenduqi, Kamakura, in the Aibikaga period (rotaghly igjo1530}. He left many caaaierpieoes. Tbh picture kaa the limpfe title “Huang'
lung” and it ii difficult to know to which Huang-hing the reference b, br
there were many Zen maaten who were rcaidcnti ot the Huai^lung
monattety. And to fer a* I can aiccrtain the nibject doe* no< fit any recofd
left of any Huang4ung.
The mott noted of the Huang-lung wa* HuUoan (iooa-1069), under
whom there were many laymen aa well at monkt who took up t^ atudy
of Zen. Perhap* the icene here rcpreacnti one of luch cate*, while the
fworda under hit rock-ieat may lymboliae the general 5>owerle*tncm of
the worldly weapon. In reality it doc* not matter who the Zen miaier h
and what particular tuMorical incident it referred to. Sufficient if %re have a
glimpae into the life of a Zen matter whoever be may be.

PLATE XXXII
NIAO'K'E AND PAI LE'T'IEN
By KaitHoai
Thii it another picture by Kei Che SecreUry. \\1th the preceding one it
Ibnni a diptych to decorate the alcove tide by aUe. The subject treated *
here ia a v^l^known tioty in the annah of Zen.
Pai Le-i'ien was a great poet of Tang. When be was officiating at
governor in a certain district there waa a Zra master within hit Juriadktioa
popularly known aa Niao-k‘e, the “Bird's Neat*', for he uied to practise kb
mediutim on a teat made of the thickly'growing branches of a tree. The
governor-poet once visited him and said, “What a dangemn seal you have
up in the tree.“
“Your* b far wone than mine,'* retorted the master.
“I am the governor of thb dinuict, and 1 don't *ee what dsuiger tbeic
b in it-**
“Then you don't know youncif I When your paassoe* burn and your
mind b uitfteady, what ■ more dangerous than that?*'
The governor then mked, "What b the teaching of Buddhbm?*'
The master recited thb famous itasixa:
“Not to cosnmit evth,
But to practise all good,
And to keep the heart puro—
Thb b the teachirtf of the ffiiddhas.*'
Pal, however, ptotested, “Any child of three Imowt that."
“Any child of throe may know h, but even an old man of eighty yean
«;~t. It difficult to practise it." So concluded the Zen master up in the tree.
U
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Concluded the mssier: "Unless the son does not do
better than his father, the family dies out in one generation."
The monk Fu, of T*ai-yuan,* was first a Buddhist scholar.
When he was lecturing on the ParimnoM Sulra while in
Yang-chou, a Zen monk happened to stay in his temple and
attended the lecture. Fu be^n discoursing on the Dharma*
kaya, which incidentally evoked the 2^ monk’s laugh.
Afterwards Fu invited the monk to tea and asked: "My
scholarship does not go very far, but I know I have faithfully
expounded the meaning in accordance with the literary
sense. Having seen you laugh at my lecture, I realize that
there miut have been something wrong. Be pleased to give
me your land instruction in this."
The 2^n monk said: "I simply could not help laughing
at the time, because your discourse on the Dharmakaya was
not at all to the point."
Fu asked: “Where am I wrong?"
The monk told him to repeat his lecture, whereupon Fu
began thus: “The Dharmakaya is like vacuity of space, it
reaches the limits of time, it extends to the ten quarters, it
fills up the eight points of the compass, it embraces the
two extremes, heaven and earth. It Ametions according to
conditions, responds to all stimulations, and there is no
place where it is not in evideiKC. .. ."
The monk said: “I would not say that your exposition is
all wroug, but it is no more than a talk about the Dharmakaya.
As to the thing itself, you have no knowledge."
Fu: "If thb be the case, tell me what it is."
Monk: "Would you believe me?"
Fu: “Why not?"
Monk: "If you really do, quit your lecturing for a while, •
retire into your room for about ten days, and, sitting up
straight and quietly, collect all your thoughts, abandon all
your discrimination as regards good and bad, and sec into
your inner world."
Fu followed this advice wholeheartedly, spending all his
night absorbed in deep meditation. In the small hours of the
' See alto Second Seria of

Essajn, pp. B41 uul vt44.
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mornii^ he happened to hear a flute, which suddenly opened
his mind to a state of saton. He ran to the quarters where
the monk was staying and knocked at the door.
The monk: *'Who are you?”
Fu: “M>'self.”
The monk bunt out into a terrible scolding: “I wanted
you to have an insight into the Dharma so that you could be
a bearer and transmitter of it. Why do you get drunk and
snore away the night in the street?”
Fu; “O Zen monk, listen. Hitherto all my lectures have
been carried on with the mouth given by my p)arcntB,* but
from now on’thcrc will be no more of them.”
The monk: "Begone for now. Come again during the
day and I will see you.”
The poem then composed by Fu runs as foUows:
In those days, I remember, when as yet I had no satori
Each time I heard the Aute played my heart grieved;
Now I have no idle dream over the pillow;
I just let the player play whatever tune be likes.

The following will be a fit conclusion to the philosophy
of the PrajtuxpaTomta:
While still on his Zen pilgrimage, Chao-chou saw
Tai-t‘*u* and asked: "What is the body of the Prajna?”
Tai-t‘zu repeated; “What is the body of the Prajna?”
Thereupon, Chao-chou gave a hearty laugh and went off.
• On the day following Tai-t‘zu saw Chao-chou sweeping
the ground. Tai-t'zu asked, “What it the body of the Prajna?”
Chao-chou threw up his broom and with a hearty laugh
went away. Tai-t‘zu thra returned to his quarters.

' This is tantamount to aayuig that the ultimaie truth oT the Mahayana
teachi^ it to be experienced and not to be made a mere nibject ^intellectual
analyiia. Alao note a change of attitude on the part of the Zen monk aAer
Tai-yuan's actual seeinz ui<o the nature of the Dbarmakay^ So we see
that ihioae apnarenily nonaensical remarks, impetuoua vilifications, or
biting insinuationa which are ao fr^uently met with in Zen literature are
the natwal outcome of a certain spiritual revolutioa that takes place at the
moment of lalori.
* Sec aim First Series, p. 086.

VII. BUDDHIST, ESPECIALLY ZEN,
CONTRIBUTIONS TO JAPANESE
CULTURE^
Buddhism was introduced to Japan oflicially in a.d. 553,
and ever since it has kept up a most intimate and vital
rclatiotuhip with the cultural history of the nation. In fact,
every page of it records something achieved by Buddhism
for the enhancement of the intellectual, the aesthetic, and the
spiritual life of the Japanese. This i^as quite natural, seeing
that at the time of iu introduction to Japan Buddhism
represented a superior civilization. It was backed by such
highly advanced cultures as the Indism, Chinese, and Korean in
the arts, industries, learning, and humane activities, which
were then greatly in advaivce of the Japanese. Not only as a
far-sighted statesman and a highly endowed mind, but as a
dceply-dcvotional soul. Prince Shotoku (574-632) worked
like a genius to create a new Japan by building Buddhist
temples, writing commentaries on the Mahayana Sutras,
encouraging the arts, sending students to China, establishing
hospitals and colleges, compiling histories, and laying down
the principles of government. Buddhism, besida being a
great religious system, was then the source of wisdom for
every department of human activities. Those who have
visited Nara and its vicinity will folly understand what I
mean by these statements. Even at this late date, the Horyuji
with all its treasures remains a great wonder.*
As I have a very limited time at my disposal I cannot
describe the whole field of Buddhist contributions to the
culture of the Japanese people. Let me, therefore, confine
myself to what Buddhism, especially Zen Buddhism, has done
towards their intellectual and artistic life—and thu very
briefly.
* This paper u based on the author's lectures delivered at the Summer
School of OrWnial Oulturc for Foreigaen in Kyoeo, 1931.
, * See the Appendix.
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To do this, it is necessary to understand first what kind
of Buddhism it was that came over to Japan after centuries
of its development on the continent
We generally distinguish between Hinayana Buddhism
and Mahayana Buddhism. Historically, the Hinayana is the
more primitive form of Buddhism, and the Malmyana is a
later and more advanced system of it. What characterizes
each may most briefly be defined thus: the ideal of the
Hinayana discipline is to realize Arhatship, while that of
the Mahayana is Bodhisattvahood.
The Buddhist life aims at attaining enlightenment,
technically know*n as *'Bodhi”. In this aim Hinayanists and
Mahayanists are at one, but with the former there arc no
conscious efforts to impart the bliss of enlightenment to all
other fellow'beings—if ncccssar)', unconditionally.* A Hinayanist remains satisfied if he is enlightened by his own untiring
efforts. Of course he is full of missionary spirit, trying to con¬
vert his pupils or people generally to his own way of thinking
' Dy this 1 mean the doctrine of Tartki (“other-power”) developed
fat the thirteenth century. Acoordinc to this doctrii^ first taticht by
Shinran (1173-1S69), we are loo sinfiil to deliver ouiaclves from the heavy
burden of ignorstnee and karma by our own cAbrts, moral and intellectuaL
The power of faith it needed—with in the so-called OrMnal Vows of
Amitabha Buddha. All that is needed 00 our part is to rely absoluidy upui
the omnipoience of Amitabha't spiritual power. He has aecomplisaea in
his past lives everything that is required lor our deliverance, and what is
now demanded of us is 10 give ourselves up uneonditioetally to the "otherpower” which is Asnitahts/rs love for us.
The Hinayanist or Ariiai it a strong believer in the law of causation,
and in this he may be said to be strictly sdcntilic and Individualistic. He
does not believe in the mystery of faith and love which overrides the law.
In the Mahayana the social aspect of the Buddhist life la most emphat^iy
Insisted upon, and naturally some power far stronger than merely individual
comet to the front. This asKTtion M a super-individual power is the basis of
BodhitnuviiioocL
The deveknenenl lof the BodhisaUvm-ideal me^ the secularisation of
the Samgha life. Or it is poaibie that sccularixaiioo gradually led to the
denouncement of naonattiritm which gave a fine ibeltcr 10 the Sravaka and
the Praiy^buddha. This transfonnalioA was in full accord wi^ the
original spirit of Buddluim. which is to save the world from t^ uoivenal
bondage of ignorance and karma. In this Japanese Buddhists are real
followers of the Buddha.
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amd feeling, that b, to make them embrace the teaching
and follow the discipline of Buddhism, but all he does for
others is more or less intellectual. If others fail to come up
to the standard, the moral law of cause and effect follows, and
if they cannot attain what they seek, they fall short of being
enlightened. The Hinayarust cannot, however, help them,
for each has to achieve his own salvation—this bdng the
view held by the Hinayana school of Buddhism. The Arhat
a a solitary philosopher, he is absorbed all by himself in the
bliss of eiilightenment. He lacks in human sympathy and
all-embracing love. When he sees suffering about him he
coldly looks at it and telb the sufferers how to contrive
by their own efforts to get out of the tribulation. This is
all he does and ciui do for others; he can do no more for
them; each reaps what he sows. The Arhat or Hinayanist
is an ultra-individualist.
The Mahayana ideal differs from this. The love-phase
of religious life is more emphasized here than its radonatism.
In order that his fellow-beings may increase or grow stronger
in their spiritual power, the Bodhisattva wishes to extend
towards them whatever merit he has acquired by his moral
life. Although he is morally ready for it, he will even post¬
pone his own enlightenment.^ He docs this because he k^ws
* At hai already been noted, tha doctrine k known as the doctrine
of Upaya (“ddlTul means"} and ot Parinamana ("twming over"). Ttse
Upaya m born of tbe Pr^'na and Kanina, and connotes a more general
idn than Parinamana. The Parinamana k characterkUc of the Mahayana.
Literally it mearts to turn the mult of one’s own merit over to somebody
elae. It goes directly against tbe individualkcic idea of karma and ako
against the mmal law of causation as ordinarily understood. For the
Fkrinamana k imnomiblc to long as one k confined to a dualklic world of
being (artkas) and non-being (aamitMt). By means of Pr^na and Kanina
tbe latter k tranactiKied and tbo Parinamana k made to work out its
Tbe Parinamana works in two directions. The fV^pu^porasiks refiss to
one of these directions when it makes tbe Bodhkattva give up all hk stock
of mmt towards the realiaaiton of untvcrtal cnli^tcnmcnt (latslodU or
sam^^asts). Thk we may call the upward moving ofParinamana. The other
one u frosn tbe Buddha or Sarvainata to all beings. Tbe power that consti¬
tutes Buddhahood emanates, as it were, rrom its body i^ k tranafierred on
to all scntkiu bdng^ and the latter are helped ther^ to quit their life of
ipiorance and paaion. In Shin Buddhktn thk k c^led the "power of
Amida’s original vow" and made the very foundation of its Maborate,
though at first sight simple, system. In otner sdioob of Buddhism,
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that there are yet many suffering beings whom he feels he
ought to wake up to enlightenment. However strong the
chain of individual karma may be, the Bodhisattva’s wholesouled endcas’our is to break it in pieces. For by this he can
achieve the grand scheme of universal enlightenment and
the salvation of entire humankind. (In Buddhism salvation
is not confined to human beings, it extends over all creation.
Even animals, plants, riven, rocks, mountains are included
in the scheme of salvation, that is. In the attainment of
Buddhahood.)'
Bodhisattva was originsdly the name given to the Buddha
prior to his attainment of enlightenment while he was prac¬
tising the six virtues of perfection {fiarcmila). The Mahayana
places great stress upon this stage of the Buddha's life. The
practising of the Paramitas means the assertion of humanity
as a social being, the basic idea being that individuals cannot
be perfect until society itself is made perfect This will
namrally mean that an individual becomes perfect when he
loses hb individuality in the All to which he belongs. By
losing himself he gains something more than himself, for hu
perfection consbts in being more than himself aiKl not in
being just what he b in himself.
The six virtues of perfection are characteristic of Mahayana
Buddhism in many ways. They contain virtues commonly
held up as cardinal by all religious systems, but there are
tome more which differentiate the Mahayana.
The six vutues are:
1. Charity (dma). Thb does not merely mean to give
away what one has in abundance, but involves even the
giving-up of one's whole being for a cause.
a. Morality (rib). The practising of all the Buddhist
precepts, or all the virtuous deeds that are conducive to tbc
moral welfare of oneself and that of others.
power it known under the aaroe of Adhkhthsiu, which paeans "basis'' or
^'authority" or "luiuinina power".
Br this mutual workmg between Buddha and sendrat beingi, the
worta-scheiae of enlightenment and emancipation is carried on without
imerruptioa and till tM end at time.
...
> Sm Btttrice L. Suauki's Asfota, in which she tclb how the ipirit ol
Uie hutterdy, or of mow, or of the banana-piant, attaim ^ddhaliood.
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3. Striving (vuya), A constant application of oneself to
the promotion of good. The Mahayanists* life is one of utmost
Strenuousness not only in this life but in the lives to come—
and the lives to come may have no end.
4. Humility (kuiUt). This is sometimes rendered patience,
but humility is more to the point. Rather than merely
enduring all sorts of ills of the flesh, it is the feeling of un>
worthiness, limitedness, wd sinfulness.
5. Meditation (dhjKtna). Not in the sense of meditating
on a moral maxim or a philosophical saying, but the dis¬
ciplining of oneself in tranquillization.
6. Transcendental kn^ledge (prajna). This is what
constitutes enlightenment; it is an intuition into the ultimate
truth of things, by gaining which one is released iiom the
bondage of existence, and becomes master of one’s self.

3

Let us next see on what theoretical ground Mahayana
Buddhism stands. The doctrine of Non-ego {anaUa in Pali,
nairatmjfa in Sanskrit) is the foundation of l^th Hinayana
and Mahayana Buddhism, but the latter has developed all
the implications, ending fliully in the doctrine of the Lawbody, or Dharmakaya as it is better know’n in its Sanskrit
original, for “Law-body" is liable to be wrongly interpreted.*
* From the theory of Anatta or Nairatxi^ to this mncqjtion is a Iona
Junof, anil a great deal oT historical tracing is required to imderstand
adequate^ how the Triple Body (hthna) came to occupy an in^ortanl
position in the system of Mahayana Buddhism. Briefly stated, thm are
two forms of Nairstmya, Pudgaia and Dtiarma. The teaching of no-egosubstanoe which is Pudgals nainitmya is held both by the Hinsyana and
by the Mahayana, while that of DhairmanairstmM is generally comiderod
to be Uiy^t exclu^vely by the Mahayana. The Dharmanairatmya means
the deaiai of the reality of an individual existence as holding in itself a
pennsnent and free-moving agent. Thb ii a psychological statement of the
law of causation technically known at PratityMamutpada. Or it ntay be
said that the Dluutnanniraunya Is the extension of the Pudgalanairatroya.
The ontologicsi expression os the Nairatmya is the doemne of Sunyata
which has been fully elucidated in the preoediag ps^cs.
The positive statement of Sunyata from the religious and persooal
point of view is the Dharmakaya. The Ilbarniaksya was In the beginning
contrasted with the Rupakaya; that it, the body of the Buddha reganM
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To understand adequately the Mahayana conception of
Dharmakaya requires a great deal of knowledge as regards
the philosophy of Buddhism; for the Dharmakaya is one of the
Tri^c Body and its significance is organically related to the'
other two Bodies called Sambhogakaya aiKl Nirmanakaya, or
Body of Enjoymnt and Body of Transformation.* Briefly, the
Dharmakaya is the final reiility making up the being
all
things; this is what is popularly misconceived as an
ego-substance.
as the Dhamu itself was made to stand spunot his phyiaeal editence which
is wlqect to the law ot birth and death, she latter pamod away from this
earth li^ everything die, but the Dhanaarbody
the Buddha could not
vanish like that, for the Uhartna is a permanent ablder. Later, thia Dhannabody came to denote also Reality which ia the Sudines of all thin^ It
means at preaent not only the emcnce-being (laaMens) of all the Buddhas
but the ground and reaaon of aO things.
Sunyala, properly qteaking. has no negative conootatioo. It is another
name for Tatnata—that is, emptmen ■ sumneis and suehness is emptiness.
This is the intuitionalism of the fV^yanparann'ts. Now the tuchnesi of the
Buddha U, from the religious point of view. Dharmakaya, and this Dharma¬
kaya is perceived when the egolessncss (aagsSipali) of indhridual things
(dCsariM) and individual souls {puigaU) is experiasced.
> The dogma of Trikaya may be sununanly interprcud in tlic following
manner: The Dharmakaya is the eaence-being of all the Buddhas and alio
of all bdngs. What makes at all poaibk the eautence of anything is the
Dharmakay^ without which the world itself is inconceivable. But, ipccifieally, tlx tMiarmakaym is the esxnce-bodv of all beings which forever is.
In this senx it is DharmaCa or Buddhata, that b, the Buddha-naiure within
all beings. The Sambhogakaya a the spiritual body of the Bodhisattvas
which is cpjoyed by ihm as the fruit of their tdr-discipline in all the
virtues of perfectioo. This tl^ Kiqxiirc for thcnachxs according to the
taw of mow csuisation, and in this they are deliveied at last from all the
defeca and defiiemenu inherent in the realm of the five Skandhsa. The
Nirmanakaya Is born of the great loving bekrt (nahafavwia) of the Buddhas
and Bodhisattvas. By reason of this lerve ih« have for all beinm, they
never remain in the selfenjoyment of the fruits of their moral deeds.
Their intense desire is to shaite (hose (ruia with their fUlow.beinmL If the
ignorsni could be saved by the Bodhisattva by hia vicariously sunning for
than, he would do to. Ifihe ignorant could be enlightened by (he Bodhisattva
by turning his stock of tncnl over to them, he would do to. This turning
over of merit tmd this vicariout suBering are accomplished Iw the Bodhilattva by means of his Nirmanakaya, iransfoemation-body. In this form,
(bcreferc, (he Bodhisaitva, spadally speaking, divides hlsnseif into hundreds
of thousands of kotss of bodscs. He can then be recognized fat (he form of a
creeping caterpillar, in a sky-scraping mountain, in the saintly figure of
Franett of Axin, and even in the shape of a world-devouring Evil One. if he
thinks It necessaiY to take this form in order to save a world that haa pasted
into the hands of ignoranoe, evil panioat, and all kinds of defilements and
corruptions.
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Psychologically, the Dhamutkaya may be regarded as the
Alayavijnana, “all-conserving mind", of which the Yogacara
school of Buddhism talks so much. The AJayavijiuma is some* thing akin to what may be called the transcendental or
universal consciousness which lies behind our ordinary relative
empirical consciousnesses. The purification of this universal
consciousness, where all things are conserved in their essence
or in their seed-form {bija)—the purification taking place
through its individually manifested consciousrtesses—is the
aim of all Buddhist discipline. But we mxut not forget that
as long as we are on the psychological plane and referring
to the Alayav^^iu, we are yet far from the Dharmakaya
whose realm lies much deeper than our consciousness.
From another point of view the Alayavijnana b Sunyata
(emptiness). If Alayavijnana is a psychological term, Sun¬
yata is an ontologicid conception, or would it be better to
regard it as epistemological? Because when the notion of
logical relativity is to be finally transcended in order to reach
sdmething ultimate, the human intellect inevitably comes to
Emptiness. So long as Emptiness is conceived relatively we
caruvot go beyond logic, and logic is not something in which
the soul fiiKls its al^e of rest. Emptiness must be, aAer
all, our last shelter. It is needless to say that Emptiness docs
not mean mere nothingness.
Emptiness is, however, a word greatly abused, suffering
all kinds of maltreatment Mahayana Buddhism has another
term with an affirmative connotation. I mean “Suchness*’ or
“Thusness** {taihata in Sanskrit). The Mahayanists would
thus describe existence to be in a state of suchhess, and they
insist that, as it is not so perceived, the result is a state ci*
ignorance from which follow prejudices and passions in all
their pocnble complicadoni. l^o regard existence as this or
that, as being or non-being, as eternal or transient, u our
thought-construction, and not Reality as it is in itself. It
requires the highest degree of intellectual perspicuity to look
into Reality in its suchness and not to weave around it
subjcctively-consmicted meshes. This is, then, a realm of
intuitions. When we enter into this realm, we realize what
Sunyata or Tathata really means.
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All these general syncretic statements are liable to be
grossly misinterpreted when we do not fully resdize the rela¬
tive poaidoiu held by the different schoob of Buddhist
thought. The ps)^ological school known as the Yogacara
attempu to cxplsiin the world from the point of view of con*
sciousness or idea, while the ontological school represented
by the Madhyamika insists on reducing reality to Sunyata
by negating the finsJity of all particular existences. The
conception of the Dbannakaya, on the other hand, has followed
still andther line of development. And as these general
currents of thought have'never been thoroughly systematized,
students of Buddhism are often at a loss as to how to relate
these notions hsumoniously to one another. My brief
explaiutioiu are meant to help them only tentatively.
Being more or leas philosphicsd, the Buddhist ideas are
pronounced by many people to be difficult to grasp. Some
European scholars of Buddhism who try hard to understand
its profound concepts fiiil to perceive, especially, the meaning
of “Emptiness” and “Suchness”. One of the coounonest
critidsms agaiiut Buddhism is that, because it denies existence,
it teaches nihilism or negativism. Superficially this is true.
Emptiness seems to be the negation of existepce. But what is
taught by Buddhism b to go beyond even thb negation, for
thu b where there b what b known as the Sunya; and when
we get into thb realm of absolute solitude {vkikia) the meaning
of j^ptiness and Suchness b grasped, for it can after all be
grasped, though not in the relative sense. And when thb b
grasped, thb world of particular objects b accepted in its
propcf signification.
When Wei-k*uan {Chuan-Ung fa, VII) was suked, “What
b the Way?”, meaning the ultimate truth of Buddhism, he
said, “What a fine mountain thb b!”, referring to the mountsun where he had hb retreat.
The questioner said, “I am not asking you about the
mountain, but about the Way."
“As long as you esmnot go beyond the mountain, you
cannot reach the Way,” replied the master.
Another time the same master was asked about the Way,
arvd he said, “It lies right before your eyes.”
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“Why do I not see it myself?”
“You do not, because of your egoistic notion.”
“If I do not because of xny q^stic notion, do you?”
“So long as you have dualistic views, saying ‘I don’t’
and “you do’ and so on, your eyes are bedimmed by this
relativity view.”
“When there is neither *1’ nor *you’, can one sec it?”
“When there is neither ‘I’ nor ‘you*, who is it that wants
to see?”
I may comment on this conclusion of the master. Just
because there is no one wanting to see what the Way is, this
mountain is a quiet retreat for the monks, and th^ wild
flowers are blooming even if no qty people come out so fsr to
admire them.
Another criticism made against Mahayana Buddhism is
that it is pantheistic. When the Mahayanist se^ the Buddha*
nature in everything, even in things inanimate, he seems to
be pantheistically inclined in his philosophy. But read the
following carefully and sec where the whole trend of the
discourse is;
Wci-k‘uan {Chuan~Ui^, VII) was asked, “Is there the
Buddha-nature in the dog?”
“Yes.”
“In you too?”
"No, not in me.”
“How is it that there is no Buddha-nature in you when
all beings are endowed with one?”
“I am not one of‘all beings’.”
“If you are not, arc you Buddha himself?”
“I am not Buddha."
“What are you, then?”
“I am not a ‘what* cither.”
“Is it then something at all tangible or thinkable?”
“No, monk, it is altogether beyond thought, beyond
comprehension. Therefore, it is called the unthinkable.”
When we go over this dialogue carefully we see that
the Mahayanist secs something beyond individual realities
which cannot be wholly includ^ in them, or that, according
to the Mahayana, the Buddha-nature is manifest^ in every
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Bodhisattvas, the nose smells odours reminding one of A heavenly
kingdom, the hands are engaged in forming secret mudras,
and the mouth repeats sacred mantrams of deep signification.
When these arraitgements arc completed, the mind is
naturally influenced by them, and, without realizing how,
becomes deeply permeated with the subtle pauma emanating
from them.* When this is repeated regularly for a certain space
of time, the devotee may ultimately come to a realization.
The second method of reaching the final goal of the
Mahayana disdpline is to appeal to the intellect. This is done
by training oneself in the philosophy of the Avatamsaka
school or in that of the Tendai. The Avatamsaka teaches a
highly abstract system of the so*ctdled iburfbld Dharma*
dhatu, while the Tendai has the contemplation of the three¬
fold view of existence known as Emptiness, Relativity, and
the Middle Way. All these arc meant for a highly developed
and well-trained intellect. Without many years of philosophic
discipline, one cannot comprehend the deep spiritual meaning
therein involved.

j
^

The third method, appealing to our intuitive faculty, is
Zen. Possibly the Nembutsu is classifiable under this head.
Thb is a direct method, for it refuses to resort to verbal
explanations, or logical analysis, or to ritualism. Whatever
reahty there is to take hold of, Zen proposes to grasp it
directly without any mediatory -tools such as intellection,
imaginadon, accumuladon of merit, etc. It straightway
awakens the highest spiritual poM’er which may be called
intuidon, and by this enlightcnnoent is attained.
It goes without saying that along with all thcK methods
of spiritual ^ning Dhyana (mediudon, so called) is prac¬
tised, for without this no amount of discipline, whether

.
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iBcaning “pcrfiiming*’, “imprauoD", ‘'nwinOfy”, '*habit, it an emanation fsMina from every tieed, good or InmI, whi^
11*1
•
*? V**'* ndHTi. And inaamuch as the entire world with
all its tadividual obfecii symholiaea deeds of the paai, there is abo an
awatwo from them, noUeetively at well aa individually. Thtae emanatlws are alio loaded with the power to affect or "perfume” any acniscnl
being who may be in the position to come in touch with them. The conceptto of
telongi to the prychological school of Buddhitin,
a^rdmg to which the Abyavynana is the depository of all such etnana,
tsotv-fermt. at it were.
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intellectual or intuitive or ritualistic, can produce the result
desired. Wherever Buddhism is put into practical use, let us
therefore understand that Dhyana is the one thing indis¬
pensable to it. Only in Zen this is more systematically cxer^
dzed; in fact, the practice of Dhyana* is regarded in Zen
as the means essent^y in correspondence with an ultimate
realization. Historically the term "Ztn" comes from “Dhyana”
{fftma in Japanese).
Thus, of the three methods whereby to bring about a
state of enlightenment in Buddhist life, Z^ has so far proved
the most generally practical and efficient to the Oriental mind.
As it has contributed much to the appreciation of a certain
lulistic taste in the life of the Japanese people, I will devote
(he rest of my lecture to Zen and its cultural value.
The Shingon knows how to appreciate the value of form
and as the result it has helped mu^ in the creation of beaudfVil objects of art. The Toidai, the Kegon (matasniaka), and
the Yuishild {vijnaptimatra)—thm of the intellectualist wing
of Mahayana Buddhism—have no doubt stimulated the
growth of the radoednative foculty;^ and when Japan faced
the streaming-in of the Western thought, she knew well how
to discriminate and aisimilatc it according to her needs.
That she took in with the proper frame of mind the invasion
of modem idealism and Hegelian dialectic is no doubt due to
the fact that her intellect has been under a severe training
at the hands of the Buddhist philosophers.
Strangely, Zen had its share in promoung the study of
the Chinese classics. If Zen did not countenance the study
of Buddhist philosophy, as being a hindrance to the growth
of the intuitive power, it acted as a missionary for Chinese
learning in general, which included poetry, history, ethics,
philosophy, cidligraphy, painting, etc. This is an unusual
phenomenon in the history of Buddhism, that a teaching which
‘The (eacbkic of SunrsCa fa closely auociated with Zeo. In fact,

Zen «le>elopcd fWim the iniuitiom rf theIn Uw btitinniag of
iu history Zen had much 10 do with the LmdautUrt, but it gradually
delKhed itself from this sutra and look up the Pnyna teaching for iu
(undamental teneu. Perhaps the Lanksmtva oilers a tooK»n|Nlcated
system of ihou^t to be easily digated by the Chinew n^. The
mils on the ocher hand fa simple and stralghlfocward In iu statemenu, which
fact appeals <|uite readily to the compatnou of Lao-lw and Chuang-tsu.
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is BO ag&mst the letter became « strong, efficient agency in
the preservation and encouragement of scholarship.
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In one sense, Zen is the Chinese interpretation of the
doctrine of enlightenment. When Buddhism passed through
the prism of the Chinese mind it vvas dificrentiated into
many schools, with Zen as one of them. But it was evidently
Zen that was in the best conformity with the Chinese psy¬
chology, for of all the Buddhist schools that flourished in that
land during the twenty centuries of its growth Zen is one of
the two currents of Buddhist thought which have successfully
survived; Indeed, as far as the official name of a school is
concerned, 2^n is the only school oTBuddhism now in existence
in China; for the Pure Land Teaching has never become a
separate school in China, finding its shelter in the Zen
monasteries as a sort of boarding guest ‘
Historically, Zen no doubt started with the coming of
Bodhidharma to China early in the sixth century. But as a
matter of fact, Zen, properly to be so called, dates from the
appearance of Ycno (Hui-neng, a.o. 637-714), who was a
native of Southern China. The history of Zen from Bodhi¬
dharma down to Yeno, the Sixth Patriarch, is told in my
in Zpf Btiddhitm, Series I.*
Apart from its insistence on the all-absorbing importance
of personal experience in the realizadon of a final fact, Zen
has the following charactcrisdcs which have exerdsed a
great deal of moral influence in the moulding of what may be
designated the spirit of the East, especially of Japan.
I. Neglect
of form is generally characterisdc of
mysddsm, Chrisdan or Buddhist or Islamic. When the
•All ststnd elsrwhm, my view of «be history of Zen in CSuiu down to
H^nenf and hit diiciples hiu undergone certain changes, owing to the
dlseovcry of new materials which have been kept away from the public
for over a ihooaand yean in the desert of the nordwweitem CStincse border¬
land. As soon as practicable, my intentaon is to write a newly oontnxted
taiory of Zen with Hui-oeng as the central figure. The ligniiicance of the
rrajaa leaching in connection with Zen will then be brought out in a
broader light than before.
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import^ce of ihe spirit is emphasized, all the outward
expressions of it naturally become things of secondary sig¬
nificance. Form is not necessarily despised, but attention to it
is reduced to a minimum, or we may say that conven¬
tionalism is set aside and individual originality is asserted in
its full strength. But because of this there is a forceful tone of
inwardness perceivable in all things connected with Zen.
As far as form is concerned, nothing beautiful or appealing
to the scisses may be observable here, but one feels something
inward or spiritual asserting itself in spite of the imperfec¬
tion of the form, perhaps because of this very imperfection.
The reason is this: when the form is perfect, our senses arc
satisfied too strongly with it ai>d the mind may at least tem¬
porarily neglect to exercise its more inner function. The
effons concentrated too gready in the outwardness of things
fail to draw out what inner meaning there is in them. So
Tanka (Tan-hsia) burned a wooden image ofBuddha to make
a fire, and idolatry was done away with. Kensu (Haicn-tzu)
turned into a fisherman against the conventionality of monas¬
tery life. Daito Kokushi (1383-1337) became a beggar and
Kanzan Kokushi (1377-1360) was a cowherd.
3. The inwardness of Zen implies the directness of its
appeal to the human spirit. When the intermediary of form
is dispensed with, one spirit speaks directly to another. Raise
a fin^ and the whole universe u there. Nothing could be
more direct than this in this world of relativity. The medium
of communication or the symbol of self-expression is curtailed
to the shortest possible term. When a syllable or a wink is
enough, why spend one’s entire life in vrriting huge books
or building a grandiose cathedral?
3. Directness is another word for simplicity. When all the
paraphernalia for expressing ideas it discarded, a single
blade of grass sufikes to stand for Buddha Vairochana sixteen
feet high. Or a circle is the fullest possible symbol for the
immeasurability of the truth as realized in the mind of a Zen
adept. This simplicity also expresses itself in life. A humble
itraw-thatched mountain retreat, a half of which is shared by
white clouds, is enough for the tage.^ The potatoes roasted
*

See Rts^j

m

Z** BtMkitm, Second Srrin, p. 331.
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in the ashes of a cow-<lung fire appease hb hunger, as he casts
a contemptuous look upon an envoy from the Imperial court.*
4. Poverty and simplicity go hand in hand, but to be
merely poor and humble is not Zen. It does not espouse
poverty just for the sake of poverty. As it is sufficient with
itself, it does not want much—^which it poverty to others,
but sufficiency to oneself. Rich and poor—this is a worldly
standard; for the inwardness of Zen poverty has nothing
to do with being short of possessions, or being rich with the
overflowing of material wealth.
5. Facts of experience are valued in Zen more than
representations, symbols, and concepts—that is to say, sub¬
stance is everything in Zen arul form nothing. Therefore,
Zen is radical empiricism. This being so, space is not some¬
thing objectively extending, time is not to be considered a
line stretched out as past, present, and future. Zen knows
no such space, no such time, and, therefore, such ideas as
eternity, infinitude, boundlessness, etc., are mere dreams
to Zen. For Zen lives in facts. Facts may be considered
momentarily, but momentariness is an idea subjectively
constructed. >Vhen Zen is compared to a flash of lightning
which disappears even before you have uttered the cry
"Ohl", it is not to be suppoacd that mere quickness is the
life of Zen. But we can say that Zen hschews deliberation,
elaboration. When a roof l^ed, a Zen master called out to
his attendants to bring in something to keep the laUwti dry.
Without a moment's hesitation, one of them brought in a
bamboo basket, while another went around artd, searching
for a tub, took it to the master. The master was immetuely
pleased, it is said, with the first monk with the bosket. It was
he who imdcTstood the spirit of Zen better than the one who
was deliberate, though his wisdom proved far more practical
and useful. This phase of Zen is technically known as “nondiscrimination’'.
6. What might be designated “eternal loneliness” is
found at the heart of Zen. Tl^ is a kind of sense of the abso¬
lute. In the LankavaUtra Suira we have what is known there
as the “truth of stJitude” (eiBiktmOuavta in Sanskrit). The
> lAr.-Uaii. Ute rigtiut century in the reicn of Te-Uung, oT T*anE.
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«perici\cc of this seems to wake the feeling of eternal lone¬
liness. This does not mean that we all feel solitary and long
forever for something larger and stronger than ourselves.
This feeling is cherished more or leas by all religious souk;
but what I mean here is not this kind of solitariness, but
the sobtariness of an absolute being, which comes upon one
when a world of particulars moving under the conditions
of space, time, and causation is left behind, when the spurit
soars high up in the sky and nsoves about as it lists like a
floating cloud.
7. When all these aspects of Zen arc confirmed, we find a
certain definite attitude of Zen towards life generally. When
it expresses itself in art, it constitutes what may be called the
spirit of Zen aestheticism. In this we shall then find simplicity,
directness, abandorunent, boldness, aloofness, unworldliness,
innerliness, the disregarding of form, free movements of
spirit, the mystic breathing of a creative geniiu all over the
work—whether it be in painting, calligraphy, gardening, the
tea-ceremony, fencing, dancing, or poetry.

5
As I said before, Zen, of all the schook of Mahayana
Buddhism, has given great impetus to the cultivation of the
arts peculiar to the Japanese, and the above delineadon may
help somehow to ur^erstand the spirit of thii phase of
Japanese culture. To illustrate, let me choose Japaivcse
painting known as “Sumiye** and Japanese poetry called
“Haiku" aivd also a Zen master’s instruction given to a great
Samurai expert in swordsmanship.
Zen came to Japan in the twelfth century* and during
the eight hundred years of its history it has influenced
Japanese life in various ways, not only in the spiritual life of
the Samurai but in the artistic expressions of it ^ the learned
and cultured classes, lire Sumiye, which u one of such expres¬
sions, is not painting in the proper sense of the word; it is a
kind of sketch in black and white. The ink u made of soot
' S(« (he Appendix.
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and glue, and the brush of sheep's or badger’s hair, and the
latter is so made as to absorb or contain much of the fluid.
The paper used is rather thin and will absorb much ink,
standing in great contrast to the canvas used by oil-painters,
and this contrast means a great deal to the Sumiye artist.
The reason why such a frail material has been chosen for
the vehicle of transferring an artistic inspiration is that the
inspiration is to be transferred on to it in the qtiickest possible
time. If the brush lingers too long, the paper will be torn
through. The lines arc to be drawn as sw^ly as possible and
the fewest in number, only the absolutely necessary ones
being indicated. No deliberation is allowed, ik> erasing, no
repetition, no retouching, no remodelling, no “doctoring",
no building'up. Once executed, the strokes are indelible,
irrevocable, not subject to future corrections or improve*
ments. Anything done sdlerwards is plainly and painfully
visible in the result, as the paper is of such a nature. The
artist must follow his inspiration as spontaneously ai>d abso¬
lutely and instantly as it moves; he just lets his arm, his
fingers, his brush be guided by it as if they were all mere
instruments, together with his whole being, in the hands of
somebody else who hru temporarily taken possession of him.
Or we may say that the brush by itself executes the work
quite outside the artist, who just lets it move on without his
conscious efforts. If any logic or reflection comes between
brush and paper, the whole effect is spoiled. In this way
Sumiye is produced.
It b easily conceivable that the lines of Sumiye must show
an infinite variety. There b no chiaroscuro, no perspective
in it. Indeed, they arc not needed in Sumiye, wUch makes
no pretentions to realism. It attempts to make the spirit
of an object move on the paper. Thus each brush-stroke
must beat with the pulsation of a living being. It must be
living too. Evidently, Suimye b governed by a set of principles
quite different from those of an oil-painting. The canvas
l^ng of such strong material and oil colours permitting
repeated wipings and overlayings, a picture b built up
systematically sifter a deliberately designed plan. Grandeur
of conception and strength of execution, to say nothing of
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its rcAlism, arc the characteristics of an oil-painting, which
can be compared to a well-thought-out system of philosophy,
each thread of whose logic is closely knitted; or it may be
likened unto a grand cathedral, whose walls, pilla is, and
foundations arc composed of solid blocks of stone. Compared
with this, a Sumiyc sketch is poverty itself, poor in form,
poor in oontenu, poor in execution, poor in material, yet we
Oriental people feel the presence in it of a certain moving
spirit that mysteriously hoven around the lines, dots, and
shades of various formations; the rhythm of its living breath
vibrates in them. A single stem of a blooming lily apparently
so carelessly executed on a piece of coarse i»pcr—yet here
is vividly revealed the tender innocent spirit of a maiden
sheltered from the storm of a worldly life. Again, as far as a
superficial critic can see, there b not much of artistic skill
and inspiration—a little insignificant Ixiat of a fisherman at
the centre of a broad expanse of waters; but as we look we
cannot help being deeply impressed with the immensity of
the ocean which knows no boundaries, and with the presence
of a mysterious spirit breathing a life of eternity undisturbed
in the midst of the undulating waves. And all these wonders
are achieved with such ease and effortlessness.
If Sumiye attempts to copy an objective reality it u an
utter failure; it never does that, it b rather a creation. A
dot in a Sumiye sketch does not represent a hawk, nor d^
a curved line symbolize Mount Ft^ji. The dot b the bird
and the line b the mountain. If resemblance b everything
with a picture, the two dimensional janvas cannot represmt
anything of objectivity; the colours fall far too short of giving
the original, smd however faithfully a painter may try with
hb brushes to remind us of an object of nature as it b, the
result can never do justice to it; for as far as it b an imita¬
tion, or a representation, it b a poor imitation, it b a mockery.
The Sumiye artbt thus reasons: why not altogether abandon
such an attempt? Let us instead create living objects out of
our own imagination. As long as we all belong to the same
universe, our creations may show some correspondence to
what we call objects of nature. But thb b not an essential
clement of our work. The work has its own merit apart from
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resmbUnoc. In each brush-stroke is there not something
distinctly individual? The spirit of each artist is moving
there. His birds arc his own creation. This is the attitude of a
Sumiye painter towards his art, and I wish to state that
this attitude is that of Zen towaixls life, and that what Zen
attempts with his life the artist does with his paper, brush,
and ink. The creative spirit moves everywhere, and there is a
work of creation whether in life or in art.
A line drawn by the Sumiye artist is final, nothing can
go beyond it, nothing can retrieve it; it is just inevitable as
a flasli of lightning; the artist himself cannot undo it; from
this issues the beauty of the line. Things are beautiful where
they arc inevitable, that is, when they arc free exhibitions of
a spirit. There is no violence here, no murdering, iso twittingabMt, no oopying-aAer, but a free, unrestrained, yet selfgoverning display of movement—which constitutes the principle of beauty. The muscles are conscious of drawing a line,
making a dot, but behind them there is an unconsciousness.
By thb unconsciousness nature writes out her destiny: by this
unconsciouiness the artist creates his work of art. A baby
smiles and the whole crowd is transported, because it is
genuinely incviuble, coming out of the Unconscious. The
“Wu-hsin” and “Wu-nien”* of which the Zen master makes
so much, as we have already seen elsewhere, it sdso eminently
the spirit of the Sumiye artist.
Another feature that distinguishes Sumiye is its attempt
to catch spirit as it moves. Everything beeves, nothing is
stationary in tuturc; when you think you have safely taken
hold of it, it slips off your hsuids. Because the moment you
have it is no more alive; it is dead. But Sumiye tries to
catch things alive, which seems to be something impossible
to achieve. Yes, it would indeed be an impossibility if the
artist’s endeavour were to represent livit^ things on paper,
but he can succeed to a certain extent when every brush¬
stroke he makes is directly coimected with his inner spirit,
unhampered by extraneous matters such as concepts, etc.
In this case, his brush is his own arm extended; more than
that, it is his spirit, and in its every movement as it is traced
*

and m-afli in Japaiwae. See p. a6 et *eq. of the peescAl book.
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on paper this spirit is felt. When this is accomplished, a
Sumiye picture is a resdity itself, complete in itself, and no
copy of anything else. The mountains here are real in the
same tense as Mount Fuji is real; to are the clouds, the stream,
the trees, the waves, the figures. For the spirit of the artist is
articulating through all these masKs, lines, dots, and "daubs".
It is thus natural that Sumiye avoids colouring of any
kind, for it reminds us of an object of nature, and Sumiye
makes no claim to be a reproduction, perfect or imperfrct. In
this respect Sumiye a like calligraphy. In calligraphy each
character, composed of strokes horizontal, vertical, slating,
flowing, turning upward and downward, does not necessarily
indicate any dd^tc idea, though it docs not altogether ignore
it, for a character is primarily supposed to mean something.
But as an art peculiar to the Far l^t where a long, pointed,
soft hair^brush is used for writing, each stroke made with it
has a meaning apart iiom its functioning as a composite clement
of a character symbolizing an idea. The brush b a yielding
irtstrument and obeys readily every conative movement of the
writer or the artist. In the strokes executed by him we can
discern hu spirit Thu u the reason why Sumiye and calligraphy
are regarded in the East as belonging to the same class of lurt
The development of the sofl>haired brush b a study in
itself. No doubt it had a great deal to do with the accidents
of the Chinese character and writing. It was a fortunate
event that such a soft, yielding, pliable instrument was put
into the hand of the artbt. The lines and strokes produced by
it have something of the freshness, tenderness, and grace¬
fulness which are perceivable in animated objects of nature,
especially in the hunsAn body. If the instrument lucd were
a piece of steel, rigid and unyielding, the result would be
quite contrary, at>d no Sumiye of Liang-kai, Mu-ch‘i, and
other masters would have come down to us.
That the paper b of such a fragile nature as not to allow
the brush to linger too long over it b also of great advantage
for the artbt to express himself with it. If the paper were
too strong and tough, deliberate designing and correction
would be possible, which b, however, quite injurious to the
spirit of Sumiye. The brush must run over the paper swiftly.
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boldly, fiiUy, and irrevocably just like the work of creation
when the universe came into being. As soon as a word comes
from the mouth of tlie creator, it must be executed. Delay
may mean alteration, which it frustration,* or the will has
been ch^ed in its forward movement; it halts, it hesitates, it
reflects, it reasons, and firtallyit changes its course—this faltering
and wavering interferes with the freedom of the artistic mind.
\yhile artifidality docs not mean regularity or a sym¬
metrical treatment of the subject, and freedom mean irregu¬
larity, there is always an element of unexpectedness or
abruptness in Sumiye. Where one expects to see a line or a
mass this is lacking, and this vacancy instead of disappointing
suggests something beyond and is altogether satisfactory. A
small piece of paper, generally oblong, less than two feet and
a half by six feet, will now include the whole universe. The
horizontal stroke suggests immensity of space and a circle
eternity of time—ix>t only thdr mere unlimitedncss but filled
with life and movement. It is strange that the absence of a
single point where it is conventioiudly expected should
^ieyc this mystery, but the Sumiye artist is a past master
in this trick. He does it so skilfully that no artificiality or
explicit purpose is at all discernible in his work. This life
of purposelessness comes directly from Zen.

6
Having seen something of the connection Sumiye has
with Zen, let me proceed to make my remarks on the spirit
of "Eternal Loneliness". I know that my lecture is altogether
inadequate to do justice to what Zen has really done in its
peculiar way for the aesthetic side of Japanese life. So far we
can say, Zen's influence in Far Eastern painting has been
general, as it is not limited to the Japanese, and what I have
described may apply equally to the Chinese. What follows,
however, can be regarded as specifically Japanese, for this
spirit of "Eternal Londiness" is something known pre^nently in Japan. By this spirit, or this artistic principle,
if it can be so desigiutcd, I mean tvhat is popularly known
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in Japan as “Sabi” or “Wabi” (or “Shibumi”). Lci me say
a few words about it now, using the term “Sabi" for the
concept
this group of feelings.
"Sabi” appears in landsupe gardening and the teaceremony as well as in literature. I shall confine myself to
especially to that fiMm of literature known as
"Haiku", that is, the seventeen syllabic poem. This shortest
possible form of poetical expression is a special product of the
Japanese gemus. This m^e a great development in the
Tokugawa era, more particularly aAer Basho (1643-1694).
He was a great travelling poet, a most passionate lover
of nature—a kind of nature troubadour. His life was spent
in travelling from one end of Japan to another. It was for¬
tunate that there were in those days no railways. Modem
convenience do not seem to go very well with poetry. The
modem spirit of scientific analysis leaves no mystery un¬
ravelled, and poetry and Haiku do not seem to thrive where
there are no mysteries. The trouble with science is that it
leax-es no room for suggestion, everything is laid bare, and
anything there is to be seen is expo^. Where sdeiKe rules
the imagination beau a retreat.
We are all made to face so-called hard facts whereby
our minds are ossified; where there is no soAness left with
us, poetry departs; where there is a vast expanse of sand no
verdant vegeution b made possible. In Basho’s day, life was
not yet so prosaic and hard-pressed. One bamboo hat, one
cane stick, and one cotton bag were perhaps enough for the
'poet to wander about with, stopping for a while in any
hamlet which struck hb fancy and enjoying all the experiences,
which were mostly the hardships of primitive travelling.
When travelling b made too easy ar»d comfortable, its spiritual
meaning u lost. Thb may be called sentimentalism, but a
certain sense of loneliness engendered by travelling leads one
to reflect upon the meaning of life, for life b after all a travel¬
ling from one unknown to amother unkivown. In the period
of sixty, seventy, or eighty years allotted to us w« are meant
to uncover if we can the v^ of mystery. A too smooth running
over thb period, however short it may be, robs us of thb
sense of Eternal Loneliness.
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The predecessor of Dasho was Saigyo of the Katnalcxira
penod (1186-1334). He was also a traveUer-monk. After
quitting his official cares as a warrior attached to the court hit
life was devoted to travelling and poetry. He was a Buddhist
monk. You must have seen the picture somewhere in your
trip through Japan of a monk in hb travelling suit, all alone,
looking at Mount Fuji. I forget who the painter was, but the
picture suggests many thoughts, especially in the mysterioua
loneliness of human life, which it, however, not the feeling
of forlornness, nor the depressive sense of solitariness, but a
sort of appreciation of the mystery of the absolute. The
poem composed by Saigyo on that occasion runs:
The wind-blown
Smoke of Mt. Fiiji
Disappearing far beyond (
Who knows the destiny
Of my thought wandering away with it?

Basho was not a Buddhist monk but was a devotee of Zen.
In the beginning of autumn, when it begins to rain occa¬
sionally, nature is the emlx^ment of Eternal T^^nyljnets.
The trees become bare, the moimtains begin to assume an
austere appearance, the streams are more tramparent, and
in the e\’ening when the birds, weary of the day’s work, wend
their homeward way, a lone travellrt grows pensive over the
destiny of human life. His mood moves with that of nature.
Sings Basho:
"A traveller^
Let my name be thus known—
This autumnal shower.”

We are not necessarily all ascetics, but I do not know if
there is not in every one of us an eternal longing for a world
beyond this of empirical relativity, where the soul can quietly
contemplate its own destiny.
When Basho was still studying Zen under his master
Buccho, the latter one day paid him a visit and asked, “How
are you getting along there days?”
Basho: “After a recent rain the moss has grown greener
than ever.”
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Buccho: “What Buddhism is there prior to the greenness
of moas?”
Basho: “A frog jumps into the water, hear the sound!“
This is said to be the beginning of a new epoch in the
history of Haiku. Haiku before Basho was a mere word*play,
and Imt its contact with life. Basho, questioned by his master
about the ultimate truth of things which existed even prior
to this world of particulars, saw a frog leaping into an old
pond, its sound making a break into the serenity of the whole
situation. The source ^ life has been grasped, and the artist
sitting here watches every mood of his mind as it comes in
contact with a world of constant becoming, and the result
is so many seventeen syllables bequeathed to us. Basho was
a poet of Eternal Loneliness.
Another of his Haiku is:
A branch shorn of leaves,
A crow perching on it—
This autumn eve.
Simplicity of form does not always mean triviality of content.
There is a great Beyond in the lonely raven perching on the
dead branch of a tree. All things come out of an unknown
abyss of mystery, and through every one of them we can
have a peep into the abyss. You do not have to compose a
grand poem of many hui^red lines to give vent to the feeling
thus awakened by looking into the abyss. When a feeling
reaches its highest pitch we remain silent, because no words
are adequate. Even seventeen syllables may be too many. In
any event Japanese artists more or less influenced by the
way of Zen tend to use the fewest words or strokes of brush to
express their feelings. When they are too fully exprosed,
no room for suggestion is possible, and suggestibility is the
secret of the Japanese arts.
Some artists go even so far as this, that whatever way
their strokes of the brush arc taken by the viewer » imma¬
terial; in fact the more they are misunderstood the better.
The strokes or masses may mean any object of nature; they
may be birds, or hills, or human figures, or flowers, or what
not; it is perfectly indi/Tcrent to them, they declare. This
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is an extreme view indeed. For if their lines, masses, and
dots are judged differently by different min^, sometimes
altogether unlike what they were originally intended for by
the artist, what is the use at all of attempting such a picture?
Perhaps the artist here wanted to add this: “If only the
spirit pervading his product were perfectly perceived and
appreciated.” From this it n evident that the Far Eastern
artists are perfectly indifferent to form. They want to indicate
by thdr brush-work something that has strongly moved them
innerly. They themselves may not have known how to give
expression to their inner movement. They only utter a cry
or flourish the brush. This may not be art, because there is no
art in their doing thb. Or if there is any art, that may be a very
primitive one. Is this really so? However advanced we may
be in “civilization”, whi^ means su'tificiality, we always
strive for artlessness; for it seems to be the goal and foundation
of all artistic endeavours. How much art is concealed behind
the apj^Dt artlessness of Japanese art I Full of meaning and
suggestibility, and yet perfect in artlessness—when in this
way the spirit of eternal loneliness is expressed, we have the
essence of Sumiye and Haiku.

7
That the Zen form of Buddhism has influenced Japanese
life, especially in its aesthetic aspect, to such an extent as has
iscver been attained by the other forms, is due to the fact that
Zen directly appeals to the facts of life instead of to concepts.
The intellect is always indirect in its relation to life, it is a
generalizing agency, and what is general lacks in instinctive
force, that is, in will-power. Zen is not solely the will, it
contains a certain amount of intellection too, inasmuch as it
is an intuition. Standing in contrast to the conceptualizing
tendency of the other schools of Buddhism, Zen’s appeal to
life it always more fundamental. This it the chief reason
why Zen takes hold to strongly of Japanese life.
The art of fencing, to master which was one of the most
absorbing occupations of the governing clauses of Japm since
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ibe Kamakura era, achieved a wonderful development, and
many difTcrent schools of it have been prospering undl
quite recently. The Kamakura era it closely-related to Zen,
for it was then that as an independent school of Buddhism
Zen was first introduced to Japan. Many great masters of
Zen ruled the spiritual world of the time, and in spite of their
contempt of learning, learning was preserved in thdr hands.
At the same time the soldiers thronged about them, eager to
be taught and disciplined by them, llie method of their
teaching was simple and direct; not much learning in the
abstruse philosophy of Buddhism was needed. The soldiers
were naturally not very scholarly; what they wanted was to
be not timid before death, which they had constantly to face.
This was a most practical problem on thdr part, and Zen was
ready to grapple with it, probably because the masters dealt
with the facts of life, and not with contxpu. They would
probably say to a soldier svho came to be eiilightened on the
question of birth and death that "There is no birth and
death here; get out of my room as quick as you can." So
saying they would chase him away with a stick they generally
carried. Or if a soldier came to a master saying, "I have to
go through at present with the most critical event of life; what
shall I do?" the master would roar, "Go straight ahead, and
no looking backward I" This was how in feudal Japan the
soldiers were trained by Zen masters.
Since the soldiers were constantly threatened as regards
their lives, and since thdr swords were the only weapons that
turived thdr fate dthcr way to life or to death, the art of
fencing developed to a wonderful degree of perfection. It
is rwt strange, then, that Zen had much to do with this pro*
fession. Takuan (1573-1645), one of the greatest figures in
the Zen world of the Tokugawa period, gave full iiutruction
in Zen to his disciple, Yagiu Tajima*no-kami (died 1646),
who was feitdng teacher to the Shogun of the day. llie
instructioiu arc not of course concerned with the technique of
the art itself, but with the menUl attitude of the fencer. To
follow them intelligently must have cost a great deal of
spiritual training on the part of his illustrious disdplc. Another
great fimeing master of the Tokugawa period was Miyamoto
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^*582-1645), who WES the founder of the school
called Nitoryu. He was not only a fencer but a Sumiye ardst,
aM as such he was equally great His pictures are very
hj^gWy vBlued and have “Zen flavour", to to speak. One
of his famous sftyings on fencing is:
Under the tword liAed high
There it hell making you tremble;
But go ahead,
And you have the land of bti«.
Not mere recklessness, but self-abandonment, which is known
in Buddhism as a state of egolessness. Here it the religious
significance of the art of fencing. This was the way that Zen
got deeply into the life of the Japanese people—their life in its
various aspects, moral, practical, aesthetic, and, to a certain
extent, intellectual.
As was stated somewhere else, it may be better to regard
the Buddhist teaching of Non-ego as the practical method
of expounding ' the philosophy of the Unconscious. The
Unconscious evolves silently through our empirical indi¬
vidual consciousnesses, and as it thus works the latter takes
it for ail ego-soul free, unconditionied, and permanent. But
w'hen this concept takes hold of our consciousness, the really
free activities of the Unconscious meet obstructions on all
sides. Emotionally, this is the source of torments, and life
becomes impossible. To restore peace in the most practical
manner. Buddhism now teaches us to abandon the thought of
an eg04ouI, to be free from this clinging, to dry up this main
spring of constant annoyance; for it is thus that the Unconsdout regains its original creativity. Great things so called
seem to be achieved always by our direct appeal to the
Unconscious. Not only great spiritual events but great moral,
social, and practical affairs are the results of the immediate
working of the Unconscious. Egolessness is meant to direct our
attention to this fact.
To the Japanese mind, “Muga” and "Mushin”* signify
the same thing. When one attains the state of “Muga", the
‘ In Chinwc, inn-iiw (non-etu) and mrsikria (no-mlad); in Samkrii,
and atiUt. See p. 336, and pu 96 of ibe preaent H<ork.
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State of “Mushin”, the Unoonacioui, is realized. "Muga**
is something identified with a state of ecstasy in which thm
is no sense of “I am doing it**. The feeling of "self** is a great
hindrance to the execution of a work. Although absence of
self-consciousness does not guarantee the greatness of an
achievement, to be conscioiu of it, especially in the sense of
self-pride or self-conceit, at once depreciates from the spiritual
point of view the value of the accomplishment. Not only
that, the accomplishment itself is doubted as to its fiiud
success. There is always a taint of self attached to it. We
instinctively turn away from it as not directly coming from
the Unconscious. Anything from the latter seems to go
beyond moral judgments; it has a peculiar charm of its own
as being a first work of the Unconscious. That we can feel
this charm bears testimony to the Unconscioiu. The aim of
all the artistic discipline in Japan gathers arourtd the selfappreciation of it, which is at once its own realization.
"Muga" or “Mushin’* or cfTortlessness is thtis the consumma¬
tion of art.
8

•

This is the gist of Takuan’s Zen instruction given to
Yagin Tajinta-no-kami on fencing:
“What is most important in the art of fencing is to acquire
a certain mental atdtude known as 'immovable wisdom*.
This wisdom is intuitively acquired after a great deal of
practical training. 'Immovable* docs not mean to be stiff
and heavy and lifeless as a rock or a piece of wood. It means
the highest degree of motility with a centre which remains
immovable. The mind then reaches the highest point of
alacrity ready to direct its attention anywhere it is needed
—to tlM left, to the right, to all the directions as required.
When your attention is engaged and arrested by the striking
sword of the enemy, you lose the first opportunity of making
the next move by yourself. You tarry, you think, and while
this deliberation goes on, your opponent is ready to strike
you down. The tlting is not to give him such a chance. You
must follow the movement of the sword in the hands of the
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enemy, leaving; your mind free to make iti own countermovement without your intcriSsring deliberation. You move
a» the opponent moves, and it will result in his own defeat.
“This—what may be termed the ‘non-interfering’ attitude
of mind—constitutes the most vital dement in the art of
fencing as well as in Zen. If there is any room left even for the
breadth of a hair between two actions, this is interruption.
VMien the hands are clapped, the sound issues without a
moment’s deliberation. The sound does not wait and think
before it issues. There is no mediacy here, one movement
foUows another without bdng interrupted by one’s conscious
mind. If you are troubled and cogitate what to do, sedng
the opponent about to strike you down, you give him room,
that is, a happy chance for his deadly blow. Let your defence
follow ^e attack without a moment’s interruption, and
there will be no two separate movements to be known as
attack and defence. This immediateness of action on your
part will inevitably end in the opponent’s self-defeat. It is
like a boat smoothly gliding down the rapids; in 2^en, and
in fencing as well, a mind of no-hesiution, no-interruption,
no-mediacy, is highly valued.
“So much reference is made in Zen to a flash of lightning
or to sparks issuing from the impact of two flint-stones. If
^is is understood in the sense of quickness, a grievous mistake
u committed. The idea is to show immediateness of action,
an uninterrupted movement of life-energy. Whenever room
is left for interruption from a quarter not in vital relation
with the occasion, you are sure to lose your own position.
This of course does not mean to desire to do things rashly
or in the quickest possible time. If there were this desire in
you its very presence would be an interruption. When it is
asked, ‘What is the ultimate reality of Buddhism?' the
master answers without a moment’s delay, ‘A branch of plumblossom’, or ‘The cypress tree in the courtyard’. There is
something immovable within, which, however, moves along
spontaneously with things presenting themselves before it.
The mirror of wisdom reflects them instantaneously one after
another, keeping itself intact and undisturbed. The fencer
must cultivate this.’’
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A life of non>intcrruption here described as necessary to
the mastery of fencing is the life of eflbrUessness {anabhoiocatya)
or of desirdcasncas {apranUdUt), which is the essence of Bodhi*
lattvahood. Artisti^ly, this is the art of artlessness. The
Confucians would say: “^Vhat does heaven say? What does
the earth say? But the seasons come and go and all things
grow.” The foUou'ers of Laotsu would paradoxically declare,
'‘Benevolence and righteotuness are products of human
artificiality when the highest truth no more prevails in in own
way.” Or, “It is the principle of non>action that makes all
things move.” Or, “Just because the axle moves not, the
spokes revolve.” All these remarks tend to show that the
centre of life-gravity remains immovable, and that when this
has successfully taken hold of all the life activities, whether
artistic or poetic or religious or dranuitic, whether in a life
of quietude and learning or in one of intense action, a state
of self-realization obtaiiu, which expresses itself in a most
exquisite manner in the life and acts of the person.

9
To conclude: the spirit of Eternal Loneliness (vimktadharma) which is the spirit of Zen expresses itself under the
name of “Sabi” in the various artistic departments of life
such as laiwlscapc gardening, the tea-ceremony, painting,
flower arrangement, dressing, furniture, in the mode of
living, in no-dancing, poetry, etc. The spirit comprises such
elements as simplicity, natur^ness, unconventiotudity, refine¬
ment, freedom, fiuniliarity singularly tinged with aloofness,
and everyday commonness which is veiled exquisitely with
the mist of transcendental inwardness.
For illustration, let me describe a tea-room in one of the
temples attached to Daitokuji, the 2^ temple which is the
headquarters of the tea-ceremony. \Mierc a series of flagstones
irregularly arranged comes to a stop, there stands a most
insignificant-looking straw-thatched hut, low and un{>retentious to the last degree. The entrance is not by a door
but a sort of aperture; to enter through it a visitor has to be
Y
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shorn of all his encumbrances, that is to say, to take off both
his swords, long and short, which in the feudal days a samurai
used to carry all the time. The inside is a small semi<liirhted
room about ten feet square; the ceiling b low and of uneven
ftaght and structure. The posts are not smoothly planed
they are mostly of natural wood. AAer a litUe while, however!
the room grows gradually lighter as our eyes begin to adjust
thonselves to the new situation. We notice an ancient-Iooking
kuemono in the alcwe with some handwriting or a picture
of Sumiye type. An incense'bumer emits a fh^;rance which
has the effect of soothing one’s nerves. The flower-vase contains
no more than a single stem of flowers, neither gorgeous nor
ostentatious; but like a little white lily blooming under a rock
surrounded by in no way sombre pines, the humble flower
IS enhanced in beauty and attracts the attention of the
gathering
four or five visitors especially invited to sip a
cup of tea in order to forget the worldly cares that may be
oppressing them.
Now we listen to the sound of boiling water in the kettle
u it rests on a tripod frame over a fire in the square hole cut
in the floor. The sound b not that of actually boiling water
but comes from the heavy iron kettle, and it b most appro¬
priately likened by the connoisseur to a breeze that passes
through the pine grove. It greatly adds to the serenity of the
room, for a man here feeb as if he were sitting alone in a
mountain-hut where a white cloud and the pine music are hb
only consoling companions.
To take a cup of tea with friends in thb environment,
talking probably about the Sumiye sketch in the alcove or
some art topic suggested by the tea-utensUs in the room,
wonderfully lifts the mind above the perplexities of life. The
warrior b saved from hb daily occupation of fighting, and
the businessman from hb ever-present idea of money-making.
Is it not something, indeed, to find in thb world of struggles
and vanities a comer, however humble, where one can rise
above the limits of relativity and even have a glimpse of
eternity?

• APPENDIX
JAPANESE BUDDHISM'
Buoohism %-ax oflicially introduced to Japan from Cboaen
(Korea) in a.d. 552 or 538 when the King oTKudara presented
to the Emperor Kimmei a bronxe image of Sakyamuni
together with the sutras and religious implements. But it is
possible that some of the immigrants from the Continent wdio
got settled prior to the above date were Buddhists, and that
their religion was making quiet progress among the people.
The Emperor Kimmei was not quite sure as to what kind of
reception he would accord to the new faith, for his court
officials were divided into two factions. A struggle for
supremacy went on for some time, but the Buddhist party
firially won the day.
About fifty years after the official introduction, Prince
Shotoku (574-622), whose name is never to be forgotten in
the history of Japanese Buddhism and culture, became regent
to the Empress Suiko, his aunt, and it was owing to his
patronage and devotion that Buddhism struck its firm roots
into Japanese soil. He built many fine temples in Nara and
the vicinity, among which Horyuji is still in existeiKe. He
himself was a great scholar and wrote commentsunes on three
important Buddhist sutras: the Piaularika, Srimala, and
Vimalakirti, In those days Buddhism meant progress, and
indeed everything that is to be valued in social life.

KARA BUDDHmi

Buddhism was not divided into definite sects as we know
them now, but we can distinguish the following six schools
that flourished in Nara: the Abhidharmakosa (Kiuha),
' ThU wst publlthed in the "IhHldhiit Supplenimi'' to the Osat»
MmmM (Enjliik edition). May 13, IM**- I' “ reprinted here In order to
t)ww where Zen cund* among the vartM Buddhiii sects of Japan.
!I39
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Saty^ddW qojiteu), Vh»ya (Ritsu), Yogacara (Ho«o).
Madh)^mika (Sanron), and Avatamsaka (Kegon). Teachers
belonging to these spools wrote many commentaries on
sutras and sastras. It is wondeiiul to note that they were all
producu of learned scholarship, showing how eagerly those
Japanese Buddhists took up the study of Buddhism which
was to them a new philosophy, a new science, a new religion,
a new cultu^ and an inexhaustible mine of artistic impulses!
The buildiitg of many temples and monasteries, the
nuintcnance of monks and nuns, the erection of a gigantic
bronie image of Vairodiana (finished in 749)—all these were
defrayed from the government exchequer. We may wonder
how a government came to engage in such undertakings. The
truth is, ho^er, that we ought not to judge this religion in
a modem light, for in those days the Buddhist temples were
schools, hospiuls, dupentaries, orphanages, refuges for old
age; and the monks were school-masters, nurses, doctors,
engineers, keepers of free lodges, cultivators of land, explorers
of the wilderness, etc. Wlien the community was still in a
prumtive stage of evolution the Buddhists were leaders in
every sense, and the government naturally encouraged their
activities.
Among other things to be mentioned here there is one
which concerns the movements of Buddhist women in the
Nara era. The Empresses Komyo and Koken and the nun
I Hokin arc some of the names to be long remembered by the
Japanese as typifying the Buddhist life of love and compassion.

THE SHADOWS CAST

Perhaps the growth of Buddhism was fostered in the
beginning too lavishly or too artificially. Although it aided
immensely the development of Japanese culture, it tended to
become too heavy a burden for the nation of the eighth
century, especially financially. The favoured monks behaved
too selfishly. The distinction between secular power and
religious attainment began to be wiped out. Even in the
latter the unessentials were brought out at the expense of the
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esiendaii. The tune ciune for Buddhism to change direction.
Nara Buddhism was to be replaced by Heian Buddhism.
The Emperor Kwanunu moved his capital fh>m Kara to
Kyoto towards the end of the eighth century. Agairat the
tradition that had prevailed imtil then, he left all the old
temples in Nara, and established new ones on Mount Hiei
and in the south of the capital. The new leaders represented
the Tendai and the Shingon. Dengyo (767-^23) and Kobo
(774-835)1 the two greatest stars that illuminated the heavens
o( the new regime, stepped forward boldly on the stage.

DZNCYO DAISttI

Es'ery visitor^ to Kyoto will easily recognize where Mount
Hiei stands, for it is the highest, towering up in the north¬
east of the dty. .This was the site selected by Dengyo to
establish his Tendai school of Buddhism. He was one ^ the
first Buddhist monks to realize the dangers of dty-lile, which
was too well enjoyed by hb predecessors. He was not only
a perfect master of the abstruse philosophy of the T*ien-tai,
but a profound student of the mystic rites and the Dhyana
practice. His ambition was to synthesize all the schools of
Buddhism that were known in his day. All the new sects of
Buddhism that were unfolded later in the Kamakura era can
be traced back to Mount Hid, the headquarters of Dengyo.
The old schools of Nara u-ere inevitably opponents of the
new leaders, not only for sentimental reasons but mainly from
the point of doctritial differences. For Dengyo belonged to
the T*ien>tai school which uphdd the absolutism of the One
Vehide, whereas the old Nara school defended the Yogacara
doctrine. The issue was concerned with the ultimate character
of the teachirtg of the Pundarika (Hokkif^).
Dengyo also wanted to have a special Mahayana ordina¬
tion platform which was to be iiidependent of Nara. He
fought strongly agaiiut an overwhelming opposition, and only
succeeded in having his plan carried out after his death.
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KOBO OAISHI

Kobo was a younger contemporary of Dengyo by seven
years and survived him by twelve years. He beloi^ed to a
different type of genius, and was one of the most versatile of
great men; a profound scholar, an ascetic, an extensive
traveller, an artist of the first class, a man of affairs, and a
most experienced calligrapher. His chief object of study was
the Davadd’-iyo {Mahatmreatna Sutra) and the Keagoehogfa
(VajraiMiara Sutra), the two great textbooks of the Shingon
sect. VMtile in China he became a disciple of Keikwa (Hui>kuo)
and was his orthodox successor as the Eighth Patriarch of the
Shingon.
He opened up Mount Koya as the headquarters of Shingon
mystidsm, and is regarded by his disciples as still living
there in a state of Samadhi. He liked to have a monastery in
the mountains but did not forget to keep up his connection
with the world. The Toji in ^e south of Kyoto marks hb
deep footprints in the capiul. Dengyo seems to have kept
himself away from the world too much, and Hiei remains
solitary in spite of itt nearness to the city. Koya is quite an
inaccessible place compared to Hiei, but how many pilgrims
congr^te there every year! The mountain itself is a little
town.
The Heian period was chiefly tsdten up by the Shingon
arvd the Tendai, which almost overshadowed the old Buddhism
of Nara, but at the same time there were signs that they, too,
had to give way to a new force which had quietly but st^ily
been lifting iu head.

AKtSTOCRATIC BUDDIIBM

The Tendai in its pure form is too deeply philosophical,
and for its popularization it was necessary to come down from
speculative flights and to find some way down into the hearts
of the masses. The way was the performing of mysde rites
which properly belong to the Shingon. The Japanese
Tendai is thus a mixture of Chinese Tien-tai metaphysics
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with the practicEl ritualism of Shingoo. We can say that the
Buddhism of the Hcian period was ritualism pure and simple.
To put a stop to evil influences the ritual called “Sokusai
Ho" was performed; to increase happiness the "Zoyaku", to
invite go^ powers the "Kujo", to overturn enemies the
"Gofuku", to pray for the loving protection of the Buddhas
and Bodhisattvas the “Kyoai”, and to achieve prolongation
of life the "Ycmmei". Ail these mystic rituals were con¬
sidered thoroughly effective to bring about what the devotee
desired.
Besides these there were all kinds of ceremonies per¬
formed for different occasions, auspicious or otherwise, and at
various chief temples in the land. The performance som^
times lasted a we^, and could be attended only by people
of the leisured classes, that is, by the nobility of the time.
In those days, when there were not many and varied social
'entertaiiunents, it was natural enough for those noble classes
to turn tome of the Buddhist ceremonials into a type of
refined amusement whereby to pass their Sundays and
holidays. That the present-day Buddhism still wears an air
of aristocracy is no doubt traceable to the traditions of those
bygorve days.

AGAINST THE SPIRIT OF BUDDHISM

The aristocratic aiKl ritualistic Buddhism is not Buddhism.
When it undergoes such traiuformation it b high time for
it to go back to its original form, that b, democratic and
pracdcal Buddhism. While the Shingon was enjoying its
heyday of prosperity, there was another movement going on
undermining its apparent influence. Thb was the rise of the
Pure Land school, whose principal teaching consists in
repeating the Buddha’s name (nmiiUni) amd Mng bom in
the country of Amida.
Buddhbm was so far confined to the upper classes of
society who had enough intelligence and leiture to master its
abstruse philosophy and its extraordinarily complicated
system of ritualism. Thb was inevitable. It flrst came to
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Japan through ofikial channels, it aided the court and those
who surrounded it in carrying out their programme of policy.’
Buddhism became solidly amalgamated with all that was
symbolic of power, culture, knowledge, and morality. It was
ail vv-cll as far as it went, but aristocracy is a one-eyed chilH •
it sees the refined surface but lacks solidity. Real power must
grow from life itself. The Buddhism of the Heian period
could not continue any longer in the way it used to go, and
had to become the Kamakura Buddhism.

CREATIVE BUDOHini—I. COMING OT KUVA SHONIN

The one who in the Heian period struck the first note of
reformation for democratic Buddhism was Kuya Shonin (903972), known as the "market sage”. He left the mountains and
monasteries and palatial temples, and came among the'
masses saying his Nembutsu, He never stayed in one place;
a real wandering monk he was. Ryontn (i 072-113a) followed
him, but from the Avatamsaka point of view, which is founded
on a philosophy of identity. Aristoenury and demociacy were
to be united in the Nembutsu.
The great leader of the NembuUu was Honen Shonin
(1133-iaia), who not only expounded his doctrine in
numerous writings, scholarly and popular, in classical Chinese
and vernacular Japanese, but was the perfection of religious
genius. His teaching was simple; that is to say, if we believed
in Anuda and his Original Vow with a devotional heart
and vdsbed siiwrely to be bom in his Land of Purity and
Happiness, saying, “Na-mu-a-mi-da-bu-tsu” (nembutsu), we
should surely be taken up by Amida and relieved of the
oppressive burden of worldly cares. No elaborate ritualism,
no inystifying philosophy, no labyrinthian complexity of
technical terms, but'a simple, straightforward invocation of
Amitabha Buddha—was this not a wonderful leap from the
Nsua and Heian Buddhism?
Htmen’s worthy successor was Shinrmn (1173-1262).
In Shinran the Pure Land Buddhism reached its culmina¬
tion. In Honen’s Nembutsu there was still something of
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"•df-power” but in Shinran’i all is given up to the
“otlier»poiwer**, although in practice we can never get away
from "self-power" as long as we are relatively-conditioned
individuals. Shiiu^ frankly admitted not only in theory but
in practice that we are all sinful beings, and made no preten¬
sion to escape the outcome of our siniulncss. It is, he stated,
in the very constitution of our being that we are sinful; there¬
fore let us take refuge in the “other-power”, and let alone
our ignorance and sinfulness. This was, in a way, a dangerous
doctrine. When it is not carefully balanced ^ reason and
morality, it will surdy turn into antinomianism.
Ippen Sbonin (1939-1389) was a wandering monk like
Kuya, who went arou^ all over Japan, saying his Nembutsu
and telling others to follow his example. As he came after
Honen and hb disciples and also studied Zen, his Nembutsu
has its own note. Hb sect never attained the popularity of
Shin or Jodo, because he was a rolling stone which gathered
no moss. He burned all hb writings just before he died.
What b left of them is a short collection of hb letters and
sayings aivd poems.
One of the reasons why the Nembutsu school prevailed
in thb period was owing to the idea, which then gained
currency, that the age belonged to the declining age of
Buddhbm as predicted by the Buddha. All the moral and
ucedc rules given to the monks would be n^lected, the
people would not be wise enough to follow the pirofoimd
teaching of the Buddha, the monks would be quarrelsome
in every way, and even engage in warfare, etc. Tlie era just
preceding the Kamakura shovred every indication of thb
degeneracy, and the wise men thought that the time hsul come
for the entire reconstruction of Buddhism to enable it to
adapt itself to the requirements of the time. They found thb
in the Nembutsu doctrine.

CREATIVE aUDDHtSU—9. NtCHIREN APrEAES

Along with the Nembutsu there was another current
started by Nichiren Shonin (1999-1289). Unlike most great
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Buddhists he rose from among the lower strata of the com¬
munity, his father being a mere fisherman in a remote village
in Awa. He thus exhibited his aggressive and pugnacious
spirit throughout his religious career. His followers even now
are more or less militaristic and do not mix well with other
Buddhists.
Nichiren’s teaching is founded on the Pmdarika Sutra, and
may be said to be the practical applicadon of Tendai
philosophy. He believes in Sakyamuni Buddha and his
eternal life; that he is still teaching as in his former days on
Mount Holy Vulture. This eternal Buddha is revealed in us
who arc living in this world. Amida*s Pure Land is not of this
world, nor » the Lotus World of Vairochana; but, says
Nichiren, his Sakyamuni is here, and we arc so many revela¬
tions of him. Of this revelation we become conscious by
reciting "Na-mu-myo-ho-ren-ge-kyo" with singleness of pur¬
pose and sincerity of heart, as the Myohorrrtgikyo {Pundwrika)
has grown out of our religious yearnings. Thus the Nichiren
sect is strongly characterized with this-worldliness. Its
associadon with the patriotic spirit was a natural consequence.

THE RUB OF ZEN BUDDHISM IN KAMAKURA PERIOD

The Buddhism of Kamakura was the afilrmadon of
religious consciousness itself against the extcmalism and
intellectualism which characterized the Buddhism of the
preceding period, but was at the same dme a sort of reasserdon
which consisted in the unfolding of the spiritual yearnings
which had been suppressed by historical condidons. When,
towards the end of Nara Buddhism, there was a tendency to
cast off all the intellectuid complicadons which highly coloured
the study of Buddhism at the dme, it was superseded by the
ritualism of Shingon. This tendency now came up to the
surface in the intr^uction of Zen into the Japanese Buddhist
world of Kamakura.
There were more than twenty streams of Z/tn that poured
into the thought realm of Buddhism horn China. The aim
of Zen is to throw off all the external paraphernalia which
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the intellect has woven around the soul and to see directly
into the inmost nature of our being. Man is not a simply
comtrtKrted creature; he requires many appendages, but
when they grow too heavy he wants to unload hnnself, and
sometimes to include his own existence.

The military class of Kamakura had a great liking for
simplicity in every form. They were tired of and averse to
ornate aristocracy and effeminate refinement. Zen supplied
their wants to a nicety. If Shingon and Tendai were meant
for the nobility, and the Nembutsu for the commoner, Zen
was assuredly for the soldier. Zen was in those days
repraented by Eisai (1140-1215) and Dogen (1300-1953).

AFTER KAMAKURA

Everything that coidd be drawn out of Buddhism in the
course of Japanese history unfolded itself in the Kamakura
period, and what followed was more or less the filling up and
working out of detaib. There were no more new schools
possible so long as there was no new development of ideas
and no shifting of \alues in the community where Buddhism
thrived. From Kamakura down to the fall of the Tokugawa
Shogunate, which meant roughly six hundred years of peace
and uneventful life for Buddhism, there vras nothing that
would stimulate the growth of a new life in it except that the
new schools of the Kamakura era continued to flourish in
every direction: more temples were built either under the
patronage of the powerful princes and lords or by the ooniri*
butions of the public; and then the oi^anizations grew
stronger, priestly hierarchy more elaborate aisd complicated,
traditional authorities more autocratic, faith and devotion
more formal, scholarship amd speculation more ossified. In
other words. Buddhism was gradually losing its vitality
because of the non>ttimuIadng character of its surroundings.
The Buddhists were, however, rudely awakened from
their long harcosis when the downfall of feudalism took place
towards the end of the nineteenth century. Shintoism, which
had been kept under the yoke ever since the completion of
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the Ryobu Shinto doctrine, shook itself olf from ofHdal
interference; and what may
called a mild form of persecu¬
tion overcame Buddhism. Whatever patronage in the form
of estates or donations it used to receive from the authorities,
local and central, was taken away, and the temples and
monasteries, including all their occupants, were thrown out
into the streets, leaving only their past dreams of comfort
and prosperity.
Since then more than half a century has elapsed and the
Buddhists are growing more and more keenly alive to the
situation; for if they were not, there would be no choice left for
them but to resign themselves to the fiite of annihilation.
Besides, Christianity, backed by its modem
of
propaganda and its ftdl grasp of modem ideas, has been living
among them for tome years now. With thw stimulations
Buddhism has to draw more intensely and deeply than ever
upon those vital sources which arc still its own.

QONCLUnON

Whatever laulu and follies Buddhism may have com¬
mitted in ite history in Japan, there is no doubt that it is a
mighty spiritual power by which the Japanese as a nation as
well as individually have been tusUined and nourished in the
general works of civiliution. Without Buddhism, Japan
could hardly have reached the present suge of culture and
cnlighteiunent.
If the East is one, and there is something that difterendates
it from the West, the differentia must be sought in the thought
that is embodied in Buddhism. For it it in Buddhist thought
and in no other that India, China, and Japan, representing
the East, could be united as one. Each nationality has iu
owri characteristic modes of adapdng the thought to its
envirocunental needs, but when the East as a unity it made
to confront the West Buddhism supplies the bond. What
then are those central ideas of Buddhism which sweep over
Asia and which have been asserting themselves either openly
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or covertly in Japan? They are the immanent conception
M tM Buddba-nature, the tramcendcntality of Prajna
(intmtive knowledge), the all*embracing compassion and the
eternal vawt of the Bodhisattva.
Japanese Buddhism has left its permanent impression on
the arts, customs, culture, such as the tea>ceremony, flower*
arrangment, No^lrama, etc., ways of thinking, and ways
of looking at the world and life, and these marks will be
pcreruual fountain of inspiration to the Japanese now and
hereafter.
those who grow tired of mechanical industry,
economical struggles, scientific wonders, or achievements of
egotism, visit one of the ancient Buddhist monasteries, sit
before the image of a Bodhisattva, be it Kwannon, Jizo, or
Yakushi, and pass an hour of meditation, and I am sure that
their worn-out souls will once more expand to the limits
of the chiliocosm and be vii^ifled enough to come back to the
world of finitudes.

VIII. THE ZEN LIFE IN PICTURES
Mah»yana is pre-aninently the religion of the Bodhi*
sattva, and the Bodhisattva’s life of devotion (^dhuaitpoeorya)
is the ideal of the Zen life. In India this life was depicted
with exuberant imagination as well as with philosophical
intuitions. As the result we have such great Mahayana sutras
as the Avatamaka (or Gandavyuha), Prajiutparamta, and
Saddhannafmndanka, and such great B^hisattvas as Manjusri,
Samantabhadra, Maitreya, and Avalokitesvara. The spiritual
insight penetrating all the mysteries of being, the feding of
love awakened from the depths of the soul, the grand scheme
of universal salvation which includes the most insignificant
and down-trodden creatures, and the inexhaustible resource
of eiteigy and “meaiu” (up^) to be employed for the
carrying-out of the scheme, all these which we see exhibited
by those grand supernatural and superpersonal figures are
the basic fiictors of the Mahayana consciousness.
When the religion of the Bodhisattva came to China and
wiu assimilated by her people, it became what is now known
as Zen Buddhism. It took oflf its IiKlLan laimcnt; its highly
metaphysical intuitions were replaced by the practical state¬
ments of our daily life, and its richly variegated fantasies
gave way to the mattery-fact activity of gathering kindling
and planting pine-trees. And yet there was no vulgarity, no
philistinism. On the contrary, wherever the spirit of Zen
moves, everything that comes in touch with it acquires
something of mystery about it. The oil jar carried by 'Pou-ttu*
Thb

• Ta'tung, oTTau-tzu (819^14), wai a great Zen master towards the
end of Tanf. While he was Uvii» in a itraw-thatdK<d hut in Tou-txu
Shan, Chao-dMiu called on him. Cbaochou met him on hii way to the
hut, and finding out who he was, Chao-cbou adeed, **Are you not the
twier of Toutau Shan?” Tou*tm without answering him said, "Pray
gm me a penny lor my tea and salt.” Ohao-chou gained the hut before
Tosmzu came back from his errand: he entered and quietly waited for
the host Asked Chao-chow, seeing turn approach with an oti-pitcher, “I
heard to much of Tou-uu, and wnat do 1 see now but an old oii^xdlar?*'
Pou-ttu said, “You just tee an oit-pedlar, but no 'Tou-tzu.” "Where is
Tou-tsu?" "OU, oil I*' was the renxMise of the old roonk-pcdlar. (TAr
CDom-imt
XV.)
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emits aninefTable glow; the ladle in the hand of Hsueh-feng*
is incalculably more than a wooden stick; the straw-sandal on
the bead of Cbao-chou* is worth sharing a comer in the temple
trcuure-hoiue. Not only that, every shrimp consumed by
Hsien-tzu* is still alive with us and in us; the pork that
filled the stomach of Chu-t‘ou* has duly attained its Buddhahood. Tosui* is said to have eaten with relish from a beggar's
bowl while his disciple could hardly swallow it. The master
said: “Your mind is still choked with ideas of what is sweet
and what is spoiled. Hence this mess I’* Although it is doubtful
in this pardcular case how far we can go the way of Tosui,
his absolute idealism or his understanding of Sunyata must
be said to be of the most practical kincL In any event, we
cannot deny the fact that wherever there is genuine Zen life
there takes place a transmutation of value, and one begins to
live in a realm unreachable by the senses and the logic based
on them.
That there is another realm for Zen adepts even while
living the prosaic facts of their everyday life is demonstrated
by their eccentric, unsociable, bisarre mannerisms. .Their
behaviour does not allow prediction or inference or
rationalization. It is generally unexpected. Strangely, how¬
ever, there is something in it both refreshing and stimulating.
When we read the biographical accounts of the Zen masters,
or come across the Sumiye pictures illustrating their lives, we
realize what an iron chain of moral and intellecmal con¬
ventionalism we are all the time dn^ging along. The chain
is not always made of iron; it is sometimes of the thinnest
possible material such as the lotus filament—just an idea
slumbering deep in the darkest nook of consciousness; yet
' Hw^-reng rSas-goS) is Mid to have carried a ladk or dipper all the
limeoa hi* Zoi pUfrimafe. His idea was to serve as a cook bi ev^ nsoeastcry he visittd. Cooking is one of the most important but labos^Ma tasks
in the Brotherhood. Hsueh-feitg purpoady wanted to submit hiimelf to ibis
onerous drtsdgery, which is avoided by roost people.
' See ^ Essm. Series I, p. aya.
*See PtairoXiu and X:UI.
*S<M Plate XXI.
' Died 1683. He used to preside over a prosperous Zen lesnpte ia
Kyushu, Japan, but one day, aAer attending a great celebration, he left
and became a wandering metidicant.
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how sliong, how heavy it is'. Our legs, our arms arc so securely
tied I Whm we feel we are the most free we fail to kick off
this lottu filament of the ego^onsciousness. The realm sym¬
bolized by the dancing Pu-tei, the Bodhidharma crossing the
ocean on a rced-leaf, the pair of lunatic poets with a broom
and a writing brush, and others, seems to be utterly beyond
the attainment of ordinary mortals. Yet how alluring and
irresistible this realm is!
This iniser world is frequently represented objectively,
that is, impersonally. Nature is left to ^etch her own images
without rrfercnce to persons. She has her moods, and they
are expressed by means of her rocks, mountains, rivers, fogs,
birds, people, and weeds. Her spirit moves among them.
The Zm artist catches her—which is possible when the artist
loses himself in nature, or rather when he becomes the most
willing instrument in her hands, and the result is so many
landscape paintings left by the Sumiyc artists. Having nothing
to do with so-called realities appealing to the senses, these
iMdscape pictures are devoid of colour and p>erspective. And
yet we arc conscious of a certain spirit hovering over the
mountains and waters and whatever other objects there are.
Recently we hear much from the West of “conquering”
nature, but the idea is quite foreign to us of the Far East,
because to us nature is a friend and not an enemy. Not to
understand her is our fault and not hers. Even when she
looks most threatening, she never betrays ill-feeling towards
us, as human evildoers do. Therefore, the artist knows tuture
best when he is in a state of the unconscious (ma-sAui, mt-luin,
or atiita); and naturally we observe that constant references
are made to nature by Zen masters throughout the history of
Zen Buddhism.
Lastly, the 2Lea masters arc not mere nature-lovers, nor
are they intoxicated with their own “God” which they
hold within themselves. They are social workers, they serve
society in their own way.
When Bodhisattvas are in the realm of their Sambhogakaya, “Self-enjoyment Body”, they are atdied in what may
be called their ceremonial dress, fully decorated and in formal
posture. In the Shingon Mandalas all the Buddhas and
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Bodhisattvas are so represented, and this takes place to a
Shh "
'*1
paintings. When the
Bodhisat^a-i^al u brought nearer down to the earthly
“* V***"
to be seen in bis Nirmanataya, Trai^ormation Body", engaged in his actual service
to sentient beings, his transcendental attitude, so stiff and
unapproachable, becomes gradually softened, as it were, and
goes through a "secularizing" iransformation. That is to
My, the ^hisattva assumes an easier posture and appcaus
in a sim^e loose-fitting robe, divested of aU the ornamental
ctiTOts. He IS a more familiar figure noW. He is not to be
enshrined in a sanctuary as an object of worship, but he u
made to hvc among us as one of our land.
When this "Transformation Body" idea undergoes a
furtlw transformation, the Bodhisattva is actually our
neightour. He—or maybe she—goes to the market for the
provisi^, he cho|M the wood, he copies the sutras, he works
m the factory, he is a clerk in the office; she was in ancient
days even a courtesan.
Expressed in another way, this means that the Buddhanature^wfiftfltj) is in every one of us, in every sentient
bang. Only when we see it, we recognize the Bodhisattva in
one of his transformations. When a Manjusri {Moi\ju), or a
Samantabhadra (Fugen), or an Avalokitesvara (Kwannon)
IS thus brought to our own social level, we meet him or her
every day and everywhere in our daily walk of life. The
meanat thing vre do, the most insignificant deed we perform,
is ^e Bodhisattva’s wtarwto, his hUta, and all the wonders
thieved by the Indian Mahayanisu and recorded so grandly
in their various sutras have also been performed by Hui-neng
^d Hung-jen, Han-shan and Shi-te; more than that, by every
f
Harry. What is needed to become aware
of ihii, to $tc how it is done, is just to open our own
Prajna-^yc.
With these preliminary remarks, and with what has
already b<^ stated in the foregoing pages of the present book,
as well as in the two preceding Scries of Essays, the reader will
be able to undentand the significance of the pictures that
follow, and find out for himself where lies the message of Zen
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in the age of science and machine, industrialism and selA
aggrandisement.
The folltnring “dialogues” {mondo) will further illustrate
the points I have repeatedly noted in my Essa)*! about the
practical turn of Chinese psychology in the demonstration of
the truth of Zen Buddhism, and also furnish the reader with
a key which tvill successfully open the treasure-house of the
Zen life:
The venerable Yen-yai^, of Hsin-hsing,* was asked by a
monk:
“What is the Buddha?”
**A mass of clay.”
“What is the Dharma?”
“The earth moves.”
“What is the Sarogha?*'
“One who eats gruel (rAov) and rice (/ea).”
When the venerable master was asked whit it the meaning
of the Buddha’s manifesting himself in accordance with
conditions, he said:
“O monk, pass that stool over to me, please.”
Hui-chiao, of Yang-chou,* was imploringly requested by
a monk:
“I have come from a iar-off district to receive your
instruction. Will you kindly tell me the truth of Zen as you
understand it?”
“The ofBdal regulations are so strict, and there is no
room for private arrangements,” answered the master.
“There mint be some contrivance
master!"
“[As you come from so far away,] pass the night by the
fiieplaoc.”
Feng the master, of the Kuo-ch‘ing In,* was asked by
a monk:
“What are the characteristic features of your household
[that is to say, of your school, or of your teaching]?”
•

7%t ObiaMav fa. XI.

* Ibid.

• Ibid.
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* fireplace, and windows.**
What IS monkhood?**
XT- lV\.***^*^ morning, *How tlo you do?’ At night, ‘Good
Night /*
“What is the teaching of Buddhism?'*
'The ^ya is a bulhhcaded jail-keeper, and the Patriarchs
are horse-faced old maids.*’
Tmig-sheng, of Vun-yen,* was s^veeping the ground when
A.uei-shan* came up to him and remarked:
‘Tou keep yourself very busy, don’t you. Brother?**
must know that there is one who never gets busy.*’
In this case, I must say that there is a second moon.**
T^-sheng held up the broom and said, “What moon
IS thisr
Kuei-shan nodded his head and went off.
AiMthw time T'an-sheng was engaged in making strawsanMis, when Tung-shan came and asked:
“I wish to get an eye by your kind instruction: b it
possible for me to have one?’’
‘To whom did you give yours away?**
“1 have had none, Master.**
“If you have, when would you set it up?”
Tung-shan made no reply, whereupon the master
remarked:
^The one who asks for an eye—b he the eye?”
“That b no eye,” said Tung-shan.
OK ntf /

• terrible scolding, exclaiming,

*
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Catib-fctig, W
Chib-men, 102

INDEX

Oiinoe utnhn, 25,38,68; — iman.

nation, 99; —
S3, 74.
153; practi^, t02
GMy, 108, 107, 108
^ios-ch'cn ofChang-aha. 110, 111
atyleMM, 38 fa.
Ch'inf-licii, 107
Chinc-luii, 82
Cti|ioK')iii« Peak. 84
Chin-Rin K'c-kuan, 60
Chi>)pen, 140
Chu Fo-nleo, 72
Chuamt'tzu, 31, S3, 319 fa.
Ch‘u-*»uh Fan^h’i, 265, 287
Chu-i'ou, 351
Cintamani, 173, 179
Oita, 54, 107, 161, 182, 274
CUtant. 163
CltbKMt, 159, 160, 162, 183
Comnaafan, 115
Conniciana, 337
Co4Mceraled-to-fire-fod, 181
"CypeeaMrM in the courtyanl”, 46
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Dhannakaya, 30, 34, 43 fa., 51, 91,
_ 279. 306, 312, 312 fa., 314, 315
Dharma-kinf, 188
DAarmtktm,22S

Ohaimamegha. 196
Dfaanna<«ccan, 122
Dhtrmtpadt, 24. 31
DhannaraU, 279
DharmaraJbha, 72
Dhtrmmti, 172
^Warmate, 231, 313 fa; cnieml
thramh variout avenua, 235
Dhanna»vi4ieel, 81, 86
DhaUM, 118, 153, 163
Dhyana. S3,114,117,120,152,311,
318, 319; and its Truitt, 288;
four, 115
Diammi CMtr, the, 221
DimmdSatn, 290
“Dk Pr^oaparamita • literatur”.
221
Dfarimlnation, 281
Dopcn, 138, 347
^tuta-imla^MSaHwaSa, 27 fa.

O
DaiauU^, 249
Dailo Kotn^i, 321
Daitoki^ji, 337
TTafofot^i 274
Dana. 152, 311
Dasakafo, 168
OasaMMsmU. 72, 166, 167
Dayacina, IM
Duifyo, 341
DevaU talk, 68 fa.
Mofmta, 230
DAarmii, 120, 206
Dharma, 109, 114, 115, 118, 120,
122, 126, 127, 131, 137, 159.
239, 312 Tn., 313; wficcl of the,
•98
V^armaeairaptwtarlt, 168
Dhannadhatu, 70, 71, 73, 74, 77,
78, 70, 82, 83, 85, 89, 98, 113,
115, 117, 118, 120, 121, 138,
139,140,146, 147,153,164,169,
173, 181, 1^ 185, 187, 231,
318; fourfold. 140
/XWrsMdkaa^MM, 72, 78
Dhaitnakskra, 299

E
EfolcMnesi (aaaiigw), 195
Eco-aotU, 75, 82, 108, 153
Stalls, 140
EksAatM, 140
Slatalraaa, 93
Ekavyuha-Samadhi, 36
Emancipation, 114. 116, 117, 121,
128; triple, 116
E>md, 83 fa
Emperor Wu of Uaiw. 304
EiAMinem (ju^iata), W, 31, 32, 36,
n, 79, 97. 106, 113, 116, 195,
205; absofatc, 2%: and l^ya,
241; doctrine oT, ZM; ckhteen
forms oT, 236; is aw^falalt, or
arta^ 241; not nothingnem.
240; not to realise, 280; not
relativity, 240; philoaophy oT,
235; realm of, 251; the King
of, 45
BatJohkyt, 21
Enjoyment* and TrantformationBuddhat,S2
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EalMttcamcni, 28. 29; and the
UDCOoKioui, 28; attaimneat oT.
158: ikiirc (br, 70J58,293; etc
menu of, 168, IW; facton of.
I52;ia the ffaafa;yiiia, 156; like
Maya, 248; variouity identified,
231
Eternal Lonelinen, 322, 328, 329,
330
Evfl paths, 98, 99, IIS, 118,152
Exdtemmtf, i^ibratiiig {pniittgaamndlaaa). 93
Experience, Chmae paychological,
83

P
Fa>uanf, 22, 71, 72, 73, 85, 140.
147; hit oommentary, 70
Fa-yen Wen-i, 22, 28. «, 99. 100,
102, 107 fn.
Fa-yea, ofWu-uu Shan, 101
Pexaciiig, 332 tt tta.
Fcaciiig,
i
AVaar
221
Ftrtjhtwo aiptm, Tht Shire rf, 220
Fu, of T'ai-yuan, 308

C
CtmAVf»-prtm^panmiU, 245
«eiidl*. IWfnT
Gtmimjmhfa SWfre, 21, 22, 68, 69, 70.
71, 72. 73, 75,75 fn., 77. 78. 79.
80, 81. 82, 83, 84. 85, 166 fn.;
350; acclimatixed, 102; and
abode, 104; and miracl^ 81;
at a philotophical ireathe, 140;
bachground of. 95; atfury of
the, 83; onginal Sanihrit text
of the, 70 lit.
Caadhamadaaa, 172
Gartida, 119. 188
Gexmnel, William, 214
Caeefe, or nitfae. 106, 108
Gradual tcho^ 33, 37
Cumtara, 230

H
Haiku, 323, 329, 332
/fan-iAa, 145, 208
Hattimrbha, 191
Hatanprabhata, 183
/tomraftyu, 147, 251
Hmaalaya, Mount, 172
/fide, 277
MleriUL 186
Hooen Shooin, 344
HoryMli. 202 fn., 308, 339
Hoeto.340
Mrid^ 204 H ttc.
Htiao-eb'un, of Ling-ch*uan temple,
88 fit.
Htian-p‘ln, 221
Htitk OMB, 40
Htien-exu, 321, 351, 352
H$m, 157
HtinK*oien, of .Shou-than, 101
Hlinc-txu, 22, 110
Hthi, no Ill
lisujui-chtAOw &S

Htuan-chuang, 202, 214, 215, 220
Htuan-fa, of the Lo-han, 62
/fiMO-tta ShSt-tti, 80
Hiueh-Icng, 351
Hnieh-tou, 100
Hu ibih, 37 fit.; on Zen, 74
Huang-lung, 351
Huan(-po, 105,304
70, 71,72
H«»<h‘i, 224
Hui«chao, 100
Hui-liai, <)t Pai<bang Shan, 40, 41,
43 fn., 67. 99
'
Hu>-k*e, 21. 23. 24
Hui-naa, 365
HuMeng. 21, 23, 32. 33, 35, 37,
40 fit., 41, 63, 67, 68, 107, 110,
204. 320, 353, 354
Hui-yuan, SU
Hung of Tai-lung, 100
Hung-jen, 21, 3^ 353
I
I, of Ph-ebiao, 101
Identity, the theory of, 140
Idnunt Hokei, ro in.
Immeaaurablet, the, 114, 126
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Indra, 173,22$ i —*1 6re, 176; —•* Kcfon (anUMtMU), 319, 340
net, 170
Indr* guu-trcaiurc, 180
/ndrijm, 127
KUu, 44, 173, 176
Intdligcnoolieart, 1S7
Kno^ M
Inicrpoietmtioa, in Zen, 90: ocr- Knowledge, 114; iramondenut, 94
fe«, U2
Knowledge-hindrance, 156
Ippcn Shooin, 34$
Kom extrdfc, 215, 216
/ta. 223 In.
KoU>.341
I'tuna, $5
Ktktn, 144
Kaniedaww, 342
Ko^ara, 183
Kripakanma, 168
Krixngfataaa, 126, 134
157
Ajaaa, 114
Junbudvipn, 132,177,181.182,180 KtaaiMka, 168
JunlniiiMia, 124,129,175,182.185. Ktmli, 312
187
Kuya, 142 fn., 285
li. 151
KtUa, 114, 146
7«Mta,283
KutrapafimUki, 91
JeUvuM, 75, 77. 79, 80, 85. 86. 88, Kahantii, 125, 126, 152
89, ^ 93, 97
Kuang>hui Lim, 302
Mann, 139, 148, 168
Kua>v-)rin, 305
jMMMtMT. 81.93
Kmajm Sa^a, 305
Jaeaonlto, 186
Kuc^ming, 99, 10$, 105 fn.
Jodo, MS
Kumar^iva, ZtO, Ol
JojltM, 340
ITmu (nmtaiK 62
Ju^tn^ 139
iTaatb, IM. 1^
Jy«
g! ti Aujt'*, 158
Kudia. 339
Kuya Shoniit, 344
Kwannon, 54
Kalapa, 173
Kalavtfika, 186
Kalpa, 114

Kano Motooobu, 305
Kano SantetM, 30$
Kanxan Kokuitii, 321
Kao Jan-lMti, 342
Kap^lna, 89
KaraiaampaUUkita, 293
KaraaaMvmttada, 251, 252
Kama, and paatlont, 185,168,193;
and paMiondundrancx*, 116;
attd time, 195; -hindrance*, 28,
93.94. 114. 156
Karp««a, 173
Kanma, 73, 157,167, 196
Katyayana, 89

L
Ukahana, 239
LaUta, 353
Laakaaatara. 21, 22, 23, 24, 54 fn..
69.75,234.250,297,319 In., 322
Laiv4*an, 322 Ih.
LaoUuaiM, 337
I.ao-<n, 31, 53. 319 &.
iUUaac.230
Liang, 54, 55
Liang Kni, 327, 347, 353. 355
Li-ao, oT Lang-ehou. 57
Light and Dark. 22
Lin, of Tk‘ang-ch‘i, 106
Lin-chi, 22, 44, 47, 50, 53, 83, 84,
104 III. JOS, 110,111,306
Lin-ehi** “FourMd LiacxliiRi'', 22
Ljngditun, ot Fu-jun Shan, 99, 105
Ling-diu Ju-min, 106
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INDEX

LokMihaui. 77, 78, 83, 1 IS, 138
LikaMn,7rj

fttmtiJitmia, 277
Loktralaha. 230, 231
ItUsMt, 277
Loving kindntn, 118
M ■
Ma Yuan, 342
InUdbyanuka, 313
Macht-licrb. 177
AMaJkMnM, 81, 97, 1$7, 195. 274
313 fti.
MaltakmmttiUa, 185
MahalcMynp*. 88
Mahammtri, 97
Ma^tlMitriiiUa, 166
Mahana^ 180, 186
Afak^rmntpanmiUi Sttra, the, 214
220, 221
294
Maha-jmaU, 2%
MaKavatfOcana-Buddba, 97
AMiMuan^ 166
MahayanaTBl, 82, S3. 84, 87. 06,
97, 123, 137, 147, 132. 243;
difiermtia of, 88; ideal, 112;
tutm, 25
AfaitranMnn, 277
Mailrayanaputra, 88
Maiireya, 83, 97 fn., 113, 117, 123,
124,131, 170,171,176.197,350
riH«M, 274
Makara, 188
Ma>lafl^u kuaa-yin. 305
Mman'kara, 36 fn., 274
Mandatai, 3S1
Manjuiri, 38 fn., 63, 75, 83, 84, 89.
105,159.171,194,305,350,351,
353; a vene on, 83
Mantntn, 203, 204
Mara the Evil One, 89, 116, 125,
174,193,196,201; the Tcoimct,
286
Maruyama Okyo. 305
Mmtttt mi Dimflu ti tht Loafct,
the. 24, 25 In., 30 fe.
MtH, 162
Ma^. 47,54, 55. 100
Mauumoto Tokurnyo, 221
Maudgalyayana, 69

Maya, 89, 259; against Sunyaia,
246; is SnduKsa, 24$
Maya-knou-lectee, 134, 136
Mayavada, 2^
Mayavadin. 242
“Mean**’ («ee Upa^)
Merit, stock of, 94. 124. 166, 167
Miao-hn, 266 IL
Mineho, 343
Mind, 52, S3, 56. 58, 73, 100, 102;
has no form, 52
Mind-only, 74, 79; doctrine of, 23
Ming, of Hsiaiig>t‘an, 106
Mirn^oia Fbwen, 114
Minat fir
StudaUt, 68 fn.
Miyainoto Munahi, U2
Vfokiha. 41
Afoa*. 63. 101, 354
Mu-chi, 327
Mu-chou. 104. 265, 301
Af(«a. 334
MuUia, SI
MuUer, Max. 107 fn.. 221
MttAm. 334, 335, 352
N
Ma eiUiM jmtafiy*, as eia^ammfra,
293
Jib Isjrii aMmmAudlkjMlr, 293
//ia magNM, 36 Gn.
*
Ma mamidfirlM, 294
Naaikcfi, 183
Naga-gem. 173
Nao^Juna, 236, 239, 246
A'aratapw. 312
/MrahnaU, 313 fn.
Jtraaaa, 258, 292
Aaianiftwa nfnnit. 244
Nan-chbn Ch'i-fan, 59
Nan-ch'uan, 47, 110, Ill
Nanclika,89
Nan-yang, 301
Naravana, 174
Narayana, 192
AasSi, 147
7falka.274
Nauirr-snyiticinn, and Zen, 74
ffmPMta. 318, 343, 344, 345, 346
Neng, of Tao-wu, 101
Neng, of Yun-ebu, 100
Niao-k*e, 305
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Nichircn ShAoin, 345. 346
Nich C3i‘ei)f-yvi«n, 73
.vmimmmm, zn
>^uulla. 258, 291
97
NinMuiftkaya, 51, 97, ISO, .313 fit.
353
Nirmite, 125
Nirat>t,7^

NirvMiA, 28, 29, 42. 44, 52, 237,
238; it Khya, 243, 290
5ter«, W, 68 fn.
MtmUIm, 109
No-birtli, 36
Noble petlw, Ibc eight, 115, 118
Noble truths, the fair, 115
Noble wtejom (^vliwhu^irt/ae.
Mfsrara), 69
No-feutian, 108, 111
N^^iad^ 102
Nofi-acfaieveinrnt, 31
Noa-Miaebmcni, 232, 258
No^jjo, 79; and the UneoMcioui,
Non-Interruption, 3.36
Nochingitett, 38
No-iuming-badc, 163

O
Occoo-arrsv-woml*, 182
“(Xlc on Identity”, 22
Oguri Sotan, 30o
^MMtSlet, tignificani, 285
Ongi^ Vows, 299
Ori^^ion, 113, 118; docirtnc of,
OrMadtx Tmumittitn tf iW 5ai^
Dt€tnm, Tht,66
OUMi iCsg^ Csislefw, Sakurabe't,

72 fa..

F
l*ai<haag, 306
Pai Le-t*iea, 305
Pawnoa Tan^hao, 55
Tan*, 83
Pantrieiuic, 315

Paragua, 218
fWa, 223 fa., 282, 297
Partaartfta-iufyaSa, 236
Paiamiia. 72, 86, 102, 126,
129, 131, 151, 174, 184,
194, 218.222,300,311
Panunita-virtvMt, 115
Pmtmntia, 231
Paranir<mtn.vatavartja, 199
ParsBritti, 250, 251, 257
Pantadaaa, 157
Paruaa, IM
Pariismaaa, 297, 299. .300, 310
PmwanmitM, 75
PsrMraaae jhtrs, IW, 300
Psr^afa, 157
PsHjadAi, 157
PtritTtm, 157
PariyatralcB, 183
Psryiaae^', ZSO
l*fe^pMila,-l87
Paaions, 90, 118; evil, 28. 29,
118
Paaton-bindraQoes, 116
Paths of exiateore, 122
Pei-chicn, SOS
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128,
185,

fa.

114,

nai,22

100
Podtadha, 131
Powets, inoooceirable, 93; the ten,
90
PnUr-a, 91
Pndna. 31, 33, 35, 43 fa., 75, 159,
205, 214, 222, 312,
and
BmAistUiM, 228, 227; and
Karuna, 191, 284, 310 fn.; and
Kanina, in the Cilta, 196; and
Maya, 245; and the mtdlect.
292; and Upaya, 226; and
Viinana, 240; oonstkulrt all*
kaowkdj^ TX; liic of, 179; is
aO-knowdedge, 227; fa Jantnitri.
227; is like the earth, 223; is
the eye, 222; its relation 10
time, STO; like life, 223; pwtonifying. 228; recapitulalion
242; seeing things judsMstisst.
231: sees minds of sentient boi^g^ 232; vetsus Karuna or
Upaya, 285; vddi Karuna and
Upaya. 274
PralMheye, 246, 262. 289, 298, 353
Prajnapnramica. IS9, 208, 233
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24, 09, 71, 106,
11^ 114, 159, 313 fiu, 319 In.,
3S0; 1a SMAkrit, 220; Na^aijuna’i comnaeotary on ibe,
Pr^gu^anmiiacarya, 281,296,297,
Pn^na-Samadhi, 3Sy 38
97, IS2 fa.
T^nkrithtmmU, 236
Prakriti. 2», 293
PrmmJita, 170
PtmtUhaat, 31. 82, 97, 120, 132,
149, ISO, 160,178, 296
Pn^ or faMki, 206
Praupiacaadra Cbotha, 221
PntMaan, 127
PnMnrya, 91
PMlittrann, 127
PM^aba, 274
/*iraywidbita»yitm, 290

Pmm, 94
Pki4a^312 fo., 313 In.
/Watarita Aera, 68, 339, 341, 346,
3SS
Purr Land ic»chiii(, 299, 320
Pure>Ughi, 180
Puma, 89
PurpoielcBooa, ia Zen. 328
ParicMimm, 81
Pkm^raaMaaa, 80
AmaAttritabuaiaaaib, 80
Pu-tei, 348, 352
83 bt.
K
Rua. 28S
K^yendralala Mitri, 221
RaMyana, 189
Ralilambbrn, 178
Ralaabila, 30
Rcalim, 24S
Reality. 25, 31. 103, 111, 147;limu
«4, 44, 96, 118, 117:aiimmiiof
(MaiaMi), 83
Reality-liiail. 294
Relativity, not etnptine», 240
Rcvata. W
Retaci Tamechika, 306
Riliu, 340

Raatahpa, 87
AAakm, 34, 3l2 Cti.
/taOa/Ma, lOT
Ritpaai, 191, 292
Ryobu Shinto, 347
Ryonin, 344

S
'•Sab4", Of “WabP*, ot "SbilMmi*',
329
"Sautred Mirror Samaidbi'', 22
yaibftnnaa jUadan'hi, Z3, 24, 25, 75,
350
Saigaramraba, 165
Saigyo, 3W
Sokra, 125, 179, 188
Sakretidra, 95
Sakyamuni, 50, 75, 97, 346
aS2CMlif/ll</d 39

Sainadbi,75.93,114,130,121,122,
125, 128, 165; and the apiritual
powen, 80; at miracle, 81; oT
Avalokitenara, 84
.Cbamm rittam, 277
AmmlaMadra, 75 fh., 81. 82. 83,
85, 86,88, 93,93.105, 159, 197.
350, 363 ; bit anro. 83
Samapottia, 114,128; fornilcs, 116;
nine tucccadve, 1 IS
SamalaUMaJImmc. 168
AaiatlU. 73, 1 IS
SambboRakaya, 51, 313 fn., 337
5:ta4a<AC87.2ll.310 fit.
.A^fa. 250. »l, »2
.Sanigba, 309 (h.
JatmrmW, 157
.Saa^M, contraMcd to Prajna, 392
Saa^naiftlt, 291
Stauara, 297
Samdtrilas, 237, 238, 291
Sanduiao T^i^, 352
Sanron, 340
San^tenr 110, lit
Aafana, \77
S«tptaiBt»4o-/*/riartafewtla, 38 fo. *
Am, 293
Sariputra, 309, 210
Smita, 81
AtMAtraia, 239,296
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StnoAammya

147

160
Smimtt. 9*, 163, 196, 226, 227,
249, 2S6, 261, 264, 310 fn.; «$
vxMd ^woe, 245
SanmjmlacitMjtade, ITS
j4ift«Ur«>MbK«9<i, 293 fn.
SmanuuiratHatmmittirftm, 178
StnmprM«temtmetitM, 17S, 179
SanataOtm, ISO, 157, 217
Sdtanuala esnuuate, 292
, 214
Stkan.Z»
S»tlu(f»JnsU, 223
SMta, 114, 157
StUMiaUMAi, 168
S»^, 127
Stutiimi fnm T'tnt
111
ScU-nature
114,117,122
”Seir*po«<T”, 216
Senhu, 354
Shm*liihi, S3, 37, 67
Sliav4uii, 21,37, 38, 36, 43 fn.
Sliih Hu, 221
Shih-cbin of Jui-yca, 61
Shib-te, 344, Sn
Sliih-<‘ou, 22, 44, 56, 58, 110
Shin, 216, 310 fn.
202, 211, 317, 319, 341,
$42, 343, 347
Shinran, 309 fii., 344, 345
Shintoim, 347
Shotoku, Prince, 306, 339
^au-ch‘u, oTTunf-ahan, 101
Shou^han, 102
Shu, of Pa^u, 101
Siloduuianda, 71
5tJd, 97,152,311
Simhanada, 67
SimkMitinmUiiU, 85
Skandhat, IIS, 153, 163, 203, 204,
254, 255, 279 fn., 290; the five
SradJha^^mmMiaJtOn, 60
5>adA(^«fa,23
Sravakas, in the Ckadc^ade, 88
Sravakahood, versus Bodhiaattvahood, 88. 90, 92
Sravaka>idral, 79
Sri, 173
SrimoU, 339
StftsM, 262
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ShaAkr is tW Lm/Mvatan 5k4ra, 80 fit.
Subhuli, 88, 233
Suchneis (IsalUls), 32, 35, 40, 42.
43,44, 73, 82,83. 109,117, 123,
195, 201, 314
Swdiusana, 95, 173
Sudhaaa. 81, 83, 97 fn., IIS, 117,
124,147,151,164,165,170,171,
176. 197
SMadlta, 166
ShUaeeJt'paki, 75
SaiUAtma, 167
Sumana tree, 183
Susscru, Mount, 95, 172, 182
Sumiye. 325, 332, 336, 338, 351
Aaniala (emptiness), 33, 39, 62, 68,
216, 221, 231,
294, 296,
312 fn., 313 fn., 314, 351; and
/tnapiata, 260; ainxiated with
Zen, 319 in.
^tatyafauinMla, 236, 263
Suprmc Sovereign, 181
109
Sustaining power, 92
5mMsw. 96, 102. 232, 240, 313 fn.
&atn7e,94
SmldMmt, 239
jaaiabaM-nspute, 236
5s^^m,243
SsyssMsBisnae, 168
T
Ta*^, 105 fn.
Tai<h‘in, 107
Tai-ehu Hui-bai. 40
Tai^nii, 265, 266
TaMici. 100
Tai^ul Fa^hen, 105
Tai>t‘au Huait-^ung, 55, 309
Takuan, 333. 334
Tmt-thiMg, 33 fn., 68
Tan-hsia, 321
T'm kman tH, 71 in.
Tao Yuan-ming, 352
Taoxben, 72
Tao-cb'ien, 62
Taoch'uan, of Kues-Wiag, 101
Taodubi, 24, 31, 32, 354; on ibe
AlMndonIng ci the Body, 30
Tas-biv
220, 221, 2S2
Taoisin, 36

INDEX

TviU, 909 In.
217
163
Talha(ata4iuiuly, 92
T*tha^ta(ari>h^ 162, 234
r«2iii^l™219, 231, 233, 234,
394 i aad ttnfftit, 241; not camencaa oronenea^ 233
Tendai, 202, 316, 319, 341, 342.
346, 347
Tenf-kuan, 21, 140
"ThM art it", 63
T‘iei>4unv, 317
Tc«ii,S5I
Vou-txu, 350
Traos (jJt), 109
7W»m, 312fn..313 fii.
Trutn, the ttrofoU, 118
Tiai«ing TaoH^ 354
Taanf-yunf, of akan|r<hing, 61
Ti'ao-tunn branch oi Zen Buddhi«n.22
Tac^ien, the Eaapren, 85
Tia-i, 36 Cn.
Tkmg-chien, of Kuan-ytn ihrioc, 63
23
Tfuaf-mi of Kcuafeng, 21, 22, 26
Ti'in^-yueh, of Teu-Ou, 103
Tuan of TcM-hui, 101
Tunj^ban LianE<hieh, 22,59,218.
Tm aa>, 36
7Wn« Jraia* Tmmm Um, 40
Twhmm Surt, 72
Tuihlia. 125, 151
Tu-thun, XI, 24, 140

UJvMmmkUumUtitifrMUmMa, 80
tHAmm. irT
Ultimate tnitb, 238
Unattainable, the, 250, 255-6, 257,
258
UneoMciout, the, 25, 26 fn., 27, 32.
33,34, 35, 36,37,38,38, 40,41,
45 ih.,73,74,m; and enliahtenlaent, 20: and mind, 28, 30;
and trood and rock, 29: like
■aai, 29; like theocle^l drum,
29

Unconaciouinem, 324
UnobMructnInem, 143
f'/itrrtaat, 127
100,150,152, 232, 272. 273,
275, 299. 310 fn.. 350, 354
UADakoiua/^ 286, 296
U^ait.2»S

Kocoim, 228
affitrt-nt/tt jarMe. 137
Katforaaa/ofMa, 194
Kwranwi lyaki aioaUr^-farUa, 112
Vairoehana, 197, 321. 340,346
Vainichana T<iwer,74,83,127,140,
147, 148, 171; deicrihed, 123
Vanravana, S3, 173
Vura. ISO, 163, 168, 189, 192, 193
V^JrmditdHa. 21,22,23, 24. 29. 42,
43 fa.. 75, 1077214, 221
Vj^racarbha, 196
Variha, 183
Varuna't chain, 176
Kama, 318
Vamvartin, 12$, 126
Kana. 140
Kla a^radra, 210, 215, 219
KiMama, 285
Ki^, 126, 206, 215
Vifama, 173, 177
Vihara, 113
Vijnana, 162, 236; and Prajna.
240
Vnnaptimatra. 23, 214
Kiiay^, 258. 291
KiMdita,91
Vihniia, 80. 81, 91, 133, ISO, 353
VimaUaUa, 168
KmiaZatifft, 24, 29, 31, 35, 63, 106,
IWkjAa (emaacipatioa), 120
Kia^w, 1S7
115
Katanaae. 73
Kukanaaa,
VOtOacitta, 166
iWadbaam. 167
Ki^, 151,1^, 312
VHamaiiUmt, 277
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